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Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan

I. INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL
Presidential Homeland Security Directives 5 and 8, enacted in 2004, require the State and Local
governments to adopt the fundamental principles, language and operational concepts
embedded in the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the National Response
Plan (NRP) as a condition for receiving certain categories of federal support for Emergency
Management. To meet these requirements, Coffey County created this Emergency Operations
Plan (EOP) and the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners officially adopted it on
04/20/2015.
The revised Coffey County EOP is the product of a detailed and focused planning process that
1) fully incorporates the NIMS concepts, principles, practice and language 2) capitalizes on the
lessons learned from recent disasters, 3) incorporates plans, programs and policies that have
emerged since the last revision of the EOP. The EOP establishes a framework through which
the County may prepare for; respond to; recover from; and mitigate to prevent the impacts of a
wide variety of disasters that could adversely affect the health, safety and or general welfare of
the residents and emergency workers of Coffey County. The EOP provides guidance to Coffey
County officials or procedures, organization and responsibilities, which will prevent, minimize
and/or relieve personnel hardship and property damage associated with disasters or the
imminent threat thereof. This plan also provides for an integrated and coordinated county,
municipal, state and federal response.
The EOP is operation oriented and addresses communication and warning systems; rapid
deployment and pre-deployment resources; evacuation and shelter operations; post disaster
response and recovery activities and clearly defines responsibilities of county, municipal,
volunteer and other organizations through an Incident Management System/Emergency Support
Function approach to planning and operations.
The EOP describes the basic strategies, assumptions and mechanics through which the County
will mobilize resources and conduct activities to guide and support County Emergency
Management efforts through prevention, preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation. To
facilitate inter-government operations, the EOP adopts a functional approach that groups the
type of assistance to be provided under each Emergency Support Function (ESF). Each ESF is
headed by a primary agency, which has been selected based on its authorities, resources and
capabilities in the functional area. In addition, other agencies with similar capabilities have been
given support assignments to appropriate ESF(s). The ESF(s) serve as the primary operational
mechanism through which County assistance is managed. Command staff and other General
staff have been assigned to support the ESF(s). County assistance will be provided to impacted
communities within the County under the overall authority of the Coffey County Emergency
Management, on behalf of the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners .
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In an effort to ensure that the revised EOP was strictly aligned with the State and National
preparedness guidance, the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency
Management and National Department of Homeland Security publications listed below were
consulted and closely followed:


The National Preparedness Guidelines (September, 2007), {superseding the March,
2005 Interim National Preparedness Goal}



Draft National Response Framework (July, 2007)



FEMA NIMCAST User's Guide



National Planning Scenarios (15)



Targeted Capabilities List (Draft Version 2.0)



Universal Task List (Draft Version 2.1)

The following information is an excerpt from the National Preparedness Guidelines (September,
2007)

B. PURPOSE
The purpose of the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan is to establish a framework for
government, non-profit organizations and residents to address prevention, preparation,
response, recovery and mitigation of the effects of emergencies and disasters.

C. Scope
This plan identifies when and under what conditions the application or activation of this plan is
necessary.
The plan establishes fundamental policies strategies and assumptions for a Countywide program that is guided by the principles of the National Incident Management System.
This EOP provides the following benefits to Coffey County:
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Creating a plan which addresses all hazards, all phases of emergency management, all
impacts, and extending an opportunity to partner with all stakeholders.



The EOP establishes a Concept of Operations spanning the direction and control of an
emergency from initial monitoring through post disaster response, recovery and
mitigation.



The EOP defines inter-agency and inter-government coordination mechanisms to
facilitate delivery of immediate response and recovery assistance.



The EOP assigns specific functions to appropriate County and municipal agencies and
organizations as well as outlines methods to coordinate with the private sector, volunteer
organizations, citizens and state and federal counterparts.



The EOP identifies actions that County response and recovery organizations will take in
coordination with municipal, state and federal counterparts as appropriate, regardless of
the magnitude of the disaster.

D. Methodology
The Coffey County EOP was developed as a team effort consisting of the following agencies
and organizations:
Federal
Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
State
Adjutant Adjutant General's Office, Kansas National Guard
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Civil Air Patrol
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Civil Support Team
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Adjutant General's Office, Office of Emergency Communications
Adjutant General's Office, Office of Public Affairs
Governor's Office
Kansas Association of Local Health Departments
Kansas Attorney General's Office
Kansas Board of Emergency Medical Services
Kansas Bureau of Investigation
Kansas Commission on Disability Concerns
Kansas Corporation Commission
Kansas Department of Agriculture
Kansas Department of Agriculture, Division of Water Resources
Kansas Department of Commerce
Kansas Department of Corrections
Kansas Department of Education
Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Division of Environment
Kansas Department of Insurance
Kansas Department of Labor
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Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services
Kansas Department of Transportation
Kansas Department of Veterans Affairs
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
Kansas Department on Aging
Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Kansas Forestry Service
Kansas Geological Society
Kansas Highway Patrol
Kansas Housing Resources Corporation
Kansas Human Rights Commission
Kansas Medical Society
Kansas State Fire Marshal's Office
Kansas Water Office
County
Coffey County Appraiser
Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
Coffey County Clerk's Office
Coffey County Coroner
Coffey County Counselor
Coffey County Economic Developement
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Extension
Coffey County Fire District #1
Coffey County Health Department
Coffey County Hospital
Coffey County Public Information Officer
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Coffey County Rural Fire Departments
Coffey County Sheriff
Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Coffey County Treasurer
USD 243 Lebo / Waverly, USD 244 Burlington, USD 245 Gridley / Leroy
City
Animal Control City of Burlington
Burlington Electric Department
Burlington Police Department
Burlington Street Department
Burlington Water/Wastewater Department
Coffey Fire Station #3 - Burlington
Private Sector
AT and T
BNSF Railway
Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas
Non-Profit
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American Red Cross
Kansas City Power and Light
Kansas Emergency Management Association
Kansas Ethanol, LLC
Kansas Fire Chiefs Association
Kansas Funeral Directors Association
Kansas Gas Service
Kansas Pipeline Association
Kansas Rural Electric Cooperative Association
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES)
SAR Working Group
State Animal Response Team (SART)
The Salvation Army
Other
Community Relations Team
Human Needs Assessment Team
Kansas Assessment Team
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Unmet Needs Team

Each agency was consulted with to determine their particular emergency roles and
responsibilities. Each agency has agreed with the responsibilities assigned to them in the Coffey
County EOP. Agency concurrence signatures are maintained with the Coffey County
Emergency Management. The EOP's concepts were developed by the Coffey County
Emergency Management, in coordination with the agencies and organizations involved in
emergency management activities. Each agency and organization involved is expected to have
its own procedures to implement the concept of operations.
Each of the above listed agencies will receive "Viewer Access" to the Coffey County EOP via
the Bold Planning Solutions Planning System, www.KansasPlanner.com.
In addition:


The Coffey County EOP is adopted by the Coffey County Board of County
Commissioners by resolution, which serves as the promulgation letter for the EOP. A
copy of the signed promulgation can be found in the file archive of this plan.



A Record of Changes Log is used to record all published changes as those holding
copies of the EOP receive them. The holder of the copy is responsible for making the
appropriate changes and updating the Log.



A master copy of the EOP, with a master Record of Changes Log, is maintained in the
Coffey County Emergency Management.

1. Planning Process
The process used by Coffey County has been designed to ensure that all stakeholders have an
opportunity to participate in the development of the EOP and the EOP is based on the best
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information available. To this end, the planning process is based on the following planning
principles:


Planning should be community-based, representing the whole community and their
needs



Planning should include participation from all stakeholders in the community



Planning uses a logical and analytical problem-solving process to help address the
complexity and uncertainty inherent in potential hazards



Planning considers all hazards and threats



Planning should be flexible enough to address both traditional and catastrophic incidents



Time, uncertainty, risk and experience influence planning



Effective plans tell those with operational responsibilities what to do and why to do it



Planning is fundamentally a process to manage risk



Planning is one of the key components of the preparedness cycle of planning,
organizing, training, equipping, exercising, evaluating, and taking corrective actions

2. Implementation of NIMS
The Coffey County EOP implements NIMS by:


Using ICS and the multi-agency coordination system to manage and support all
incidents



Integrating all response agencies and entities into a single, seamless system



Establishing a public information plan (ESF-15)



Identifying and characterizing resources according to established standards and types



Requiring the need for all personnel to be trained properly for the job they perform



Ensuring interoperability, accessibility and redundancy of communications

II. SITUATION
This section of the plan summarizes the hazards that could potentially affect Coffey County. The
hazards and risk analysis addresses the major hazards to which the County is vulnerable;
provides a summary of the County's vulnerable population; outlines the assumptions that were
considered in the planning process; and defines disaster magnitude classifications that will
trigger county response under the NIMS.
A comprehensive hazard and risk assessment is contained in the Coffey County mitigation plan.
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The plan is kept under separate cover and can be accessed by contacting Coffey County
Emergency Management.

A. Hazard Analysis
Hazard and Vulnerability Assessment Summary
Coffey County is vulnerable to a wide range of hazards that threaten its communities,
businesses and environment. To determine the hazards that pose the greatest threat, Coffey
County has prepared a Hazard Identification and Vulnerability Assessment. The major findings
are summarized below. The assessment was developed from historical data of events that have
occurred, and specifically examines:
1. Probability (frequency) of event
2. Magnitude of event
3. Expected warning time before event
4. Expected duration of event
For emergency management planning purposes, the critical analysis that must be undertaken is
an assessment of the consequences of each hazard, including potential area of impact,
population exposed and impacted, duration of the hazard, and potential economic
consequences.
The Hazard Analysis utilizes Intelligence from the threat analysis by the State and local fusion
centers, joint terrorism task forces, national intelligence organizations, etc and incorporates
those findings into a comprehensive hazard analysis.

Three levels of risk have been identified: High, Moderate and Low.
High - High probability of occurrence; at least 50 percent or more of population at risk from
hazard; significant to catastrophic physical impacts to buildings and infrastructure; major loss or
potential loss of functionality to all essential facilities (hospital, police, fire, EOC and shelters).
Moderate - Less than 50 percent of population at risk from hazard; moderate physical impacts
to buildings and infrastructure; moderate potential for loss of functionality to essential facilities.
Low - Low probability of occurrence or low threat to population; minor physical impacts.
Hazard Profile Summary for Emergency Operations Plan
Warning
Hazard
Probability Magnitude
Duration CPRI
Time
Tornado
4
3
4
1
3.4
Major Disease Outbreak
4
3
1
4
3.25
Windstorm
4
3
3
2
3.35
Wildfire
4
2
4
2
3.2
Winter Storm
4
3
2
3
3.3

Planning
Significance
High
High
High
High
High
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Flood
Hailstorm
Pandemic Event
Lightning
Hazardous Materials
Utility/Infrastructure Failure
Agricultural Infestation
Terrorism, Agri-terrorism, and
Civil Disorder
Land Subsidence
Expansive Soils
Extreme Temperatures
Drought
Dam and Levee Failure
Landslide
Radiological
Soil Erosion and Dust
Earthquake

4
4
3
4
4
3
4
1

3
2
3
1
1
2
2
4

3
3
1
2
4
4
1
4

3
1
4
1
2
3
4
4

3.45
2.95
2.8
2.5
2.9
2.85
2.95
2.65

High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

4
4
3
2
1
3
1
2
1

1
1
2
3
4
1
3
1
2

1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
4

4
4
3
4
4
1
3
4
1

2.65
2.65
2.4
2.35
2.35
2.2
1.95
1.75
1.75

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Low

B. Disaster Magnitude Class
This is an all-hazards EOP and addresses minor, major and catastrophic disasters. These
levels of disaster are defined as:
Catastrophic Disaster: A disaster that will require massive State and Federal assistance,
including immediate military involvement. Federal assistance will involve response as well as
recovery assets.
Major Disaster: A disaster that will likely exceed local capability and require a broad range of
State and Federal assistance. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) will be
notified and potential Federal assistance will be predominantly recovery oriented.
Minor Disaster: A disaster that will likely be within the response capability of local government
and will result in only a minimal need for State or Federal assistance.

C. Capability Assessment
Currently capability assessments are performed regionally in Kansas. The capability
assessment is performed through the Regional Homeland Security Council with wide input
accepted from key stakeholders. The results of the capability assessment guide future
investments in planning, training, exercising and resources. The regional capability assessment
is available under separate cover and is attached to the file archive in the Bold Planning
Solutions Super System.
Coffey County has highly trained personnel for adequate response to many hazard events.
However, if an event were beyond the capabilies of the local communities, Coffey County will
rely on its mutual aid partners to assist in meeting the needs of the hazard event. Coffey County
and the mutual aid partners depend on each other for equipment, personnel, and supplies when
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needed. If there is an event that goes beyond the means of the County and the mutual aid
partners, then the County will request assistance from State and Federal Agencies.
The Kansas Adjutant General's Office maintains a summary of Coffey County's capabilities
which are defined in the planning hazards. The hazards that are identified through the risk
assessment are prioritized by the likelihood of occurrence and the severity of impact on the
county. A full account of Coffey County Capability assessment can be viewed at
www.datacounts.net/hsgp. For access to the site, contact the Emergency Operations
Department of the Kansas Highway Patrol.

D. Economic Profile
In 2007 Coffey had a per capita personal income (PCPI) of $34,839. This PCPI ranked 17th in
the state and was 95 percent of the state average, $36,525, and 90 percent of the national
average, $38,615. The 2007 PCPI reflected an increase of 6.4 percent from 2006.
The 2006-2007 state change was 5.8 percent and the national change was 4.9 percent. In 1997
the PCPI of Coffey was $22,551 and ranked 25th in the state. The 1997-2007 average annual
growth rate of PCPI was 4.4 percent. The average annual growth rate for the state was 4.3
percent and for the nation was 4.3 percent.
In 2007 Coffey had a total personal income (TPI) of $293,132. This TPI ranked 43rd in the state
and accounted for 0.3 percent of the state total. In 1997 the TPI of Coffey was $199,370 and
ranked 45th in the state. The 2007 TPI reflected an increase of 4.8 percent from 2006. The
2006-2007 state change was 6.6 percent and the national change was 6.0 percent. The 19972007 average annual growth rate of TPI was 3.9 percent. The average annual growth rate for
the state was 4.8 percent and for the nation was 5.4 percent.
Total personal income includes net earnings by place of residence; dividends, interest, and rent;
and personal current transfer receipts received by the residents of Coffey. In 2007 net earnings
accounted for 67.6 percent of TPI (compared with 61.1 in 1997); dividends, interest, and rent
were 13.0 percent (compared with 22.6 in 1997); and personal current transfer receipts were
19.5 percent (compared with 16.3 in 1997). From 2006 to 2007 net earnings increased 4.6
percent; dividends, interest, and rent increased 4.3 percent; and personal current transfer
receipts increased 5.9 percent. From 1997 to 2007 net earnings increased on average 5.0
percent each year; dividends, interest, and rent decreased on average 1.7 percent; and
personal current transfer receipts increased on average 5.8 percent.
Agriculture
Farming in Coffey County remains the mainstay for the county. The 2007 Kansas Agricultural
Statistics indicates 600 farms, ranking 41st in the state, and 335,000 acres of land in farms,
ranking 87th in the state. Coffey County ranks 66th in farm value of crops harvested
($40,693,200), and 75th in the value of cattle and milk production in the state ($15,379,900).
Crops consist of wheat (826,000 bushels), corn (3,010,000 bushels), and sorghum (305,000
bushels). Cattle and calves inventory in January 2008 was 43,600 head valued at $37,930,000.
Data for hogs, sheep, and poultry were not available at the county level. Employment statistics
for the county show a decrease in farm employment from 707 in 1990 to 631 in the year 2003.
Business & Industry
During the year 2000, 68% of Coffey County’s population was in the labor force, while 3.0%
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were unemployed and looking for work. The top employment sectors were: management,
professional, and related occupations (31.4%), sales and office occupations (20.5%), service
occupations (17.4%), production, transportation, and material moving occupations (15.9%),
construction, extraction, and maintenance occupations (12.8%), and farming, fishing, and
forestry occupations (1.9%).
In 2000, 66.5% of the working class was identified by the U.S. Census Bureau as private wage
and salary workers; 11.9% as self-employed, and 20.4% as government workers.
In 2008, the unemployment rate in Coffey County was 4.9%, this percentage was up from the
3.0%
Coffey County Property was valued at $460,780,672 in 2007. Public utility property accounted
for 85.71% of the total property valuation, with agricultural land accounting for 3.29% of the total
property valuation. Residential property accounted for 7.47% of the total property valuation, and
oil and gas properties accounted for 0.33% of the total property valuation.
Approximately 999 jobs were added in the county during the period 1990 to 2004. The civilian
labor force in Coffey County has grown from 3,996 in 1990, to 4,997 in 2004.
Economic Summary
Coffey County’s overall decreasing population makes economic development somewhat more
difficult than in other areas in the state, as the county is not located close to a major Kansas
metropolitan city for direct access to major services. Additionally, Coffey County is classified as
a Rural county, thus is also considered “distressed” by the State of Kansas. A discussion of this
classification is provided below.
The Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) classifies counties into one of five
tiers: Frontier, Rural, Densely-settled rural, Semi-urban, and Urban. The classifications are
based on several factors including population per square mile. Since the 1930’s, Frontier/Rural
contraction has been a reality for the State. Frontier classification obviously represents the most
economically disadvantaged and Urban the most prosperous. Frontier and Rural are considered
"distressed" based on various economic and demographic characteristics. A Frontier County is
defined as those with less than 6.0 persons per square mile; Rural counties are those with 6.0 –
19.0 persons per square mile.
Distressed counties (Frontier and Rural) account for 68 of the 105 counties in the State.
Numerous bills have been introduced into the Kansas legislature over the past ten years, but
none have passed that specifically addresses dwindling populations in the rural counties. Other
suggestions have included replacing irrigation-based agriculture with more diverse forms of
economic activity. Ultimately, the availability of steady, well-paying jobs and affordable housing
would mitigate many of the problems created by sparse population.

The Coffey County average per capita income is estimated at $27,627.00 based on the 2010
United States Census Bureau (http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/20/20031.html). There
are 3,501 households in Coffey County with a median household income of $51,793. The most
common industries are utilities, construction, and agriculture. These areas are considered
critical infrastructures along with other fields such as, education and health care and social
services.
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E. Spatial Profile
Coffey County, at 629.7 square miles total area, is the 80th largest county in Kansas. With a
2007 Kansas Certified population of approximately 8,701, Coffey County was the 45th most
populated county in the State of Kansas. There are six incorporated municipalities in Coffey
County that include: Burlington, Lebo, LeRoy, Waverly, New Strawn, and Gridley. Burlington is
Coffey County's most populous city as well as the county seat.
Coffey County is located in the east-central portion of the State of Kansas. Coffey County is
bounded on the north by Osage County, northeast by Franklin County, east by Anderson
County, southeast by Allen County, south by Woodson County, southeast by Greenwood
County, and northwest by Lyon County.
The 2005 Kansas Land Cover Patterns map produced by the Kansas Applied Remote Sensing
(KARS) program provides a fairly accurate assessment of 11 land use/land cover classes. The
bulk of the land cover in the county (83.9%) is comprised of cropland and grassland. Surface
water is primarily in the form of creeks, rivers, and small to medium sized ponds and lakes.
Residential and commercial/industrial development comprises 0.53% of the land cover, primarily
in and around the town of Burlington. Woodlands are typically clustered along the many streams
and creeks that traverse through the county.
The principle varieties of native timber are hickory, walnut, ash, oak, sycamore, cottonwood,
and hackberry.
History
William G. Cutler’s History of Kansas, first published in 1883, tells about the history of Coffey
County; with Transcribes from volume I of Kansas: Prior to 1854, it is not known that any white
man every lived in the county. The Sac and Fox Indians, whose reservation was north of the
county, had a burial ground near the site of the City of Burlington, and an Indian trail from the
Sac and Fox agency to the buffalo hunting ground in southwestern Kansas, also ran through the
county, crossing the Neosho River at the point where Burlington now stands, and this trail was
used for many years after the settlement of the county.
The first known settlement of white men within the county was made in the Neosho Valley in
1854 by Frederick Troxel, who built a log cabin on the old Indian trail about three-fourths of a
mile south of the present town of LeRoy and moved there with his family. Mrs. Troxel's brother,
Gen. John B. Scott, the founder of LeRoy, was at that time an Indian trader at the Sac and Fox
agency. The Indian trail extended from the agency southwest through Coffey county, crossing
the Neosho river where Burlington now stands, where the Indians had a burial ground, and
continuing to the Buffalo hunting grounds in the Indian Territory. A small colony from New York,
including Ahijah Jones and his son, George, William R. and Alban Saunders, settled at the
present location of LeRoy in Dec., 1854. They brought their families the next year. Washington
Vickery and Levi Heddens (who is said to have been the first man to cross the Neosho river in a
wagon) were here in 1854, but did not locate until 1855. Others who came in 1855 were, Dr.
Hamilton Smith, a free-state man prominent in territorial struggles, Morgan Dix, Simpson
Despain, Hiram Hoover, Judge Strawn and Joe Lebo, all of whom settled near the present site
of Ottumwa, and Mr. Crall on Lebo creek, also the "Hampden Colony" consisting of 100 men
and women from Hampden, Mass.
This colony founded a town across the river from the present city of Burlington. Its promoters
expected to make it the leading commercial center of southeastern Kansas. They put up
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business establishments and organized a county court, but the founding of Burlington was a
serious check to it, and with the permanent location of the county seat at the latter place in
1865, Hampden faded from view entirely. LeRoy and Ottumwa were located in 1855, and the
county was pretty well settled by the end of 1856.
Although the county was not yet organized a court was established at Hampden under Judge
Cato, which the next year was moved to LeRoy. When the legislature officially organized the
county in 1857 LeRoy was made the temporary county seat, and the following officers were
appointed: F. C. Amsden, sheriff; John Woolman, probate judge; Richard Burr and Samuel
Lock, commissioners. An election for commissioners was held in September and resulted in the
choice of John Evans, John Wooster and Enos Strawn. Efforts were made by the Burlington
town company to secure the county seat, but Wooster and Evans being favorable to LeRoy it
was located at that place. The legislature of 1858 changed the seat of justice to Burlington and
provided for an election on the matter in Oct., 1858. In the meantime the board of supervisors
met at Hampden, where the county clerk, Silas Fearl, lived, the other officers retaining their
offices at LeRoy. The first meeting of the supervisors to be held at Burlington was on Oct. 5, the
next day after the election. Although LeRoy received the largest number of votes for county
seat, it was never officially recognized. The county officers were retained there until Judge Rush
Elmore came to Burlington to hold a session of court for Coffey county. He ordered the county
recorder to move his office to Burlington, and court was held at that place.

F. Vulnerabilities
The following vulnerabilities have been identified for the Coffey County Emergency Operations
Plan.
1. Critical Facilities
The following vulnerability summary of Coffey County is provided from the hazard analysis
conducted in 2007. For additional information, reference Section 3.3 of this section, and the
Coffey County Hazard Analysis.
Based on the livestock operations conducted in the county, Coffey County could face an
increased vulnerability to livestock disease and agro-movement issues due to the large
numbers of livestock present and transported through the county. In effect, the presence of
feeding operations and livestock become the source of a hazard as well as an area of
vulnerability. Livestock are routinely transported on Coffey County roadways from producers to
feedlots to
packing plants.
In the event of a hazardous incident, special human populations (hospitals, schools, disabled
care facilities, senior care facilities, youth care facilities, prisons, etc.) that may lie within the
vulnerable radius of an event may be subject to increased risk due to proximity. A combination
of these factors could pose significant limitations when implementing response actions in a
hazardous event.
Name / Location
(Physical Address)
Points of Distributions (supplies, food, water, etc)

Resources Located at Facility
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Name / Location
(Physical Address)
American Red Cross
1900 E. Douglas
Wichita, KS 67214

Resources Located at Facility

Number of Staff: Comments: The American Red Cross will determine the
point of distribution.
Other
Burlington Elementary School
706 Niagara St
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Burlington High School
830 Cross St
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Points of Dispersing (SNS/Medical Supplies)
Burlington High School
830 Cross St
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Comments:
Points of Dispersing (SNS/Medical Supplies)
Burlington Middle School
720 Cross St
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Landing Zone
Coffey County Airport
1899 HWY 75
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Comments: 7 miles N of BURLINGTON, KS
Emergency Operations Center
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
110 S. 6th St
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Name / Location
(Physical Address)
Burlington, KS 66839

Resources Located at Facility

Number of Staff: Comments: Basement of Sherrifs office
Warning Point
Coffey County Dispatch
605 Neosho St.
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Points of Dispersing (SNS/Medical Supplies)
Coffey County Hospital
801 N 4th
Burlington, KS 66839
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Gridley Elementary School
300 3rd St
Gridley, KS 66852
Number of Staff: Other
Joint Services Building
1307 Old Hwy 50
Waverly, KS 66871
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Lebo Elementary School
415 N Ogden St
Lebo, KS 66856
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Lebo High School
12 W 4th St
Lebo, KS 66856
Number of Staff: -
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Name / Location
(Physical Address)
Shelter Location

Resources Located at Facility

LeRoy Elementary School
1013 N Main St
Leroy, KS 66857
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Southern Coffey County High School
1010 N Main St
Leroy , KS 66857
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Southern Coffey County Jr High School
600 Stukey St
Gridley, KS 66852
Number of Staff: Emergency Operations Center
State of Kansas EOC
2800 S.W. Topeka Boulevard
Topeka, KS 66611
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Waverly Elementary School
607 Dane St
Waverly, KS 66871
Number of Staff: Shelter Location
Waverly High School
607 Pearson St
Waverly, KS 66871
Number of Staff: -

2. Population Demographics
Coffey County is classified as a Rural county (6.0 to 19.9 persons per square mile), with no
major metropolitan areas or industry, and its economy is primarily agricultural. Coffey County’s
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retail trade pull factor of 0.697% in eastern Kansas for the year 2006 is currently ranked 7th in
Kansas Economic Reporting Region One. Coffey County is actively seeking ways to increase
expansion of its existing businesses and industries in the county in an attempt to broaden the
tax base while not destroying the agricultural base of the county. From a production basis,
agricultural products (crops and livestock) comprise the majority of industry in the region.
Coffey County’s current population of 8,701 (2007 - Kansas Certified Population) ranks 45th out
of 105 counties in the state. Most of these residents are dispersed throughout the county’s six
main population centers, with some smaller concentrations residing in rural parts of the county.
The average population density for the county is 13.3 people per square mile of land.
Historically, Coffey County has experienced an overall population loss since 1900, although the
population has been relatively stable since 1960. The recent 2006 US Census estimated
population for the county was 8,701, revealing a slight decrease of 1.8% since 2000.
A recent study conducted by the Kansas Water Office provides projection data for Coffey
County that predicts a gradual upswing in population over the next 32 years.
Coffey County‘s ethnic mix consists of a variety of cultures and people. General demographic
information from the 2000 Census is shown in Table 3.3 (2). Coffey County's Census population
was 8,865, with 2,790 people living in Burlington, the most populated city on the county. The
median age is 39.2 years. The majority of the population are in the 35-44-year range. 83.8% of
the population is under the age of 65. Of the houses in the county, 78.3% were owner occupied.
3. Vulnerable Needs
Coffey County recognizes considerations must be made to reasonably accommodate vulnerable
populations during emergencies. Coffey County is engaged in a number of activities which aim
to improve response plans and operations to accommodate the needs of those most vulnerable
during an emergency event. ESF Annexes within this plan outline or identify guidance to better
assist supporting vulnerable needs populations. Coffey County at times the best support for
such needs is to request assistance from regional and/or state partners. Specifically the
following will be addressed in this EOP:


Identification of Vulnerable populations: Basic Plan, Vulnerable Needs Planning System



Notification: ESF 2



Evacuation and Transportation: ESF 1



Sheltering: ESF 6



First aid and medical care: ESF 8



Temporary lodging and housing: ESF 6



Transition back to the community: ESF 14



Recovery: ESF 14
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This plan and other Cofffey County plans take physical, programmatic, and communications
needs of individuals with disabilities, children, and others with access or functional needs into
consideration when developing a comprehensive plan. The County contacts special needs
facilities, such as, elderly living centers, hospitals, daycares, etc. to find what items or actions
need to be put in place to better accommodate their needs during an event.

G. Public Safety
The following is a list of public safety agencies within Coffey County. They include law
enforcement, medical services, fire districts, emergency management and communication and
dispatching centers.
A. Law Enforcement
The Coffey County Sheriff's Office currently employees 45 individuals, 6 of which are
administrative positions. Employee's include Deputies, Dispatchers, Jailers, Lake Personnel,
Volunteer Reserve Deputies and Student Interns.
The Sheriff's department also includes Lake Patrol Personnel at Coffey County Lake that are
responsible for daily operations including registration and safety. Coffey County Lake is the
cooling lake for Wolf Creek Nuclear Power Plant. Lake personnel must learn boater safety,
operations, rescue and fishing regulations.
B. Medical Services
Coffey Health System, formerly Coffey County Hospital, is available for any medical need, with
a wide range of in-patient and out-patient services. Included are a Mobile MRI Unit, a Mobile
Cat Scan Unit, professional staffing and state-of-the-art technology. The hospital has satellite
clinics in Gridley, LeRoy and Waverly. A private clinic is also located in Lebo. Local medical
professionals serving Coffey County includes: 7 physicians, 3 physician assistants, 4 dentists
and 4 optometrists.
C. Fire Districts
Coffey County Fire District #1 was established in May 1989, to provide fire, rescue and
emergency medical response to the citizens of Coffey County and Southern Osage
County. Coffey County Fire District #1 covers approximately 700 square miles, which includes
three mainstream highways, two major railway systems, countless miles of underground
pipelines, a large national wildlife refuge, two large man-made lakes, a nuclear power plant, and
rural farmland.
Coffey County Fire District #1 maintains seven fire stations, a water rescue division and a
hazardous materials division, located in Burlington, Gridley, Jacobs Creek, LeRoy, Lebo, New
Strawn and Waverly. The Fire District is comprised of approximately 140 trained professional
volunteer firefighters, and also five volunteers of the water rescue division, which are trained in
swift water rescue, surface and underwater search and recovery. The Fire District has presently
two full-time positions, a Fire Chief/Administrator and District Clerk. Their offices are located in
Burlington at Station #3.
D. Emergency Managment
The Emergency Management Department in Coffey County has a full-time staff of four
personnel. Many hundreds of hours each year are spent training for and responding to
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emergency and disaster situations. The Emergency Management Department provide
community education, aid businesses who have hazardous materials with emergency planning
and reporting, as well as all-hazards planning and preparation. Almost all County employees
are trained in a emergency response function.
E. Communications/Dispatch Centers
The 911 Coordinator/Communications Director is responsible for the oversight of
communications for all of Coffey County, including the 911 system. The Sheriff's Office
provides dispatch services to the Sheriff's Office, City Police Departments, Ambulance and
Fire. Many state agencies as well utilize the communications department.

Name of Agency
Coffey County Emergency
Management
Coffey County Fire Dist. #1
Coffey County Sheriff's Department
Coffey County Sheriff's Department
Dispatch
Coffey County Health Department
Coffey County Hospital
Burlington Police Dept.

Area Served
Coffey
County
Coffey
County
Coffey
County
Coffey
County
Coffey
County
Coffey
County
Burlington

Description of Agency
Emergency Management
Fire and Rescue
Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement Dispatch and
Communication
Health and Welfare
Health and Welfare
Law Enforcement

H. Education
The following is a list of educational agencies located within Coffey County.
Coffey County School Districts USD 243, USD 244, and USD 245 are dynamic, dedicated
service agency that provides leadership, resources, and support to students and parents in
Coffey County. Coffey County School Administrators seek to provide the best possible
education, standards and assessments, special education services, child nutrition and wellness,
title programs and services, career and technical education to their students. It is the goal of the
Coffey County School District's to provide all children with equal access to a quality, high-level
education that promotes student achievement and prepares all students for global success.
The closest college to Coffey County is Emporia State College in Emporia, KS.
Name of Agency
Area Served
Description of Agency
Gridley Elementary School
Gridley
Elementary
Lebo Elementary School
Lebo
Elementary
Lebo High School
Lebo
High School
Leroy Elementary School
Leroy
Elementary
Southern Coffey County High School
Coffey County
High School
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Couthern Coffey County Jr High School
Waverly Elementary School
Waverly High School
Burlington High School
Burlington Middle School

Coffey County
Waverly
Waverly
Burlington
Burlington

Jr High School
Elementary
High School
High School
Middle School

I. Culture, Arts and Humanities
The following is a list of culture, art and humanity agencies located within Coffey County.
The Coffey County Museum features one of the largest doll collections in the state; an 1869
one-room country school; a restored country church; a gun collection; Indian arrowhead
collections; and much more.
The first county fair was held in 1868, and is considered the state's oldest continuous county
fair.
Coffey County Lake, has proven to be one of the premier fishing lakes since opening for
limited public fishing in October 1996. Dedicated exclusively to fishing, Coffey County Lake has
been featured on national television programs such as Jimmy Houston's Outdoors and Bill
Saiff's Rod and Reel.
Coffey County can provide fishing fun for the entire family. Boat ramps are provided at each
lake, with camping available at John Redmond, Gridley and Lebo Lakes.
All lakes require state fishing licenses, in addition to local licenses and permits. Some lakes
offer use of motorized boats, swimming, parking and other enjoyments for visitors.
Wolf Creek Environmental Education Area - Provides an excellent opportunity to experience
and learn about the nature of eastern Kansas. This area is a place to relax and take the time to
notice the characteristics and interactions of plants and animals. The Area is open from dawn to
dusk, year-round. The area also consists of 5 trails which guide you thorough a wide variety of
Kansas habitats. Wildlife variety and abundance is high at the Environmental Education Area.
Viewing opportunities for bald eagle and osprey are just two examples. A bald eagle pair has
successfully nested at the lake since 1994. Osprey have been released at the Environmental
Education Area since 1996 in an attempt to establish a nesting population. This is a program of
the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks, Western Resources and Wolf Creek employees.
Kelley Park - Enjoy the playground and gazebo. The 4-H Building and Kelley Hall are available
at this site for a fee.
LeRoy Park - Nested in the heart of LeRoy is a wonderful park. The perfect place for a group
picnic.
Outdoor Pool - Located in Burlington, is an olympic sized pool with a huge water slide. This is a
great way to take a break from the heat.
Name of Agency
Coffey County Museum
Coffey County Fairgrounds

Area Served
Coffey County
Coffey County

Description of Agency
Coffey County Historical Items and Facts
Longest Running County Fair in Kansas
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J. Planning Assumptions
The preparation of the EOP was guided by several assumptions that address a range of issues
that potentially impact response and recovery capabilities and the concept of operations. These
assumptions include:


Incidents are best managed at the lowest possible geographic, organizational and
jurisdictional level.



A disaster may occur with little or no warning, and may escalate more rapidly than the
ability of local government to effectively respond.



Achieving and maintaining effective citizen and community preparedness reduces the
immediate demands on response organizations. This level of preparedness requires
continued public awareness and education programs to ensure citizens will take
appropriate advance actions to reduce their vulnerability, especially during the initial
days (first 72 hours) after disaster impact.



Disasters may involve multiple jurisdictions simultaneously impacting the County.



Disasters will require significant information sharing across jurisdictions and between the
public/private sector.



Coffey County will utilize available resources fully before requesting state and/or federal
assistance.



Mutual Aid Agreements will be implemented in those instances when locally available
resources are depleted or need augmentation.



The County will coordinate all public information activities during an emergency.



Disasters may attract a sizeable influx of spontaneous volunteers and donations.



Widespread damage to commercial telecommunications facilities may occur and the
ability of governmental response and emergency response agencies to communicate
may be impaired.



Homes, public buildings, and other critical facilities and equipment may be destroyed or
severely damaged.



Debris may make streets and highways impassable, seriously impeding the movement
of emergency supplies and resources.



Public utilities may be damaged and may be either fully or partially inoperable.



Many County emergency personnel may be victims of the emergency, preventing them
from performing their assigned emergency duties.



Numerous separate hazardous conditions and other emergencies could result from the
major event, further complicating the response efforts.
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People may be forced from their homes and large numbers of people may be killed or
injured.



Many victims may be in life-threatening situations requiring immediate rescue and
medical care.



There may be shortages of a wide variety of supplies necessary for emergency survival.



Hospitals, nursing homes, pharmacies and other health/medical facilities may be
severely damaged or destroyed; and the number of victims requiring medical attention
may overwhelm those that do remain in operation.



Normal food processing and distribution capabilities may be severely damaged or
destroyed.



Damage to fixed facilities that generate, produce, use, store or dispose of hazardous
materials could result in the release of hazardous materials into the environment.



Near-total disruption of energy sources and prolonged electric power failures may occur.



Initially, emergency response will focus on lifesaving activities. County officials will work
toward restoring order and control in the disaster area.



In major and catastrophic disasters the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will become
the central point and control for County response and recovery activities.



The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will be activated and staffed with agencies
organized into specific ESFs. The coordinating agency for each support function is
responsible for coordinating the planning and response activities for all the agencies of
the function.



The County will coordinate with State and Federal personnel to expedite recovery.



Damage assessments will be conducted as soon as weather or the situation permits.



The County will work to reduce its vulnerability and risk to hazards through proactive
mitigation actions and activities.



All levels of government share the responsibility for working together in mitigating,
preparing for, responding to, and recovering from disasters. The emergency plans and
procedures referred to in the Coffey County EOP have been maintained by those
organizations having responsibility, are in coordination with the EOP, and are exercised
on a regular basis.



Those individuals and organizations with responsibilities identified in the EOP (or in
plans that support of the EOP) are sufficiently trained and prepared to perform their
respective responsibilities.
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K. Pets and Service Animals
This plan takes into consideration the needs of individuals with disabilities relying on service
animals. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) protects the rights of all individuals with
disabilities and requires that State and local governments comply with Title II of the ADA in the
emergency and disaster-related programs, services, and activities they provide.
The sheltering and protection of companion animals are the primary responsibility of their
owners. When owners are unable to provide for the care and needs of their household pets and
service animals, the local jurisdictions will provide assistance as outlined in the Pets Evacuation
and Transportation Standards Act of 2006 (PETS) and FEMA DAP 9523.19. The Pets
Evacuation and Transportation Standards Act of 2006 requires that local governments plan for
sheltering and care of household pets and service animals during emergencies where shelters
are established. Coffey County has included pet sheltering as part of ESF 6: Mass Sheltering
Annex. The following is specifically addressed in ESF 6:


Pre-event planning



Animal sheltering operations



Animal registration and return



Coordination with human shelters

FEMA Disaster Assistance Policy 9523.19
The Policy identifies the expenses related to state and local governments’ emergency pet
evacuation and sheltering activities that are eligible for reimbursement following a major disaster
declaration under Category B, Emergency Protective Measures, and provisions of the Public
Assistance Program. The terms household pet, service animal, and congregate household pet
shelters are defined. The policy details eligible reimbursements related to shelter facilities,
supplies and commodities, eligible labor, equipment, emergency veterinary services,
transportation, shelter safety and security, cleaning and restoration, and the removal and
disposal of animal carcasses.

III. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Federal Government
The federal government is responsible for:


Preventing terrorist attacks within the United States through the Department of
Homeland Security; reducing the vulnerability of the nation to terrorism, natural
disasters, and other emergencies; and minimizing the damage and assisting in the
recovery from emergencies.



Providing emergency response on federally owned or controlled property, such as
military installations and federal prisons.
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Providing federal assistance as directed by the President of the United States under the
coordination of the United States Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency
Management Agency and in accordance with National Response plans.



Identifying and coordinating provision of assistance under other federal statutory
authorities.



Providing assistance to the State and local governments for response to and recovery
from a commercial radiological incident consistent with guidelines as established in the
current Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan and the National Response
Plan.



Managing and resolving all issues pertaining to a mass influx of illegal aliens.



Providing repatriation assistance to U.S. citizens (including noncombatants of the U.S.
Department of Defense) evacuated from overseas areas The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS), in coordination with other designated federal departments
and agencies, is responsible for providing such assistance.

B. State Government
As a State's Chief Executive, the Governor is responsible for the public safety and welfare of the
people of Kansas. The Governor:


Is responsible for coordinating State resources to address the full spectrum of actions to
prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from incidents in an all-hazards context to
include terrorism, natural disasters, accidents, and other contingencies.



Has power to make, amend, and rescind orders and regulations under a Governor’s
emergency declaration.



Provides leadership and plays a key role in communicating to the public and in helping
people, businesses, and organizations cope with the consequences of any type of
declared emergency within Kansas.



Encourages participation in mutual aid and implements authorities for the State to enter
into mutual aid agreements with other States, tribes, and territories to facilitate resourcesharing.



Is the Commander-in-Chief of State military forces (National Guard when in State Active
Duty or Title 32 Status and the authorized State militias).



Requests Federal assistance when it becomes clear that State or tribal capabilities will
be insufficient or have been exceeded or exhausted.

The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management is responsible for
implementing all policy decisions relating to emergency management. These decisions are then
relayed to the tasked state agencies. Those emergencies relating to local matters will be
coordinated with local emergency management coordinators.
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C. County Government
County governments are responsible for:


Maintaining an emergency management program at the county level involving all
government, private and volunteer organizations which have responsibilities in the
comprehensive emergency management system within the county.



Coordinating the emergency management needs of all municipalities within the county
and working to establish intra-county Mutual Aid Agreements to render emergency
assistance.



Implementing a broad-based public awareness, education and information program
designed to reach all citizens of the county, including those needing special media
formats, who are non-English speaking (including persons who do not use English as
their first language), and those with hearing impairment or loss.



Coordinating mutual aid activities within Coffey County to ensure the provision of
supplemental emergency aid and assistance.



Maintaining an emergency management program that is designed to avoid, reduce and
mitigate the effects of hazards through the enforcement of policies, standards and
regulations.



Maintaining cost and expenditure reports associated with disasters, including resources
mobilized as a result of Mutual Aid Agreements.



Coordinating public information activities during disasters.



Developing and maintaining systems to coordinate the provision of shelters and mass
care to those displaced by disasters.

Coffey County departments have specific responsibilities during disasters and/or during EOC
activations, the everyday organizational structure of Coffey County government remains in
effect during disaster situations. However, certain functions of various departments may be
modified or suspended to meet the needs of the disaster situation.
The Coffey County Attorney provides advice and legal services to the Board of Coffey County
Commissioners, elected county officials and other county department heads on a daily
basis. Typical matters involve economic development, employment, contract drafting and
interpretation, negotiations, acquisition, or disposition of Coffey County property and many other
legal matters.

D. Municipal Government
Cities are responsible for ensuring the safety and well being of their citizens, as well as
providing initial response, within city capabilities, in the case of emergency/disaster events. At a
minimum, cities should establish emergency response policies and procedures for their
jurisdiction. Specific responsibilities of cities include:
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Appoint and support a qualified person to serve as the City Emergency Management
Liaison. This position serves as the primary emergency management point of contact
between the City and the County and actively participates in the emergency
management system.



Coordinate and integrate emergency management activities of the city with county
emergency management through all phases of emergency management (mitigation,
preparedness, response, & recovery).



Provide Coffey County Emergency Management with current copies of the city EOP (or
EOGs/SOPs), emergency contact information, and lists of critical resources.



Ensure incident management activities will be initiated and conducted using the
concepts and principles identified by the National Incident Management System (NIMS).



Ensure all responders have the appropriate level of NIMS and hazardous materials
training.



Train damage assessment teams (for cities desiring to field their own teams) and
coordinate efforts with Coffey County's overall damage assessment process.



Ensure that Coffey County Emergency Management is kept informed of situations that
require (or may potentially require) countywide coordination and/or the activation of the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).



Ensure that, during a disaster, response activities (including requests for assistance, and
public information efforts) are coordinated with Coffey County and that situation reports,
damage assessments, and requests for County, State and/or Federal assistance are
channeled through Coffey County.

E. Special Districts
Special districts (such as Soil and Water Conservation, Water Management, Mosquito Control,
Fire and Rescue, and School) are responsible for establishing liaisons with Coffey County and
its organizations to support emergency management capabilities within Kansas. Special districts
that involve inter-jurisdictional authority can provide resources and services to support other
functionally related systems in times of disaster.

F. Private Sector
It is encouraged that members of the Private Sector:


Coordinate with government agencies to ensure a broad and comprehensive coverage
of assistance during emergencies.



Provide and coordinate relief not provided by government on a complimentary and
supplementary basis.



Certain organizations are required by existing law and regulation to bear the cost of
planning and response to incidents, regardless of cause.
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Unless the response role is inherently governmental (e.g., law enforcement, etc.),
private-sector organizations are encouraged to develop and maintain capabilities to
respond to and manage a complete spectrum of incidents and emergencies.



Develop Mutual Aid Agreements and Memorandums of Understanding for actions
performed during emergencies.

G. Non-Government and Volunteer Organizations


Coordinate with government agencies to ensure a broad and comprehensive coverage
of assistance and relief during emergencies.



Provide and coordinate relief not provided by government on a complementary and
supplementary basis.



Develop Mutual Aid Agreements and Memorandums of Understanding of duties and
areas of responsibilities to be performed during an emergency.

H. Hospitals, Nursing Facilities and Assisted Living Facilities
These facilities are responsible for the safety and well being of visitors and tenants to their
facilities. They have a state mandate to maintain an emergency operations plan.

I. School Districts
School districts are responsible for the safety and well being of students, staff & visitors to their
facilities. Emergency plans should be developed taking into account those hazards to which
schools might reasonably be exposed. The districts are encouraged to be proactive in
developing and implementing these plans.

J. Legal Affairs Officer
The Coffey County Counselor Legal Affairs Officer is responsible for providing legal advice and
guidance to emergency management and the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
all emergency management issues and concerns. The staffing of this position is the
responsibility of the Coffey County Counselor. Coffey County Counselor Legal Affairs Officers
are responsible for supporting requests about actions that require a legal opinion regarding
jurisdictional policy and authority by ordinances, statutes and under state and federal laws (e.g.,
evacuations, quarantines, etc.).
The Coffey County Attorney provides advice and legal services to the Board of Coffey County
Commissioners, elected county officials and other county department heads on a daily
basis. Typical matters involve economic development, employment, contract drafting and
interpretation, negotiations, acquisition, or disposition of Coffey County property and many other
legal matters.

K. Emergency Support Functions (ESFs)
ESF Coordinating Agency
The ESF coordinator is the agency/organization with coordination responsibilities for the
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assigned ESF throughout the preparedness, response, and recovery phases of incident
management. Responsibilities of the ESF coordinator include:


Coordination before, during, and after an incident, including pre-incident planning and
coordination.



Maintaining ongoing contact with ESF primary and support agencies.



Conducting periodic ESF meetings and conference calls.



Coordinating efforts with corresponding private-sector organizations.



Coordinating ESF activities relating to catastrophic incident planning and critical
infrastructure preparedness, as appropriate.



Managing mission assignments and coordinating with primary and support agencies, as
well as appropriate State officials, operations centers, and agencies.



Ensuring financial and property accountability for ESF activities.

The Chairperson of the County Commission is responsible for emergency management within
Coffey County. The Chairperson provides direction to the Emergency Management Coordinator.
Representatives from agencies and organizations that are responsible for emergency support
functions may staff the EOC. The Emergency Management Coordinator provides direction and
coordination for the EOC. Emergency operations will generally be conducted within the EOC.
Either full or partial activation may be required based on the severity of the emergency situation.
However, if the situation warrants, the EM Coordinator may request that the agency or
organization with ESF responsibility report to the site of the emergency.
The Coffey County Emergency Management Coordinator is appointed by the Coffey County
Board of County Commissioners to head the Emergency Management Department and to serve
as the advisor to the
Board of County Commissioners on emergency management matters. In addition to duties set
forth by Resolution No. 546, dated May 20, 1996, by the Board of County Commissioners,
responsibilities also include:


Direction of Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Operations



Briefing and advising the Board of County Commissioners and other elected officials on
the various emergency situations



Coordination of the overall disaster response



Serves as a liaison with other governmental disaster management agencies



Provides direction and guidance to the EOC staff



Identification of the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) points of contact for
receiving notification of releases of hazardous substances originating within or outside of
Coffey County Each department, agency, office, and division of the Coffey County
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Government is charged with the development of plans to be activated and used in the
event of an emergency situation and/or disaster. These entities, including; schools,
nursing homes, hospital, medical facilities, industry, and other emergency response
organizations, will develop, maintain, and periodically test, review, and update their
respective plans.
This is to include the following:


Standard Operating Guides (SOGs) - The SOGs from the various response agencies will
correspond with their respective ESF annex. As the SOGs are changed or updated,
those changes, where deemed appropriate, will be changed in the EOP. It is
recommended when plans and SOGs are updated they each support this plan.



Resource Lists - Resource lists and checklists used and developed by the response
agencies, should be written in such a manner as to correspond to, and emphasize, this
instrument.

ESF Primary Agencies
An agency designated as an ESF primary agency is chosen on the basis of its authorities,
resources, and/or capabilities. When an ESF is activated in response to an incident, the primary
agency is responsible for:


Supporting the ESF coordinator and coordinating closely with the other primary and
support agencies.



Providing staff for the operations at fixed and field facilities.



Notifying and requesting assistance from support agencies.



Working with appropriate private-sector organizations to maximize use of all available
resources.



Support and keep other ESFs and organizational elements informed of ESF operational
priorities and activities.



Conducting situational and periodic readiness assessments.



Executing contracts and procuring goods and services as needed.



Participate in planning for short- and long-term incident management and recovery
operations.



Maintaining trained personnel to support interagency emergency response and support
teams.



Identifying new equipment or capabilities required to prevent or respond to new or
emerging threats and hazards, or to improve the ability to address existing threats.
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ESF Support Agencies
Support agencies are those entities with specific capabilities or resources that support the
primary agency in executing the responsibilities of the ESF. When an ESF is activated, support
agencies are responsible for:


Conducting operations, when requested by the EOC consistent with their own authority
and resources.



Participate in planning for short- and long-term incident management and recovery
operations and the development of supporting operational plans, SOPs, checklists, or
other job aids, in concert with existing first-responder standards.



Assisting in situational assessments.



Furnishing available personnel, equipment, or other resource support as requested by
the EOC.



Providing input to periodic readiness assessments.



Maintaining trained personnel to support interagency emergency response and support
teams.



Identifying new equipment or capabilities required to prevent or respond to new or
emerging threats and hazards, or to improve the ability to address existing threats.

Emergency Support Functions The EOP applies a functional approach that groups the
capabilities of municipal and county departments and agencies, and the American Red Cross
into ESFs to provide the planning, support, resources, program implementation, and emergency
services that are most likely to be needed during Incidents of Critical Significance. The county
response to actual or potential Incidents of Critical Significance is typically provided through the
full or partial activation of the ESF structure as necessary. The ESFs serve as the coordination
mechanism to provide assistance to municipal governments or to county departments and
agencies conducting tasks of primary county responsibility.
Each ESF is composed of primary and support agencies. The EOP identifies primary agencies
on the basis of authorities, resources, and capabilities. Support agencies are assigned based on
resources and capabilities in a given functional area. The resources provided by the ESFs
reflect the resource-typing categories identified in the NIMS. ESFs are expected to support one
another in carrying out their respective roles and responsibilities. Additional discussion on roles
and responsibilities of ESF coordinators, primary agencies, and support agencies can be found
in the Introduction to the ESF Annexes.
Note that not all Incidents of Critical Significance result in the activation of ESFs. It is possible
that an Incident of Critical Significance can be adequately addressed by agencies through
activation of certain EOP elements without the activation of ESFs. Similarly, operational security
considerations may dictate that activation of EOP elements be kept to a minimum, particularly in
the context of certain terrorism prevention activities.
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The following emergency support functions provide a departmental summary of responsibilities.
Supporting information and documentation to each ESF may be provided as appendices and/or
under separate cover for “Official Use Only”. Maintenance of communication for point of contact
is by use of the established communication network described in ESF 2.
ESF-1 Transportation Primary Agency: Coffey County Engineer / Road Supervisor Responsible
for coordinating county-wide transportation support to local governments and voluntary
organizations. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:


Overall coordination of transportation assistance to other emergency support functions,
local governments, and voluntary agencies requiring transportation capacity to perform
emergency response missions.



Prioritization and/or allocation of county transportation resources.



Processing transportation requests from county, municipal, and voluntary agencies. This
ESF will coordinate evacuation transportation as its first priority.



Operational coordination of ground, air, and rail.

ESF-2 Communications Primary Agency: Coffey County Sheriff’s Department / Emergency 911
Communications Department Responsible for the provision and coordination of communications
support to other emergency support functions within the county emergency response team and
agencies as required. Support includes but is not limited to the following:


Provide necessary notification of officials, and Emergency Operations Center (EOC) –
field Incident Command (IC) communications



Provision of communications equipment and capability including telephone, radio, and
data.



Identification of communications facilities and resources available for use.



Coordination of operations, installation, and restoration of commercial communications
services.



Coordination, acquisition, and deployment of additional resources, equipment, and
personnel to establish point-to-point communications as required.



Prioritization and coordination of restoration activities with public utility communications
providers.

ESF-3 Public Works and Engineering Primary Agency: Coffey County Engineer / Road
Supervisor Responsible for providing technical advice and evaluation for engineering services,
construction management and inspection, emergency contracting, facilities management,
emergency road and debris clearance, emergency traffic signalization, flood control and solid
waste facilities. Support includes but is not limited to the following:
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Emergency clearance of debris for reconnaissance of the damaged areas and passage
of emergency personnel and equipment for health and safety purposes.



Temporary construction of emergency access routes which include damaged streets,
roads, bridges, waterways, airfields and other facilities necessary for passage of rescue
personnel.



Emergency demolition or stabilization of damaged structures and facilities designated as
immediate hazards to the public health and safety, or as necessary to facilitate the
execution of rescue operations.



Coordination of damage assessment operation, and provision of technical assistance,
including structural inspections.

ESF-4 Firefighting Primary Agency: Coffey County Fire District #1 Responsible for managing
and coordinating local fire services operations, and the use of personnel, equipment, and
resources to support other emergency support functions in hazard mitigation and search and
rescue operations. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:


Detection and suppression of fires.



Primary Agency for hazardous materials response.



Building inspections.



Mobilization of personnel, equipment, and supplies to support fire services and
prevention operations.



Supports urban search and rescue activities.

ESF-5 Emergency Management Primary Agency: Coffey County Emergency Management
Department Responsible for coordination, preparedness, operation, and execution of actions
which must be taken to combat the effects of natural or technological disasters; and for the
purpose of rendering duties for the protection of lives and property of the population.


Maintains the LEOP in coordination with government and the LEPC.



Advises public, administrative and response officials of disaster incident matters



Coordinate compilation and analysis of disaster data.



Responsible for operational integrity of the EOC.



Responsible for Radiological response.

ESF-6 Mass Care, Housing and Human Resources Primary Agency: Coffey County and
Regional Chapters of the American Red Cross Responsible for coordinating efforts to provide
sheltering, feeding, and emergency relief, and for coordinating bulk distribution of supplies to
victims. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:
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Establishing and operating mass care and special need shelters.



Coordinating the provision of relief efforts by volunteer organizations actively engaged in
providing assistance.



Establishing and administering a system to provide casualty information and shelter
registration lists to human service agencies.



Establishing mass feeding facilities.

ESF-7 Resource Support Primary Agency: Coffey County Emergency Management Department
Responsible for providing logistical management and resource support to emergency support
functions in response and recovery efforts to include emergency relief supplies, facilities,
equipment, fuel, office supplies, contracting services, and other resources which may be
required. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:


Maintenance of inventories of resources available locally.



Location and identification of necessary logistical support and resources.



Establishment and administration of depot and distribution facilities.



Coordination of state and federal resources.



Negotiation of contracts for support of emergency actions.



Provision of requested resources to other emergency support functions and other
agencies and governments active in emergency response.

ESF-8 Public Health and Medical Services Primary Agencies: Coffey County Health Department
Responsible for providing supplemental assistance in identifying and meeting the general health
and welfare requirements of victims and for provision of emergency first aid and pre-hospital
emergency medical services to the affected population. Support includes, but is not limited to
the following:


Assessment of general health and medical needs of the affected population.



Surveillance and monitoring of conditions that could impact general health.



Evaluation of food, drug, or medical safety.



Assessment of worker health and safety.



Identification of biological, chemical, or radiological physiological hazards.



Evaluation of the mental health of victims.



Implementation of vector controls.



Advise on potable water sources and the disposition of solid waste and wastewater.
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Victim identification and mortuary services.



Provision of emergency public health information.



Provision of pre-hospital and hospital emergency medical care.



Identification, coordination, and mobilization of medical equipment, supplies, and
personnel.



Coordination and support of the registration of people with special needs.



Overall management of special needs program.



Coordination of transportation of people with special needs.



Identification of facilities and resources available for sheltering and care of people with
special needs.



Coordination of staffing of special needs shelters.

ESF-9 Search and Rescue Primary Agencies: Coffey County / City Law Enforcement
Departments Responsible for the conduct of urban search-and-rescue operations including
locating, extricating, and providing disaster medical treatment for victims. Support includes, but
is not limited to, the following:


Mobilization and management of search-and-rescue teams.



Initiation of a search for victims throughout the impacted area.



Provision of strategic command and control of emergency rescue teams.

ESF-10 Hazardous Materials and Radiological Primary Agencies: Coffey County Fire District #1
/ Coffey County Radiological Safety Officer Responsible for providing a coordinated response to
major releases or spills of hazardous materials. Support includes, but is not limited to the
following:


Detection and identification of hazardous materials discharges.



Coordination of initial incident command at the scene of a release.



Support of protective action decisions by field command.



Coordination of the overall containment and cleanup.



Provision of equipment, personnel, and technical assistance.

ESF-11 Agricultural and Natural Resources Primary Agencies: USDA Food and Nutrition
Service (FNS) / Coffey County Health Department / Coffey
County Extension Agent Responsible for agricultural resources mobilization and response in
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conjunction with Kansas Animal Health and Kansas Department of Emergency Management,
including but not limited to the following:


Coordinate the provision of nutrition assistance FNS) to include determining nutrition
assistance needs, obtaining appropriate food supplies, arranging for delivery of supplies
and authorizing disaster food stamps.



Protection of natural and cultural resources and historic properties.



Control and eradication of animal/zoonotic disease.

ESF-12 Energy Primary Agencies: County Engineer / Road and Bridge Supervisor (Coffey
County Public Works liaison )
with local electric cooperatives and Coffey County Municipal Water Departments Responsible
for coordination, prioritization, and restoration of public utilities and services to include
emergency power and gas. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:


Assessing system damages and requirements to restore such systems.



Prioritizing restoration of services.



Coordinating public utility equipment and personnel as required.



Providing guidance for utility information and conservation.

ESF-13 Public Safety and Security Primary Agency: Coffey County Sheriff's Department
Responsible for maintaining law and order in Coffey County. Support includes, but is not limited
to the following:


Implements and monitors traffic control.



Controls restricted areas.



Provides warning support.



Prepares and maintains an expanded jail.



Provides communications.



Provides EOC support.

ESF-14 Long Term Community Recovery and Mitigation Primary Agencies: Coffey County
Emergency Management Department Responsible for hazard mitigation efforts for the county to
reduce exposure to disaster incidents. Steering Committee support includes, but is not limited to
the following:


Serves as Mitigation Officer for the county.
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Serves as an advisor relating to property damage.

• Receives and records damage data for reimbursement or litigation. Support agencies provide
maintenance of vital statistics, advises on manpower, safeguards vital records and documents,
pays outstanding bills, provides damage assessment, and advises on property damage issues.
ESF-15 External Communications Primary Agency: Coffey County Public Information Officers
Responsible for coordination of information relating to the preparation and release of public
information materials. Support includes, but is not limited to the following:


Compiles reports and data for dissemination as the Public Information Officer.



Coordinates with the Emergency Management Coordinator and the County Board of
Commissioners on matters related the preparation and release of public information.



Works with agencies and private sector for news releases.



Establishes a Public Inquiry Center.

ESF-16 Training and Education Primary Agency: Coffey County Emergency Management
Department The Emergency Management Coordinator or designee is responsible for training,
exercising, and education in support of this ESF. Support includes, but is not limited to the
following:


Develop and implement a comprehensive, all-hazard, risk-based exercise program.



Assess and provide required training and exercises required of the county responders in
coordination with the KDEM Training Department.



Works with governmental agencies and the private sector for training and exercise
programs.



Compiles reports and data for training and exercise critiques.

L. CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
The public is responsible for preparing for disasters just as the various levels of government do.
Specifically, individual, family, and/or business plans need to be developed and maintained to
ensure the appropriate level of preparedness.
Strong partnerships with citizen groups and organizations provide support for incident
management prevention, preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation.
Vulnerable needs population citizens are encouraged to register their information with the
Coffey County Emergency Management for disaster planning and response purposes.
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IV. METHOD OF OPERATIONS

A. General
Coffey County uses the nearest appropriate responder concept (likely to be a county, municipal,
state or nationally available resource) when responding to any threat, event, or disaster. In most
situations, Coffey County agencies will be the first and primary responders, and will be required
to exceed their abilities or deplete their resources before requesting state assistance. Under
some rare circumstances state or federal agencies may have the primary jurisdiction for the
overall response effort. However Coffey County resources will likely provide the first response
for all incidents impacting the jurisdictions.
1. Non-Disaster Daily Operations
Day to day operations of Coffey County, absent of a declaration of State or Local Disaster
Emergency is under the authority of the local governing body.
A proactive day-to-day disaster planning process is in place using the following resources:


Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)



The Local Emergency Planning Council prepares regional hazardous materials
emergency plans that indicate the facilities that use, produce, or store hazardous
substances that are present in the jurisdiction.

LEPC serves as the repository for regional reports filed under Title III of the Emergency
Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA). LEPC directs regional Title III
implementation activities and performs associated outreach functions to increase awareness
and understanding of and compliance with the EPCRA program.
It is the responsibility of governments of Coffey County and its communities to protect life and
property from the effects of hazardous events. This Plan is based on the concept that
emergency functions of responding agencies will generally parallel their normal, day-to-day
functions. To the extent possible, the same personnel and material resources will be employed
in both cases. Day-to-day functions that do not contribute directly to the emergency operation
may be suspended for the duration of any emergency. Efforts that would normally be required of
those functions will be re-directed to accomplish the emergency task assigned.
This plan provides assistance in day-to-day operations by providing each agency their
responsibilities during an emergency. This allows agencies to construct programs, strategies
and methods which allow day-to-day responsibilities to compliment emergency operations.
2. Emergency Operations
In accordance with KSA 48-932, the Chairman of the Coffey County Coffey County Board of
County Commissioners may declare a state of local disaster emergency within Coffey County.
Such declaration shall be based on the judgment that a state of local disaster emergency is
necessary to deal with a current or imminent emergency/disaster situation.
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Coffey County Coffey County Emergency Management will be responsible for preparing any
disaster declarations. A declaration of a state of local disaster emergency shall implement the
response and recovery elements of this plan and any applicable emergency operations plans.
Subject to K.S.A. 48-932, the Chairman of the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
may issue any order deemed necessary for the efficient and effective management for the
protection of life or property or for the general public health and welfare.
The Coffey County EOP may be activated by the following positions in order of succession:
1. The Chairman of the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
2. The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management
3. Any of the designated Emergency Management Duty Officers
Response
The organized structure for response to an emergency/disaster is under the leadership of
the Coffey County Coffey County Board of County Commissioners who appoints the County
Emergency Management Director overall coordination authority for the incident. The agencies,
through the ESF structure, operate from the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and support the
Coffey County Emergency Management. The management structure designated to respond to
emergency/disasters is coordinated by the staff of the Coffey County Emergency Management.
Initial and subsequent notification procedures have been provided to the 24 hour Coffey County
Warning Point for initial contacts based on the type of event. Additional notifications are made
as requested by the Incident Commander or Emergency Management Director.
Disaster response and recovery agencies identify resources, training needs, or planning
activities to the Coffey County Emergency Management. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
will be activated for actual or potential events that threaten Coffey County. The level of
activation will be determined by the Emergency Management Director based on the emergency
or disaster event.
The following are possible criteria for activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC):
1. A threat (or potential threat) increases the risk in Coffey County
2. Coordination of response activities are needed
3. Resource coordination is needed to respond to an event
4. Conditions are uncertain or could possibly escalate
5. A County emergency/disaster declaration is made
6. At the discretion of any of the individuals authorized to activate the EOC
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) may be activated or deactivated by any of the following
individuals:
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EM Coordinator - Coffey County Emergency Management



Assistant EM/Planner - Coffey County Emergency Management



Radiological Officer - Coffey County Emergency Management



Office Assistant - Coffey County Emergency Management

The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) utilizes 3 levels of activation:


Watch: When conditions indicate an event/disaster is imminent. Notification will be
made to those agencies that will need to take action as part of their normal
responsibilities. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will be staffed by emergency
management personnel.



Partial-Activation: When conditions indicate an event/disaster is very imminent or has
occurred. Emergency management personnel and essential ESFs are represented in the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).



Full-Scale Activation: Any disaster/emergency that will require large-scale mutual aid
and possible State and Federal assistance in response and recovery. Emergency
management personnel and essential ESFs are represented in the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC).

The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) is located at:
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
110 S. 6th St
Burlington, KS 66839
The facility serves as the coordination, command and control center for Coffey County, is
staffed when the need arises, and serves as the 24 hour Coffey County Warning Point for initial
notification and warning of emergencies and disasters.
Coffey County operates under the ESF concept. Each ESF contained in this plan identifies the
coordinating, primary and support agencies required to carry out the responsibilities of the ESF.
These agencies are responsible for preparing additional operating guides, checklists, staffing
patterns or resource requirements needed to complete their assignments. Each agency is
responsible for carrying out the tasks assigned by this EOP, with the coordinating agency
having primary responsibility for coordinating that effort. A comprehensive list of ESFs and their
responsibilities can be found in the file archive as an attachment to this plan.
During activation, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) provides the core emergency function
coordination, communication, resource dispatch and tracking; information collection, analysis
and dissemination; multi-agency coordination and joint information coordination. Field
Operations will be managed through the Incident Command System (ICS) and is discussed
below.
EOC Organizational Structure
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The EOC staffing level and composition is contingent on the specific requirements of an
incident. The organizational structure of the EOC is modular, extending to incorporate all
elements necessary for the type, size, scope, and complexity of a given incident. While any
configuration of functional units may be used in the EOC, the core organizational structure of
the EOC is organized by Sections and ESF teams. While a organizational chart is provided
below, the various functional elements are activated based on need. The organizational
structure can be condensed, expanded, or reconfigured as needed.
While the structure is flexible, it is always organized around five core functions:


EOC Management: This component is responsible for the overall disaster policy and
coordination. Specific functions include oversight of the EOC and coordinates public
information with ESF 15. EOC Management is led by the EOC Director. This position is
staffed by a designated responsible agency.



Operations Section: The purpose of this section is to support field operations and
coordinate countywide response activities through the implementation of the EOC Action
Plan. This section is led by the Operations Section Coordinator which is staffed by a
designated responsible agency.



Planning Section: The purpose of this section is to collect, evaluate, process, and
disseminate information for use in the EOC. This section is led by the Planning Section
Coordinator which is staffed by a designated responsible agency.



Logistics Section: This section supports operational activities through the provision of
supplies, equipment, facilities, personnel, mutual aid, and other support and services
necessary for disaster response and recovery. This section is led by the Logistic
Sections Coordinator which is staffed by a designated responsible agency.



Finance Section: The finance section is responsible for the coordination of the financial
planning, operations, and reporting services. This section is led by the Finance Section
Coordinator which is staffed by Coffey County Clerk's Office.
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Each agency responding will report back to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) through their
liaison who is the Point of Contact (POC) for each respective agency or organization in either a
single or Unified Command Structure. These reports are later synchronized and information is
provided to mutual aid partners, adjacent counties, and the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management to provide visibility of emergency operations.
During the response phase and upon declaration of a local state of emergency, the Coffey
County Coffey County Board of County Commissioners has ultimate authority. The Coffey
County Emergency Management reports directly to the Coffey County Coffey County Board of
County Commissioners and then provides overall direction to the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
All municipalities, City departments, constitutional officers, agencies and other organizations fall
under the direction of the coordinating agency designated in the plan. The Director of Coffey
County Emergency Management will coordinate with State, Federal and other outside agencies.

The Chairperson of the County Commission is responsible for emergency management within
Coffey County. The Chairperson provides direction to the Emergency Management Coordinator
and is responsible to activate this plan.
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3. Field Operations
Field Operations will be managed through the Incident Command System (ICS). The ICS that
has been implemented in Coffey County and utilizes common terminology; is modular and
scalable; incorporates measurable objectives; provides for a manageable span of control; and
relies on the Incident Action Plan (IAP) as the principal tool for communicating and carrying out
operational objectives in an incident. The incident may be controlled by local emergency
responders or with other agencies through the mutual aid system. If the resources available at
the field response level are not sufficient to mitigate the situation, the Incident Commander may
request, through appropriate channels, that the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) be activated
to support the field operations.
Response to an incident by single discipline agencies (i.e., fire, law enforcement, EMS) will
utilize a single Incident Commander within the ICS structure. As the incident progresses to
include multiple jurisdictions and disciplines, a Unified Command will be used to the extent
possible, and as deemed necessary.
During a single discipline response to an incident, the first on-scene emergency responder with
management responsibilities will take the necessary steps to establish an Incident Command
Post (ICP), report a scene size-up, activate the appropriate ICS organizational elements
required for incident management, delegate authority within the ICS organizational structure,
and develop incident objectives on which subsequent incident action planning will be based.
Each agency deploying to the field will report back to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
through their liaison who is the Point of Contact (POC) for each respective agency or
organization in either a single or Unified Command Structure.

Command Staff
The Command Staff function will be conducted in two ways: 1) as a Single Command (used
when an incident occurs within single jurisdiction, and there is no jurisdictional or agency
overlap, and a single IC can be designated); or 2) Unified Command (used when there are
multiple agencies and multiple jurisdictions, and a single set of objectives need to be developed
to guide incident management).
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General Staff
The General Staff positions will include the following sections:


Operations Section



Planning Section



Logistics Section



Finance / Administration Section

The scope, direction, and control of these sections will follow established ICS procedures.

a. Area of Operations
An area of operations will be established by the Incident Commander. This will vary depending
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on the size and magnitude of the event. Once established, or changes made to an existing area
of operations, it will be communicated to all responders.
b. Area Command
An Area Command (AC) will be activated if an incident is not site specific (i.e., pandemic
outbreaks), the incident is extremely large and involves multiple ICS organizations, or there are
multiple incidents that are being handled by separate ICS organizations. If the incidents are
multi-jurisdictional, then a UC will be established within the AC. Therefore, the AC has the
responsibility to:


Set overall incident-related priorities



Allocate critical resources according to priorities



Ensure that incidents are properly managed



Ensure that incident management objectives are met and do not conflict with each other
or with agency policy



Identify critical resource needs and report them to EOCs and/or multi-agency
coordination entities



Ensure that short-term emergency recovery is coordinated to assist in the transition to
full recovery operations

c. Multi-Agency Coordination Center
A key component of NIMS is the development of a multi-agency coordination system that
integrates the operations and functions of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and field
operations, guided by the principles embedded in the Incident Command System. In most
cases, emergencies are handled by local fire departments, law enforcement agencies, medical
service agencies, and communication/dispatch centers; but in larger emergencies or disasters,
additional coordination support is required. In these situations, entities such as city EOCs and/or
the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) have critical roles in an emergency.
The County's incident management responsibility is directed and managed through the Coffey
County Emergency Management. As a multi-agency coordination entity, the Coffey County
Emergency Management will coordinate and manage disaster operations through the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) to:


Ensure that each agency involved in incident management activities is providing
appropriate situational awareness and resource status information to Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC)



Establish priorities between incidents and/or Area Commands in concert with the
Incident Command or Unified Command involved



Acquire and allocate resources required by incident management personnel in
coordination with the priorities established by the IC or UC
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Anticipate and identify future resource requirements



Coordinate and resolve policy issues arising from the incident(s)



Provide strategic coordination as required



Coordinate briefings, message tracking, situational reports, and establish a common
operating picture

Following an incident, plans, procedures, communications, staffing and other capabilities
necessary for improved incident management are coordinated through the Coffey County
Emergency Management. These tasks are accomplished by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) by ensuring the ability to perform four core functions:


Coordination



Communications (that are reliable and contain built-in redundancies)



Resource dispatch and tracking



Information collection, analysis, and dissemination

4. Joint Information Center
The Joint Information System (JIS) provides the mechanism for integrating public information
activities among Joint Information Centers (JIC), across jurisdictions, and with private-sector
and non-governmental organizations.
Coffey County has implemented and institutionalized processes, procedures and plans for its
JIC and can be referenced in the Annex for Emergency Support Function 15.
When the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) is activated, the Director of Coffey County
Emergency Management or the Public Information Officer may activate the Joint Information
Center (JIC). When the JIC is in operation, it serves as the central point of public information
collection and dissemination. The JIC functions as part of the Command in the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) and will coordinate the release of non-operational information.
Depending on the incident, representatives from each jurisdiction, agency, private sector
organization, and non-governmental organization involved in incident management activities will
be notified and asked to have their JIC representative respond to the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) within a reasonable period of time. Communication will be accomplished via the
Emergency Alert System, radio, cable override, television, fax, Internet, telephone or any other
means available. When the JIC is activated, the Public Information Officer or his/her designee
will notify media outlets that all media inquiries are to be directed to the JIC and that the JIC will
be releasing media updates on a routine basis and when noteworthy events take place.
Members of the media will not be allowed access to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
More information on public awareness and education can be found in ESF 15, External
Communications. More information on communication plans and protocols can be found in ESF
2, Communications.
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B. Coordination, Direction and Control
The Coffey County Emergency Management Coordinator is responsible for coordination,
preparedness, operation, and execution of actions which must be taken to combat the effects of
natural or technological disasters; and for the purpose of rendering duties for the protection of
lives and property.
Coffey County utilizes the Incident Command System (ICS) for on-scene direction and control
operations:


Command - Overall management of the incident(s) is provided by the first responder on
the scene until command is relinquished to a more senior/higher ranking individual in
accordance with ICS policies.



Other ICS Functions - Other ICS functions include, but are not necessarily limited to:
Operations, Finance, Planning, Logistics, and Finance/Administration will be in
accordance with accepted ICS practices and Standard Operating Guidelines, and fall
under the purview of the Incident Commander.

• NIMS operating (ICS) guidelines are provided in ESF 5 – Emergency Management.
Departments, organizations, and agencies within the Coffey County Government are required to
provide assistance to the Coffey County Emergency Management Coordinator by utilization of
personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, and other resources as directed by Coffey County
Resolutions and State of Kansas statutes, laws, and regulations.
Outside responders will utilize the Incident Command System and be incorporated into said
system by the use of agency/department liaisons.
Coordination between the incident scene and the EOC will be accomplished with direct radio or
telephone
communications between the Incident Commander and the Emergency Management
Coordinator or agency representatives. The relationship between the two main elements of a
response; the operations at the EOC, and the operations at the incident site are interfaced. This
is accomplished through the use of communications and delegation of responsibilities. Utilizing
the Incident Command System, this interface takes place under the normal operation of this IC
system. It is the responsibility of the onsite Incident Commander to forward pertinent information
to the EOC through whatever channels are necessary.
1. County Level
Information Collection and Dissemination
Initial notification of incidents at the local level are accomplished in a variety of ways including
public safety radio, television, radio, broadcast, fax, etc.
Responsibility for notification of most incidents is accomplished through the Coffey County
communication center. Other agencies with responsibilities for notification include the National
Weather Service and Kansas Highway Patrol.
The Coffey County communication center will be responsible for notifying response and
Emergency management personnel when the threat of a disaster is imminent.
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Internal: Response agencies will be notified from the communication center as required
by the nature of the disaster.



External: It is the responsibility of Coffey County Emergency Management to notify the
appropriate agencies outside of the jurisdiction such as Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management, State Emergency Response Commission
(SERC), and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).

The Coffey County communication center provides communications essential for the city and
county governments to communicate with all governmental entities. This information is then
passed along to the public via siren, notification system, radio, NOAA radio, television, social
media alerts, etc.
The media assume a vital role in dispersing information to the public. Coffey County Emergency
Management works closely with local media providers to ensure timely and accurate information
is provided to the public.
Information collection needs and priorities will include:
1. Life safety
2. Incident security and stability
3. Property and environmental protection
Direction and Control
Impacted entities will coordinate the emergency response efforts within their political jurisdiction
(county and municipalities).
The Incident Command System (ICS) and National Incident Management System (NIMS) will be
used to coordinate emergency response and recovery operations at the disaster scene(s). The
ICS/NIMS organization will maintain communications and coordination with the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) at all times as detailed by this plan.
Coffey County Emergency Management may activate Mutual Aid Agreements with neighboring
jurisdictions. They may also recommend that the Coffey County BOCC declare a local state of
emergency and make a formal request for state assistance. The following positions are
authorized to request resources by contacting Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management.
1. The Coffey County Director of Emergency Management
2. Any designated personnel authorized by Coffey County Director of Emergency
Management
To request state assistance, Coffey County must meet the following parameters:
1. Exhausted or will likely exhaust Coffey County resources
2. Exhausted or will likely exhaust mutual aid resources
3. Exhausted or will likely exhaust contractual resources
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4. The requested assistance is not available at the local level
The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management or designee is delegated policy-making
authority and can commit Coffey County resources at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) as
well as routine management and operation of the facility. The Director of Coffey County
Emergency Management may issue mission assignments to the ESFs to perform duties
consistent with Coffey County policy. Mission assignments and mutual aid assistance is tracked
at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
Coordination of County-wide protective actions will occur among all affected risk and host areas
and Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) under the direction and control of the Director of Coffey
County Emergency Management. Areas not impacted by these events may be requested to
provide assistance. Prior to an evacuation and under the direction of the Director of Coffey
County Emergency Management, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will implement
coordination on issues which may include, but not limited to: lifting of tolls, deploying and predeploying personnel, identifying evacuation routes, ensuring the sufficiency of fuel, address
emergency medical issues, and initiate procedures for notification to the public.
The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management may authorize a field operations
response in or near the impacted area. Field operations will be under the direction and control of
the Incident Commander and may involve the deployment and staging of personnel and
resources in the impacted area.
Initial planning for recovery begins before an emergency event impacts Coffey County. While
response actions necessary to protect public health and safety are being implemented, the
recovery section within the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) begins coordination and
implementation of the recovery programs.
In the event state and federal assistance is required by Coffey County, the State Coordinating
Officer will interface directly with representatives of the federal government.
In the event a request for disaster assistance comes from the governor of another state, the
Governor of the State of Kansas may order the mobilization of State and local resources under
the Emergency Management Assistance Compact to be deployed to the impacted state. The
management and coordination of these resources will be administered through the Response
and Recovery Section under the direction of the Response and Recovery Director located at
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.
2. Coordinating Agencies
The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management designates the coordinating agencies
for each emergency support function to coordinate the activities of that support function.
Coordinating Agency Listing for Emergency Operations Plan
FUNCTIONAL ANNEX
COORDINATING AGENCY
ESF 1 - Transportation
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Road and Bridge
ESF 2 - Communications
Coffey County Sheriff
ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
Coffey County Engineer
ESF 4 - Firefighting
Coffey County Fire District #1
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ESF 5 - Emergency Management
ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
ESF 7 - Resource Support
ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
ESF 15 - External Communication

Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Health Department
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Health Department
Coffey County Fire District #1
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Extension
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Sheriff
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Public Information Officer

Upon activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the primary agency for the emergency
support functions will send representatives to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) to
coordinate activities. The coordinating agency determines which primary and support agencies
are required at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
The coordinating agency for the Emergency Support Functions will be responsible for collecting
all information related to the disaster and providing it to Coffey County Emergency
Management.
3. Intergovernmental Mutual Aid
Mutual Aid Agreements and Memoranda of Understanding are essential components of
emergency management planning, response, and recovery activities.
These agreements provide reciprocal emergency aid and assistance during an emergency or
disaster. They can increase available resources and improve response and recovery efforts. A
complete list of Mutual Aid Agreements in effect for Coffey County related to emergency
management can be found in Section VII-Authorities and References of this EOP. In addition,
these agreements are available for review in their entirety at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
State-Wide Mutual Aid System
KSA 48-948 through 48-958 establishes the statewide Kansas mutual aid system which states:
"The system shall provide for mutual assistance among the participating political
subdivisions in the prevention of, response to and recovery from any disaster that results
in a formal state of emergency in a participating political subdivision, subject to such
participating political subdivision's criterion for a declaration. The system shall provide for
mutual cooperation among the participating subdivisions in conducting disaster-related
exercises, testing or other training activities outside actual declared emergency periods."

The full act can be found in the file archive of this plan.
Interstate Civil Defense Compact
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The purpose of the compact is to provide mutual aid among the states in meeting any
emergency or disaster. The prompt, full, and effective utilization of the resources of the
respective states include personnel, equipment, or supplies may be essential to the safety, care,
and welfare of people therein. The Interstate Civil Defense and Disaster Compact may be
entered in accordance with the provisions of KSA 48-3202. This action is accomplished by
written agreement between the Governor of Kansas and Governor’s of one or more states
which have legally joined said compact, or which are authorized to join. Such written agreement
may specify the period of time said compact is entered into with regard to each such state. The
State of Kansas compact is non-active until initiated by the Governor, in agreement with one or
more states.
Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC)
The EMAC is a mutual aid agreement and partnership among states to allow for the exchange
of resources when state and local resources are overwhelmed and federal assistance is
inadequate or unavailable. Request for EMAC assistance are legally binding, contractual
arrangements which requires soliciting state to be responsible for reimbursing all out-of-state
costs and be liable for the actions and safety of out-of-state personnel. Proving assistance to
other states through EMAC is not an obligation. Kansas became a signatory to the compact in
2000 (KSA 48-9a01).
Requesting Mutual Aid
All mutual aid requests should be coordinated through the Coffey County Emergency Manager
or the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) if activated. To request mutual aid, Coffey County uses
the following process:


The Party seeking mutual aid shall make the request directly to the party providing the
aid in coordination with Coffey County Emergency Management.



Requests may be verbal or in writing. If verbal, the request shall be confirmed in writing
no later than thirty (30) calendar days following the verbal request unless otherwise
stated according to policies or resolutions.



All communication shall be conducted directly between recipient and provider in
coordination with Coffey County Emergency Management.



The Recipient shall be responsible for keeping all parties advised of the status of mutual
aid activities.

If assistance is needed to coordinate mutual aid, Coffey County can request coordination
assistance to Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.
Agreements Mutual Aid / Assistance Agreements are presently in effect. Coffey County has
adopted by resolution, KSA 12-16,117 which provides automatic mutual aid, as needed.
• The Anderson County and Lyon County Host County Plans, dated November 2007,
detail information in regards to providing short-term care for evacuees from the Wolf
Creek Generating Station (WCGS) plume Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) in the
event an evacuation of the plume EPZ is ordered.
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4. Communication
ESF 2 (Communications) provides information and guidance concerning available
communications systems and methods in Coffey County, including:


Dissemination of emergency information to response organizations and government



Information flow and management to and from the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)



Communications interoperability among response units



Primary and backup communications systems



Telecommunications and information technology resources



Emergency warning and notification

ESF 15 (External Communications) provides information on and the dissemination of
information to the public for the purpose of protective action guidance and ongoing emergency
information. This information is focused on the minimization of confusion, misinformation, and
rumors during times of an emergency/disaster.
Coffey County Warning Point
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) serves as the Coffey County Warning Point. The Coffey
County Warning Point provides Coffey County with a single point to disseminate information and
warnings to government officials that a hazardous situation could threaten the general welfare,
health and safety, and/or property of the population.
The Warning Point is equipped with multiple communication networks and auxiliary power.
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) has Standard Operating Guides (SOG) to notify and
warn officials and general public of emergency and disaster events that occur in Coffey County.
In addition these guides also identify actions to be taken based off types of incidents.
Notification lists for agencies and individuals are maintained by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) . Notification of the State Warning Point is included in these guides. The Director of
Emergency Management or the on-call Emergency Management staff person will initiate any
further notification.
Developing or existing emergency conditions which should be reported to the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) include those that have or may result in multiple loss of life, environmental or
property damage, or evacuation of a populated area whether or not State or Federal resources
are needed to support local emergency response efforts.
ESF Coordinators and other Emergency Operation Center Representatives are kept informed of
potential events by the Director of Coffey County Emergency Management by fax, email, or
telephone.
Warnings are accomplished in various ways depending on the persons that need to be warned
and the time available. The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management or the Incident
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Commander can initiate warnings and notification procedures. The following list identifies
warning methods during an event. Any or all may be used.


Activation of the Emergency Alert System (EAS)



Information statements released to the local media



Public address systems of public safety vehicles



Door-to-door contacts



Phone Messaging System



Outdoor warning sirens

Specific warning zones are identified by the type of incident. Many have been pre-identified
such as vulnerable areas around hazardous material locations and/or areas subject to storm
surge and/or flooding.
Persons in the threatened areas with vulnerable needs may be notified by all of the methods
outlined above. Hotels, motels, Chambers of Commerce and the Tourist Information Center will
assist in notification of tourists visiting the area. Most of the other warning systems previously
listed would also reach some visitors to the County.
The Coffey County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) is responsible for network
control and conducts routine tests to ensure operational readiness.
Common Program Control Stations (CPCS) are radio stations utilized to provide the general
public with information about events. The following stations have been identified as CPCS
locations in and around Coffey County:

Coordination between the incident scene and the EOC will be accomplished with direct radio or
telephone
communications between the Incident Commander and the Emergency Management
Coordinator or agency representatives. The relationship between the two main elements of a
response; the operations at the EOC, and the operations at the incident site are interfaced. This
is accomplished through the use of communications and delegation of responsibilities. Utilizing
the Incident Command System, this interface takes place under the normal operation of this IC
system. It is the responsibility of the onsite Incident Commander to forward pertinent information
to the EOC through whatever channels are necessary.
5. State Level
When an emergency or disaster has occurred or is imminent, the Governor may issue an
Executive Order proclaiming the existence of a State of Emergency or activate the emergency
response, recovery and mitigation aspects of State, local and inter-jurisdictional disaster plans.
At the State level, the Kansas Adjutant General, or designee performs policy-making authority
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and commitment of State resources at the State of Kansas EOC. The State of Kansas EOC
Manager is responsible for the provision of State assistance, as well as routine management
and operation of the State of Kansas EOC. The State of Kansas EOC Manager may issue
mission assignments to the State ESFs to perform duties consistent with State policy. Mission
assignments, and mutual aid assistance brokered by the State, are tracked in the State of
Kansas EOC.
Coordination of regional and multi-regional protective actions will occur among all affected risk
and host counties, other states, and the State of Kansas EOC under the direction and control of
the State of Kansas EOC Manager. Counties that are not impacted by an emergency/disaster
situation may be directed by the Kansas Adjutant General to activate their EOCs to provide
emergency assistance.
During activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the State of Kansas EOC Team provides up-todate information on the situation and is also equipped to provide information on various grant
programs and funding sources available to affected areas in the aftermath of disaster.
The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management Regional
Coordinator serves as the State of Kansas EOC liaison and shares information with local
command, who then shares the information as per local protocol. The State of Kansas EOC will
provide incident information to State agencies, State legislative, and United States
Congressional officials. This is typically accomplished via situation reports and frequent State of
Kansas EOC briefings.
In the event federal assistance is required, the State Coordinating Officer will interface directly
with representatives of the federal government. If the State Coordinating Officer determines that
the span-of-control needs to be broadened, he may designate a Deputy State Coordinating
Officer to ensure coordination between federal and State agency representatives and to
anticipate any needs or conflicts in the response or recovery phases as they progress.
In the event a request for disaster assistance comes from the governor of another state, the
Governor of the State of Kansas may order the mobilization of State resources under the
Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) to be deployed to the impacted state.
The management and coordination of these resources will be administered through the
Response Section under the direction of the Response Section Chief located in the State of
Kansas EOC. In the event the State of Kansas EOC is not activated, EMAC will be managed
and coordinated will be administered by Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management’s Response and Recovery Branch under the direction of the
Response and Recovery Branch Director.
6. Federal Level
Through the National Response Framework (NRF), the federal government provides assistance
by establishing a single, comprehensive framework for the management of domestic incidents.
The NRF provides the structure and mechanisms for the coordination of federal support.
Through the NRF, federal ESFs may establish direct liaison with Kansas ESF representatives in
the State of Kansas EOC.
If the disaster is major or catastrophic, the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management will contact the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region 7
and request a Federal Liaison and/or alert them that the Governor may submit a formal request
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for federal assistance.
If the President authorizes federal assistance, a Primary Federal Official (PFO) will represent
the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and/or a Federal Coordinating
Officer. The Federal Coordinating Officer is authorized to use the full authority of the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended to reimburse response
and recovery claims against the Disaster Relief Fund. Additionally, the Stafford Act provides
funding to assist communities in mitigating the impact of future events.
7. Joint Field Office
The emergency recovery process is initiated when the President of the United States issues a
Major Presidential Disaster Declaration. Such a declaration makes available a series of federal
disaster assistance programs to aid the State in its recovery from a disaster situation. The basis
for the declaration is the determination by the President that the disaster is of such severity and
magnitude that response is beyond State and local capabilities. The field recovery operation will
be conducted in accordance with the most current edition of the State of Kansas Emergency
Response Plan as well as other recovery plans and procedures.
Once a field office has been established in Coffey County, the Coffey County Emergency
Management will provide the proper liaisons to the appropriate field office operations.
The organizational structure for recovery is under the leadership of the State Coordinating
Officer. Once a federal disaster declaration has been issued, the State Coordinating Officer
consults with a Federal Coordinating Officer. In addition, a Governor's Authorized
Representative (GAR) is designated in the Federal Emergency Management Agency-State
Agreement and is responsible for compliance with that Agreement.
During a recovery operation, the State Coordinating Officer usually appoints a Deputy State
Coordinating Officer who represents him/her at the Joint Field Office. The Deputy State
Coordinating Officer is responsible for the establishment and management of State operations
in the Joint Field Office and coordination between State and federal programs.

C. Prevention
Coffey County's prevention goals are to avoid an incident, intervene, or stop an incident from
occurring. To accomplish the goal the following strategy will be used:


Expand Regional Collaboration



Implement the National Incident Management System and National Response
Framework (NRF)



Strengthen Information Sharing and Collaboration capabilities



Strengthen Interoperable and Operable Communications capabilities



Strengthen Medical Surge and Mass Prophylaxis capabilities



Strengthen Planning and Citizen Preparedness Capabilities
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Increase coordination with the Kansas Intelligence Fusion Center (KIFC)

1. Kansas Intelligence Fusion Center
The ability to share intelligence information quickly and accurately among state fusion centers
and emergency operation centers is crucial in preventing potential criminal and terrorist acts.
The primary components of a fusion center are situational awareness and warnings that are
supported by law enforcement intelligence, derived from the application of the intelligence
process, where requirements for actionable information are generated and information is
collected, integrated, evaluated, analyzed, and disseminated. Important intelligence that may
forewarn of a future attack may be derived from information collected by several diverse entities.
The Coffey County Sheriff's Office serves as the local liaison to the Kansas Intelligence Fusion
Center. Given the nature of the information, the Coffey County Emergency Manager will
distribute the information in accordance to local SOPs and be marked as Unclassified/For
Official Use Only (U/FOUO).
Information received by the Sheriff's Office is sent through the appropriate channels when
received and released through law enforcement channels. The ESF 13 is a representative in the
Emergency Operations Center who can provide information from the Fusion Center to the other
EOC representatives.

D. Preparedness
The goal of Coffey County's preparedness operations is to help ensure a timely and effective
response to, recover from and mitigation of the impacts and consequences associated with an
emergency/disaster situation. To accomplish the goal the following strategy will be used:


Administer grant programs for operational support and training activities



Participate in capability assessments at the regional and county level



Participate in the Comprehensive Resource Management and Credentialing (CRMCS)
program to further develop resource management capabilities.



Establish a inclusive planning process using the “Whole Community “concept.

1. Resource Management and Credentialing
Resource Management
Each agency tasked within this plan is responsible for developing and maintaining applicable
resource lists. These lists should follow established county protocols for maintaining resource
lists. At a minimum, full resource lists (including all county resources) will be provided to Coffey
County Emergency Management and the ESF 7 coordinating agency. The following lists are
created using the State of Kansas’s Comprehensive Resource Management and Credentialing
System (CRMCS). These inventories include a point of contact, geographic location, and
operation area for:
1. Vehicle inventories
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2. Personnel
3. Equipment
4. Equipment operators
5. Suppliers/Contractors/vendors
6. Resources in adjacent jurisdictions that could be used during a disaster-if applicable
The following lists are currently created outside of the CRMCS and should also include point of
contact, geographic location, and operation area:
1. Facilities
2. Staging areas for internal and external response
3. Services/Contracts/Mutual Aid Agreements
4. List of critical facilities having priority for restoration of utilities during emergencies
Credentialing
Coffey County utilizes the CRMCS as the county credentialing system. Coffey County follows
their designated policy as a guide and policy to ensure that personnel resources requested to
assist are adequately trained and skilled. The CRMCS is also used to verify identity and
qualification to allow access to an incident site. This system can serve to prevent unauthorized
(self-dispatched or unqualified personnel) access to an incident site.

2. Plan Development and Maintenance
Plan Development
The Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan is developed with the assistance and input from
the following groups serving in an advisory capacity.


Coffey County Mitigation Planning Committee



Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)



ESF Coordinating, primary and support agencies
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Mutual aid partners and adjoining counties.

Listed below are planning events that have occurred or are scheduled to occur in the
development of the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan:


ESF 15 External Comm. Plan Improvement



Start entering information to ESF 15



ESF 8 Section E - Assigned Department to Actions



Plan Updates



EOP TRAINING

The preparation and revision of the basic plan and ESF Annexes will be coordinated by Coffey
County Emergency Management with the assistance and involvement of all applicable entities.
The preparation and revision of the ESF 8 appendices are the responsibility of the coordinating
agency with the assistance of the Coffey County Emergency Management and the designated
support agencies. The Coffey County Emergency Management will establish a format and
content guidance that must be followed in the revision process and coordinate and incorporate
revisions to the annexes
This plan will be made available to all agencies tasked therein, mutual aid partners, and
adjoining counties for comment. It is the responsibility of ALL parties to review and submit any
comments to Coffey County Emergency Management. The process of distributing the plan will
be accomplished by either 1) granting “viewer” access via the Bold Planning Solutions Super
System or 2) providing an electronic copy. Coffey County Emergency Management will keep a
hard copy on file.
The public will be provided the opportunity to view the Basic Plan portion of this document at a
place determined by Coffey County.
Plan Maintenance
The Coffey County Emergency Management will maintain the Coffey County EOP and provide
an updated EOP to Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
every five years, with the exception of ESF 10 which must be updated annually as per federal
law. However, the EOP may be updated as often as needed during any year. Examination and
review should be conducted annually and will reflect changes in implementing procedures,
improved emergency preparation capabilities, and deficiencies identified from corrective action
planning. The Coffey County Emergency Management will revise the plan by using a process
best suited for the county. Whenever a change is made, the date and nature of the change will
be recorded. Upon update, these changes will be incorporated into the overall plan and repromulgated by the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners .
The coordinating, primary and support agencies/organizations of each ESF will be responsible
for preparing and maintaining operating procedures for all responsibilities assigned them in the
EOP. These procedures will be prepared following guidance issued by local policies.
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The Coffey County Emergency Management Department is responsible for coordination,
preparedness, operation, and execution of actions which must be taken to combat the effects of
natural or technological disasters. This Plan and these actions are necessary for the purpose of
rendering duties for the protection of lives and properties of the people and alleviating suffering
and damage caused by flood, fire, drought, tornado, earthquake, storm, explosion, or any other
catastrophe.
The Coffey County Emergency Manager will make the Emergency Operations Plan available to
the public in the Coffey County Emergency Management Office.
Other Plans
In addition to the Coffey County EOP, additional plans have been developed and are
maintained pursuant to state and federal requirements. Other plans include the Coffey County
Hazard Mitigation Plan, Hazard Analysis Plan; Coffey County Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP)

3. Public Information
Before an emergency or disaster occurs, public information is critical for the public to make the
necessary protective actions. The County's public information program focuses on how to better
communicate emergency information to the public before, during, and after a disaster. Particular
attention will be given to strategies that enhance awareness of the evacuation process, road
conditions, shelter status and re-entry issues, and how to communicate information to people
during evacuation.


Christopher Phelan or other designee will serve as the Public Information Officer (PIO).
The PIO will work closely with the Director of Coffey County Emergency Management or
Coordinator, and will be the primary resource for providing disaster-related information to
the public. This includes information about all preparedness, response, recovery, and
mitigation activities. Following a disaster, the public will be informed that they can
contact the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) to receive disaster-related preparedness,
response, recovery, or mitigation information.



Pre-scripted public service announcements are maintained by the Coffey County
Emergency Management.



The PIO will be responsible for collecting information, preparing releases for the media,
and responding to requests for information and interviews.



The Coffey County Emergency Management will prepare pre-scripted news releases
that can easily be edited to include disaster specific information.



The PIO will, at his/her discretion, send disaster updates to local media outlets, and to
the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.



Additional information is provided in ESF 15.
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4. Training and Exercise
All training related to emergency management is coordinated and scheduled through the Coffey
County Emergency Management. The Coffey County Emergency Management offers training to
all inter-agencies (County, City and others) on preparedness, response, recovery, mitigation,
hazardous materials, debris management, terrorism and other issues. The training offered is
conducted through the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
training section, American Red Cross, the Local Emergency Planning Committees, Fire
Department, the and any other organization offering training. The Coffey County Emergency
Management provides the notice of training being offered to local response agencies.
Coffey County continues to implement a training and exercise program, consistent with NIMS,
for incident management organizations and personnel. Elements of the program include:


Multi-disciplinary and multi-jurisdictional interaction, including involvement with privatesector and non-governmental organizations, during realistic exercises.



Standard courses on incident command and management, incident management
structure, and operational coordination processes and systems.



Courses focus on discipline and agency-specific subject matter expertise.

Coffey County further requires courses for all incident management organizations and
personnel to ensure NIMS compliance at all levels of response. The following courses are
required:


IS 700 - National Incident Management System (NIMS), An Introduction



IS 800 - National Response Plan (NRP), An Introduction



ICS 100 Series - Incident Command Systems, An Introduction



ICS 200 Series - Incident Command System, Basic



ICS 300 Series - Intermediate Incident Command System



ICS 400 Series - Advanced Incident Command System

Exercises are a key component in improving all-hazards incident management capabilities. The
Coffey County Emergency Management participates on an ongoing basis in a range of
exercises, including multi-disciplinary and multi-jurisdictional exercises that are designed to
improve integration and interoperability. These exercises are integrated in an annual Training
and Exercise Planning Workshop (TEPW). Among the key exercises types that Coffey County
participates in or has participated in include:

Event Title: ESF 15 External Comm. Plan Improvement
Event Date: 5/06/2014
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
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Description:

Event Title: Start entering information to ESF 15
Event Date: 9/17/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:

Event Title: ESF 8 Section E - Assigned Department to Actions
Event Date: 6/06/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:

Event Title: Plan Updates
Event Date: 2/01/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Created more contact information. Add Facilities.

Event Title: Plan Updates
Event Date: 1/31/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Created Contact List for Health Department. Started Facilities and Sites List

Event Title: EOP TRAINING
Event Date: 1/29/2013
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Event Type: Training
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Bold Systems

The Homeland Security Exercise Evaluation Program (HSEEP) will be used for developing,
delivering and evaluating Department of Homeland Security/Office of Domestic Preparedness
funded exercises.
The following agencies and entities have exercise programs:
Name of Agency
Coffey County Emergency
Management
Wolf Creek Generating Station
(WCGS)

Type of Exercise Program
WCGS , Desktop Exercises
WCGS

WCGS, Desktop Exercises, and Certification
Training
WCGS, Desktop Exercises, and Certification
Coffey County Fire Department
Training
WCGS, Desktop Exercises, and Certification
Coffey County Sheriff's Department
Training
Local School Districts
Tornado and Fire drills
Coffey County Health Department

After Action Reviews and Corrective Action Plans
After each exercise, the lead agency performing the exercise will conduct an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the exercise. This information will be incorporated into future plan revisions and
updates by the Coffey County Emergency Management. This will be accomplished by drafting a
corrective action plan which may include, but not limited to assigning the following actions:


Change to plans/procedures



Acquire new or replace outdated equipment/resources



Train/Re-Train Personnel

Following actual events the same procedure will be used and will be led by Coffey County
Emergency Management.
All findings and deficiencies will be brought before the LEPC to discuss what findings and
corrective actions were to be applied from the review of the incident or exercise to the
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appropriate plan/s within the community. The LEPC will asign a person to be responsible for
amendments to the plans and a follup inquiry of the actions will be asigned for the responsible
party to report accomplishments or further amendments that are needed at following LEPC
meeting.

E. Response
Coffey County must be prepared to respond quickly and effectively on a 24-hour basis to
developing events. The primary goal of the County's response operation is to ensure a timely
and effective response to the many consequences that may be generated by an emergency/
disaster situation. When an event or potential event is first detected, a series of actions will take
place to ensure an effective and efficient response operation.
1. Local Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) is the facility that is used to coordinate a County
response to any major emergency or disaster situation. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) is
located at 110 S. 6th St
Burlington, KS 66839. The facility serves as the coordination, command and control center for
Coffey County. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) is staffed as prescribed above. Security
and maintenance of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will be carried out in accordance with
the provisions of the most current version of the Coffey County EOP. In the event the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) is threatened, an alternate EOC site may be activated as designated
in the Coffey County Emergency Management Continuity of Operations Plan.
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will be activated for actual or potential events that
threaten Coffey County. The level of activation will be determined by the Director of Coffey
County Emergency Management based on the emergency or disaster event.
Additional information on Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), communications, warning points,
and field operations has been previously provided above.
2. Public Safety Enforcement Actions
In a large-scale incident law enforcement resources will quickly become overwhelmed, and law
enforcement officials will have to balance their resources and efforts between new
responsibilities and everyday service demands. The ESF 13 Coordinating Agency will activate
mutual aid by contacting law enforcement agencies outside the affected area. Shifts will be
assigned and responding law enforcement agents will report to the staging area for
assignments. ESF 13 will provide security for the inner and outer sections of the established
perimeter. Additional information is provided in ESF 13.

F. Recovery
In the aftermath of a disaster, County efforts turn to rebuilding the infrastructure and restoring
the social and economic life of the community with the incorporation of mitigation measures as a
major goal. To accomplish this goal the following strategy is provided:
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To deploy several specialized recovery teams (personnel) and facilities (centers) into a
disaster area to help victims and support the Incident Commander



To work closely with the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency
Management and to inform affected local governments, individuals and businesses that
programs are available to assist them in recovery efforts.

1. Recovery Field Operations
In the aftermath of a disaster, with or without a Presidential Declaration, the State may deploy
several specialized recovery teams (personnel) and establish centers (facilities) into a disaster
area.
2. Recovery Personnel


Assessment Team - Teams of qualified personnel, including building inspectors,
structural engineers, and architects, who will gather information by performing an
assessment of all structures and property in the disaster area; and teams of
administrative personnel who will compile the gathered information to facilitate the
application process for local, state, and federal disaster assistance programs.



Community Relations Team - Team is deployed to disseminate information and collect
data to assist disaster-affected communities and eligible individuals in receiving
assistance. The primary function of this team is to identify and report unmet human
needs and to inform disaster victims of the disaster assistance programs and registration
process.



Unmet Needs Committee - A committee that helps identify unmet needs and possible
assistance. Such committees are comprised of volunteer agencies, private sector
representatives, and governmental agencies.



Human Needs Assessment Team - A team that is deployed immediately after a disaster
and before the establishment of a JFO Office to help counties assess and report the
immediate needs of disaster victims.



Insurance Team - A team that is deployed to assist policy owners following a disaster.

3. Damage Assessment
Damage assessments include those actions that are undertaken to determine the nature and
scope of damages to structures, facilities and infrastructure for the purpose of identifying and
scaling the need for State and Federal disaster assistance in the recovery phase. Damage
assessment will be closely coordinated with ESF 5, which has the lead for impact assessment
and incident action planning during the response phase.
Operational assessment is the immediate, informal reporting of emergency conditions to size-up
the damage that has occurred and to determine what personnel, equipment and facility
resources the county has available for response. First indications of the scope and extent of
damages will likely be provided by field personnel reporting to their dispatch centers or to the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC). These initial reports include hazard conditions, critical
emergency needs and condition of surface routes, and are extremely important in allocating
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emergency responders and determining incident situation status.
The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) may also receive damage assessment information from
additional sources: ambulance crews, utility crews, employees traveling to or from work, media
sources in the field, citizens, businesses, etc. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) may
establish a process where the public can submit damage reports.
The Coffey County Engineer is the lead for the County’s Damage Assessment Program.
Responsibilities include: recruitment and training of team members and the overall management
of damage assessment priorities in coordination with ESF 5.
The County Property Appraiser's Office will assist in providing estimates of loss and economic
impact. The Chamber of Commerce and the insurance industry will provide information on
losses to businesses.
The Emergency Manager will provide information to the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management within 12-36 hours if possible.
Initial Safety and Damage Assessments
The County will conduct an initial damage assessment using resources to determine the overall
extent of damages. The Coffey County Engineer is responsible for the direction and control of
the Impact Assessment process and has pre-identified County and municipal employees who
will assist with damage assessment. Also, members of the fire department have been trained
and will assist with damage assessment. The goal of this assessment is to determine the
magnitude and severity of damage to structures and infrastructure; and, in the event of a severe
rainfall event, determine the level of flooding damage. This information will be collected by the
Coffey County Engineer, and provided to the provided to Coffey County Emergency
Management, who will then provide the information to the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management.
The impact assessment data provides a County wide general overview of the most significantly
impacted areas and, therefore establishes a prioritization mechanism for damage assessment
team deployment, resource allocation, and disaster assistance.
Team members will be contacted by telephone, pager, cellular phone, email or two-way radio.
The Coffey County Engineer maintains a current contact list of Damage Assessment Team
members. Information collected through the initial damage assessment will be collected by the
Coffey County Engineer, and provided to the provided to Coffey County Emergency
Management, who will then provide the information to the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management.
Preliminary Damage Assessment
If the situation warrants, a formal Preliminary Damage Assessment will be requested and
performed by local, State, and Federal assessors. This will include assessments for both public
and individual damages. Local representatives will accompany these teams during their
assessments. These individuals will be familiar with damaged areas and will supply maps
needed to complete the damage assessment process. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management will then coordinate with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency to determine if the County qualifies for public and/or individual assistance.
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Capturing all costs associated with the emergency is essential because accurate damage
assessments (Initial Damage Assessments and Preliminary Damage Assessments) document
the need for state and/or federal assistance and are required to obtain a federal disaster
declaration.
Habitability Assessments
Habitability assessors will determine the structural safety of residential buildings. This will be
conducted through the coordinated efforts of the Coffey County Engineer. When practical, this
assessment will be coordinated with the American Red Cross, or other relief agencies.
The municipalities in Coffey County are responsible for all corresponding inspections, damage
assessments and other disaster response and recovery functions and activities for their
jurisdictional area and the County would include the municipalities in its response and recovery
activities due to their limited resources. The municipalities will still coordinate final reporting to
the Coffey County Emergency Management, who will then provide the information to the
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.
The County is responsible for all corresponding inspections, damage assessments and other
disaster response and recovery functions and activities for their jurisdictional area. The County
will coordinate final damage estimates to the Coffey County Emergency Management, who will
then provide the information to the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency
Management.
Additional damage assessment functions are maintained in the appropriate Coffey County
SOPs and Annexes. This includes the identification of roles and responsibilities, training,
assessment criteria, reporting formats and process for both initial and preliminary damage
assessments.
Priorities of inspections include:


Structures involved in response operations



Critical transportation routes and infrastructure



Essential county facilities

Cities and special districts within the County share responsibility for damage assessment and
provide information regarding damages and costs within their jurisdictions and service areas to
Coffey County Emergency Management, who will then provide the information to the Adjutant
General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.
4. Disaster Declaration
Following a major or catastrophic disaster in which an emergency or major disaster declaration
is granted by the President, federal assistance to disaster victims becomes available under
three program areas: Individual Assistance, Public Assistance, and Hazard Mitigation. The
administration of these programs is coordinated through a joint Federal/State effort in a Joint
Field Office, which is usually located in the impacted area
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The Joint Field Office (JFO) is the primary field location for the coordination of federal and state
recovery operations. The Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) and the State Coordinating Officer
(SCO) co-locate in the JFO, as well as other Federal and State personnel. Recovery and
mitigation operations, logistics, information and planning, financial management and general
administration are coordinated at the JFO.
5. Public Assistance (PA) and Individual Assistance (IA) Activities
Declared Disasters
Public Assistance (PA)
The Public Assistance (PA) program provides program support to eligible local governmental
entities following a disaster to assist in the recovery and restoration of buildings, infrastructure
and the removal of debris that is on public property. The categories of Public Assistance
include:


Category A: Debris Removal



Category B: Emergency Protective actions



Category C: Road Systems



Category D: Water Control Facilities



Category E: Buildings and Equipment



Category F: Utilities



Category G: Parks, Recreation, and Other

In the event of a declared disaster, Coffey County Emergency Management will work closely
with ESF-15 - External Communications to notify all eligible governments and private not-forprofit organizations of the availability of federal public assistance funds. They include all Coffey
County government agencies, and those quasi-governmental organizations that perform a
governmental function. Such applicants are trained concerning the public assistance program
through the various recovery training sessions offered. Notification may occur through written
correspondence and telephone contacts, notices in local newspapers, and broadcasts on local
radio station. The Coffey County Emergency Management will notify local governments, nonprofit agencies and other eligible applicants of scheduled briefings and Kick Off Meetings for the
Public Assistance (PA) program and the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP). The Public
Assistance applicant briefings include procedures for all aspects of financial management,
personnel and record keeping that will be required for the various Federal and State financial
assistance programs. State and Federal recovery personnel must advise the Coffey County
Emergency Management of these briefings so that agencies can be notified. Key components of
the Public Assistance program include:


Project Worksheets are prepared for eligible emergency costs and eligible costs for
restoration of damaged facilities.
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The federal share for reimbursement under most federal declarations is 75 percent. The
25 percent nonfederal share is normally provided from a combination of State and local
sources in accordance with policies established by the Executive Office of the Governor
and the Kansas Legislature.



The State serves as the Grantee and eligible applicants are Sub-grantees under the
federal disaster assistance program.



Contractual agreements with Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency
Management are executed with applicants with all reimbursements coming through
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.



Documentation, record keeping, inspections, and final closeouts are overseen and
approved by the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management.

Documentation is obtained by Coffey County Emergency Management regarding damage
sustained to:


Roads



Water control facilities



Public building and related equipment



Public utilities



Facilities under construction



Recreational and park facilities



Educational institutions



Certain private non-profit facilities

Individual Assistance (IA)
If the County is declared for Individual Assistance, eligible residents will be able to apply for the
Individual Assistance Program. In some cases, FEMA will deploy habitability inspectors to verify
the damages individual applicants are claiming. They will do this independent of the State or
local assessors. Coffey County will also perform inspections of damaged homes to determine
safety. The Coffey County Engineer will be responsible for coordinating post-disaster habitability
inspections. The Coffey County Engineer will also be responsible for coordinating post-disaster
permitting of structures to ensure compliance with all state and local building codes and to
maximize mitigation of damages in future disasters.
Non-Declared Disasters
During the recovery stage, a disaster may not be declared at the federal level. It will then fall
upon the County to use local funds, available competitive grant funds, or any supplemental
funding provided by the State of Kansas to recover from the event.
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Similar to a declared disaster, costs for response and recovery are to be monitored by all
participating agencies. Each responding agency is responsible for the overall management of
documentation of the costs of a non-declared disaster with reports submitted ultimately to the
Coffey County Board of County Commissioners for budget and finance approval of local dollars.
6. Disaster Recovery Centers and Staging Areas
Centers that are set up in a disaster area to provide information on the complete range of
disaster assistance that is available. The responsibility for managing these centers is jointly
shared by the State, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the County where the
center is located.
A Disaster Recovery Center (DRC) is a facility established in, or in close proximity to, the
community affected by the disaster where persons can meet face-to-face with represented
Federal, State, local and volunteer agencies to:


Discuss their disaster-related needs



Obtain information about disaster assistance programs



Tele-register for assistance



Learn about measures for rebuilding that can eliminate or reduce the risk



Request the status of their application for Assistance to Individuals and Households

The Director of Coffey County Emergency Management, the State of Kansas and potentially
FEMA, will assess the need to open Disaster Recovery Centers and Field Offices, based upon
initial damage assessment and human services needs estimates and reports. Coffey County
Emergency Management will request that the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management open a Disaster Recovery Center in Coffey County.
Once it has been determined that Disaster Recovery Centers and/or a Disaster Field Office will
be opened in Coffey County, the State of Kansas EOC will take the lead and should notify the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC). The State of Kansas EOC will advise if there are resources
the County may need to supply include staffing. The DRC will be staffed with representatives
from appropriate federal, state, county, private relief organizations, and other organizations
capable of providing disaster related information to individuals and businesses.
The County Public Information Officer ( Christopher Phelan) will provide local media with
detailed information on locations of recovery centers, distribution sites and other individual
assistance programs. Pamphlets will be prepared to be distributed by personnel in damaged
areas so citizens will know how to apply for assistance.
7. Unmet Needs
The Coffey County Health Department will coordinate the unmet needs recovery function. The
Disaster Services Director of the Coffey County Health Department or designee will serve as
the Unmet Needs Coordinator for Coffey County following a disaster. The Disaster Services
Director will be responsible for making contacts and establishing a relationship with community
service providers, local churches, community outreach programs and volunteer organizations to
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be called upon in the event that a disaster creates unmet needs in the community.
Once immediate life safety issues have been addressed in the end of the response phase and
early in the recovery phase, the next task will be identifying any unmet needs. If the need arises
for an Unmet Needs Committee, the Disaster Services Director will appoint a committee and a
chairperson. The committee will be comprised of members from local religious organizations,
the Coffey County Health Department and the appropriate State and Federal agencies. The
Unmet Needs Committee Chairperson will be responsible for the oversight of the committee,
addressing immediate human needs (food, water, clothing, etc.), immediate housing needs,
issues involving special needs population and coordination with Community Relations Teams.
The unmet needs committee will be formed on an as-needed basis for a given event. The
Disaster Services Director will select the appropriate individuals and organization when the
committee is formed.

G. Mitigation
In the aftermath of a disaster, the County's mitigation goal is to ensure mitigation efforts are
designed to ensure that residents, visitors, and businesses in Kansas are safe and secure from
future disasters. The strategies to complete this goal include:


Complete and maintain a hazards and risk assessment



Comprehensive list of mitigation goals, objectives and tasks



Planning process and organizational framework for carrying out the mitigation goals and
objectives



Implement Pre and Post Hazard Mitigation Actions to reduce overall risk/vulnerability



Evaluation of existing agencies, organizations, plans, programs and guidelines that
impact mitigation.

1. Coordination of Mitigation Activities
The Coffey County Emergency Management has been delegated as the lead agency to
facilitate and coordinate the activities of the Coffey County Mitigation Planning Committee and
subcommittees. The Coffey County's Mitigation Plan identifies the hazards to which Coffey
County is vulnerable; assesses the facilities and structures that are most vulnerable to hazards;
offers a prioritized list of mitigation projects to take advantage of available funding; and links
mitigation projects to these sources of funding.
The Coffey County's Mitigation Plan defines the mitigation goals, objectives and initiatives for
Coffey County. Annual revisions to the Coffey County's Mitigation Plan are standard, although in
the event of a disaster, or if needed, the plan can be updated more frequently.
2. Mitigation Programs
Pre-Disaster Activities


The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) –The Department of Agriculture,
Division of Water Resources (DWR), provides technical assistance to the public and
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communities on the NFIP. The NFIP provides flood insurance to communities that agree
to implement land use planning and construction requirements to reduce flood damage
in their jurisdiction. These land use and construction requirements apply to all new
construction and substantial improvements to existing structures in the community’s
Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs).


Community Rating System (CRS) - Additionally, DWR provides technical assistance to
local communities on the Community Rating System (CRS). The CRS is an integral part
of the NFIP. Through reduced flood insurance premiums, the CRS provides incentives to
communities that go beyond the minimum flood plain management requirements
established through the NFIP.



Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program – Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management administers the FMA. This program makes federal
funds available pre-disaster to fund mitigation projects in communities participating in the
NFIP. These funds have a 25 percent non-federal match requirement. The overall goal
of the FMA is to fund cost effective measures that reduce or eliminate the long-term risk
of flood damage to NFIP insurable structures. This is accomplished through the
reduction of the number of repetitively or substantially damaged structures.



Repetitive Flood Claims (RFC) Program - Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division
of Emergency Management administers the RFC. The goal remains to reduce flood
damages to individual properties for which one or more claim payments for losses have
been made under flood insurance coverage and that will result in the greatest savings to
the National Flood Insurance Fund (NFIF) in the shortest period of time.



Severe Repetitive Loss (SRL) Program - Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management administers the SRL. The goal remains to reduce flood
damages to residential properties that have experienced severe repetitive losses under
flood insurance coverage and that will result in the greatest savings to the National Flood
Insurance Fund (NFIF) in the shortest period of time.



Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) Program - Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of
Emergency Management administers the PDM. The PDM is designed to assist States,
Territories, Indian Tribal governments, and local communities to implement a sustained
pre-disaster natural hazard mitigation program to reduce overall risk to the population
and structures from future hazard events, while also reducing reliance on Federal
funding from future major disaster declarations.



State Hazard Mitigation Planning - The State Hazard Mitigation Plan is updated every
three years or in the aftermath of a disaster at the direction of the State Hazard
Mitigation Officer (SHMO) as necessary. Additionally, the mitigation staff continues to
provide technical assistance to communities on the development, implementation, and
maintenance of local mitigation strategies.

Post Disaster Activities


Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HGMP) - Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division
of Emergency Management administers the HGMP. HGMP is authorized by Section 404
of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended
(the Stafford Act), Title 42, United States Code (U.S.C.) 5170c. The key purpose of
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HMGP is to ensure that the opportunity to take critical mitigation measures to reduce the
risk of loss of life and property from future disasters is not lost during the reconstruction
process following a disaster. HMGP is available when authorized under the Presidential
major disaster declaration in the areas of the State requested by the Governor.


406 Mitigation - Section 406 of the Stafford Act provides for direct federal assistance for
repairs and improvements to eligible damaged public facilities. Mitigation measures
(improvements) must be identified in the Project Worksheets (PW’s). The award of
Section 406 hazard mitigation projects is at the discretion of the FEMA Regional
Director.

V. ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND LOGISTICS
A. Documentation
Responding agencies should keep documentation on the ICS Activity Log (ICS Form 214) or
another suitable log. The Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will document activities on a
situation reports, common operating pictures, and/or WebEOC. Such documentation is crucial
for the following reasons:


Documentation is the key to recovering emergency response and recovery costs.
Damage assessment documentation will be critical in establishing the basis for eligibility
of disaster assistance programs.



Documentation provides a legal account of the actions which took place before, during
and after an emergency.



Documentation provides for a historical record which could be used during after action
reviews to improve response operations in the future.

Following a disaster, documentation is provided to Coffey County Emergency Management to
maintain an archive for the required time period, after such time archival documents are
protected at a designated location.
During after action review the documentation will be used to identify:


Actions taken (or not taken)



Resources expended



Economic and human impacts



Lessons learned and possible improvements



Possible mitigation measures that could be taken



Key impacts and damages
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B. Finance
Funding


During local state of emergency, the monetary support for logistical and administrative
support will be funded out of each agency’s budget. However, agencies may request
reimbursement or additional funds that may be provided through the county’s general
funds or other legal funding mechanisms available to the local jurisdiction (non-funded
warrants, etc.) if an agency’s outlay exceeds their budget.



In the event of a federal declaration, some expenses and/or reimbursements are
available to affected agencies through Public Assistance Grants.

Disaster Assistance
As previously mentioned, in a federal disaster declaration the county and its eligible
jurisdictions/citizens may qualify for federal assistance. Such assistance has been described
above and will be further described in ESF 14. In the event of a federal declaration authorizing
public assistance, applicant briefings will be conducted to educate responders and local officials
about the cost recovery process.
The Coffey County Clerk's Office will manage and oversee the financial aspects of the Public
Assistance Programs. The Coffey County Clerk's Office will work closely with Coffey County
Emergency Management and the Coffey County Board of County Commissioners to identify
funds for the recovery effort, to include response, recovery and mitigation functions.
Tracking Local Disaster Costs
In the event of a federally declared disaster, Coffey County Emergency Management may ask
the County’s Financial Officer to assign a special project number to track all county-related
expenses. Incorporated areas of the county may also assign special project numbers per the
recommendation of Coffey County Emergency Management.
Insurance and Cost Recovery
The Coffey County Clerk's Office, in coordination with the Coffey County Emergency
Management or other designee, will coordinate all insurance actions pertaining to County
property. The Coffey County Clerk's Office coordinates all financial activities relating to recovery
operations.
The Individuals Assistance Program provides financial help or direct services to those who have
necessary expenses and serious needs if they are unable to meet the needs through other
means. Homeowners insurance is recommended as the primary insurance and not to rely on
government assistance during a presidential disaster declaration. Private insurance companies
alleviate the amount of individual assistance that is dispersed to a community during a
presidentially declared disaster.
Pet Sheltering Costs: Disaster Assistance Policy (DAP) 9523.19
FEMA Disaster Assistance Policy (DAP) 9523.19 details eligible reimbursements related to pet
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sheltering including: shelter facilities, supplies and commodities, eligible labor, equipment,
emergency veterinary services, transportation, shelter safety and security, cleaning and
restoration, and the removal and disposal of animal carcasses.
ESF 6 provides the concept of operations for pet sheltering and documentation of costs.

C. Logistics
Identifying Resource Gaps
The Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) will determine the priorities for resource
needs based on identified gaps.
The LEPC using input and data from the regional capability assessment (see file archive),
Department of Homeland Security, local intelligence and threat assessments, will provide a high
level determination of resource needs. These assessments will take into account specific
threats as well as potential all-hazard threats and response capability.
Resource and logistic response will be prioritized and accomplished under the direction of the
EOC Manager. Information from Field Incident Commanders and Incident Action Plan priorities
will be used to prioritize multiple requests. Resource requests will be met dependent on incident
type and the responding entities available or anticipated resource requirements. All resource
requests should be captured using an ICS form. Any requests requiring rental, hire or costs to
fill will be passed on to the Finance group with a copy of the ICS form.
In the event of a disaster, Coffey County Emergency Manager will take steps to reduce or
eliminate resource shortfalls by utilizing the Emergency Management Staff to communicate with
ESF's, volunteer organizations, and responders to find what resources are needed or may be
needed to continue the efforts for a sustainable amount of time. The anticipated shortfalls
would depend on the disaster size and magnitude; however, in a large scale disaster foreseen
shortfall could be personnel to rotate on a 24 hour basis throughout the county, fuel for
emergency response vehicles, large scale debris removal, and food and water shortage for all
hazards.
Coffey County has specialized equipment, personnel , and supplies for small scale events that
may occur within the county boarders. For major disasters, Coffey County would utilize all
available local resources and when local resources have been or near exhausted, the Coffey
County Emergency Manager would utilize active MOU's with surrounding counties and request
assistance from State and Federal resources, as well as, volunteer organizations. Coffey
County would utilize available school buses to transport adults, children, and children with
special needs. The County will also utilize EMS vehicles to transport individuals with medical
special needs.

Contracting
The following locations provide a list of contractors for Coffey County:


Attached to the file archive of this plan is a list of contractors that could be used to
support emergency operations.
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The CRMCS has the functionality to enter contractor support and can be retrieved during
an emergency.



Coffey County can access the state contracting website at
http://www.da.ks.gov/purch/Contracts and query for available state contracts applicable
to political subdivisions (i.e. counties, cities, etc.)



County resource battle books with specific contracting lists.

Requesting State Assistance
Coordination of resource needs:


When local municipal resources are committed, the Coffey County Emergency
Management will coordinate assistance to satisfy resource needs.



If the County requires additional assistance, it will call mutual aid from adjacent counties
and regional resources



Only the Coffey County Emergency Manager or his/her documented designee, is
authorized to request resource support from the Adjutant General's Office, Kansas
Division of Emergency Management



Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management will turn to the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for assistance in dealing with a major
disaster that threatens to exceed the capabilities and resources of the state.

Each agency tasked within this plan, is responsible for developing and maintaining applicable
resource lists. These lists should follow established county protocols for maintaining resource
lists. At a minimum, a full resource list (including all county resources) will be provided to Coffey
County Emergency Management and the ESF 7 Coordinating and Primary Agency.
Key Logistics Facilities
Potential locations for Staging Areas and Points of Distribution sites (PODS) are identified
annually by Coffey County Emergency Management. Predetermined Staging Areas and PODS
include:
Coffey County Points of Distribution:
American Red Cross
1900 E. Douglas
Wichita, KS 67214

Coffey County Staging Area:
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Coffey County Landing Zones:

Coffey County Airport
1899 HWY 75
Burlington, KS 66839

Pre-Staging
Certain situations will require pre-staging assets. Identifying these resources and triggers points
to utilize such resources are based on the phases indicated in the Coffey County Incident Action
Plan (IAP). The IAP will be developed in preparation of or during an emergency or disaster
situation.
Fuel
Fuel will be procured using local economy. Local incident command will provide the desired
location of fuel purchasing if applicable for the incident. ESF 7 and ESF 12 provide further detail
concerning procuring fuel.
Security
Security at each staging area will be accomplished by mission assigning ESF 13. ESF 13
provides further detail.

VI. CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS / CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT
All Coffey County government agencies are encouraged to develop and implement Continuity of
Operations Plans (COOP) to ensure that a viable capability exists to continue their essential
functions of government services. Planning and training efforts for COOP is closely coordinated
with the EOP and actions. This serves to protect and preserve vital records/documents deemed
essential for continuing government functions and conducting post-disaster operations.
Continuity of Government is also an essential function of Emergency Management and is vital
during an emergency/disaster situation. Critical issues such as Lines of Succession, Delegation
of Emergency Authority, Emergency Actions, safeguarding essential records, and protection of
government resources are adhered within the State of Kansas constitution, statutes and
administrative rules.
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VII. REFERENCES AND AUTHORITIES
The following references and authorities may be consulted for further advice and guidance.
Other than those references and authorities that have the inherent force and effect of law, this
EOP is not intended to incorporate them by reference.
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Relationship to Other Plans
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In addition to the Coffey County EOP, the following plans have been developed and are
maintained pursuant to state and federal requirements. In addition they have been incorporated
in the EOP annexes:


Hazardous Materials



Mitigation Plan / Local Mitigation Strategy



Special Needs



Continuity of Operations / Continuity of Government (COOP/COG)



Terrorism



Other

References:


Federal Bureau of Investigation's Concept of Opera - Federal Bureau of
Investigation's Concept of Operations for Weapons of Mass Destruction



Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan



National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management
System (NIMS)



National Response Framework (NRF) - National Response Framework (NRF)

Authorities:


44 CFR 350 - of the Code of Federal Regulations.



44 CFR Part 10 - Environmental Considerations.



44 CFR Part 13 - (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants
and Cooperative Agreements.



44 CFR Part 14 - Audits of State and Local Governments.



44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters Declared after November
23, 1988.



44 CFR Parts 59-76 - National Flood Insurance Program and related programs.



50 CFR, Title 10 - 50 CFR - Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.



National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. 4101 - As amended by the National
Flood Insurance Reform Act of 1994 (Title V of Public Law 103-325).
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Public Law 101-549 - Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, which provide for reductions
in hazardous air pollutants and risk management planning requirements.



Public Law 101-615 - Hazardous Materials Transportation Uniform Safety Act
(HMTUSA), which provides funding to improve capability to respond to hazardous
materials incidents.



Public Law 106-390, Disaster Mitigation Act 2000 - Public Law 106-390, Disaster
Mitigation Act of 2000, to amend the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act to authorize a program for pre-disaster mitigation, to streamline the
administration of disaster relief, to control the Federal costs of disaster assistance, and
for other purposes.



Public Law 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002) - Public Law 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135
(2002) (codified predominantly at 6 U.S.C. 101-557 and other sections of the U.S.C.),
ESTABLISHED THE Department of Homeland Security with the mandate and legal
authority to protect the American people from the continuing threat of terrorism.



Public Law 833-703 - amendment to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.



Public Law 84-99,33 U.S.C. 701n - Flood Emergencies, authorizing an emergency fund
for flood emergency preparation, flood fighting and rescue operations, and repair and
restoration of flood control works threatened or destroyed by flood.



Public Law 85-256, Price-Anderson Act - 42 U.S.C. 2210, which provides for a system
of compensating the public for harm caused by a nuclear accident.



Public Law 89-665,16 U.S.C. 470 - National Historic Preservation Act, relating to the
preservation of historic resources damaged as a result of disasters.



Public Law 91-671, Food Stamp Act of 1964 - in conjunction with Section 412 of the
Stafford Act, relating to food stamp distributions after a major disaster.



Public Law 93-234 - Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended by the Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 1994, 42 U.S.C. 4001, et seq, provides insurance coverage for
all types of buildings.



Public Law 93-288, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 5121 - et seq, the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, which provides authority for response
and recovery assistance under the Federal Response Plan, which empowers the
President to direct any federal agency to utilize its authorities and resources in support
of State and local assistance efforts.



Public Law 95-510, 42 U.S.C. 9601 - et seq, the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), as amended, which
requires facilities to notify authorities of accidental releases of hazardous materials.



Public Law 99-499 - Superfund Amendments and Re-authorization Act of 1986, Part III,
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. 11001,
et seq, which governs hazardous materials planning and community right-to-know.
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Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994 - Regal Community Development and
Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994.



Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act - 42 U.S.C. 11331-11352, Federal
Emergency Management Food and Shelter Program.



Kansas Administrative Regulation 56-2-1 and 56-2 - These regulations define the
requirements of local emergency management agencies. It establishes the minimum
functions of such agencies, the minimum support counties must provide to such
agencies and the minimum qualifications of county emergency management
directors/coordinators.



Kansas Planning Standards - The Kansas Planning Standards (KPS) is intended to be
an all-encompassing guide to review or redevelop Local Emergency Operations Plans
(LEOPs).



Kansas Response Plan - The Kansas Response Plan (KRP) is designed to address
natural and man-made hazards that could adversely affect the State of Kansas. The
KRP applies to all State government departments and agencies that are tasked to
provide assistance in a disaster or emergency situation. It describes the fundamental
policies, strategies, and general concept of operations to be used in control of the
emergency from its onset through the post disaster phase.



Kansas Statutes Annotated (KSA) 48-9a01 - This Emergency Management
Assistance Compact (EMAC) is a mutual aid agreement and partnership that allows
states to assist one another during emergencies. Emergency Management Assistance
Compact establishes a firm legal foundation for States to send assistance to, and
receive assistance from other States.



KSA 12-16, 117 - This state statute empowers municipalities (counties and cities) to
establish policies regarding the rendering of aid to other municipalities during times of
declared emergencies/ disasters. It streamlines the process of mutual aid over the
“interlocal agreement” mechanism contained in KSA 12-2901.



KSA 48-904 through 48-936 - These state statutes establish the duties, roles and
responsibilities for emergency management within the state, and establishes basic
requirements for counties to establish and maintain emergency management programs.
It outlines the organization, policies and procedures governing the Kansas Division of
Emergency Management (KDEM), establishes the powers and authorities of the
Governor, state and local officials to deal with emergencies/disasters before, during and
after their occurrence.



KSA 65-5701 through 65-5711 - These state statutes are the state level implementation
of Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Title III. It defines the
Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) roles and responsibilities of state agencies, makes
counties Hazardous Materials emergency planning districts and establishes a Local
Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) in each county.



State of Kansas Executive Order 05-03 - This Executive Order designates the National
Incident Management System (NIMS) as the standard for incident management in the
State of Kansas.
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- - Departments, organizations, and agencies within the Coffey County Government are
required and have the authority to provide assistance to the Coffey County Emergency
Management Coordinator by utilization of personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, and
other resources as directed by Coffey County Resolutions and State of Kansas statutes,
laws, and regulations.



- - The function of government will be the same with the responsibility of disaster related
policy decisions given to the Coffey County Emergency Management Department and
other emergency operational groups defined in this Plan. Due to the unique
requirements placed on Coffey County during a crisis, additional guidance and
resources need to be allocated. This is the responsibility and authority of the Coffey
County Emergency Management Department with supplemental assignments given to
existing agencies and/or personnel.

Memorandums of Understanding and Agreements:

State


Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Kansas Dept. of Wildlife and Parks Located in the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating
Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and the Kansas Adjutant General - This
Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and the Adjutant General is for the State and
the State departments to provide needed assistance in the event of an emergency.
Located in the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating
Station



Letter of Agreement between WIBW, KDEM, and Coffey Co. - This is a Letter of
Agreement for WIBW to disseminate emergency information of the Emergency Alert
System on radio stations 580 AM and 94.5 FM. Located in the 2014 Coffey County
Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



MOU between AMONG, Coffey Co Hospital, KDEM, and KDHE - This Memorandum
of Understanding describes the relationship and supporting activities of the Coffey Co
Hospital, Burlington, Kansas and the Kansas Division of Emergency Management and
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment necessary to implement the State of
Kansas Nuclear Facilities Incident Response Plan (State Plan). Located in the 2014
Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



MOU between Coffey Co. Ambulance, KDEM, and KDHE - This Memorandum of
Understanding describes the relationship and supporting activities of the Coffey Co
Hospital Ambulance Service, Burlington, Kansas and the Kansas Division of
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Emergency Management and the Kansas Department of Health and Environment
necessary to implement the State of Kansas Nuclear Facilities Incident Response Plan
(State Plan). Located in the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek
Generating Station

Local


Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co and USD 243 - Located in the 2014 Coffey
County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co and USD 244 - Located in the 2014 Coffey
County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co and USD 245 - Located in the 2014 Coffey
County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Coffey Co. Dept. of Transportation Located in the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating
Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Coffey Co. Fire Dist. #1 - Located in
the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Kansas Gas and Electric - Located in
the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Kansas Power and Light - Located in
the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and Lyon-Coffey Electric Cooperative,
INC. - This Letter of Agreement is for Lyon-Coffey Electric Cooperative, Inc. to supply
power to emergency sirens for the Wolf Creek Generating Station. Located in the 2014
Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



Letter of Agreement between Coffey Co. and the City of Burlington - Located in the
2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station
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Letter of Understanding Coffey County Commissioners - Located in the 2014
Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek Generating Station



MOU Lyon Co - Memorandum of Understanding between Coffey Co., Lyon Co. and
City of Emporia. Located in the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan for Wolf Creek
Generating Station



Mutual Aid Agreement between Coffey Co. and Allen Co. - On file at Coffey County
Emergency Management Office



Mutual Aid Agreement between Coffey Co. and Anderson Co. - On file at Coffey
County Emergency Management Office



Mutual Aid Agreement Between Coffey Co. and Franklin Co. - On file at Coffey
County Emergency Management Office



Mutual Aid Agreement Between Coffey Co. and Greenwood Co. - On file at Coffey
County Emergency Management Office



Mutual Aid Agreement between Coffey Co. and Osage Co. - On file at Coffey
County Emergency Management Office



Mutual Aid Agreement between Coffey Co. and Woodson Co. - On file at Coffey
County Emergency Management Office

Wolf Creek Generation Station (WCGS)
The following is pertinent information from the Coffey County Contingency Plan that may be
useful for emergency management personnel that does not have immediate access to the
Coffey County Contingency Plan.
WCGS is located in the approximate center of Coffey County. The FEMA rule (NRC rule,
10CFR Part 50) requires the definition of a plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone
(EPZ) and an ingestion pathway EPZ; the respective EPZs are recommended to be
approximately 10 miles and 50 miles in radius. The plume exposure pathway EPZ defined for
WCGS is illustrated in the 10 mile EPZ Chart.
The effective 10-mile EPZ approximates a 10-mile circle, but, in general, is bounded by roads,
township lines and the county line. For the purpose of administering protective actions, the
effective 10-mile EPZ is further divided into subzones. These subzones are shown the 10 mile
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EPZ Chart. The definition of the ingestion pathway EPZ boundary is beyond the scope of this
document.
Near site Area
Coffey County is located in the southeastern part of Kansas. Coffey County is located
approximately 40 miles south of Topeka, Kansas (the state capital) and 100 miles northeast of
Wichita, Kansas. With exception of the John Redmond Reservoir, the Neosho River and the
Coffey County Lake, the land in Coffey County is flat with low hills. The John Redmond
Reservoir is administered by three separate agencies: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers; Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks; and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Concept of Operations
The concept of operations described in the Contingency Plan is based upon a graduated and
escalating level of emergency response, which is activated as conditions warrant. This
approach provides the flexibility necessary to ensure adequate emergency response to the
complete spectrum of possible events. The Contingency Plan reflects four phases of activation:
1. Alerting of key personnel in the Emergency Response Organization.
2. Activation of Coffey County Emergency Operations Center (CEOC).
3. Augmentation of the Emergency Response Organization with State of Kansas support
personnel and other outside assistance.
4. Recovery efforts by activated personnel.
The Contingency Plan addresses County emergency response activities ranging from
notification by WCGS of the event through an extended long-term condition. The Contingency
Plan is fully integrated with the activities of WCGS and the State of Kansas as defined in their
respective plans.

10 Mile EPZ
The link ed image cannot be
displayed. The file may hav e been
moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify
that the link points to the correct
file and location.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION
Responsibilities identified in the following sections can be found in the Contingency Plan
Implementing Procedures.
Board of Coffey County Commissioners
1. Establish policy and carry out protective action decisions in regard to the Coffey County
government's response to an incident at Wolf Creek Generating Station.
2. Utilize the state’s Protective Action Guides and CPIP
3. Declare State of Local Disaster Emergencies
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4. Assure the development and maintenance of County Contingency Plan and that the
EMC receives the necessary support to accomplish this.
5. Issue public proclamations during the course of an incident. Such actions are
coordinated through the Kansas Division of Emergency Management when required by
the proclamation of a State of Disaster Emergency.
6. Establish priorities for use of Coffey County resources.
7. The Chairman of the County Commissioners is ultimately responsible for the functioning
of the Emergency Response Organization.
8. Can act as liaison at State EOC and/or Wolf Creek Emergency Operations Facility
County Sheriff
1. Maintain law and order.
2. Assist notification and evacuation of special needs populations.
3. Provide communications center/dispatch which is staffed 24 hrs.
4. Provide Security for CEOC.
5. Assist with setup and removal of roadblocks.
6. Activate sirens.
7. Direct additional law enforcement resources.
Emergency Management Coordinator
1. Evaluate the Contingency Plan and Contingency Plan Implementing Procedures annually,
certify the accuracy and propose appropriate changes to the Plan and Procedures to the County
Commissioners.
2. Provide for training of County personnel with emergency responsibilities in the Contingency
Plan.
3. Support training for Host County Reception and Care personnel.
4. Maintain lists of for the notification and/or transportation of special needs populations.
5. Maintain current listing of residences and commercial/institutional buildings requiring tone
alert radios.
6. Distribute tone alert radios in accordance with CPIP 40.
7. Participate in training drills and exercises with WCGS, the Kansas Division of Emergency
Management.
8. Activate and maintain a functional CEOC and ensure its staffing.
9. Coordinate the release of the Emergency Alert System (EAS) announcements with the State
EOC communicator.
10. Coordinate evacuation and confirmation activities with the County Engineer.
11. Prepare a relief roster for the CEOC staff if it is determined that the emergency is likely to
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continue for more than 12 hours. This roster is kept in the EM Office.
Public Information Officer
1. Responsible for information flow between CEOC and the Joint Information Center (JIC).
2. Coordinate public information efforts with State and WCGS PIO. (see Section 6.4.5 of
the WCGS Plan and Section 5.4 of Coffey County Contingency Plan).
3. Attend and participate in WCGS's annual training program and briefing for news media.
County Engineer
1. Organize and coordinate notification and transportation of special needs populations, as
well as evacuation confirmation.
2. Coordinate set up and removal of roadblocks.
3. Serve as backup notification should the sirens at John Redmond Reservoir and/or
Coffey County Lake areas fail to activate.
4. Give priority to clearing of evacuation routes should an incident at WCGS occur during a
storm or road-icing conditions.
Fire Leader
1. Direct Station Chiefs to perform notification of special needs populations in Burlington,
Waverly, LeRoy, New Strawn and Jacobs Creek.
2. Provide water supply for vehicle decontamination at the request of the Radiological
Officer (RO).
3. Coordinate between the Lyon County Reception and Care Center and the CEOC to
accommodate the evacuation of the effective 10-mile EPZ.
Health and Medical Management Team
The Health and Medical Management Team is composed of the County Health Department,
County Extension Agent and local USDA.
1. County Health Department Personnel will respond to all health and medical issues
during the event.
2. County Extenstion & County USDA Offices will assist the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department of Agriculture and
Kansas Department of Health and Environment in the inspection and control of food,
water, crops and livestock supplies in Coffey County as appropriate during emergency
situations.
3. Arrange transportation for persons requiring medical care.
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4. Obtain the State's list of regional medical facilities with capability to handle contaminated
and injured or over-exposed individuals.
5. Provide assistance as required in coordinating the evaluation of public and private water
supplies by the Kansas Department of Health and Environment.
County Attorney
County Attorney serves as legal advisor to the County Commission.
Radiological Officer
1. Maintain a procedure for issuing dosimeters, potassium iodide (KI) and equipment to
emergency workers. Maintain exposure records and KI administration records of all
County emergency workers during an incident.
2. Maintain and check the Coffey County and Host County radiological monitoring
equipment
3. Coordinate County resources for radiological monitoring and coordinate efforts with
those of the Kansas Department of Health and Environment and Kansas Division of
Emergency Management.
4. Coordinate with Host County RO’s for decontamination and monitoring activities at the
Reception and Care Center are activated as required and coordinate efforts with the
Kansas Department of Health and Environment and the Kansas Division of Emergency
Management.
5. Confers with the County Engineer on radiological aspects of access control.
The Radiation Monitoring personnel are used for monitoring at access control positions
following an evacuation or shelter advisory (access control radiation monitoring personnel).
Monitoring and decontamination of emergency workers and vehicles at the emergency worker
decontamination facility at the County Shop, if necessary. (Emergency Worker Decontamination
Personnel)
Host county radiation monitoring personnel perform contamination monitoring and
decontamination at the Reception and Care Center.
CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT
Emergency authority is given in the following line of succession to carry on local government in
emergency situations upon the death, incapacity or absence of those higher in succession.
1. Chairman of the County Commissioners
2. Vice Chairman
3. Any member so selected by a majority of the remaining members present.
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4. County Sheriff
5. County Clerk
6. Emergency Management Coordinator
AUGMENTATION OF COUNTY RESOURCES
The County response efforts are augmented by and interface with several organizations.
Interfaces between the Emergency Response Organization and other responding entities
including WCGS, Federal and State agencies.
State of Kansas
The State of Kansas has resources available to the Emergency Response Organization in the
event of an emergency, nuclear facility incident or otherwise. The manner in which they are
administrated is described in the State Plan. The State has access to the resources of the
Federal government. Requests for State assistance (with the exception of law enforcement) are
channeled through the EMC. The EMC then requests the Kansas Division of Emergency
Management to ask the Governor to declare a State of Disaster Emergency, so that State
resources can be made available for use. Once a State of Disaster Emergency is declared and
resources are made available, the resources are coordinated by the appropriate individuals. The
County Sheriff requests law enforcement assistance.
INCIDENTS AT THE WOLF CREEK GENERATING STATION
An event at the Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS) is assessed by the on-shift
management of WCGS to determine if it meets the minimum criteria for any of four emergency
classifications. The four classifications are:
1. Notification of Unusual Event
2. Alert
3. Site Area Emergency
4. General Emergency
Upon notification, the initial response of the Emergency Response Organization is
predetermined by the emergency classification. The initial response is augmented when the
action levels for specific protective actions are reached and when the notification is
accompanied by a request from WCGS for specific assistance (fire, ambulance, etc.). The
classification scheme used by WCGS, also fully described in WCGS Radiological Emergency
Response Plan – Section 6.2, is included in Appendix C of Coffey County Contingency Plan.
TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS INVOLVING NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
This section addresses the emergency response to a transportation accident involving new or
spent nuclear fuel elements. The fuel elements may be shipped through Coffey County by either
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rail or truck. An accident will be declared as a Transportation Emergency by the Kansas Division
of Emergency Management (KDEM). County ERO response to the accident is the same as that
for Notification of Unusual Event at WCGS.
EMERGENCY MEASURES
In addition to the normal functions and duties of Coffey County government, the following
functions are carried out, if required, during an emergency at the Wolf Creek Generating Station
(WCGS):
1. Notification of Coffey County Emergency Response Organization
2. Notification of the public
3. Evacuation and shelter
4. Emergency information
5. Emergency transportation
6. Access control
7. Decontamination
8. Registration of evacuees
9. Dose control of workers
10. Radiation monitoring
INITIAL NOTIFICATION OF COFFEY COUNTY OFFICIALS AND ACTIVATION OF
THE CONTINGENCY PLAN
In the event of an incident at the WCGS, the WCGS Control Room contacts the County Sheriff's
Office and Kansas Division of Emergency Management. The County Sheriff's Office, which is
manned by a Sheriff's Dispatcher on a 24-hour per day basis, contacts the Emergency
Management Coordinator (EMC), the County Sheriff, Chairman of the County Commissioners
and the Public Information Officer (PIO) Other officials are contacted based on the classification
of the event. These classifications are determined by WCGS per the emergency classification
levels in the WCGS Plan (see Section 2.0 and Appendix C).
If the classification of the event is Notification of Unusual Event, Emergency Response
Organization members remain on standby per their respective Contingency Plan Implementing
Procedures (CPIPs). If the classification of the event is an Alert, the EMC activates the CEOC
and may request members of the Emergency Response Organization to report there. If the
classification of the event is a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency, the entire
Emergency Response Organization is activated and all essential personnel assemble at the
CEOC. A PIO would likely respond to Joint Information Clearinghouse (JIC) located in the
Dwight D. Eisenhower Learning Center, 1675 Milo Lane NE or the State Defense Building in
Topeka, while another PIO could be requested to report to the CEOC.
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The Chairman of the County Commissioners is notified by the County Sheriff’s Dispatcher and
the Chairman proclaims a State of Local Disaster Emergency (see Appendix B, K.S.A. 48-932)
if one of the two following situations exist:
1. WCGS reports a Site Area Emergency requiring protective actions for the general public.
2. WCGS reports a General Emergency.
The means to accomplish protective action decisions are specified by CPIPs. The decision as to
which agencies need to be represented at the CEOC, and at which point in any disaster
response, will be made by the CEOC Manager or Commissioner at the time of the event. The
CEOC is not considered operational until it is ready to carry out full emergency operations with
key decision makers and necessary staff in place. The timing of a given emergency event and
the availability of responsible officials determines which official makes protective action
decisions. The Sheriff's Office is the initial County office notified of an emergency event at
WCGS. The Sheriff is responsible for protective action decisions during the initial period of
County response. The Commissioners are responsible for protective actions once the Sheriff is
notified the Commission is assuming its responsibilities in accordance with the Contingency
Plan and the Contingency Plan Implementing Procedures.
The Chairman of the County Commissioners in turn requests through the EMC and the Kansas
Division of Emergency Management that the Governor of the State of Kansas proclaim a State
of Disaster Emergency for Coffey County.
Once the Governor makes this proclamation, the Governor may issue orders and directions
which have the force of law. In addition, the Governor assumes the powers listed in Appendix B
under K.S.A. 48-925. The orders and directions issued by the Governor are administered by
The Adjutant General of the State of Kansas. In the absence of a proclamation of a State of
Disaster Emergency or in the absence of specific instructions from The Adjutant General, the
Emergency Response Organization is responsible for initiating the actions listed in the balance
of this Plan.
When the Governor has proclaimed a State of Disaster Emergency and when the Deputy
Director of The Kansas Division of Emergency Management has provided notice to the
responsible County official that the State is assuming command of those emergency response
functions that the County requests, the State then assumes its statutory responsibilities.
In the unlikely event that a major event with either severe onsite (totally within the WCGS) or
severe offsite consequences occurs, an extended period of time may expire before either the
WCGS no longer classifies the situation as an emergency or before the offsite areas are safe for
unrestricted access. During this time the County Commissioners consult with the County's
Emergency Response Organization and with State authorities to determine what portions of the
Contingency Plan remain activated.
WARNING AND INITIAL NOTIFICATION OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Coffey County is contacted by WCGS through the Coffey County Sheriff's Department in the
event of an emergency at WCGS. This notification must take place within 15 minutes of the time
the classification is declared. The format and content of a mutually agreeable notification
message and message verification are prearranged by the County Sheriff, EMC, KDEM and
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WCGS. Table 3-1 of the Coffey County Contingency Plan summarizes the predetermined
actions of the Coffey County resources subsequent to notification. After notification by WCGS,
the Coffey County Emergency Response Organization decides which of the protective actions in
Section 3.0 of the Coffey County Contingency Plan to implement.
At a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency warning and initial notification of the general
public is performed in a timely manner from the time of the decision by authorized County or
State officials to broadcast the initial EAS Announcement. (If the County receives notification of
a fast breaking event from WCGS which recommends immediate protective actions, the Sheriff,
who has the authority to implement protective actions through the EAS, will be notified by the
Sheriff’s Dispatcher concerning release of protective actions. Warning and initial notification of
the public is still required to take place in a timely manner). Coffey County coordinates with the
State to determine the content and broadcast time for the Initial EAS Announcement. The State
EOC Communicator or Coffey County contacts the EAS station with the appropriate
announcement. This station is WIBW-FM in Topeka; staffed on a 24-hour basis. Subsequent
protective action notification will be broadcast as soon as practical following the Initial EAS
Announcement. The message transmitted over the EAS stations varies depending on what, if
any, protective actions the general population should take. Table 3-2 of the contingency plan
provides a list of the messages that are used. Table 3-3 provides a listing of EAS stations in the
general area of Coffey County.
The sirens will be sounded prior to each and all Initial EAS messages. The Sheriff will activate
the fixed sirens one minute before the broadcast of the Initial EAS Announcement. The fixed
sirens remain on for a period of 3-5 minutes. Figure 3-1 of the contingency plan shows the
coverage of the fixed sirens in the effective 10-mile EPZ.
The Sheriff will be responsible for contacting the affected schools in the EPZ and the Health and
Medical Management Team Leader, the affected hospitals, nursing homes and daycare
facilities.
Tone alert radios, which are activated by the EAS station, are supplied to residents in the 10mile EPZ that do not receive coverage by fixed sirens. Pre-identified residents of the 10-mile
EPZ who are unable to hear (due to deafness, terrain or structure impediments, etc.) the tone
alert radios or sirens are notified
individually. The EMC is responsible for ensuring that these people are notified. In the rural
areas, these notifications are performed by personnel under the direction of the County
Engineer. In Burlington, Waverly, LeRoy, New Strawn and Jacobs Creek, the individual
notifications are performed by personnel under the direction of the Fire Leader. Persons
requiring individual alerting are identified by several means, including the County Health Officer,
family members and the county survey performed in conjunction with the annual Emergency
Public Information update. This list is maintained by the EMC.
Each of the John Redmond Reservoir and Coffey County Lake agencies is contacted by
telephone or radio by the Sheriff's Office for an Alert, Site Area Emergency or General
Emergency. In addition, these agencies are supplied with commercial grade tone alert radios.
Sirens will be used to notify the transient populations within the EPZ at John Redmond
Reservoir (JRR) and Coffey County Lake (CCL) to evacuate. JRR areas are controlled by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KWP). CCL is controlled by Coffey County.
Following the evacuation of the John Redmond Reservoir area, individuals attempting to enter
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the EPZ by boat will be stopped by USFWS by blocking the Strawn boat ramp. Following the
evacuation of the Coffey County Lake area, the gates will be locked to prevent individuals from
entering the area.
County Engineer and County Sheriff will serve as backup for the John Redmond Reservoir.
Copies of the procedures used by USFWS and USACE are located in Appendix I of the
contingency plan. Copies of the procedures used by KWP are located in the State Operating
Procedures.
If the sirens fail to activate in the John Redmond Reservoir or Coffey County Lake areas, route
alerting will be implemented. The County Engineer will notify transients in the areas under the
control of the USACE and the areas under the control of the USFWS north of the Neosho River.
USFWS will notify transients in their areas south of the Neosho River. KWP will notify transients
in areas under their control.
Evacuation confirmation will be performed by the County Engineer in the areas controlled by the
USACE and the area controlled by the USFWS north of the Neosho River. Evacuation
confirmation will be performed by the USFWS in the area they control south of the Neosho
River. KWP will perform evacuation confirmation in the areas they control at John Redmond
Reservoir.
Evacuation confirmation on the reservoir will be performed by the County Engineer and KWP by
checking boat ramps and by visual confirmation of the reservoir.
EVACUATION AND SHELTER
The use of evacuation is dependent on determining the measured or predicted offsite doses and
on determining the condition of the roads to be used as evacuation routes. If evacuation is not
possible or not necessary, an advisory to seek shelter and await further instructions may be
appropriate. Protective Action Guides (PAGs) list the plume exposure protective action guides
that are utilized in determining the need for evacuation. The PAGs are issued by the Kansas
Department of Health and Environment and are included in the Kansas Response Plan. A
summary of the PAGs is also included in the WCGS Plan; it forms the basis for
recommendations to Coffey County by WCGS. The projected dose is the projected down-wind
dose for the WCGS site boundary, for the effective 0-2 mile zone, for the effective 2-5 mile and
effective 5-10 mile zones for evacuation or for shelter. Evacuation assistance, if required, is
given to the center subzone (CTR) first and then to the subzones downwind of WCGS.
The evacuation of the area around the WCGS is administered by subzones in Figure 0-1. The
evacuation route and Reception and Care Center are identified for each subzone. The
assignments are listed in Table 3-4 of the contingency plan. With the exception of special
populations, the population uses private vehicles to evacuate.
The evacuation routes to be used are illustrated and identified in Figure 3-2 and Table 3-4 of the
contingency plan. The capacity of these roads was conservatively estimated to be 900 vehicles
per hour in average conditions and 720 vehicles per hour in adverse conditions.
Estimates of the time required to evacuate the areas surrounding the WCGS have been
prepared and are included in Appendix K of this Contingency Plan. The estimates show that
unless there is a large transient population at the John Redmond Reservoir or Coffey County
Lake, the effective 10 mile evacuation times for the general public are between 1.2 hours and
1.5 hours for average weather and between 2 and 2.3 hours for "adverse" weather. Note in
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Table K-4 that the estimated times for "adverse" weather or "average" weather is independent
of the season or time of day (winter, summer, day or night) because the road speeds and load
factors remain the same.
The evacuation times for persons requiring special transportation was at approximately 2.5
hours. Evacuation times for special populations are shown in Appendix K of the contingency
plan. This was based on a conservative estimate of patients requiring ambulance transportation
and all of the ambulances and other vehicles available to Coffey County through mutual aid
agreements and letters of agreement.
The "adverse" weather case presumed that the vehicles could travel at least 20 miles per hour.
The County Sheriff is responsible to determine from the County Engineer and/or The Kansas
Department of Transportation (KDOT) if any of the evacuation routes are blocked or if the
general condition of the roads does not allow car speeds of up to 20 miles per hour. If either of
these conditions exists, the County Sheriff consults with the State to determine the best possible
protective action. In the meantime, the population is advised to take shelter and road crews
attempt to clear the evacuation routes.
Following an evacuation, the EMC initiates evacuation confirmation under the direction of the
County Engineer. The County Engineer will carry out evacuation confirmation in all evacuated
areas of Coffey County, including the Corps of Engineers areas and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service areas north of the Neosho River. Evacuation confirmation of U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service areas south of the Neosho River will be performed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Evacuation confirmation of the Otter Creek Game Management Area will be performed
by Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks personnel. Estimates of the evacuation
confirmation effort are provided in Table 3-5 of the contingency plan. When a search team finds
an individual who refuses to evacuate, the name and location of the individual is noted.
Evacuating residents assist in this search by indicating to authorities that their houses are
vacant by tying a white cloth to the front outside doorknob or mailbox of their house as directed
by the EAS announcement and the Public Information material.
Schools
As part of the public notification responsibility, the County Sheriff's Office contacts the
superintendents of the affected school districts in the event of a Site Area Emergency or
General Emergency. Each school superintendent and principal has a commercial grade tone
alert radio in his office. If appropriate, schools are again contacted by the Sheriff's Office and
told to evacuate to the Lyon County Reception and Care Center. Each school uses the buses
available to the school district for evacuation. Teachers accompany the students on the buses
to the Reception and Care Center. Students with pre-authorized parental permission may drive
their own vehicles in accordance with the Burlington USD No. 244 Emergency Evacuation
Procedures. If any other school requires additional transportation assistance, the school
superintendent is instructed to call the County Engineer. A news statement & EAS subsequent
news broadcast are released with location of the Reception and Care Center and advises
parents that children may be picked up at that facility.
Following the evacuation of the schools, the buses are available to the County Engineer for
emergency duties.
Presently, there are private schools and day care centers within the effective 10-mile EPZ. A list
of these facilities is in Table 3-6 of the contingency plan. Students are routinely transported to
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these facilities by their parents. During an evacuation, parents with children at private schools
and day care centers are instructed that they may pick up their children at the school or day
care center. Once the public schools have evacuated, these facilities are contacted to determine
if transportation is needed. For those who request it, school vehicles are sent to the private
schools and day care centers to ensure the children have been evacuated. It is estimated that
school buses from outlying school districts are available for this function 1 1/2 hours after the
start of the evacuation. In the event of a shelter advisory, students are sheltered at the school.
Hospital and Nursing Homes
The Health and Medical Management Team is responsible for obtaining the transportation and
alternate facilities for the patients and residents of the Coffey County Hospital, the Life Care
Center of Burlington in Burlington and the Sunset Manor Nursing Home in Waverly. There are
existing agreements between the Coffey County Hospital and the hospital in Emporia which
allow for the transfer of patients between hospitals and the nursing homes. In an evacuation,
Coffey County Hospital patients and Life Care Center of Burlington and Sunset Manor Nursing
Home residents will be transferred to area hospitals and nursing homes in adjacent counties
identified in the CPIP 16 section 16.3.11 and CPIP 20 sections 20.3.10.3 and 20.3.10.4. These
alternate facilities will be contacted prior to the transfer of hospital patients or nursing home
residents.
The hospital and the nursing homes have an evacuation policy, procedures and staff available
to perform the evacuation. The Health and Medical Management Team supply transportation
and personnel to assist the evacuation effort. The Health and Medical Management Team is
responsible for the issuance of identification and medical information for the patients or
residents being evacuated. Those patients and residents needing medical attention or continual
care will be sent to area hospitals trained in monitoring and decontamination, and then will be
transported to assigned locations. For ambulatory hospital patients and nursing home residents,
the Health and Medical Management Team Leader contacts the County Engineer with an
estimate of the number of buses and cars required to transport these people. For nonambulatory patients, the Health and Medical Management Team Leader may utilize Coffey
County ambulances and, under prior arrangements, can call ambulances from the surrounding
counties and hospitals (see Appendix D of the contingency plan). If additional help is needed,
efforts should be coordinated through KDHE and Board of EMS. The Health and Medical
Management Team is responsible for establishing the priorities for the use of ambulances. The
Health and Medical Management Team Leader contacts the ambulance services and instructs
them where they are to go, through the Sheriff's Dispatcher.
Dose rates exceeding the PAGs requiring protective actions are highly unlikely. The decision to
evacuate the hospital or nursing homes is based on dose projections from WCGS and the
results obtained by the Radiation Monitoring Teams. Only those patients and nursing home
residents who are deemed medically safe to move are evacuated. If the Coffey County Hospital
is to be evacuated, it will subsequently accept incoming patients only if a life threatening
emergency is involved.
Coffey County Jail
The evacuation of the Coffey County Jail in Burlington is accomplished by the Coffey County
Sheriff's Office personnel. The Coffey County Jail can hold a maximum of 26 prisoners. A
school bus may be used to transport prisoners to other jail facilities. The transport of prisoners
will follow the Sheriff's normal transfer procedures. If requested by the Sheriff, the County
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Engineer will assist in evacuating the jail.
Evacuations will be considered prior to a release from WCGS, if possible, to minimize
monitoring and decontamination, if necessary. If, however, an evacuation of their subzone is
ordered following a release from WCGS, the Coffey County Sheriff's Department may use the
Lyon County Jail for monitoring and decontamination and housing of the jail population, as well
as the attending Jailers, monitoring and deconning staff. Coffey County Jailers are trained as
radiological monitors.
EMERGENCY INFORMATION
Emergency information is transmitted to the public via the EAS. The EAS stations in the vicinity
of Coffey County are listed in Table 3-3 of the contingency plan.
Following the notification of a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency by WCGS, the
County Emergency Management Coordinator, in conjunction with the State, issues emergency
instructions to the public via EAS. The EMC acts only on those requests to transmit messages
recommending protective actions for the public originating from the Chairman of the County
Commissioners or, in the early stages of an event, from the County Sheriff. The County
Emergency Management Coordinator has the primary responsibility for advising residents of the
situation and proper protective actions to take. Whenever possible, all emergency information,
instructions and bulletins, etc. are coordinated through the Kansas Division of Emergency
Management prior to release.
The County PIO is responsible for providing information to the news media pertaining to County
decisions involving protective actions. Also, joint releases by two or more parties (WCGS, State,
County) may occur contingent upon all three parties’ approval of the release. The County PIO
operates out of the County Clerk's Office during events classified as Notification of Unusual
Events or Alerts. During a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency, the County PIO is sent
to the Joint Information Clearinghouse (JIC) at the Dwight D. Eisenhower Learning Center, 1675
Milo Lane NE, Burlington or in the State Defense Building in Topeka. An additional PIO could be
asked to report to the CEOC to communicate information between the JIC and the CEOC. The
JIC provides a common location for the State, County and WCGS PIOs to coordinate the
emergency information for the public. The media is provided information about the emergency
at the Media Center (MC) located adjacent to the JIC either at the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Learning Center or the Nickell Memorial Armory in Topeka.
Rumor Control will be performed by the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC)
and at the Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) General Office (GO) in Kansas City. Public
concerns will be resolved in conjunction with WCNOC, the State and County. Media monitoring
will be performed at the KCPL GO and media inquiries will be directed to a WCNOC staffed
phone team. Calls to the County will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Coffey County
residents requesting assistance during the emergency will be given the proper instructions on
what to do.
EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
Emergency transportation for the general public is the responsibility of the County Engineer.
The County Engineer contacts the superintendents of USD 243, 244 and 245 to obtain access
to the school buses and drivers. The County Engineer is responsible for directing the requested
transportation resources to schools and to other individuals known to require assistance in
evacuation.
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The County Engineer will allocate buses as needed: public schools; private schools and day
care centers; the Coffey County Hospital; Life Care Center of Burlington and Sunset Manor
Nursing Home; those members of the general public requiring transportation assistance; and
the Coffey County Jail.
County Engineer's vehicles and buses are used to pick up persons who call in stating that they
have no transportation out of the area to be evacuated. A telephone number is designated for
this purpose (620364-8446) or is issued in the Emergency Public Information and as part of the
EAS announcements. Refer to CPIP 16 for information on access of buses. A list of
transportation providers is in Table 3-7 in the contingency plan. Contact information for bus
providers & bus capacities are in the Emergency Directory.
People who call in to the County Engineer requesting transportation assistance are picked up by
County Engineer personnel and transported to pickup points in Burlington, LeRoy and Waverly
(see Table 3-8 in the contingency plan). The County Engineer dispatches school buses to
transport people from the pickup points to the Reception and Care Center.
EFFECTIVE EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE ACCESS CONTROL
The County Engineer's personnel assigned responsibilities at any roadblock can be deputized
by the Coffey County Sheriff and would carry the same authority as other Sheriff's Office
personnel.
Roadblocks
When an evacuation or shelter advisory is issued, the County Sheriff and County Engineer are
responsible for coordinating the setting and the initial manning of the priority roadblock locations
indicated in the CPIPs and as determined necessary because of the subzones being evacuated.
These priority roadblocks prevent the entry of unauthorized vehicles into the controlled area.
Kansas Highway Patrol (KHP), as available, will man the priority roadblocks set on State and
Federal Highways. As personnel become available, the County Engineer personnel barricade
the secondary roads. These secondary roadblocks are manned by National Guard personnel as
they are available. A log is kept by the County Engineer as to the date and time each roadblock
is set and dismantled. Security for the evacuated area is provided by the County Sheriff by
utilizing personnel to patrol the area and may include use of the National Guard and the KHP.
Traffic Control
Traffic control needs during an evacuation are minimal due to available route capacity.
However, traffic control positions are established at major intersections shown in Figure 3-3 of
the contingency plan or as required because of the subzones being evacuated. These positions
are manned by available Sheriff's deputies or other law enforcement personnel (e.g., KHP) in
the sequence indicated in the CPIPs or as required by the subzones being evacuated. It is the
responsibility of the person manning the traffic control position to ensure the uniform flow of
vehicles out of the controlled area. These positions are temporary and are relinquished, through
the direction of the County Sheriff, after the majority of evacuees have departed.
Access Control
Access control positions are located at all of the priority roadblock locations at the edge of the
controlled area. These positions are manned by Sheriff's deputies, County Engineer's
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personnel, KHP officers and possibly National Guard personnel.
Following an evacuation or shelter advisory, dosimetry is required for entrance to the controlled
area. After an evacuation or shelter advisory, at each position, a member of the Radiation
Monitoring Team is stationed to monitor emergency workers and equipment exiting the
controlled area for contamination and to provide dosimetry to persons entering the evacuated
area. If contamination is detected, the monitor requests through the EMC and Fire Leader to
have fire personnel come to the access control position to perform a gross decontamination of
the exterior of vehicle and equipment as required. Citizens remaining in the controlled are found
to be contaminated will be sent to the County Shop for thorough monitoring and
decontamination. Contaminated emergency workers will also be sent to the County Shop.
Emergency Access for Farmers
Due to the critical nature of certain farming activities such as tending livestock, farmers located
within the controlled area may be allowed controlled access to evacuated areas after registering
and being issued dosimetry at an access control position. After completion of his duties, the
farmer reports to an access control position for monitoring and possible decontamination. The
County USDA Emergency Board, upon activation by the State USDA Emergency Board,
implements emergency procedures for admitting farmers.
DECONTAMINATION
If an event at WCGS results in offsite potential for contamination, as determined by WCGS and
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE), Bureau of Air & Radiation (BA&R),
evacuees from the potentially affected (contaminated) areas are directed to proceed to the
Reception and Care Center for a contamination check.
Host county radiation monitoring personnel check evacuees and vehicles at the Reception and
Care Center for contamination. Action is taken to decontaminate if contamination levels are
detected which are at or above, 100 counts per minute above background. Contaminated
persons are conducted to shower facilities within the Reception and Care Center. Personal
articles, which are contaminated are impounded and stored separately from the areas that are
being used for registration. Contaminated vehicles will be moved to a holding area to be
decontaminated by staff. Water is available to wash down vehicles determined to be
contaminated. Refer to Lyon County Host Plan for details on host county radiation monitoring
activity, decontamination of emergency personnel, wounds, supplies, instruments and
equipment and waste disposal.
The effort required to check for contamination of evacuees at the Reception and Care Center is
estimated at approximately 315 instrument-hours. This value results from the peak transient
populations at local hotels and motels (64), and the transient workforce at WCGS (850); and
permanent population in the effective 10-mile EPZ (6196) and an estimated 1.5 minutes per
person. Using all of the host county's radiation monitoring equipment, the job would take less
than 12 hours. Other instruments will be requested from the State (50 instruments available) to
accelerate this effort.
The Lyon County Reception and Care Center is established for persons evacuating the effective
0-2, 0-5, or 0-10 mile EPZ subzones in advance of a radioactive release approaching the
protective action levels for evacuation. This evacuation may result from:
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1. The threat perceived by the public in the unlikely event of a Site Area Emergency or
General Emergency.
2. An advisory by the State or County to specific segments of the population.
3. An evacuation ordered by the State based on "potential" radioactive releases instead of
"actual" radioactive releases.
These evacuations may precede a release that is in excess of those routinely generated by
WCGS. In this case, the contamination check is performed on only a random basis at the
direction of the host county's designated Radiological Officer (RO) at the Reception and Care
Center.
Subsequent to an evacuation, emergency workers and their vehicles leaving the controlled area
are checked for contamination. Contaminated vehicles and emergency workers are directed to a
decontamination area. Access is allowed only at the access control positions.
RECEPTION AND CARE CENTER FOR EVACUEES
As listed in Table 3-4 and shown in Figure 3-6 of the contingency plan, each evacuation
subzone is assigned to the same Reception and Care Center. All evacuees are requested to
proceed to the Lyon County Reception and Care Center for registration, contamination checks
(as indicated) and, if necessary, sheltered. At the time of the evacuation, the host county is
notified by the Fire Leader and instructed to activate and staff the Reception and Care Center.
They are also given an estimate of the number of evacuees possibly arriving at the center. Lyon
Host County Plan contains the shelter plan and provides the basic design by which the host
county directs its Reception and Care Center, decontamination areas and shelters. Staffing for
the Reception and Care Center, shelters, radiation monitoring and decontamination are supplied
by the host county. Supplemental assistance is requested from the various agencies listed in
the plans.
Communications between the Reception and Care Center and shelters and the CEOC will be by
telephone or by radio via the sheriff's radio frequency.
A list of the pools of identified congregate care facilities, with the name and address of each
facility is maintained at the CEOC. Although there is ample shelter capacity within the host
county, it is expected that most evacuees will stay with relatives, friends or in motels after
registering and being checked for contamination.
EXPOSURE CONTROL AND DOSE DOCUMENTATION FOR EMERGENCY WORKERS
The Coffey County emergency workers are equipped with direct-reading dosimeters provided by
the State. The RO is responsible for issuing the direct-reading dosimeters and Permanent
Record Dosimeters (PRDs) to County emergency workers and recording the doses received. To
assist with this, some dosimetry is pre-positioned by the RO. WCGS is responsible for providing
PRDs to the County RO. The capability for 24-hour per day determination of doses received is
provided by the direct reading dosimeters and by reading PRDs.
It is intended that every emergency worker, while within the EPZ, will be provided with at least
one direct-reading dosimeter and one PRD and a radiological exposure record form. When
dosimetry is not available for each individual, it will be acceptable that a team be assigned
dosimetry until supplies are replenished and each individual has their own set issued to them.
When the emergency has been concluded, the records are forwarded to the RO for filing.
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NOTE: Emergency workers assigned to the CEOC will wear PRDs. When necessary,
habitability surveys will be made. When leaving the CEOC during an emergency, appropriate
dosimetry will be issued to CEOC personnel.
An emergency may pose situations where emergency workers are exposed to high radiation
levels in order to save lives or to protect the health and safety of the public. Workers are
instructed to inform the RO as soon as their accumulated dosimeter reading reaches 500 mR.
The RO, who, per procedure, is in contact with KDHE (BA&R) and WCGS, then decides if the
worker should continue to work inside the EPZ. (If a State of Disaster Emergency has been
declared, the RO will request a decision on the worker's status from BA&R.) If a worker's
accumulated dosimeter reading reaches one (1) Rem, he withdraws from the controlled area
and informs the RO, who contacts KDHE (BA&R) for guidance.
The PAGs in the Kansas Response Plan are used by the EMC to determine when emergency
workers should conduct activities that result in exposure in excess of 5 Rem. In each case, the
EMC consults with BA&R and makes his decision. Individuals who receive such high doses are
volunteers and are advised as to the possible effects of such exposures by the EMC. Once a
State of Disaster Emergency is declared, the State Radiological Assessment Manager (RAM) is
responsible for authorizing these levels of exposure for emergency workers and determining
when KI should be administrated.
RADIATION MONITORING
Coffey County Radiation Monitoring personnel assemble at the County Shop in the event of a
Site Area Emergency or General Emergency to set up an emergency worker and vehicle
decontamination station. Radiation Monitoring personnel receive initial notification to report via
telephone from the RO. The RO dispatches one Radiation Monitoring person to each access
control position as they are set up. Here they provide continual self-protection monitoring and
monitoring for emergency workers leaving the controlled area after an evacuation or shelter
advisory has been established. They also issue dosimetry to workers entering the EPZ, who do
not already have dosimetry (such as ambulance personnel). Emergency workers and/or their
vehicles which are found to be contaminated may receive gross vehicle decon at access control
then will be sent to the County Shop for thorough monitoring and decontamination.
The Radiation Monitoring personnel at the access control positions use County vehicles. All
County vehicles that would be used for this purpose are in radio contact with the CEOC.
Radiation Monitoring personnel at the Reception and Care Center are provided by the host
county during an evacuation. Host County Radiation Monitoring personnel will supervise
contamination monitoring and decontamination at the facilities. The RO communicates with the
host county Radiation Monitoring personnel via telephone or radio (Sheriff's radio to host county
Sheriff's radio, who then telephones the facility or dispatches a Sheriff's deputy to the Reception
and Care Center. The RO, with the assistance of WCGS, is responsible for retrieving
contaminated material or clothing collected at the Reception and Care Center. Results of
contamination monitoring and decontamination at the Reception and Care Center are forwarded
to the RO at the CEOC. Monitoring Results from the access control positions, emergency
workers and vehicles are forwarded to the RO at the CEOC.
MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SUPPORT
If offsite consequences of a radiological emergency at WCGS are sufficient to necessitate the
medical treatment of contaminated and injured, or over-exposed members of the general public,
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it is likely that the event is of a magnitude that the Kansas Response Plan will be activated. The
State Plan provides discussions regarding health care facilities that would be utilized by the
state to treat contaminated and injured, or over-exposed members of the public. Ambulance
Services will be used to transport contaminated injured individuals to the medical facilities
designated.

ESF 1 - Transportation
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey County Fire District #1
Coffey County Sheriff
USD 243 Lebo / Waverly, USD 244 Burlington, USD 245 Gridley / Leroy
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 1 is to provide resources of member agencies to support
emergency transportation needs in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. ESF 1 addresses both emergency transportation assistance and the maintenance of
transportation routes. Specifically, it discusses:
a. Evacuation of people and resources
b. Restoration of transportation infrastructure
c. Coordination of resource movement
d. Traffic restrictions and transportation safety
e. Mutual aid and private sector transportation resources
2. Encompassed in this ESF is information on standard operating procedures for
emergency routes, movement of responders, victims and supplies associated with
response and recover efforts following a major disaster, egress and ingress information.
Also included is information on major surface transportation routes as well as transport
of services critical to the welfare of the citizens of Coffey County.
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II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 1 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 1 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 1 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and/or direct the use
of required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 1 will evaluate and analyze
information requests to move people, materials, equipment and other resources as
necessary; develop and update assessments of the transportation service situation and
status in the impact area; and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated
demands or needs.
5. Traffic Management:
a. During aviation, maritime, railroad or pipeline incidents, coordination between
local, state and federal officials will be maintained to establish potential needs for
product, support, and personnel to expedite the acquisition of those needs.The
emergency manager and staff will utilize various means for collecting,
processing, and disseminating information. During a disaster or major emergency
event that the EOC is activated, all information will be processed through the
EOC for proper collection, review, and action response.Air traffic management
protocol will be managed at the Coffey County Airport.
b. The emergency management department will serve as a resource for the airport
and the FAA if needed. Traffic management is a combined effort between the
road and bridge department and law enforcement.
c. Traffic control will be initially handled by law enforcement at the onset.
d. Road and bridge personnel along with other county and city staff may be needed
for traffic control.
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e. Barricade placement is a collective effort between road and bridge and law
enforcement. Law enforcement will request and direct road and bridge personnel
where to respond and place barricades.
f.

Dispatch will be notified as roads are closed and other responding departments
will be notified of the closures and barricade placement.

g. County agencies will determine alternate routes as traffic route closures will
dictate their routes depending on responding locations.
h. It is important that road closures are expedited for the safety of first responders
and the public.In the event of a Wolf Creek Generating Station radiological
incident, evacuation routes are in place and located in the Coffey County
Contingency Plan which is in the File Archives of this plan.
6. Evacuations:
a. Depending on the type of incident, the appropriate department or agency will
recommend to the Coffey County Emergency Manager that an evacuation should
be considered.
b. If an event occurs at Wolf Creek Generating Station, their emergency manager
will contact the Coffey County Emergency Manager to advise him of the event
and what actions should take place.
c. Wolf Creek Generating Station has a contingency plan in place if a incident were
to take place at the facility.
d. Coffey County has a host agreement with Lyon County for evacuation.
e. The Reception and Care Center is located at Emporia State University.
f.

The American Red Cross (ARC) has a system in place to track evacuees during
a disaster. The Coffey County Emergency Management Department will maintain
consistent communication with the ARC to assist with pertinent information that
may need to be addressed by the County.

g. Evacuation routes will be determined based on the type and location of the
event. Evacuations will be a cooperative effort from all departments with
directions coming from the Emergency Operations Center. The Kansas
Department of Transportation will receive directions from the departments within
the EOC to determine lane closures, road reversals, or rerouting.
h. Evacuation maps have been uploaded into the file archives section of this plan.
i.

The External Communications Officer will release information as soon as it is
made available.

j.

Warning notifications will be received by National Weather Service, U.S.
Geological Survey, Army Corp of Engineers, Kansas Department of Emergency
Management, etc. Each agency will notify the type of threat and severity.
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k. The Coffey County Emergency Manager and the county ESF's will make
determinations of what protocol to take at the time of notification.
l.

Evacuation warnings will be given in coordination with ESF 15 - External
Communications. Methods include email, text message, phone calls, social
media outlets, TV and radio media outlets and door to door notifications, if
necessary.

m. For large scale events, the County will rely on the Kansas State Animal
Response Teams (KSART), and the Humane Society to help coordinate pet
shelter activities. The County Extension Office and other farm agencies or
organizations will assist with issues regarding livestock. First responders are not
required to rescue pets and livestock in the event of an emergency; however, if
time and public safety permits, the responders may direct or assist pet or
livestock owners what may be set up for animal care. In some events, first
responders may have time to help with evacuating animals but it is not a priority
for the responders. Some injured animals may have to be put down since a
frightened injured animal may be a danger to the responders and the public.
n. Public shelters do not allow pets for sheltering and the temporary animal shelters
limit the amount of time pets can be left by owners or rescuers before the animal
is considered to be abandoned. Sheltering will be by the ESF 6 - Mass Care,
Housing and Human Services, along with the ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural
Resources.
The county has designated the county courthouse as the only community shelter;
however, most hospitals, nursing homes, schools, and businesses have
emergency plans in place for immediate sheltering when needed.
o. The functional needs population will be taken care of by their entity; however, if
assistance is required, requests can be made through the ESF 1 to the EMS
departments and other agencies.
p. Coffey County has a letter of agreement with the county EMS to help transport
patients to hospitals. During major disasters, Coffey County has MOU's with all
bordering counties to help with the major events. When the EOC is activated, the
Emergency Manager will contact ESF 2 to contact and activate the EMS
transportation as needed. The school districts will help bus evacuees that are
non-critically injured to public sheltering locations.
q. All school districts in Coffey County have transportation plans in place to
transport children in emergency situations.
r.

The Coffey County Correction Officers and available deputies will help transport
inmates to suitable holding facilities. Coffey County Jail has limited transportation
available and would utilize other nearby law enforcement departments when
necessary.

s. Day Care Facilities generally do not have a large occupancy and have available
vans for transporting children to local shelters. These private facility information
is kept in an information bank with the Coffey County Emergency Management
Department and can be contacted when needed.
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t.

Special needs population and locations are not included with this ESF. Special
needs are covered in the Coffey County Contingency Plan and a Special Needs
List is kept in the emergency management office.

u. When the danger event has passed, the ESF 15 - External Communication will
notify the media outlets to inform the public and use other means mentioned in
the ESF 15 profile.
After the emergency threat has cleared and it is safe for the public to return, the
EOC will determine when reentry can begin. Access to the evacuated areas may
be limited depending upon safety factors. Pertinent ESF's will notify the EOC if
the area is clear for reentry in regards to their specific function and expertise.
v. The ESF 1 and the appropriate ESF will determine reentry criteria to evacuated
areas depending on the hazard event. The appropriate ESF will determine if the
area will be reasonably safe to the public before suggesting to the ESF 1 to allow
reentry to the areas. If necessary, warnings will be notified to individuals entering
the areas of possible hazards, such as, possible debris near roadways or other
hazards that could be a concern to the public.
i.

Routes of reentry will be determined by the appropriate ESF and ESF 1
depending upon entry routes clear of debris.

ii.

In some circumstances special permission to impacted areas will be
granted to evacuees to allow them to retrieve personal belongings when
reentry is deemed safe by the appropriate ESF. When access has been
considered to be safe by the ESF, displaced owners will be granted a
permit to enter the disaster area with proper identification. A permit
location will be setup to issue special permits to enter the area.

iii.

As soon as a hazard area has been considered safe for essential
personnel to enter, cleanup crews will be directed for clearing areas and
removing debris to make reentry possible to the public. Coffey County will
utilize the Rapid tag system to track evacuees and request a RAT team
from the Northeast Region

7. Transportation Infrastructure:
a. Infrastructure damage will be monitored and reported from the commencement of
a hazard event. The County Engineer is responsible for tracking damages and
reporting to the Emergency Manager and the EOC. All damages will be entered
on a damage assessment form. Road closures and blockades will be reported to
the ESF 2 and the information will be posted on an information panel in the EOC.
The information will also be reported to the ESF 15 to be disseminated to the
public.
b. Primary agencies responsible for transportation is the Roads and Bridges
Department, KDOT, and the towns within the county. Each department is
responsible for their own roadways and if the event is too large for the
departments to handle, then requests for assistance will be made to the counties
that have active MOU's with Coffey County.
Emergency repair and restoration will be the responsibility of the ESF 1 and other
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appropriate departments. Priorities will be made by highest traveled roads to the
least traveled roadways.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 1 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Engineer / Coffey County Road and
Bridge which is appointed by the Coffey County Emergency Management, in
coordination with local planning partners. The staff member serving as ESF 1
Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County Engineer / Coffey County
Road and Bridge. When ESF 1 support is necessary, the ESF 1 Coordinator coordinates
all aspects of ESF 1.
2. ESF 1 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 1 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding transportation for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 1
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Section and associated staff at the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall
mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 1, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 1 will retain administrative control over its own resources and
personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 1. Mission operational control
may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff are integrated with the Coffey County Engineer / Coffey
County Road and Bridge staff to provide support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Infrastructure
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 1 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding transportation services requests. ESF 1 will develop and update
assessments of the transportation services status in the impacted area and
undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated transportation requirements.
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d. The Coffey County Engineer / Coffey County Road and Bridge will develop and
maintain the overall ESF 1 Annex and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and
Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to
emergencies. Primary and support agencies should develop and maintain their
own similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in
support of the overall EOP. All such documents will be in compliance with the
National Response Framework, The National Incident Management System, the
Incident Command System, and the Coffey County EOP.
e. The Coffey County Engineer / Coffey County Road and Bridge shall be
represented in ESF 5 (Information and Planning) and support disaster
intelligence collection and analysis as relates to the ESF 1 scope.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Department of
Transportation is the designated lead agency for State transportation services
and may provide a liaison to facilitate requests for transportation service
resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
1 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Infrastructure Services Branch
Chief, who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of
the SEOC Manager.
c. The Kansas Department of Transportation, in coordination with Kansas Highway
Patrol, develops and maintains the overall ESF 1 Annex. Primary and support
agencies should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal
use, which must be compatible with and in support of the overall Kansas
Response Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the National
Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, the Incident
Command System and the Kansas Response Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Engineer / Coffey County Road and Bridge and/or Coffey County
Emergency Management will notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes to their attention indicating that an
emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF 1 Coordinator when Coffey County has been
threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the County
Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 1 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 1. If additional support is required, the ESF 1
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 1 activities.
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4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 1 on standby, Coffey County Engineer
/ Coffey County Road and Bridge will implement procedures to notify all ESF 1 planning
team members and, if necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical
resources likely to be needed, based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 1 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 1 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Engineer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
4
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
5 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
6 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
7
private sector.
8 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
9 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
10 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
11
transportation system.
12 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
13
movement of people.
14 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
15
transportation routes.
16 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
17 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
18 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
19 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
20
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
22
activities.
23 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
24 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
25
to demobilize.
26 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
27 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
28
operations or storage.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
30
management to promote community preparedness.
31 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
32
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
21
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Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
21
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Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
routes and available transportation resources.
Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
transportation system.
Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
movement of people.
Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
transportation routes.
Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coordinating: Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
8
private sector.
9 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
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10 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
21
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
22
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
23
activities.
24 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
25 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
26
to demobilize.
27 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
28 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
30 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
31
management to promote community preparedness.
32 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
33
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
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Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
9
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Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
19 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
20
to demobilize.
21 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
12
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22 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
23
operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
8
private sector.
9 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
10 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
21
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
22
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
23
activities.
24 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
25 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
26
to demobilize.
27 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
28 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
30 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
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Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
32 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
33
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
31
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Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
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Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
transportation routes.
Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
8
private sector.
9 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
10 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
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20 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
21
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
22
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
23
activities.
24 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
25 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
26
to demobilize.
27 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
28 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
30 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
31
management to promote community preparedness.
32 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
33
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
18
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22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
19 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
20
to demobilize.
21 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
22 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
23
operations or storage.

Supporting: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
2
officials.
3 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
4
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
5 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
6 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
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Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
8 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
9 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
10 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
11
transportation system.
12 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
13
movement of people.
14 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
15
transportation routes.
16 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
17 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
18 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
19 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
20
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
21
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
22
activities.
23 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
24 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
25
to demobilize.
26 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
27 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
28
operations or storage.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
30
management to promote community preparedness.
31 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
32
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
7
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Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
7
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Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
19 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
10
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Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
21 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
22 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
23
operations or storage.
20

Supporting: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
8
private sector.
9 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
10 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
21
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
22
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
23
activities.
24 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
25 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
26
to demobilize.
27 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
28 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
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Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
30 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
31
management to promote community preparedness.
32 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
33
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
29
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Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
28
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
movement of people.
Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
transportation routes.
Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
3
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
4 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
5 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
6 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
7 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
8 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
9
transportation system.
10 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
11
movement of people.
12 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
13
transportation routes.
14 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
15 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
16 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
17 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
19
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
20
activities.
21 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
22 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
23
to demobilize.
24 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
25 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
26
operations or storage.
27 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
28
management to promote community preparedness.
29 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
30
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
18
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19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
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Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
19 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
20
to demobilize.
21 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
22 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
23
operations or storage.
23

Coffey County Hospital
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
3
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
4 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
5 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
6 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
7 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
8 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
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Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
transportation system.
10 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
11
movement of people.
12 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
13
transportation routes.
14 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
15 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
16 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
17 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
18
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
19
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
20
activities.
21 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
22 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
23
to demobilize.
24 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
25 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
26
operations or storage.
27 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
28
management to promote community preparedness.
29 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
30
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
9
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Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
11
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Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
19 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
20
to demobilize.
21 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
22 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
23
operations or storage.
14
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Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-1 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-1 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-1 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Develop and maintain ESF-1 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
8 Identify resources to assist with evacuation and movement of people.
9 Identify guidance for evacuation of vulnerable facilities.
10 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
11
transportation system.
12 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
13
movement of people.
14 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
15
transportation routes.
16 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
17 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
18 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
19 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
20
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
21
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
22
activities.
23 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
24 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
25
to demobilize.
26 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
27 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
28
operations or storage.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
30
management to promote community preparedness.
31 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
32
routes and available transportation resources.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
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1

Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-1 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-1 and
2
EOC or incident command
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF1
Coordinate and/or perform damage assessments on infrastructure, transportation
5
systems, facilities and equipment.
6 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
7
transportation system.
8 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
9
movement of people.
10 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
11
transportation routes.
12 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
13 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
14 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
15 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
16
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
17
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
18
activities.
19 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
20 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
21
to demobilize.
22 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
23 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
24
operations or storage.
25 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
26
management to promote community preparedness.
27 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
28
routes and available transportation resources.
29 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
7
to demobilize.
8 Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
9 Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
11 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
12
transportation system.
13 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
14
movement of people.
15 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
16
transportation routes.
17 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
18 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
19 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
20 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
21
management to promote community preparedness.
22 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
23
routes and available transportation resources.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 1 - Transportation
1 Participate in the hazard identification process to identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-1 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Identify and correct potential shortfalls in the ability to use emergency access and egress
4
routes and available transportation resources.
5 Coordinate the pre-positioning of resources with other agencies.
Coordinate with response agencies and EOC regarding the operational capabilities of the
6
transportation system.
7 Coordinate with other agencies to recommend evacuations.
Coordinate and/or provide transportation resources to support evacuations and
8
movement of people.
9 Coordinate the transportation of evacuated animals to designated shelters.
Assist in making decisions regarding closures, restrictions, and priority repairs to
10
transportation routes.
11 Assist in initiating traffic management operations and control strategies.
12 Assist establishing alternate routes of access required due to road closures.
13 Coordinate the management of air resources with other agencies.
14 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
4
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-1 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Prioritize emergency repair and restoration of transportation infrastructure.
Continue to coordinate transportation of equipment, supplies and people until authorized
to demobilize.
Provide personnel and resources to support damage assessment teams.
Identify transportation reentry criteria and reentry routes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 1 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
1 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department fund disaster operations from their current
operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency expenditures. If a
federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for seeking reimbursement
in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 2 - Communications
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Sheriff
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Support Agencies:
Burlington Police Department
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Public Information Officer
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 2 is to provide resources of member agencies to support
emergency communications needs in Coffey County. The purpose for the allocation of
these assets are:
a. Establish and maintain communications between and among the key facilities
that are integral to efficient disaster operations.
b. Ensure that the Emergency Communications Center is prepared to respond to
emergencies, recover, and mitigate their impacts.
c. Ensure that the Emergency Communications Center is prepared to provide the
mission essential communications services required during normal operations.
B. Scope
1. ESF 2 coordinates actions to provide temporary communications to support incident
management and facilitates the restoration of the communications infrastructure.
Specifically, ESF 2 addresses the following:
a. Communications interoperability among field response units
b. Primary and back-up communications systems
c. Communications to and from the Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs)
d. Sources for communications augmentation such as Amateur Radio
e. Other communications systems to support emergency operations.

II. Concept of Operations
A. General
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1. ESF 2 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 2 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 2 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and/or direct the use
of any required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 2 will evaluate and analyze
information communications requests; develop and update assessments of the
communications service situation and status in the impact area; and to undertake
contingency planning to meet anticipated communications demands or needs.
5. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode, technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
6. The Coffey County Sheriff will support the establishment of communications between
key facilities. These facilities have a key role in emergency response and recovery under
the National Incident Management System.
7. The communication systems identified for Coffey County are provided below and are
grouped in order based upon their level of priority for repair and restoration.

Communications
Communication: 800 mhz radios
Priority: High

Type: Voice

Quantity:

Description: External Use, Mobile, Secure - An 800MHz radio system is a blend
of traditional two-way radio technology and computer-controlled transmitters. The
system’s main advantage is that radio transmitters can be shared among various
departments on campus, with the aid of computer programming. Virtual radio
groups called "talk groups" are created in software to enable private departmental
conversations. This gives the new system the appearance of having many
"frequencies," when in fact everyone is sharing only a few.
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Communication: Cell Phones
Priority: High

Type: Other

Quantity:

Description: External Use, Mobile - Cell phones allow for person to person
mobile voice and text communications.

Communication: Government Emergency Telecommunications Service (GETS)
Priority: High

Type: Voice

Quantity:

Description: External Use, Mobile, Secure - The Government Emergency
Telecommunications Service (GETS) provides National Security/Emergency
Preparedness (NS/EP) personnel a high probability of completion for their phone
calls when normal calling methods are unsuccessful. It is designed for periods of
severe network congestion or disruption, and works through a series of
enhancements to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). GETS is in a
constant state of readiness. Users receive a GETS “calling card” to access the
service. This card provides access phone numbers, Personal Identification
Number (PIN), and simple dialing instructions.

Communication: Internet and Email
Priority: High

Type: Data

Quantity:

Description: Internal Use, External Use - The internet is used to access email
systems, post information on websites, and access situational information.

Communication: Mobile Communications Center
Priority: High

Type: Other

Quantity:

Description: Internal Use, External Use, Mobile, Secure - A mobile
communications center provides mobile emergency response capability,
interconnectivity and interoperability between federal, state and local emergency
response entities. Its primary purpose is to provide the capability to establish an
alternate Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) anywhere in the County. In addition to serving as a
network hub for
the County’s alternate EOC, this asset is available to assist local agencies who
have lost connectivity. It may be hardwired to local power, telephone, cable
television and internet systems or operated independently with onboard
generators and satellite connectivity for telephone and data connectivity.

Communication: MOTOBRIDGE
Priority: High

Type: Other

Quantity:

Description: External Use, Secure - A statewide fixed-site communications
interoperability gateway available to emergency responders is called
MOTOBRIDGE. This system consists of 76 tower sites owned by the Kansas
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Department of Transportation and operated by the Kansas Highway Patrol
dispatch center in Salina. The MOTOBRIDGE can handle VHF Low Band State
channels (50-60 MHz), VHF High Band National channels (150-160 MHz), UHF
National channels (450-470 MHz), 800 MHz National Channels (760-870 MHz),
and the KHP Event talk groups (Kansas Digital Trunked P-25 Radio System
users). Each tower is microwave linked and consists of one control channel and
five repeaters, with generally a 20- mile footprint of local coverage. One patch
station to station can handle up to five channels (party line). Methods of
requesting patching through the MOTOBRIDGE are: Call channel on the radio,
*47 on a cell phone, Telephone KHP Dispatch Center, and teletype via the KCJIS
network. Information needed from the caller consists of: Home County/City or
position, Identify basic location, waiting for acknowledgement from KHP Dispatch
of patch completion.

Communication: Fax Machine
Priority: Moderate

Type: Other

Quantity:

Description: External Use - Fax machines allow for the transmission of
documents over phone lines to other receiving fax machines.

Communication: Hard Line Phones
Priority: Low

Type: Voice

Quantity:

Description: External Use - Hard line phones allow for voice to voice
communications.

8. Communications infrastructure:
a. Coffey County's primary method of communications with responders and other
key personnel is by a countywide 450MHz radio system. This system is
accessible to all first responder agencies and many support agencies within the
county. The system is capable of linking communications between responding
agencies, support agencies, and the EOC. Management of the radio
communications system is Coffey County and other infrastructure agencies.
b. Coffey County's 450MHz Radio System can be enhanced by the use of portable
repeaters that can be placed at or near incident sites to expand the current
communications. The portable repeater can also replace damaged or in need of
repair repeaters in the county.
c. Outside agencies that have communication equipment that is not compatible with
the county's equipment may be connected through the use of the State of
Kansas MOTOBRIDGE system, or through county owned portable
communications. Additional resource for emergency communications may be
utilized through the services of local and regional Amateur Radio volunteers,
under the support of the Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), and/or
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES). Coffey County Emergency
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Communications supports on-scene communications, personnel, and agencies
according to Coffey County Emergency Management and ESF 2 procedures.
d. During a disaster the primary source of long distance communication is
accomplished through landline and cellular telecommunications. The State of
Kansas P25 Radio System and the Amateur Radio may be used to substitute the
telephone and cellular phone if necessary.
e. The ESF 2 protocol has methods and resources to protect the emergency
communications system. The ESF 2 and Supporting agencies will work to restore
broken communications on a priority basis. Coffey County Emergency
Communications in the Coffey County Sheriff's Dispatch will monitor the status of
all regular communications systems, including the radio system infrastructure, in
cooperation with the system owners. Should equipment be damaged or a
malfunction occur, all available information will be shared with the Emergency
Communications Advisory Board (ECAB) members, including Coffey County
Emergency Management (ESF 5), and the COOP plans for the affected system
activation. Updates will be shared as they become available until communication
functionality is restored.
f.

The Coffey County Emergency Manager is responsible to notify all citizens of an
emergency, utilizing all means of communications available (IRIS - text
message, voice notifications, weather warning notification, TTY, cell phones - AM
radio - Television - e-mail). The outdoor warning sirens are controlled by the
County, In the event of a communications failure, the Coffey County
Communications will investigate the outage and make the necessary repairs in
order to return communications to normal working order and notify the ESF 5 or
the EOC Command Manager. During a 911 outage of the 911 System, dispatch
will utilize cell phones and email to dispatch calls to responders. When the
system goes down, a notification will be put out over IRIS to inform the public.
The system is also capable of notifying in other languages than English so
foreign language speaking individuals can be notified. The hearing impaired will
be notified by TTY. The ESF 15 will notify the public by radio, TV, and social
media for emergency notifications for weather or other emergencies.

g. The following warning systems and methods are available within Coffey County:
i.

Outdoor Warning Sirens

ii.

EAS Alerts via local TV/Radio (see list of local media outlets in ESF 15)

iii.

WEA Text Alerts to compatible cellular devices

iv.

NOAA All Hazards Radio • Public Address equipment installed in
emergency vehicles

B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 2 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Sheriff which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 2 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County
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Sheriff. When ESF 2 support is necessary, the ESF 2 Coordinator coordinates all
aspects of ESF 2.
2. ESF 2 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 2 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding Communications for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 2
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Section at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 2, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 2 will retain administrative control over its own resources and
personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 2. Mission operational control
may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Sheriff staff to provide
support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Infrastructure
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 2 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding communications services requests. ESF 2 will develop and update
assessments of the communications services status in the impacted area and
undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and needs.
d. The Coffey County Sheriff develops and maintains ESF 2 and accompanying
Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response
actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may develop and
maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible
with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such
documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, The
National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the
EOP.
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e. The Coffey County Sheriff shall be represented in ESF 5 (Information and
Planning) and keep management of ESF 5 fully apprised of developing
conditions as relates to carrying out the ESF 2 mission.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Office of
Emergency Communications is the designated lead agency for State
communications services and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for
communications service resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
2 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Infrastructure Services Branch
Chief who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of
the SEOC Manager.
c. The Kansas Office of Emergency Communications develops and maintains ESF
2 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines
that govern response actions related to emergencies. However, support agencies
may develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which
must be compatible with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents
will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, the National
Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the EOP.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Sheriff and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify the
County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes to
their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) , will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 2 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 2 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 2. If additional support is required, the ESF 2
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 2 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 2 on standby, Coffey County Sheriff
will implement procedures to notify all ESF 2 planning team members and, if necessary,
mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed, based on
the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 2 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 2 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
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III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
2
officials.
3 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
4
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
5 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
6 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
8
jurisdictions and the private sector.
9 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
10 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
11 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
12 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
13 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
14
emergency alert system, etc...).
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
16
EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
19
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
20
assessment teams.
21 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
22 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
23 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
24
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
25
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
26
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
27 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
28
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
30
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
32
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
33
telecommunications resources.
34 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
5
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
6
assessment teams.
7 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
8 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
9 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
10
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
11
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
12
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
14
officials.
15 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
16
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
17 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
18 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
19 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
20
jurisdictions and the private sector.
21 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
22 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
23 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
24 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
29
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25 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
26
emergency alert system, etc...).
27 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
28
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
29
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
30
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
32
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
33
telecommunications resources.
34 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
6
operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
10
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
11 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
12 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
13 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
14
jurisdictions and the private sector.
15 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
16 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
17 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
18 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
19 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
20
emergency alert system, etc...).
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21 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
22
EOC or incident command.
23 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
24
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
25
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
26
assessment teams.
27 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
28 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
29 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
30
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
31
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
32
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
33
telecommunications resources.
34 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
1
telecommunications resources.
2 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
3
management to promote community preparedness.
4 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
5 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
12
jurisdictions and the private sector.
13 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
14 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
15 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
16 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
17 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
emergency alert system, etc...).
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
assessment teams.
Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
9
jurisdictions and the private sector.
10 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
11 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
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12 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
13 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
14 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
15
emergency alert system, etc...).
16 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
17
EOC or incident command.
18 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
19
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
20
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
21
assessment teams.
22 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
23 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
24 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
25
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
26
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
27
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
28 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
29
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
30
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
31
activities.
32 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
33
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
34
telecommunications resources.
35 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
36
management to promote community preparedness.
37 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF2.
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Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
assessment teams.
Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
jurisdictions and the private sector.
Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
emergency alert system, etc...).
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
telecommunications resources.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
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Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
6
operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
15
jurisdictions and the private sector.
16 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
17 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
18 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
19 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
20 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
21
emergency alert system, etc...).
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
23
EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
26
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
27
assessment teams.
28 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
29 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
30 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
31
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
32
link with the EOC.
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Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
34
telecommunications resources.
35 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
36
management to promote community preparedness.
37 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
1
telecommunications resources.
2 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
3
management to promote community preparedness.
4 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
5 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
6 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
7
officials.
8 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
9
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
10 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
11 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
12 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
13
jurisdictions and the private sector.
14 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
15 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
16 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
17 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
18 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
19
emergency alert system, etc...).
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
21
EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
24
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
25
assessment teams.
26 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
27 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
28 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
33
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Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
9
jurisdictions and the private sector.
10 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
11 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
12 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
13 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
14 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
15
emergency alert system, etc...).
16 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
17
EOC or incident command.
18 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
19
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
20
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
21
assessment teams.
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22 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
23 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
24 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
25
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
26
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
27
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
28 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
29
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
30
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
31
activities.
32 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
33
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
34
telecommunications resources.
35 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
36
management to promote community preparedness.
37 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
5
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
6
assessment teams.
7 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
8 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
9 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
10
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
11
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
12
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
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Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
21
jurisdictions and the private sector.
22 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
23 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
24 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
25 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
26 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
27
emergency alert system, etc...).
28 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
29
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
30
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
31
activities.
32 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
33
operations or storage.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
34
telecommunications resources.
35 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
36
management to promote community preparedness.
37 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
6
operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
9
officials.
15
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10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
15
jurisdictions and the private sector.
16 Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
17 Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
18 Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
19 Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
20 Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
21
emergency alert system, etc...).
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
23
EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
26
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
27
assessment teams.
28 Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
29 Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
30 Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
31
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
32
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
33
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
34
telecommunications resources.
35 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
36
management to promote community preparedness.
37 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
Ensure methods are in place to protect communications equipment, including cyber and
1
telecommunications resources.
2 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
3
management to promote community preparedness.
4 Provide ESF-2 representative for update of mitigation plan.
5 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-2 tasks.
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Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county communications
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-2 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-2 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop and/or identify mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding
jurisdictions and the private sector.
Identify alternate or backup communications systems and facilities.
Develop and test emergency communication procedures.
Develop and/or review procedures for the crisis augmentation of resources.
Provide staff and equipment to perform county warning point duties.
Identify local emergency notification equipment status and notification procedures.
Identify warning systems that will be used for emergency conditions (sirens, radio,
emergency alert system, etc...).
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-2 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-2 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF2.
Maintain existing equipment and follow established procedures for communicating with
organization personnel performing field operations.
Identify damage to communications infrastructure and assist/support damage
assessment teams.
Activate alternate 911 dispatch center if necessary.
Identify communications equipment priority restoration list.
Implement procedure to maintain, inspect, and protect communications equipment.
Make arrangements to repair emergency communications equipment on a 24-hour basis.
Notify EOC of equipment failures and repair actions.
Keep the EOC informed of communications operations and maintain a communications
link with the EOC.
Establish and maintain communications at shelters, feeding sites, staging areas
distribution centers and hospitals as needed.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-2 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
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Coffey County Treasurer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 2 - Communications
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-2 personnel.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 2 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
2 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Support Agencies:
Burlington Street Department
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 3 is to provide resources of member agencies to support Public
Works and Engineering needs in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. ESF 3 addresses both emergency public works assistance and engineering support.
Specifically, it discusses:
a. Infrastructure protection and emergency restoration;
b. Safety inspections and other assistance for first responders;
c. Engineering and construction services;
d. Debris management operations; and
e. Safety of public water supplies and wastewater treatment facilities.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 3 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
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which describe ESF 3 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 3 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and/or direct the use
of required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 3 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding public works and engineering service requests for response,
develop and update assessments of the impacted area, and undertake contingency
planning to meet anticipated demands or needs.
5. Protective actions:
a. The County is involved with several planning activities to better prepare for
disasters prior to an event.
b. The County also coordinates, trains, and prepares with the Wolf Creek
Generating Station, KDEM, KDHE, and NCR to prepare for any possible
radiological event that may occur in the County or at Wolf Creek.
6. Debris management:
a. Debris removal is a situation that under normal circumstances would be left to
the property owners; however, after a disaster there is usually a large amount of
debris and tree limbs that the county will work with Kansas Division of
Emergency Management and Kansas Department of Health, and Kansas
Department of Agriculture to request technical assistance for debris removal.
Under these circumstances, the County will receive funding to handle debris
removal and not leave it up to each individual property owner.
7. Public works and engineering resources available to the County will be utilized to
accomplish emergency tasks, such as ensuring the safety of emergency responders and
victims, restoring critical roads and bridges, assess damaged infrastructure, repair
critical public buildings, bridges and infrastructure.
8. The ESF Coordinator will work with the Coffey County Floodplain Manager to insure
critical structures within the 100 yr flood plain are identified and protected. These
structures will include water treatment plants, sewage control facilities, and jurisdiction
critical facilities. Coordination will also be accomplished to cover sandbagging locations,
fuel storage needs to sustain critical infrastructure and water transfer pumps.
9. An environmental assessment or audit may be conducted by the Coffey County Health
and Environment Department, the County Extension Office, Kansas Department of
Health and Environment and/or the Environmental Protection Agency to establish the
need for a testing or monitoring program. This assessment should be done on ash, soil,
ground and surface water.
10. Continuity of operations, repair, and restoration:
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a. The removal of debris and hazardous material waste will be coordinated with the
ESF 10 Oil and Hazardous Materials in cooperation with KDHE and KDEM. The
landfill personnel are trained in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120 for awareness
only. They can assist with HAZMAT response teams for support purposes, but
are not allowed to surpass their training.When temporary staging areas have
been determined, the public will be notified about policy and procedures on
where to take the debris and the process that will be involved at that time.
b. The location of debris removal staging areas will depend on ease of access,
travel distance, road conditions and facility size. Designated routes for debris and
hazardous materials waste will be included in the instructions.
c. Public officials will be briefed on burning and other disposal methods in the
County. They will be briefed on burning methods, system information,
environmental standards and health issues. Debris removal activities will be
coordinated and prioritized by the local governmental public works entities in the
following order:
i.

Threats to Public Health and Safety - Debris as threat to lives, public
health, and safety, including debris which obstructs passage of
emergency vehicles and access to critical facilities

ii.

Prevention of Damage - Debris posing the threat of significant additional
damage to public structures (buildings, roads, etc.), or private property

iii.

Speedy Recovery - Debris hindering the economic recovery of the
impacted community

iv.

Debris on Private Property - The property owner is responsible, Most
homeowner fire and extended coverage insurance policies have special
coverage for debris removal and for demolition of heavily damaged
structures.Specific guidance with respect to debris pick-up may be
provided to the public following disaster or emergency

v.

Right of Entry - Should local governmental resources be used to remove
debris from private property when it poses a hazard to public health or
safety, a right of entry agreement will be executed with the property
owner. The right of entry agreement shall include a waiver of liability for
government workers and specify any known owner intent to rebuild, to
ensure that the foundation and utilities are not damaged further during
debris removal operation

vi.

Sites selected for temporary debris staging and reduction will be on public
property with sufficient acreage to handle anticipated needs. Selection
criteria will include minimum noise impact, adequate traffic flow and
environmental considerations.

vii.

Decisions on an ultimate disposal site (or sites) will be based upon the
type(s) of debris involved, the proximity of existing public or private
landfills, and any restrictions or capacity limits on their use.
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viii.

Prior to returning temporary debris staging and reduction sites to their
previous use, all federal, state and local environmental requirements must
be met:
1. Removable of Debris - sites must be cleared of all foreign
materials introduced as a result of the incident.
2. Environmental Assessment - an environmental assessment or
audit may be conducted by the Kansas Department of Health and
Environment and/or the Environmental Protection Agency to
establish the need for a testing or monitoring program. This
assessment should be done on ash, soil, ground & surface water.
3. Environmental Restoration - contamination may occur from
petroleum spills at staging and reduction sites, or runoff from the
debris piles, burn sites, and ash piles. Assessment reports from
the cities should consolidate this information and report it to the
ESF #3 Coordinator in the County EOC.

11. The Road and Bridge Department will temporarily or permanently repair and restore
infrastructure at the direction of the ESF3 Coordinator. ESF 3 Coordinator will be
prepared to work with local agencies responsible to repair/restore gas, electric, and/or
phone services.
a. ESF 3 Coordinator will work with local jurisdictions to repair and restore local
water and wastewater systems.
b. Water distribution (bottled water) locations will be established by rural fire
department personnel when needed.
c. Coffey County has a mutual aid agreement for regional public works or
engineering support through KS-Map.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 3 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Engineer which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 3 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County
Engineer. When ESF 3 support is necessary, the ESF 3 Coordinator coordinates all
aspects of ESF 3.
2. ESF 3 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 3 system operates in two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations.
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4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding public works and
engineering for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the
ESF 3 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning,
Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 3, and further mission tasking by a
local primary agency, each support organization assisting ESF 3 assignment will retain
administrative control over its own resources and personnel but will be under the
operational control of ESF 3. Mission operational control may be delegated to the field
by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support agency
staff is integrated with the Coffey County Engineer staff to provide support that
will provide for an appropriate, coordinated and timely response.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Infrastructure
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 3 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding public works and engineering service requests. Also, ESF 3 will
develop and update assessments of the public works and engineering services
status in the impacted area and undertake contingency planning to meet
anticipate demands and needs.
d. Coffey County Engineer develops and maintains ESF 3 and accompanying
Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response
actions related to emergencies. However, support agencies may develop and
maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible
with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such
documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, the
National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the
Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management in coordination with Kansas
Department of Transportation is the designated lead agency for State public
works and engineering services and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for
public works and engineering service resources to local Emergency Operations
Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
3 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Infrastructure Services Branch
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Chief who reports to the Operations Section Chief under the overall direction of
the SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 3 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding public works and engineering service needs requests. ESF 3 will
develop and update assessments of the public works services situation and
status and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and
needs.
d. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management in
coordination with the Kansas Department of Transportation develops and
maintains ESF 3 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard
Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to emergencies.
However, support agencies may develop and maintain their own similar
documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support of the
overall EOP. All such documents will be in compliance with the National
Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, the Incident
Command System and the EOP.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Engineer and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify
the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes
to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) , will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 3 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 3 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 3. If additional support is required, the ESF 3
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 3 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 3 on standby, Coffey County Engineer
will implement procedures to notify all ESF 3 planning team members and, if necessary,
mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed, based on
the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 3 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 3 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
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A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Engineer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
11 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
12
fuel procurement strategy.
13 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
14
EOC or incident command.
15 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
16
support ESF 3.
17 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
18 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
19 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
20 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
21 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
22 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
23
required.
24 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
25 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
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Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF 3.
5 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
6 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
7 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
8 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
9 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
10 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
11
required.
12 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
13 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
19 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
20 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
21 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
22
private sector.
23 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
24 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
25
fuel procurement strategy.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
33
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
33
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
7 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
8
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
20 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
28
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Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
fuel procurement strategy.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
23
EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF 3.
26 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
27 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
28 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
29 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
30 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
31 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
32
required.
33 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
34 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
1
effect of future disasters.
2 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
3 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
4
management to promote community preparedness.
5 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
10
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
11 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
12 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
13 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
14
private sector.
15 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
16 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
21
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
fuel procurement strategy.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF 3.
Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
required.
Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
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11 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
12
fuel procurement strategy.
13 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
14
EOC or incident command.
15 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
16
support ESF 3.
17 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
18 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
19 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
20 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
21 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
22 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
23
required.
24 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
25 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
33
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF 3.
5 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
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6
7
8
9
10

Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
11
required.
12 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
13 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
19 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
20 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
21 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
22
private sector.
23 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
24 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
25
fuel procurement strategy.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
33
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
fuel procurement strategy.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF 3.
Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
required.
Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
effect of future disasters.
Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
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37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
1
effect of future disasters.
2 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
3 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
4
management to promote community preparedness.
5 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
10
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
11 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
12 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
13 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
14
private sector.
15 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
16 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
17
fuel procurement strategy.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
19
EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF 3.
22 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
23 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
24 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
25 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
26 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
27 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
28
required.
29 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
30 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
11 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
12
fuel procurement strategy.
13 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
14
EOC or incident command.
15 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
16
support ESF 3.
17 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
18 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
19 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
20 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
21 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
22 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
23
required.
24 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
25 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
33
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF 3.
5 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
6 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
7 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
8 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
9 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
10 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
11
required.
12 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
13 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
19 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
20 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
21 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
27
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Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
23 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
24 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
25
fuel procurement strategy.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
31 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
32 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
33
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
34
operations or storage.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
7 Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
8
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
22
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Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
20 Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
21
fuel procurement strategy.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
23
EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF 3.
26 Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
27 Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
28 Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
29 Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
30 Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
31 Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
32
required.
33 Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
34 Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
35
effect of future disasters.
36 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 3 - Public Works and Engineering
Recommend changes in planning, zoning, and building codes to prevent or lessen the
1
effect of future disasters.
2 Identify critical facilities and recommend mitigation activities to those facilities.
3 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
4
management to promote community preparedness.
5 Provide ESF-3 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-3 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-3 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-3 activities.
14
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-3 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Identify established pre-disaster contracts.
Identify critical infrastructure within the 100 year flood plain.
Identify sandbagging operation procedures and water transfer pump placement, size and
fuel procurement strategy.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-3 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-3 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF 3.
Inspect damage to streets, bridges, and private and public buildings.
Assist in clearance of debris from roads to facilitate emergency operations.
Coordinate with ESF-1 to facilitate closing roads and constructing barricades.
Perform priority repairs of local roads, bridges, and culverts.
Perform priority repairs to local water and wastewater systems.
Assist in the restoration of gas, electric, and communications services.
Request outside assistance from surrounding jurisdictions and the private sector as
required.
Designate personnel to provide technical assistance on the debris removal process.
Coordinate with ESF 10 on hazardous material debris removal.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-3 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue to repair infrastructure and buildings on a priority basis.
Provide personnel to support damage assessment teams.
Coordinate with damage assessment teams to condemn, demolish, and dispose of
structures that present a safety hazard to the public.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 3 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
3 expenses relevant to an event.
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B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 4 - Firefighting
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Fire District #1
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Fire District #1
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey Fire Station #3 - Burlington
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 4 is to provide fire service coordination and support services in
support of fire service events in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. The scope of ESF 4 addresses fire service assistance. ESF 4 coordinates firefighting
activities, including the detection and suppression of fires and if required, providing
personnel, equipment and supplies to local governments. Specifically it discusses:
a. Fire service support in prevention, detection, suppression and recovery from
urban, rural, and wild-land fires.
b. Fire suppression and prevention activities
c. Mutual aid and resource augmentation
d. Fire command and control structure
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 4 is organized consistent with Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the requirements
of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, and
the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports incident
assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, coordination, and support operations
to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team, Area
Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely and
appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols, and plans for disaster response activities are developed to
govern staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These
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are in the form of Emergency Operations Plans (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 4 capabilities (based on the National Planning Scenarios, the
Universal Task List and the Target Capabilities). Periodic training and exercises are also
conducted to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local and State mutual aid assistance, ESF 4 will coordinate
with support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
any required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 4 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding fire detection, suppression, and prevention requests for response,
develop and update assessments of the fire service situation and status in the impact
area, and perform contingency planning to meet anticipated demands or needs.
5. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode, technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
6. Coffey County has 7 fire stations. The Fire Chief is responsible for planning, coordination
and training. The Fire Chief develops the fire fighting policy for the district. The Fire
District oversees the personnel and equipment for fire events occurring in the district and
all record keeping is kept at the district's administrative office in Burlington at Station #3.
The Safety Officer evaluates hazardous situations and develops training measures to
ensure compliance with policy and procedure for personnel safety of first responders.
7. The Coffey County Sheriff's Dispatch manages the dispatching for all emergency
services within the county. They will dispatch the closest available unit to respond to
incidents within their jurisdiction. The sheriff's dispatch controls all dispatching
responsibilities to the Coffey County Fire Departments. For large events, dispatch will
send out an "all call" to all fire districts to send all available units.
In the event that all county resources and the nearest departments in surrounding
counties resources are on other calls, the emergency communications department can
contact Fire Operations Resource Coordination (FORCe) for additional firefighting
equipment and personnel. FORCe activation can be accomplished by contacting
LifeTeam dispatch (1-800-HELPKS3).
8. Coffey County has MOU's with all surrounding counties to provide assistance in the
event of a major incident or if all of Coffey County Fire Stations are assigned to other
incidents. Coffey County will contact the closest county to the ongoing incident first for
assistance. There are facilities within the county that have vulnerable populations that
have a potential to pose a problem during disaster situations. These facilities: schools,
day care facilities, hospitals, and assisted living centers. Each facility should have their
own emergency plan and Coffey County Fire District #1 will assist any facility with
developing a plan or training at their facility.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 4 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Fire District #1 which is appointed by
the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
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The staff serving as ESF 4 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County
Fire District #1. When ESF 4 support is necessary, the ESF 4 Coordinator coordinates
all aspects of ESF 4.
2. ESF 4 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 4 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
Operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding fire service for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 4
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 4, and further mission tasking by a
local primary agency, each support organization assisting ESF 4 assignment will retain
administrative control over its own resources and personnel but will be under the
operation control of ESF 4. Mission operational control may be delegated to the field by
the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support staff is
integrated with the Coffey County Firefighting staff to provide support that will
allow for an appropriate, coordinated, and timely response.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resources support agencies with the
Emergency Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 4 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding fire service requests. Also, ESF 4 will develop and update
assessments of the fire service status in the impact area and undertake
contingency planning to meet anticipate demands and needs.
d. The Coffey County Fire District #1 will develop and maintain ESF 4 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However, support agencies
may develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which
must be compatible with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents
will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, The National
Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey
County EOP.
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2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Fire Marshal’s
Office is the designated lead agency for Fire Fighting and will provide a liaison to
facilitate requests for State Fire Fighting resources to local Emergency
Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
4 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Emergency Services Branch Chief
who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 4 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding fire service requests. Also, ESF4 will develop and update assessments
of the fire service situation and status in the impact area and do contingency
planning to meet anticipated demands and needs.
d. The Kansas Fire Marshal’s office develops and maintains ESF 4 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
the National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County EOP.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Fire District #1 and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will
notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information
comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 4 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 4 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 4. If additional support is required, the ESF 4
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 4 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 4 on standby, Coffey County Fire
District #1 will implement procedures to notify all ESF 4 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 4 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
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and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 4 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
12
EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF4.
15 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
16 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
17
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
18 Assist with emergency evacuations.
19 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
20 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
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Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF4.
5 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
6 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
7
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
8 Assist with emergency evacuations.
9 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
11 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
12 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
13
officials.
14 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
15
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
16 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
17 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
18 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
19
private sector.
20 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
29
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Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Support clean up and restoration activities.
7 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
8 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
21
EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF4.
24 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
25 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
26
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
27 Assist with emergency evacuations.
28 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
29 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
30
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Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
1
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
2
public.
3 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
15
EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF4.
18 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
19 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
20
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
21 Assist with emergency evacuations.
22 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
23 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
24 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
25
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
26
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
27
activities.
28 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
29 Support clean up and restoration activities.
30 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
31 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
32
operations or storage.
31
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Primary: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
12
EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF4.
15 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
16 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
17
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
18 Assist with emergency evacuations.
19 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
20 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
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1

Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF4.
5 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
6 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
7
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
8 Assist with emergency evacuations.
9 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
11 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
12 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
13
officials.
14 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
15
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
16 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
17 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
18 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
19
private sector.
20 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Support clean up and restoration activities.
7 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
8 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
21
EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF4.
24 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
25 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
26
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
27 Assist with emergency evacuations.
28 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
29 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
1
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
2
public.
3 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
3
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF4.
Preposition firefighting resources as required.
Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
Assist with emergency evacuations.
Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Support clean up and restoration activities.
Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
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6
7
8

Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
12
EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF4.
15 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
16 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
17
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
18 Assist with emergency evacuations.
19 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
20 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF4.
5 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
6 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
7
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
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8
9
10
11
12

Assist with emergency evacuations.
Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
13
officials.
14 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
15
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
16 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
17 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
18 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
19
private sector.
20 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Support clean up and restoration activities.
7 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
8 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
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10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
21
EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF4.
24 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
25 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
26
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
27 Assist with emergency evacuations.
28 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
29 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
1
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
2
public.
3 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF4.
Preposition firefighting resources as required.
Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
Assist with emergency evacuations.
Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Support clean up and restoration activities.
Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coffey County Engineer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
12
EOC or incident command.
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13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF4.
15 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
16 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
17
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
18 Assist with emergency evacuations.
19 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
20 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF4.
5 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
6 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
7
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
8 Assist with emergency evacuations.
9 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
11 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
12 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
13
officials.
14 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
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Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
16 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
17 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
18 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
19
private sector.
20 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
26 Support clean up and restoration activities.
27 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
28 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
29
operations or storage.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Support clean up and restoration activities.
7 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
8 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
9
operations or storage.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
12
officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15
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16 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
19 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
21
EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF4.
24 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
25 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
26
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
27 Assist with emergency evacuations.
28 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
29 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
30
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
31
public.
32 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 4 - Firefighting
Participate in hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities in the
1
firefighting function.
Develop fire safety programs that include disaster situations and present them to the
2
public.
3 Provide ESF-4 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-4 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-4 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with State and adjacent county fire fighting
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-4 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-4 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support firefighting activities.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-4 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-4 and
15
EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF4.
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18 Preposition firefighting resources as required.
19 Coordinate activating mutual aid agreements as needed.
Coordinate and direct the activation and deployment of fire service personnel, supplies
20
and equipment to provide firefighting assistance.
21 Assist with emergency evacuations.
22 Alert and activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
23 Conduct other specific response actions as dictated by the situation.
24 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
25
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-4 Annex to correct shortfalls and
26
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
27
activities.
28 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
29 Support clean up and restoration activities.
30 Coordinate demobilization of ESF-4 resources.
31 Review plans and procedures with key personnel and make revisions and changes.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
32
operations or storage.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 4 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
4 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
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1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Sheriff
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 5 is to:
a. Collect, analyze, and disseminate information on the nature, scope and potential
impacts of an incident or major disaster;
b. Use this intelligence to support the Command Group, Logistics, and Operations
in their impact assessment and response missions;
c. Identify and anticipate future needs and resource requirements, and incorporate
this analysis into Incident Action Plans.
B. Scope
1. ESF 5 serves as the coordinating ESF to address response to local events. ESF 5
facilitates information and resource flow to assist locals during a disaster.
2. ESF 5 activities include those functions that are critical to support and facilitate multiagency planning and coordination for operations involving potential and actual
disaster/emergencies. This includes alert and notification, deployment and staffing of the
EOC Team; incident action planning, coordination of operations, logistics and material,
direction and control, information management, facilitation of requests for state
assistance resource requests, worker safety and health, facilities management, financial
management, and other support as required.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 5 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System in order to provide incident assessment,
planning, procurement, deployment, coordination and support operations to Coffey
County through the County Emergency Response Team, Area Operations and Regional
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Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely and appropriate response to an
emergency or situation.
2. Procedures protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plans (i.e. Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 5 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or state mutual aid assistance, ESF 5 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
any required assets.
4. The development of a fully functional, effective, and sustainable ESF 5 capability for
Coffey County will be guided by the following principles:
a. All ESFs will be fully integrated into all phases of ESF 5.
b. ESF 5 will address the potential impacts of natural, technological and man-made
hazards, and be in full compliance with NIMS.
c. Planning for recovery will begin on Day 1 of the event.
d. Emphasis will be given to pre-disaster planning for post-disaster utilization of
disaster intelligence to support Incident Action Planning.
5. Information and Planning will give priority to five fundamental functions:
a. Use of technology and human intelligence to collect, analyze, and disseminate
information on disaster impacts, including direct impacts (people, buildings,
infrastructure) and indirect impacts (debris generated, hazmat releases)
b. Assess the capabilities of local government, the business community and
volunteer agencies to effectively respond to the disaster.
c. Assess and prioritize the immediate needs of impacted communities and
neighborhoods.
d. Incorporate the analyses into Incident Action Plans that establish operational
objectives, and identify resource requirements to accomplish these objectives.
e. Utilize an Incident Action Matrix to establish priorities, assign tasks to agencies,
and track progress in meeting objectives.
6. Incident Assessment: The on-scene Incident Commander will assess a situational
incident. Practical measures and response priorities will be determined by the Incident
Commander at the scene. If has been determined to be too large and additional
resources are needed, the Incident Commander will contact the Emergency Manager.
After the assessment and coordination between the Incident Commander and the
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Emergency Manager it may be deemed necessary to determine the need to declare a
State of Local Disaster Emergency as outlined in K.S.A. 48-932 et seq.
a. An Emergency Declaration may be issued by the Chair of the Board of County
Commissioners and has also authorized the County Administrator to sign the
Declaration upon approval from the Chair.
b. Any disaster declaration will filed promptly with the County Clerk and then
notification is made to the Kansas Division of Emergency Management and local
media outlets.
c. The effects of a Declaration of Local Emergency will be to activate response and
recovery aspects of all applicable local and inter-jurisdictional emergency plans
and to authorize the furnishing of aid and assistance.
d. The status of any incident will be monitored by the gathering and sharing of
information from affected jurisdictions, the on scene Incident Commander and
the EOC.
7. Incident Command: Incident command operations will be conducted and identified on
scene per the protocols or guidelines of the responding agencies. The Incident
Commander can request EOC activation by notifying the Emergency Manager and
making the request. All tactical and operational decisions will be made in the field by the
Incident Commander, while policy and coordination functions will be accomplished from
the EOC.
8. Emergency Operations Center
a. The EOC will be established to support field operations and promote the
integration of all response and recovery operations, including the following:
i.

Collect, record, analyze, display and distribute information

ii.

Support activities at the scene and in the field

iii.

Coordinate public information and warning

iv.

Prioritize and coordinate disaster related activities

v.

Conduct liaison and coordination activities with external entities

vi.

Notify and provide ongoing information to elected officials

vii.

Coordinate long term recovery operations

viii.

Prepare action and policy plans

ix.

Situation assessment

x.

Direction and control (broad guidance, not tactical)

xi.

Interagency coordination
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xii.

Priority establishment

xiii.

Resource management and augmentation

b. Specifics of EOC operations are outlined in the Coffey County Standard
Operating Guidelines.
c. Status reports will be available to County Administration and the Board of County
Commissioners as conditions change or are needed.
d. Coordination for public information will be addressed in ESF-15 External
Communications.
9. Emergency Operations Center.
a. The EOC serves as the coordination function in order to manage an
incident. The Coffey County Emergency Manager is designated as the EOC
manager
b. The designated Incident Commander is the EOC Command person.
c. ESF Coordinators will dispatch to the EOC in order to provide specific function
guidance to all participants in the EOC. The ESF coordinators needed will be
determined by the EOC manager.
d. When activated, briefings will be held as necessary to insure detailed
coordination between ESF coordinators.
e. Under normal situations, the EOC will be established in the lower level of the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC). In the event, this facility is not available or
unusable, the EOC manager will revert to using the Coffey County Sheriff's
Department as a back up Emergency Operations Center.
f.

In the event the incident lasts more than 24 hours, the EOC manager will insure
staffing needs are met, to include shift changes and resource needs such as
feeding needs and necessary alternate power.

10. The Primary Coordinator and the Coffey County Emergency Manager will determine
from information obtained from the on-scene commander when an event will be
transferred from a response to a recovery mission.
a. When an disaster event reaches its end stage, the activated ESF Coordinators
will report to the EOC Command that their function and team has completed their
tasks for the event.
b. When all ESF Coordinators have finalized their reports to the EOC Command
then they will conclude that the EOC can be closed.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 5 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Emergency Management. The staff
serving as ESF 5 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County
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Emergency Management. When ESF 5 support is necessary, the ESF 5 Coordinator
directs all aspects of ESF 5.
2. ESF 5 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 5 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding Emergency
Management for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by
the ESF 5 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning,
Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 5, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 5 assignment will retain administrative control over its own
resources and personnel but will be under the operational control of ESF 5. Mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Emergency
Management staff to provide support that will allow for an appropriate,
coordinated and timely response.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, ESF 5 will establish staffing in
accordance to the EOC organizational chart found in the Basic Plan.
c. The Coffey County Emergency Management develops and maintains ESF 5and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents will be
in compliance with the National Response Framework, The National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey County
EOP.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
ESF 5 and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for information and planning
resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
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b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
5 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Response Section Chief who is
under the overall direction of the SEOC Manager.
c. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains ESF 5. However support agencies may develop and
maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible
with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents will be in compliance
with the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, the Incident Command System and the EOP.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Emergency Management will notify the County warning point (Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes to their attention indicating that an
emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 5 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 5 will be activated as identified in the Basic Plan. The representatives or designees
of the coordinating agency will manage the emergency activities of ESF 5. If additional
support is required, the ESF 5 coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage
ESF 5 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 5 on standby, Coffey County
Emergency Management will implement procedures to notify all ESF 5 planning team
members and, if necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources
likely to be needed, based on the emergency circumstance
E. Actions
The following are general actions performed by ESF 5. The specific actions carried out by ESF
5 in Coffey County are grouped into phases of emergency management in the table below.
Each phase requires specific skills and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires
significant cooperation and collaboration between all ESF 5 agencies and the intended
recipients of service.
1. Intelligence Planning Functions
a. Gathering information, analyzing intelligence, preparing incident action plans,
and providing training and exercises on the above is the prime focus of ESF-5.
These actions are spread across all phases of emergency management.
2. Intelligence Collection and Analysis
a. The ability to acquire, analyze and disseminate information and intelligence on
disasters and their impacts is fundamental to effective use of intelligence to
establish operational and logistical objectives and priorities. Intelligence can be
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collected, analyzed and used in support of three overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event (as applicable for foreseeable events such as Severe
Storms, Wildfires, etc.); impact assessment and immediate response; and
sustained response and initial recovery.
b. Pre-disaster analyses (predicted impacts), which use predictive tools to estimate
disaster impacts.
c. Immediate, post-disaster impact assessments, which focus on: 1) disaster
impacts on people, buildings and infrastructure – with emphasis on assessments
of functionality of essential services; and 2) local response capabilities and
immediate needs.
d. Post disaster damage assessments, which assess damages to eligible
infrastructure and individuals.
3. Intelligence on predicted and observed disaster impacts should be used by ESF 5 to
assess jurisdictional ESF capabilities (response and recovery). This is designed:
a. To evaluate ESF resource and capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of
trained personnel, equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and
Federal assistance that is needed, organized by ESF; and
b. To rapidly communicate estimated ESF shortfalls to the Coffey County
Command Group and State Emergency Management
4. Incident Action Planning
a. Disaster intelligence will provide critical input to the Incident Action Plan (IAP),
which provides:
i.

Current information that accurately describes the incident situation and
resource status;

ii.

Predictions of the probable course of events;

iii.

Alternative strategies to attain critical incident objectives; and

iv.

An accurate, realistic IAP for the next operational period.

5. Training
a. Training is a critical Preparedness component of ESF 5. The objective is to
develop and sustain a capability in Coffey County to routinely implement each
phase and function of ESF 5. Accordingly, training will address the following:
i.

ESF 5 – Planning and Information – overview of key components of ESF
5; role, requirements and integration of ESF 5 under NIMS.

ii.

Intelligence and Analysis - procedures for identifying, collecting,
prioritizing and utilizing intelligence.
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iii.

Use of Predictive Models – coordination with in use of predictive tools for
rapid needs assessment; templates; SOPs; identification of needed local
expertise (Geographic Information Systems)

iv.

Preparation and Utilization of Incident Action Plans

v.

Incident Action Matrix: A Tool for Establishing Priorities, Assigning Tasks
to Agencies, and Tracking Progress

6. Exercises
a. Consistent with NIMS, Coffey County will incorporate ESF 5 plans and
procedures into exercises that will be conducted at the local and State level. On
an annual basis, at least two exercises will be used to evaluate ESF 5 readiness.
b. Actions carried out by ESF 5 are grouped into phases of emergency
management: Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase
requires specific skills and knowledge to accomplish and requires significant
cooperation and collaboration between all supporting agencies and the intended
recipients of service. ESF 5 encompasses a full range of activities from training
to the provision of field services.
7. Actions
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each of the Primary and
Support Agencies for ESF 5. The Primary Agency and its responsibilities are listed first.
The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
3
management officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre6
determined list.
7 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
8 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
9
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
10
level.
11 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
risk.
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38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
2 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
3
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
4
appropriate partners.
5 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
6
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
7
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
8 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
9 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
10 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre11
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
12
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
13 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
16
management officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre19
determined list.
20 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
21 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
22
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
23
level.
24 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
25
among local, county and State entities.
26 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
27 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
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28 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
29 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
30 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
31
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
32
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
33
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
34
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
1 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
2
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
3
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
4
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
5
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
6
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
9
management officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre12
determined list.
13 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
14 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
15
training for EOC operations.
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Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
17 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
18
among local, county and State entities.
19 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
20 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
21 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
22 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
23 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
24 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
25
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
26
appropriate partners.
27 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
28
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
29
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
30 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
31 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
32 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre33
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
34
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
35 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
1 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
2
risk.
3 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
16
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31
32
33

Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
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Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
34 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
35
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
36
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
37
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
38
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
39
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.

Primary: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
3
management officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre6
determined list.
7 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
8 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
9
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
10
level.
11 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
12
among local, county and State entities.
13 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
14 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
15 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
16 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
17 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
18 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
19
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
20
appropriate partners.
21 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
22
resources are filled.
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Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
24 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
25 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
26 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre27
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
28
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
29 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
30 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
31
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
32
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
33
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
34
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
2 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
3
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
4
appropriate partners.
5 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
6
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
7
EOC.
23
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10
11
12
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14
15
16
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18
19
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
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Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
1 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
2
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
3
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
4
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
5
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
6
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
9
management officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre12
determined list.
13 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
14 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
15
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
16
level.
17 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
18
among local, county and State entities.
19 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
20 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
21 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
22 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
23 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
24 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
25
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
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Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
27 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
28
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
29
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
30 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
31 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
32 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre33
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
34
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
35 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
1 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
2
risk.
3 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
4 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
5 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
6 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
7
management officials.
8 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
9
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre10
determined list.
11 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
12 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
13
training for EOC operations.
26
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15
16
17
18
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20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
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Supporting: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
3
management officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre6
determined list.
7 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
8 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
9
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
10
level.
11 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
12
among local, county and State entities.
13 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
14 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
15 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
16 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
17 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
18 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
19
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
20
appropriate partners.
21 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
22
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
23
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
24 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
25 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
26 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre27
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
28
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
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29 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
30 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
31
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
32
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
33
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
34
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
2 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
3
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
4
appropriate partners.
5 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
6
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
7
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
8 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
9 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
10 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre11
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
12
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
13 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
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Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre19
determined list.
20 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
21 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
22
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
23
level.
24 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
25
among local, county and State entities.
26 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
27 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
28 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
29 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
30 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
31
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
32
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
33
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
34
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
1 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
2
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
3
process.
16
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Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
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In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
34
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
35 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
36 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
37
risk.
38 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
39 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
1 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
2
risk.
3 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
4 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
5 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
6 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
7
management officials.
8 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
9
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre10
determined list.
11 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
12 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
13
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
14
level.
15 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
16
among local, county and State entities.
17 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
18 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
19 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
20 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
21 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
22 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
23
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
24
appropriate partners.
33
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25 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
26
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
27
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
28 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
29 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
30 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre31
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
32
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
33 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
34 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
35
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
36
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
37
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
38
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
39
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.

Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Division of
Environment
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-5 tasks.

Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
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Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
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Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
31
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
32
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
33
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
35 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
36
risk.
37 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
38 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
1 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
2 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
3
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
4
appropriate partners.
5 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
6
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
7
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
8 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
9 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
10 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre11
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
12
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
13 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
15
management officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
30
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Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
19 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
20 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
21
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
22
level.
23 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
24
among local, county and State entities.
25 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
26 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
27 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
28 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
29 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
30
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
31
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
32
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
33
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
35 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
36
risk.
37 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
38 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
1 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
2
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
3
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
4
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
5
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
6
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.
18
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30

31
32
33
34

Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
management officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to predetermined list.
Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
level.
Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
among local, county and State entities.
Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
appropriate partners.
Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
EOC.
Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for prepositioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
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Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
35 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
36
risk.
37 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
38 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 5 - Emergency Management
Analyze community economic impacts - including the total percentage of building stock
1 damaged in disaster and replacement values. Refine and implement protective actions
for the jurisdiction.
Coordinate mitigation plan revision to identify county risk and projects that could lessen
2
risk.
3 Provide ESF partners and other eligible applicants of mitigation funding opportunities.
4 Coordinate the update of the mitigation plan.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-5 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county emergency
6
management officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-5 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS), and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC and distribute to pre9
determined list.
10 Develop and maintain Basic Plan and ESF-5 Annex.
11 Coordinate the construction of the EOP with other ESFs.
Coordinate and participate in training, drills, and exercises; including position specific
12
training for EOC operations.
Incorporate ESF 5 plans and procedures into training and exercises and conduct at local
13
level.
14 Establish, staff, and train damage assessment teams within the jurisdiction.
Identify how initial damage assessment will be collected, processed, and disseminated
15
among local, county and State entities.
16 Identify EOC ability to respond to disasters longer than 24 hours.
17 Identify alternate EOC location and requirements to open and staff.
18 Develop and maintain County Continuity of Government (COG) plan.
19 Identify protective action decisions and establish response priorities.
20 Coordinate activities between incident command and EOC.
21 Coordinate response to unplanned arrivals and volunteer groups who self deploy.
Collect and process information received from rapid damage assessment teams, analyze
22
this information, and share with appropriate partners.
Support the preparation of and/or prepare an Incident Action Plans and distribute to
23
appropriate partners.
24 Ensure that requests for Assessment Teams are forwarded to the local and State EOC.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to ensure that all available resources are logged and requests for
25
resources are filled.
Ensure that copies of all news releases and situation reports are transmitted to the State
26
EOC.
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Collect and analyze intelligence in support of the overlapping phases of disaster
27 operations: pre-event, impact assessment, and immediate response; and sustained
response and initial recovery.
Evaluate ESF resources, capabilities and shortfalls (e.g., availability of trained personnel,
28 equipment, supplies) to determine the level of State and Federal assistance that is
needed.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, set up the status boards, obtain data/studies
29 and electronic files, and staff ESF 5. Initiate contact with the media through ESF 15, and
establish contact with KDEM.
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, review pre-determined requests for pre30
positioning of critical resources (personnel, equipment, and supplies).
In the case of a foreseeable event impact, collect, analyze and apply disaster intelligence
31
information and deployment of local damage assessment teams.
32 Provide GIS support to ESF-5.
Establish and draft recovery plans to address: building inspection requirements and
33 priorities; emergency and temporary housing issues; business impacts (direct and
indirect); debris management; route clearance; and utilities restoration.
Perform pre and post-disaster analyses of disaster impacts on buildings, infrastructure
34
and the general population can be used to support mitigation decision-making.
Provide continued situation reports to support recovery and damage assessment
35
process.
Provide information on damage assessment flyovers and transmitting video/pictures to
36
the Local EOC/State EOC.
Schedule and conduct after action meetings and after action reviews. Draft corrective
37
action plan.
Collect documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
38
activities. Provide updates to eligible applicants on any disaster recovery programs.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 5 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
5 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
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1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Health Department
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Health Department
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Hospital
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 6 is to coordinate the emergency provision of temporary shelters,
emergency mass feeding, and the bulk distribution of coordinated relief supplies for
victims of a disaster and disaster workers.
B. Scope
1. ESF 6 promotes the delivery of services and the implementation of programs to assist
individuals, households and families impacted by disaster/emergencies.
2. ESF 6 includes four primary functions: mass care, emergency assistance, housing, and
human services.
a. Mass care involves the coordination of non-medical mass care services to
include sheltering of disaster survivors and household pets, organizing feeding
operations, providing emergency first aid at designated sites, collecting and
providing information on disaster survivors to family members, and coordinating
bulk distribution of emergency relief items;
b. Emergency assistance includes functions of evacuation support in conjunction
with ESF 1 and ESF 9, reunification of families, vulnerable needs support,
sheltering of disaster survivors and household pets, and overall shelter
management.
c. Housing involves the provision of assistance for short- and long-term housing
needs of disaster survivors; and
d. Human Services includes providing disaster survivor-related recovery efforts
such as emotional support and identifying supports for persons with vulnerable
needs.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
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1. ESF 6 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 6 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 6 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. ESF 6 will coordinate with ESF 8 to address the requirements of persons with vulnerable
needs, including their sheltering requirements.
5. Sheltering:
a. Shelters in Coffey County are operated under the management of the American
Red Cross. ARC identifies potential shelters, performs an evaluation and, if all
standards are met, signs an agreement with the sponsoring entity. The ARC will
open and operate shelters with their trained shelter managers and volunteers
from ARC and other organizations as needed. The ARC will assess the special
needs that may occur at each shelter area.
b. Once it has been established that additional shelters and/or special assistance is
needed, the ARC will work closely with the EOC to request additional support
agencies as needed. The ARC will determine the length of time a shelter remains
open from the information the ARC receives from the EOC.
6. Short term and long term housing:
a. Coffey County will work with the local Housing Authority and Kansas Mid-Cap
programs for short and long term housing.
b. The ARC will contact the EOC and a decision will be made if these departments
need to be contacted to help displaced citizens.
c. Shelters will be selected based on the ARC handbook for sheltering. Criteria for
shelter in the handbook will cover kitchen facilities, restrooms, showers, size,
communications, parking, accessibility and structural soundness determinations,
determined by jurisdictional fire chief and or code enforcement officer. Shelters
will be selected on the basis of suitability of the facility and its location within
Coffey County. The Handbook requires a facility to have a sufficient area for
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sleeping, restrooms, showers, kitchen facilities, parking and accessibility for
persons with disabilities.
d. The decision of which shelter(s) will be activated will be coordinated with the
ARC, Coffey County Emergency Management, and the cities and the
organizations providing the facilities.
7. The ESF 6 will coordinate with the ESF 15 to notify the public of shelter locations,
availability, and resources available at the locations to be disseminated via radio, TV,
newspapers, and social media. ESF 6 will follow up with the ESF 15 as new information
is available or updated information of the shelters to be disseminated.
8. The American Red Cross has policies in place to address many of the issues that arise
from displaced persons seeking shelter.
a. If an unaccompanied minor is identified and efforts to locate family members fail,
law enforcement will be notified and the ESF 13. Law Enforcement will then
contact the Department of Children and Families whose responsibility it will be to
find placement for the minor.
9. Coffey County Sheriff's Department and local law enforcement will be responsible for
security at shelter locations and report to the ESF 13.
10. It is the responsibility of registered sex offenders, parolees and other individuals required
to report to any level of law enforcement to provide self-identification in regards to their
status. Shelter managers will follow ARC guidelines to contact the proper authorities
regarding the location of those individuals. It will be the responsibility of law enforcement
to determine if the placement is appropriate or if the individual will need to be relocated
to a more secure setting.
11. The Coffey County Sheriff’s Department and the Kansas Department of Corrections will
be responsible for the institutionalized population.
12. The ARC will keep records on the number of shelters, shelter residents, etc. through the
capabilities of the Crisis Information Management System (CIMS) to document all ESF6
sheltering activities.
13. Coffey County has agreements in place with the surrounding counties to assist each
other in the event of disasters. This includes events where there is not enough shelter
space available to handle the evacuees or assist with overflow.
14. Emergency relief supplies (food, water, medicine, clothing, etc.)
a. The Salvation Army and the American Red Cross along with local church groups
and charities will identify the needs after a disaster for food, water, clothing, and
other personal supplies.
b. Food stations and food deliveries will be inspected by the Coffey County Health
Department.
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c. Assisted living centers and nursing homes have emergency plans in place to
provide emergency supplies when a disaster or any other incident arises.
d. Coffey County will work with the ARC and the Salvation Army along with
volunteers to see that families with special needs will have supplies. Distribution
centers will be organized for volunteers to pick up and deliver emergency
supplies to families in need.
e. Coordination will be made with the Coffey County Volunteer Organizations
Assisting Disasters (VOAD) to provide these supplies.
15. Unmet needs will be addressed by VOAD, ARC, and Salvation Army. The ESF 6 will
coordinate with the ESF 15 to notify the public of shelter locations, availability, and
resources available at the locations to be disseminated via radio, TV, newspapers, and
social media. ESF 6 will follow up with the ESF 15 as new information is available or
updated information of the shelters to be disseminated.
16. The Coffey County Animal Response Team will work with the Kansas State Animal
Response Team to provide shelter and care to injured or dislocated animals. Shelter and
supplies will be arranged for service animals through this service.
17. Vulnerable needs:
a. At the onset of a disaster, the American Red Cross may not initially be able to
accommodate citizens with disabilities. However, the American Red Cross will
determine if a shelter meets ADA standards at the time of cortication.
Identification of vulnerable needs population can be received from the United
Way registry or from local communities if applicable.
b. Long term care facilities will have their own emergency shelter plan; however,
assistance and oversight by the Coffey County Health Department can be
requested.
c. ARC shelter managers will follow the policies and procedures of the American
Red Cross by notifying local law enforcement agencies of registered sex
offenders, parolees, and other individuals that are required by law to report to
any level of law enforcement of their whereabouts and status. Once reported, it
will be the responsibility of the law enforcement personnel to determine what to
do with the reported individual by either sheltering them in place or moving them
to a more secure and suitable location.
18. Accountability:
a. Disaster survivors and volunteers: The ARC will keep records of the number of
sheltered individuals through the capabilities of the Crisis Information
Management System (CIMS) to document ESF 6 sheltering. The ARC reports on
disaster victim status through the Disaster Welfare Information (DWI) system to
notify family members of the disaster victims status.Volunteers will check in with
the United Way 2-1-1 for assignments.
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b. Volunteers associated with an organization will report to their coordinator.
Hours/activities will be recorded and reported to the EOC through the agency
liaison.
c. Crisis counseling services will be made available to people affected by the
disaster. Mental health professionals will be made available to the public through
the Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas in Emporia, KS.
19. Hazardous materials situation:
a. In the event of a disaster with hazardous materials, chemicals, or radiation
contamination the victims that are seeking shelter will be assessed by a
decontamination team at a designated location prior to reaching the shelter. If
there is an event involving Wolf Creek then the Emergency Manager will be
notified by Wolf Creek to activate the EOC. The Emergency Manager will refer to
the Coffey County Contingency Plan that is specifically for incidents concerning
Wolf Creek.
20. Animal sheltering:
a. Coffey County is one of 15 counties in Kansas with a County Animal Response
Team that is involved with identifying community resources for sheltering and
feeding both large and small animals. Coffey County has a considerable amount
of pet and livestock population. In the event of emergency sheltering, the county
will depend on local veterinarians to assist with animal assessments prior to
sheltering.
b. An approximate number of pets in Coffey County can be estimated by utilizing a
system developed by the American Veterinary Medical Association Pet
Ownership and Demo Sourcebook: by multiplying the number of households
(3,489 per 2006 census figures) by a table by a table provided in the AVMA
book, the number of companion animals in Coffey County are roughly: Dogs
=1,273 Cats= 1,060 Birds = 119 Horses = 52
c. The American Veterinary Medical Association states that in the event of a
disaster, many household pets will be left behind while the family
evacuates. Boarding kennels, local veterinarians, and the Flint Hills Humane
Society in Emporia to shelter any pets that need to be temporarily boarded.
Coffey County will rely on coordination with KSSART during a disaster event for
local protocol in the northeast region.
d. Coffey County CART team will work with KSSART during a disaster to shelter
animals at pre-selected locations. The CART team will follow policies and
procedures of the KSSART Operations Manual.
e. The Coffey County CART Team members will assist with the registration,
identification, care, feeding, and treatment of animals that are delivered to the
shelter locations. The pre-selected animal shelters are facilities currently
functioning as care facilities for animals and already have emergency plans in
place for disaster events.
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f.

The pre-selected CART locations are not designed shelters for the household pet
or service animals. These pets will be sheltered at temporary locations near the
American Red Cross shelters or animal care facilities like veterinary clinics or
kennels.

g. When possible, animal shelters will tag animals with the owner's information
when initially brought into the shelter. If ownership is unknown when the animal is
brought to the facility, it will receive an unknown owner registration and will be
updated when ownership is determined after sheltering. If ownership is not
determined and the animal goes unclaimed, the decision of what to do with the
animal will be determined after a period of time that will be decided at that time.
h. When animals are brought in a record of the animal will be started, a photo of the
animal will be taken, and a chip will be placed in the animal (if the animal does
not have a chip already). If owners bring in their animal, information of the animal
will be recorded and a claim receipt will be given to the owner. The owners will
submit their claim receipt at the time of pick up when they are able to provide
shelter to the animal on their own.
21. Cohabitation shelter: Coffey County currently does not have any predetermined
cohabitation shelters; however, the CART team will identify these locations if and when
they exist.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 6 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Health Department which is appointed
by the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning
partners. The staff serving as ESF 6 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the
Coffey County Health Department . When ESF 6 support is necessary, the ESF 6
Coordinator coordinates all aspects of ESF 6.
2. ESF 6 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 6 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding sheltering, housing
and human services for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) by the ESF 6 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the
Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) to assist the commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 6, and further mission tasking by a
local primary agency, each support organization assisting ESF 4 assignment will retain
administrative control over its own resources and personnel but will be under the
operational control of ESF 6. Mission operational control may be delegated to the field
by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
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C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support agency
staff is integrated with the Coffey County Health Department staff to provide
support that will allow for an appropriate, coordinated and timely response.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Human
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 6 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding mass care, mass feeding and bulk distribution of relief supplies. Also,
ESF 6 will develop and update assessments of the mass care services status in
the impact area and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipate demands
and needs.
d. The Coffey County Health Department develops and maintains ESF 6 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents will be
in compliance with the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey County
Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Department of
Children and Families (SRS) is the designated lead agency for State mass care
services and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for mass care service
resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
6 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Human Services Branch Chief
who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 6 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding mass care service needs requests. Also, ESF 6 will develop and
update assessments of the mass care services situation and status in the impact
area and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and
needs.
d. The Kansas Department of Children and Families (SRS) develops and maintains
ESF 6 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating
Guidelines that govern response actions related to emergencies. However
support agencies may develop and maintain their own similar documents for
internal use, which must be compatible with and in support of the overall
Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the
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National Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, the
Incident Command System and the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Health Department and/or Coffey County Emergency Management
will notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when
information comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is
developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 6 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 6 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 6. If additional support is required, the ESF 6
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 6 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 6 on standby, Coffey County Health
Department will implement procedures to notify all ESF 6 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
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39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
4 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
5
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
6
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
7
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
8 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
9 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
10
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
11 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
12
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
15 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
22
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
23 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
24 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
25
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
26
72 hours.
27 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
28
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
29 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
30
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
32
activities.
33 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
34 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
35 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
36
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
7 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
8
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
11 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
18
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
19 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
20 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
21
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
22
72 hours.
23 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
31
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Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
25 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
26
EOC or incident command.
27 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
28 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
29
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
30
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
31
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
32 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
33 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
34
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
35 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
36
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
13
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
14 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
15 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
16
showers, size, parking, etc.).
24
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.

Primary: Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
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39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
4 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
5
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
6
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
7
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
8 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
9 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
10
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
11 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
12
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
15 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
22
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
23 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
24 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
25
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
26
72 hours.
27 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
28
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
29 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
30
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
32
activities.
33 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
34 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
35 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
36
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
7 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
8
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
11 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
18
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
19 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
20 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
21
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
22
72 hours.
23 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
31
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Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
25 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
26
EOC or incident command.
27 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
28 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
29
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
30
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
31
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
32 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
33 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
34
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
35 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
36
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
13
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
14 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
15 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
16
showers, size, parking, etc.).
24
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19
20
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28
29
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32
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34
35
36
37
38
39

Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.

Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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28
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35
36
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Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
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39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
4 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
5
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
6
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
7
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
8 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
9 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
10
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
11 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
12
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
15 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
22
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
23 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
24 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
25
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
26
72 hours.
27 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
28
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
29 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
30
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
32
activities.
33 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
34 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
35 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
36
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
7 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
8
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
11 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
18
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
19 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
20 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
21
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
22
72 hours.
23 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
31
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Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
25 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
26
EOC or incident command.
27 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
28 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
29
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
30
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
31
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
32 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
33 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
34
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
35 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
36
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
13
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
14 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
15 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
16
showers, size, parking, etc.).
24
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.

Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
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39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
4 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
5
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
6
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
7
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
8 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
9 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
10
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
11 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
12
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
13 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
14 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
15 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
16 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
17
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
22
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
23 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
24 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
25
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
26
72 hours.
27 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
28
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
29 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
30
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
32
activities.
33 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
34 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
35 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
36
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
7 Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
8
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
11 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
18
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
19 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
20 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
21
showers, size, parking, etc.).
Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
22
72 hours.
23 Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
31
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Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
25 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
26
EOC or incident command.
27 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
28 Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
29
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
30
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
31
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
32 Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
33 Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
34
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
35 Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
36
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
37 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
38
management to promote community preparedness.
39 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 6 - Mass Care, Housing and Human Services
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-6 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-6 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-6 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-6 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-6 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Implement a public education campaign regarding the importance of having a family
13
disaster plan and 72-hour preparedness kit.
14 Identify, inspect and establish locations for the use of suitable shelter facilities.
Establish pre-designated shelters that are in compliance with FEMA and ADA
15 requirements. In the absence of available ADA compliant shelters, establish procedures
to offer reasonable accommodations to vulnerable needs citizens.
Establish the criteria for how shelters will be selected and operated (kitchen, restrooms,
16
showers, size, parking, etc.).
24
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Identify how county will sustain shelter operations for less than 72 hours and greater than
72 hours.
Identify resources to be used for sanitation of shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to identify the process of handling parolees, registered sex
offenders, and other individuals with legal reporting requirements.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-6 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-6 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Establish and staff reception centers while waiting for shelters to open.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF6.
Identify and provide staff to support shelter operations. This includes activation, staffing
and management of shelter operations.
Indentify and establish protocol to provided reasonable accommodations for vulnerable
needs populations in the absence of ADA compliant shelter.
Identify procedures for handling and providing for unaccompanied minors in shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-13 to provide security at shelters.
Coordinate with ESF-15, EOC, and Incident Command to provide information regarding
the disaster to evacuees and the public.
Coordinate with ESF 14 to identify short term and long term housing resources.
Coordinate with the EOC, ESF partners, and private sector to provide meals and
necessary supplies to shelter residents and staff.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-6 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide public information regarding safe re-entry to damaged areas.
Identify long-term housing resources.
Form a long-term recovery assistance team to help identify current assistance to
individuals and families, and identify any unmet needs.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 6 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
6 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
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directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 7 - Resource Support
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Support Agencies:
Kansas Division of Emergency Management
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 7 is to acquire the necessary resources to support disaster
operations. This process includes providing fiscal and logistical managerial support
through timely and efficient acquisition and distribution of resources, purchasing,
contracting, renting and leasing of supplies and equipment. Also included are the roles
of providing coordination of the documentation of reimbursable expenditures as
determined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
B. Scope
1. ESF 7 provides the operational framework for the resource management activities within
the scope of this function, to include:
a. EOC logistics section operations;
b. Resource identification;
c. Resource procurement;
d. Resource coordination;
e. Facilities and logistics;
f.

Personnel augmentation;

g. Logistic management; and
h. Volunteer and donations management.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 7 is organized consistent with Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
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System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, coordination, and support
operations to Coffey County through the County Emergency Response Team, Area
Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to assure a timely and
appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plans (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 7 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 7 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. The focal point for all requests for resources will be the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC). Resource requests unable to be provided by applicable ESFs will be routed to
ESF7. In coordination with Logistics Section, the ESF 7 representative will determine the
sources of the needed resources. The ESF 7 representative will follow procedures as
outlined in the Logistics Standard Operating Procedures. These include:
a. Procurement Process
i.

Equipment and materials will be procured from both intra-departmental
and inter-departmental supplies. Inter-departmental resource requests will
be submitted through ESF 7. Requests unable to be filled by County
inventories are procured by ESF7 from commercial vendors. Sources
include assets within County government and the municipalities. During
disaster situations, all resources within County government agencies are
considered available. Coordination for such resource reallocation will be
accomplished within the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC). If necessary,
reimbursement will be made in accordance with local directives.

ii.

If needed supplies and equipment are not available within County
government resources, ESF 7 will attempt to purchase or lease them from
commercial sources.

iii.

When resources cannot be acquired through local sources, commercial
sources, or mutual aid; requests for these items will be made to the State
of Kansas EOC. These requests may be filled by state resources, Intra
state mutual aid, interstate mutual aid or federal resources.

iv.

Coffey County Emergency Management maintains lists of vendors and
suppliers of equipment, materials and services needed during disaster
response and recovery operations. In addition, the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) maintains a comprehensive data base of resources
that may be needed during disasters. In some cases, contingency
contracts may be written for known critical services or items.
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v.

The Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement may be implemented as necessary
to obtain required goods and services from other jurisdictions.

vi.

Contracts for resources or services will be initiated by ESF 7. Contracts
will be managed by the agency responsible for the support provided.

vii.

ESF 7 will conduct operations in accordance with all local, state and
federal laws and regulations.

viii.

In some cases, needed resources may be available thru donations and
volunteers. Coordination will be maintained between ESF 7 and ESF 15
on a continual basis.

ix.

Information is disseminated to volunteer groups, vendors and other
governmental agencies that may supplement local resources in a variety
of ways.

b. Transportation requirements will be coordinated through ESF 1.
i.

All available transportation assets will be used to deliver resources to
affected areas.

ii.

Sources include County and municipal assets, as well as those belonging
to private nonprofit organizations.

iii.

Existing County resources will be transported to the disaster area by the
County department normally responsible for the resources.

iv.

Commercial vendors are responsible for transportation of their own
products/services.

c. Staging Areas. Coffey County has identified staging areas for resources brought
in to the County. The Staging Areas for Coffey County are provided below and
are also provided in the Base Plan.

i.

The County Staging Area (STAGENAME) is mission tasked and reports
to the Logistics Section.

ii.

The Coffey County Emergency Management or his/her designee
manages the County Staging Area.

d. Storage Facilities. A list of available storage facilities within the area should be
pre-identified in advance of an event. ESF 7 will identify these storage facility
locations and lease storage space as necessary. The replacement of any
damaged or destroyed facilities would be accomplished by relocating the affected
personnel to other County-owned buildings, or space obtained as outlined above,
temporarily until the damaged facilities can be repaired or replaced by County
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personnel or through contractual arrangements secured on an emergency basis
through ESF 7.
e. It is the responsibility of agencies receiving loaned property to maintain
appropriate accountability of items received.
i.

Agencies will monitor and track loaned items.

ii.

Documentation will be provided to lending organizations for their records.

iii.

Intra-departmental property/equipment requests are documented and
submitted to ESF 7.

iv.

The loaning department normally furnishes an operator which is
responsible for the care and location of the equipment.

v.

The borrowing department is responsible for the return of the equipment
after the disaster period.

5. Credentialing:
a. Coffey County currently uses the CRMCS (Comprehensive Resource
Management Credentialing System) to credential the Emergency Management,
Fire Departments and EMS Departments. The credentialing system credentialed
equipment as well as personnel.
b. Personnel will be allowed access to critical or limited access sites following an
incident by their identification card. If personnel does not have an identification
card, the access control person will contact the appropriate agency to determine
if access should be granted.
c. Access to restricted areas, quarantine lines, or law enforcement checkpoints, will
be granted on a case by case bases and the need for personnel in the area.
Personnel with proper credentials may even be denied access if it is determined
that those individuals do not have a need to be present. Otherwise, law
enforcement or other designated authorities will have the control to require
proper identification or to check with an individual's agency for credentialing and
a need for access.
6. Resource directories:
a. Coffey County Emergency Management coordinates critical resources during an
emergency or disaster. Each county department and agency maintains listings of
critical resources that support their own operations. Cities and towns also
maintain lists of their resources, and will submit these lists upon request to
Coffey County Emergency Management. Equipment and inventory lists are
maintained and kept by local agencies and are not uploaded into this plan.
b. Small emergencies will be managed by the local communities within the county.
The communities departments and agencies will contact resources as needed.
For larger emergencies, the communities may be limited on resources and
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require assistance and coordination at the county level. In such circumstances,
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Center will be activated by the
Emergency Manager (See ESF 5 - Emergency Management).
c. Coffey County does not have a comprehensive resource list that includes
restaurants, motels, grocery stores, hardware stores. Each agency in Coffey
County maintains a list of specific contacts for services they use on a regular
basis.
7. Resources request and management:
a. In the event of a major disaster that Coffey County will have insufficient
resources to maintain control of the situation, Coffey County will submit a
disaster declaration to the State and request assistance from governmental
agencies. (as provided under K.S.A. 48-9, K.S.A. 12-16, 117 or the Stafford Act)
must be accompanied by a properly executed emergency declaration by the chief
elected official of the local jurisdiction.
b. Requests for federal assistance may only be made by the Governor through the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Major disasters are declared by the President upon a request
by the Governor and with the recommendation of FEMA.
c. Presidential declarations trigger disaster assistance outlined in the Stafford Act.
Other federal declarations can be made by the Administrator of the Small
Business Administration (SBA) for loan programs to persons affected by
disasters and by the Secretary of Agriculture (agricultural disaster situations).
d. Before requesting an emergency or disaster declaration it is required that the
requesting jurisdiction has exhausted its available resources to manage the
incident. The distribution of goods will be determined based on the size and
location of the disaster and what facilities are available at the time. Staging areas
and distribution locations will be determined at the time of event.
e. Several potential sites have been pre-identified, but won't be determined until the
location and extent of the disaster can be assessed.
f.

Essential resources, such as, personnel, critical supplies, heavy equipment, etc.
will be allocated and staged at appropriate locations if it is determined that an
immediate or possible threat to an area. The ICS 213 form should be utilized for
all requests to keep paper records actions taken during an event. The ICS 218
will be used to track vehicle inventories.

8. Coffey County currently has no plans to relocate essential services outside of the
impacted area other than the Coffey County EOC which would be relocated to either the
Lyon County EOC or our Joint Services Building (JSB).
9. Coffey county houses a shelter trailer, a mobile radio tower and a message board that
are available to any Northeast regional homeland security council member upon request.
10. Volunteer and donations management:
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a. Monetary donations are made directly to support agencies and not to the county.
b. Unsolicited donations will be directed to the support agency of their choosing.
c. The Salvation Army has an MOU with the Adjutant Generals Department of
Emergency Management (KDEM) to manage the State's donated fundsThe
Salvation Army manages the donated goods, services, and equipment.
d. The United Way will coordinate the man power of the volunteers.
e. Coffey County EOC will maintain contact with The Salvation Army and The
United Way to help coordinate labor and supply efforts from the county level. The
EOC will help coordinate available resources with The United Way and The
Salvation Army.
f.

When there are deficiencies in supplies and manpower, a public announcement
will be disseminated by the Public Information Officer requesting such items and
personnel as well as monetary donations from the public.

g. The management of donations and volunteers involves inventory of goods,
organization, disseminating, and tracking of the followin:
i.

Volunteers- ESF 8 utilizes a database at the state and local level through
the use of the Kansas System for Early Registration of Volunteers (KSERV) system.

ii.

The United Way coordinates the unaffiliated volunteer.

iii.

The Salvation Army manages donated goods, food, clothing, and
household supplies.

iv.

The ESF 7 coordinates acquiring equipment through public and private
donations.

11. Tracking resource:
a. The EOC will track resources and institute a demobilization plan for preparing
resources for implementation to desired locations for disaster support. Each
agency that supplies equipment and vehicles will be responsible for their own
fuel and maintenance. When and if fuel becomes exhausted, then the ESF 7 in
coordination with the ESF 12 will find means available to acquire fuel to continue
with the support.
12. Emergency contracting:
a. When emergencies arise, it may be necessary to acquire goods or services. This
could involve an immediate negotiation of terms and services with a contracting
agent to meet the supply or personnel needs at that moment. Coffey County will
attempt to reduce costs by utilizing volunteer personnel when possible. Some
situations may require trained specialists or specialized equipment that may not
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be readily available and the county may be compelled to fill these voids with
emergency contracts.
b. When emergency purchases or hiring may be necessary, emergency purchases
may involve contacting contractors for transporting and distributing goods,
negotiating agreements, or arrange for contracting personnel.
c. Coffey County does not have a specific policy concerning emergency purchases
or hiring; however, the County's Incident Commander or EOC Manager is
permitted to spend $35,000 for emergency circumstances if deemed necessary
without BOCC approval. Anything greater than $35,000 will require a vote from
the commissioners prior to any purchase. The Coffey County Commission is
responsible for full payment of emergency contracts.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 7 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Emergency Management which is
appointed by the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local
planning partners. The staff serving as ESF 7 Coordinator is appointed by and located in
the Coffey County Emergency Management. When ESF 7 support is necessary, the
ESF 7 Coordinator coordinates all aspects of ESF 7.
2. ESF 7 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 7 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations.
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding resource support for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 7
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 7, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 7 will retain administrative control over its own resources and
personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 7. Delegation of mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Emergency
Management staff to provide support.
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b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section will coordinate resource support with the Logistics Section. In
addition, ESF 7 will:
i.

Operate under the direction of the Coffey County Emergency
Management Coordinator.

ii.

Operate throughout the emergency, either in the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC), or at a location designated by the Logistics Section
Chief in coordination with the Coffey County Emergency Management
coordinator.

iii.

Alert designated primary personnel of possible resource needs and to
report to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).

iv.

Maintain liaison with other ESFs and interested parties. This will be
accomplished through the coordination of the Coffey County Emergency
Management Coordinator and the Logistics Section Chief.

v.

At the tasking of the Logistics Chief, take action if another ESF requires
assistance in obtaining needed items. ESF 7 finds a source for needed
items and provides to the requesting ESF the name of the contact person,
the price and schedule for when the material can be made available at
the established location.

vi.

Unless otherwise directed, and in order to provide resource support when
needed during disaster operations, the ESF 7 function will be staffed on a
24 hour basis at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).

c. The Coffey County Emergency Management will develop and maintain ESF 7
and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines
that govern response actions related to emergencies. Primary and support
agencies should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal
use, which must be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency
Operations Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the National
Response Framework, The National Incident Management System, the Incident
Command System, and the Coffey County EOP.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
State resource services and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for
transportation service resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
7 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Logistics Section Chief, who
reports to the SEOC Manager.
c. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains the overall ESF 7 Emergency Operations Plan and
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accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However, support agencies
may develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which
must be compatible with and in support of the overall EOP. All such documents
will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, the National
Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey
County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Emergency Management and/or Coffey County Emergency
Management will notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC))
when information comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster
situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 7 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 7 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 7. If additional support is required, the ESF 7
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 7 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 7 on standby, Coffey County
Emergency Management will implement procedures to notify all ESF 7 planning team
members and, if necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources
likely to be needed, based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 7 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 7 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
Overall Actions Assigned to All Members
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Provide ESF-7 representative for update of mitigation plan.

III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
priorities.
If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
dictated by the situation.
Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
tracked.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
36 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
37 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
38 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
39
operations or storage.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
5
priorities.
6 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
7 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
8 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
9 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
10 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
11 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
12
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
13
dictated by the situation.
14 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
15 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
16
tracked.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
18 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
24 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
25 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
26
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
27 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
35
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28 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
29 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
30 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
31
resources.
32 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
33
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
34
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities.
36 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
37 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
38 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
39
operations or storage.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
7 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
8
operations or storage.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
10 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
16 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
17 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
18
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
19 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
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20 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
21 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
22 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
23
resources.
24 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
25
EOC or incident command.
26 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
27
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
28
priorities.
29 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
30 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
31 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
32 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
33 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
34
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
35 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
36
dictated by the situation.
37 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
38 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
39
tracked.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
4 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
5 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
6
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
7 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
8 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
9 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
10 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
11 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
12
an incident.
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Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
13 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
14 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
15 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
16 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
17
resources.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
19
EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
22
priorities.
23 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
24 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
25 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
26 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
27 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
28
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
29 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
30
dictated by the situation.
31 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
32 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
33
tracked.
34 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
35
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
36
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
37
activities.
38 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
39 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
40 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
41
operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
2 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
3 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
priorities.
If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
dictated by the situation.
Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
tracked.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
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38 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
39
operations or storage.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
5
priorities.
6 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
7 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
8 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
9 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
10 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
11 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
12
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
13
dictated by the situation.
14 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
15 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
16
tracked.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
18 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
24 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
25 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
26
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
27 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
28 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
29 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
30 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
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Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
32 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
33
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
34
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
35
activities.
36 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
37 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
38 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
39
operations or storage.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
7 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
8
operations or storage.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
10 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
16 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
17 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
18
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
19 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
20 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
21 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
22 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
31
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Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
24 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
25
EOC or incident command.
26 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
27
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
28
priorities.
29 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
30 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
31 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
32 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
33 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
34
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
35 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
36
dictated by the situation.
37 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
38 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
39
tracked.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
4 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
5 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
6
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
7 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
8 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
9 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
10 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
11 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
12
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
13 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
14 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
15 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
23
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16 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
17
resources.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
19
EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
22
priorities.
23 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
24 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
25 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
26 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
27 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
28
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
29 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
30
dictated by the situation.
31 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
32 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
33
tracked.
34 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
35
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
36
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
37
activities.
38 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
39 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
40 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
41
operations or storage.

Supporting: Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
3 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
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8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
9 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
10 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
11
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
12 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
13 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
14 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
15 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
16
resources.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
18
EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
21
priorities.
22 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
23 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
24 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
25 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
26 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
27
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
28 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
29
dictated by the situation.
30 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
31 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
32
tracked.
33 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
34
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
35
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
36
activities.
37 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
38 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
39 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
40
operations or storage.
41 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
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Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
5
priorities.
6 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
7 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
8 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
9 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
10 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
11 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
12
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
13
dictated by the situation.
14 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
15 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
16
tracked.
17 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
18 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
19 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
20 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
21
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
22 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
23 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
24 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
25 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
26 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
27
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
28 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
29 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
30 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
31 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
32
resources.
33 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
42
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
35
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
36
activities.
37 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
38 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
39 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
40
operations or storage.
41 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
42
management to promote community preparedness.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
7 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
8
operations or storage.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
11 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
17 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
18 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
19
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
20 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
21 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
22 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
23 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
24
resources.
34
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25 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
26
EOC or incident command.
27 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
28
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
29
priorities.
30 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
31 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
32 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
33 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
34 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
35
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
36 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
37
dictated by the situation.
38 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
39 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
40
tracked.
41 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
42
management to promote community preparedness.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
4 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
5 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
6 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
7
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
8 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
9 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
10 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
11 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
12 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
13
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
14 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
15 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
16 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
17 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
priorities.
If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
dictated by the situation.
Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
tracked.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
3
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
4 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
5 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
6 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
7 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
8 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
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Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
10 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
11 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
12 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
13 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
14
resources.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
16
EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
19
priorities.
20 If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
21 Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
22 Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
23 Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
24 Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
25
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
26 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
27
dictated by the situation.
28 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
29 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
30
tracked.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
37 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
38
operations or storage.
39 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
40
management to promote community preparedness.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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34

Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
priorities.
If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
dictated by the situation.
Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
tracked.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
resources.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
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35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
37 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
38
operations or storage.
39 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
40
management to promote community preparedness.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
7 Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
8
operations or storage.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
15 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
16 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
17
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
18 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
19 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
20 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
21 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
22
resources.
23 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
24
EOC or incident command.
25 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
26
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
27
priorities.
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28
29
30
31
32

If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
33
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
34 Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
35
dictated by the situation.
36 Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
37 Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
38
tracked.
39 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
40
management to promote community preparedness.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Participate in the hazard identification process identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-7 tasks.
4 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-7 personnel.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-7 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
9 Establish contact with private resources that could provide support during an emergency.
10 Identify and establish a credentialing system to be used in a disaster.
Identify how access will be granted and tracked to critical or limited access sites following
11
an incident.
Cooperate with ESF 1 to develop strategies for transporting materials through restricted
12 areas, quarantine lines, law enforcement checkpoints, and other transportation
restrictions.
13 Identify how resources are inventoried and tracked.
14 Identify and establish SOPs for points of distributions and staging areas.
15 Establish emergency contracting procedures.
Identify information technology disaster plan to assist in restoration of computer
16
resources.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-7 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 7 and
18
EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF7.
Work with the EOC staff to establish priorities and grant resource requests according to
21
priorities.
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If necessary, establish staging areas, distribution sites and mobilization centers.
Activate mutual aid agreements as required.
Maintain an inventory system to track supplies used in the disaster.
Maintain accurate records of resources utilized and submit reports.
Preposition resources when incident is likely or imminent.
Cooperate with EOC, incident command, adjacent counties, and/or region to provide
logistics support for larger regional incidents.
Relocate essential resources outside of threatened area when required.
Identify, deploy, demobilize, or direct affiliated or spontaneous unaffiliated volunteers as
dictated by the situation.
Manage the collection, distribution, or rejection of unsolicited donations.
Coordinate with ESF 12 to support missions with limited fuel availability.
Track resources during incident and ensure equipment maintenance is conducted and
tracked.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-7 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Stand down any facilities no longer in use.
Dispose of excess supplies.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.

Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 7 - Resource Support
1 Identify liaison rolls with the state and adjacent county resource support officials.
2 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-7 activities.

IV. Financial Management
A. Once the Emergency Declaration is in effect ESF 7, in conjunction with the support
agencies, assumes the full responsibility for resource support for all departments within
the guidelines of the Emergency Declaration.
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B. All inter-departmental and a portion of intra-departmental procurement from existing
inventories is handled on the departmental level with no assistance from ESF 7. If this
course is pursued, departments are instructed to document all transactions pursuant to
FEMA audit requirements.
C. Resources obtained from outside sources (other governmental entities or commercial
suppliers) are routed through ESF 7 as necessary.
D. Procurement procedures should be outlined in an "Emergency Purchasing Procedures
Manual." This manual should be complete with a copy of telephone and fax numbers for
"emergency vendors" sorted by product or service. These "emergency vendors" should
have agreed in advance to provide necessary supplies to authorized Coffey County
officials and employees at little or no notice at the normal government discount rate.
E. Expenditures for cost recovery are documented during the incident and after the
incident period. All response agencies work with ESF 7 personnel in notifying the Coffey
County Emergency Management of expenditures based on standard accounting
procedures.
F. Each agency is responsible for tracking its own costs associated with ESF 7 operations
using the standard procedures established by the support agency’s standard accounting
and tracking procedures.
G. Each agency is responsible for monitoring staff hours using its own tracking system,
and requesting financial reimbursement (as applicable) for staff hours incurred in
association with ESF 7 operations.
H. The State of Kansas EOC through the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will provide
appropriate forms, and provide guidance to complete forms for efficient tracking and
reimbursement.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Health Department
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey County Hospital
Support Agencies:
American Red Cross
Animal Control City of Burlington
Burlington Electric Department
Burlington Police Department
Coffey County Appraiser
Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
Coffey County Clerk's Office
Coffey County Coroner
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Extension
Coffey County Fire District #1
Coffey County Public Information Officer
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Coffey County Sheriff
Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Coffey County Treasurer
Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Division of Environment
Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Kansas Funeral Directors Association
Kansas Highway Patrol
Kansas Medical Society
Kansas Water Office
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas
State Animal Response Team (SART)
The Salvation Army
USD 243 Lebo / Waverly, USD 244 Burlington, USD 245 Gridley / Leroy
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of Emergency Support Function (ESF) 8 is to provide health and medical
coordination in support of emergency events in Coffey County. ESF 8 can provide the
mechanism for personnel and resources to support prevention, preparedness,
protection, response, recovery and mitigation in support of the primary emergency
management objectives.
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B. Scope
1. ESF 8 is a functional annex to the Coffey County EOP and this Annex describes the
actions required to coordinate public health and medical services during a disaster. It
addresses:
a. Local Health Department notification, coordination and response
b. Emergency Medical Services (EMS) activities
c. Coordination among community hospital partners
d. Mass fatality partnerships in planning
e. Community planning with other health care providers
f.

Behavioral health (mental health) activities

2. Most of the agencies involved in public health and medical services activities have
existing emergency plans and procedures. The ESF 8 Annex is not designed to take the
place of these plans rather it is designed to complement, support, and reference existing
plans and procedures.
3. The ESF 8 Annex supports health and medical response during a biological incident
within the community and complements the Biological Incident Annex (BIA) to the Coffey
County EOP.
4. For this document, public health and medical services include: medical needs
associated with behavioral health needs of victims and responders, medical needs of "at
risk" populations, and environmental health concerns associated with activities outlined
in other portions of the Coffey County EOP.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. Operational Overview
a. ESF 8 is organized to be consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
the requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, and the Incident Command System (ICS). This structure
and system supports incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment,
and coordination and support operations to Coffey County through the Coffey
County Emergency Response Team, Area Operations and Regional Incident
Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely and appropriate response to an
emergency or situation.
b. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to
govern staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field.
These are in the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and
corresponding appendices, annexes, and standard operating guidelines, which
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describe ESF 8 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
c. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 8 will work
with its support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and
direct the use of required assets.
d. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode (i.e.,
hospital evacuation, biological threat, hazardous materials release, pandemic
disease or radiological event) technical and subject matter expertise may be
provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting agency with skills
pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations within the
context of the ICS structure.
e. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 8 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding medical, health, and public health assistance requests for
response, develop and update assessments of medical and public health status
in the impact area and do contingency planning to meet anticipated demands.
f.

If additional support is necessary, ESF 8 will contact the supporting agencies and
other ESFs to request applicable support activities.

2. Continuity of Operations
a. Continuity of operations establishes policies and guidance to ensure the
essential business functions of the healthcare system in the community are
continued in the event that a manmade, natural or technological emergency
disrupts or threatens to disrupt normal business operations. The community
hospital and county health department have established a Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP). The county health department COOP is managed
through an electronic application to ensure access to plan during an emergency.
b. Reconstitution is the process by which surviving and/or replacement health and
medical personnel resume normal operations at the original or replacement
facility. There are three tasks associated with reconstitution: transitioning,
coordinating and planning, and outlining the procedures. The decision to
reconstitute will be made by the Incident Commander and as outlined in internal
plans. Operations may be resumed in phases with the essential functions being
first priority followed by other functions as resources and personnel allow.
3. Medical Surge
a. In the event of a disaster, it is necessary to use surge capacity to provide
emergency care and appropriate definitive management of patients. Bed counts
alone do not determine surge capacity or the ability to care for patients. The
hospital has internal policies, plans, and procedures for patient surge within their
facilities, including requesting medical material and pharmaceuticals and
coordinating mass fatality.
b. ESF 8 will monitor the EMSystem application in the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) to maintain awareness of the availability of beds at hospitals within their
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jurisdiction and surrounding counties. Hospitals in Coffey County will be
requested to update their bed availability at the time of a disaster or large-scale
emergency through a HAvBED alert initiated at the regional or state level. The
hospital will update the HAvBED alert as requested to assist with planning of
patient transfers.
c. The health and medical community has a decontamination plan and access to
necessary equipment. The health and medical community also have trained
individuals who can assist and perform decontamination activities for patients
arriving from the scene of emergencies and disasters.
d. Health and medical entities have processes and policies for medical surge
capabilities, these internal plans provide details with internal patient tracking
procedures. Patients seen as a result of an emergency will be tracked utilizing
these procedures. The numbers of patients seen, disposition, and status of these
patients will be coordinate throughout the day by ESF 8. Hospitals will follow
CMS and HIPAA regulations when reporting patient information. All participating
health and medical organizations will assist in determining the health and
medical impact of the emergency on the community.
e. Health and medical entities protect the privacy of individually identifiable health
information. ESF 8 follows standards to protect information and will utilize internal
policies for reunification of patients with family. ESF 8 will coordinate efforts,
when possible, to gather missing persons information from participating health
and medical partners and response organizations to cross reference with data
received from ESF 6 – Mass Care, Housing, and Human Services. If ESF 8
recognizes a patient identified as missing on the American Red Cross’s Safe and
Well or another missing person data system provided by another mass care,
housing, and human service agency, ESF 8 will verify to the extent possible the
validity of their reunification need and, if acceptable, provide the current location
of the patient to the requesting family member.
f.

In the event individuals are in need of additional transportation to health and
medical facilities, ESF 8 will coordinate with ESF 1 - Transportation.

g. During a large scale emergency, emergency room departments, treatment
centers, and other medical clinics across the community may see an influx in
patients. An Alternate Care Site (ACS) is a community-based location that may
provide additional treatment area(s) with a minimum specific level of care for
patients. An ACS may be established at sites where no medical care is usually
provided or at medical facilities where the usual scope of medical services does
not normally include large-scale urgent care or traditional inpatient services. If an
ACS is needed to respond for managing a disaster that creates a surge of
patients beyond community capabilities, the health and medical entities within
Coffey County will consider options for ACS sites to care for ill patients who
would otherwise seek care at hospitals and community health centers.
h. Through preparedness planning the community has developed regional
relationships within the health and medical sector. This provides additional
access to medical surge supply trailers, field hospital trailers, health and medical
supplies, and specialized equipment which may be necessary for response. The
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ESF 8 coordinator will follow standard procedures for requests in the event these
assets are needed to support operations and improve the health delivery during
an emergency.
4. Epidemiology and Surveillance
a. Coffey County's Health Department is responsible for conducting disease
surveillance and investigation within Coffey County and maintains access to an
electronic disease tracking and surveillance system.
b. The health department conducts disease surveillance and investigation activities
in partnership with local hospitals, physician’s offices, clinics, schools and
pharmacies to maintain an overall assessment of disease outbreaks or clusters
within the county. These activities also provide a reporting avenue from these
organizations to the Coffey County Health Department to identify and contain
disease outbreaks. The Coffey County Health Department also utilizes
neighboring counties and state assistance in disease surveillance and
investigation as part of a coordinated statewide public health system.
c. Coffey County Emergency Management has identified vulnerabilities within the
community. In the event of a radiological emergency, Community Reception
Center (CRC) guidance is available to assist Coffey County with this process and
would be used as guidance for population monitoring of county residents should
a radiological emergency be declared. At the CRC, citizens will be asked to
provide information regarding their location and possible exposure to the
radiological emergency. This will assist the Coffey County Health Department,
Kansas Department of Health and Environment and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in providing appropriate surveillance and follow up after
this type of emergency.
5. Fatalities Management
a. Coffey County recognizes the need to organize local agencies and resources to
plan for and respond to an incident resulting in catastrophic loss of life. Natural
disasters frequently overwhelm local systems that care for the deceased.
Consequently, the responsibility for the immediate response falls on local
organizations and communities. Management of the dead requires coordination
of body recovery, short and long-term storage, identification, burial
arrangements, and support of victims and relatives.
b. Coffey County Emergency Management and ESF 8 will coordinate with county
coroner, funeral directors, mortuary services, and coordinating group(s)/team(s)
early during an emergency to ensure required resources, assessment activities,
and the responsible agencies implement appropriate plans.
c. Following an emergency, ESF 8, when requested an in coordination with its
partner organizations, will assist or help identify resources to support the local
district coroner, medical professionals, and law enforcement agencies in:
i.

Tracking and documenting of human remains and associated personal
effects;
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ii.

Reducing the hazard presented by chemically, biologically, or
radiologically contaminated human remains (when indicated and
possible);

iii.

Establishing temporary morgue facilities;

iv.

Determining the cause and manner of death. When the determination of
the cause of a death is held to be in the public interest or a child under
the age of 18 dies, the coroner or deputy coroner shall be notified. The
coroner shall decide if an investigation shall take place;

v.

Collecting ante mortem data in a compassionate and culturally competent
fashion from authorized individuals;

vi.

Performing postmortem data collection and documentation;

vii.

Identifying human remains using scientific means (e.g., dental, pathology,
anthropology, fingerprints, and, as indicated, DNA samples);

viii.

Preparing, processing and returning human remains and personal effects
to the authorized person(s) when possible;

ix.

Providing technical assistance and consultation on fatality management
and mortuary affairs; and

x.

Coordinating with behavioral health, social workers, counselors, and
community mental health centers in support of victims and relatives.

d. During an event, first responders will follow appropriate policies, procedures, and
guideline to ensure safety precautions are appropriate and implemented.
6. Pre-Hospital Care
a. Coffey County promotes local and regional coordination and cooperation in
emergency pre-hospital care for mass casualty events, including those that
involve children. During an emergency, pre-hospital care may involve more than
one jurisdiction, therefore ICS will be used to help standardize organizational
structure and common terminology and to ensure a useful and flexible
management system is practical for incidents involving multi-jurisdictional and
multi-agency response, especially those in the field.
b. Pre-arrival assessments will be conducted by Emergency Medical Services and
notification procedures to dispatch, hospitals, and other mutual aid partners will
be activated.
c. Triage procedures, ambulance diversion guidelines, EMSystem protocol and
policies, pediatric guidelines, and other community and internal agency plans
have been developed and may be implemented in response this type of
emergency.
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d. Medical mutual aid may be necessary and implemented during a mass casualty
or large-scale emergency.
7. Medical Countermeasure Dispensing
a. The primary goal of the county’s mass dispensing program is to provide life
saving medical countermeasures to citizens and visitors of Coffey County in a
timely manner in response to a health and medical emergency. This program is
led by the Coffey County Health Department and includes many of the county’s
other departments, health and medical partner organizations and private
companies. The Coffey County Health Department has developed a Mass
Dispensing Standard Operating Guide (SOG) which will be used during an
emergency as a guide for providing vaccines and pharmaceuticals at Point of
Dispensing (POD) sites for the public
8. Medical Material Distribution
a. uring a time of disaster state and federal medical material and pharmaceuticals
may be available to Coffey County. To access these assets, a coordinated
resource management and requesting process must be in place for participating
agencies. This process promotes the full utilization of local medical equipment
and supplies and exhaustion of services available locally. With the exhaustion or
immediate exhaustion of these local supplies and services, Coffey County can
make a request through Coffey County Emergency Management to the State of
Kansas EOC for fulfillment. Procedures for requesting medical materials can be
found in the Coffey County Mass Dispensing SOG and Hospital EOP.
b. Health and medical entities have processes in place for requesting medical
countermeasures, including but not limited to the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS), CHEMPACK (nerve agent and organophosphate antidotes), and
Chemical Event Shipping Supply Location (CESSL) program.
9. Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions
a. The Kansas Isolation and Quarantine statute K.S.A. 65-129 provides the
template for control efforts in the case of large-scale outbreaks of naturally
occurring diseases, like pandemic influenza, SARS or artificially introduced
biological agents in connection with bioterrorism. The Coffey County Board of
Health may also issue advisories or recommendations for the closure of public
buildings, events and activities. In partnership with local school districts, schools
may also be dismissed to aid in disease containment measures.
b. When necessary, ESF 8 will coordinate with ESF 13 – Public Safety to ensure
the safety of public and community members related to isolation and quarantine.
c. The hospital maintains an appropriate HVAC system which is an essential tool
for the control of infection. The hospital has a negative pressure room and
procedures to keep contaminants and pathogens from reaching surrounding
areas within the hospital. These procedures are outlined in internal hospital
policies and will be actives as outlined in these policies to prevent crosscontaminations from room to room.
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10. Responder Health and Safety
a. Health and medical officials may be requested to provide information related to
agents or diseases and appropriate measures to take to protect the health,
medical, and emergency services sector responders. Officials may be asked to
serve as subject matter experts and information resources to make health and
safety recommendations to incident management staff and safety officers.
b. A community hazardous vulnerability assessment (HVA) has been made
available to identify any anticipated hazards, including infectious disease,
hazardous materials, and environmental factors.
c. ESF 8 has or has access to personal protective equipment (PPE) to ensure the
safety and health of first responders.
d. There are counseling services available throughout the community for those
victims and responders with behavioral health needs. This is outlined under the
Behavioral Health section of this Annex.
11. Volunteer Management
a. ESF 8 has access to the Kansas System for the Early Registration of Volunteers
(K-SERV) system, which can be utilized as a volunteer database at the local and
state levels. In addition, various health and medical entities have an internal
volunteer database. Each facility should utilize internal policies and procedures
for verifying and credentialing. In the event that volunteers are needed to provide
assistance during an incident response, K-SERV offers an opportunity for
volunteer request and receipt through a standard operating procedure.
b. Additional volunteer resources may be available through Kansas Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC) units, Community Emergency Response Teams (CERT),
American Red Cross (ARC) and other community organizations active in
disasters.
12. Environmental Health
a. The Coffey County Health Department Environmental Specialist will support the
Kansas Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department of Health and
Environment, and other support agencies to coordinate response efforts to
disease carrying vectors and animal control issues within the county.
b. The Coffey County Health Department Environmental Specialist will conduct
building and property assessments to determine if those structures are
uninhabitable, structurally sound, or pose a health and safety hazard.
c. The Coffey County Health Department Environmental Specialist will work with
KDHE and supporting public and private suppliers of permitted drinking water
supplies to the county to assist with providing suitable water to the public.
13. Behavioral Health
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a. ESF 8 will coordinate with behavioral health professionals and organizations
within the county and with the State ESF 8 Coordinator to promote behavioral
health response and recovery needs. The ESF 8 Coordinator will work with
behavioral health, social workers, counselors, substance abuse professionals
and community mental health centers.
14. Demobilization and Recovery
a. When the Incident Commander has ordered demobilization, the ESF 8
Coordinator will notify health and medical response entities. Each agency should
consider their property and business impact for returning to normal facility
operations.
i.

As needs for personnel decrease, personnel should report to debriefing
area or standard area of operations as directed by supervisor. Positions
will deactivate in a phased manner as outlined by internal plans and
policies.

ii.

All equipment and supplies shall be returned or disposed of in compliance
with recommendations from internal and/or external authorities and
coordinated by supply unit leader and finance/administration section.
Health and medical supplies and equipment should be repaired,
repacked, and replaced as needed.

iii.

Any plans to salvage, restore, and recover the impacted facility will initiate
upon approval from applicable local, State, and Federal law enforcement
and emergency service authorities.

B. Direction and Control
1. During a state of emergency, Coffey County health and medical response activities will
be coordinated through the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); which will serve as the
source of all direction and control.
2. The Coffey County Emergency Manager or designee provides direction and control for
ESF 8 to include mission assignments, mutual aid, contracts for goods and services, and
recovery and mitigation activities.
3. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding Coffey County or
regional response are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 8
Coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Section Coordinators and staff at the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) assist the commander in carrying out the overall mission.
Resources for response are modular and scalable, depending on the type, size, scope
and complexity of the emergency or disaster event.
4. A staffing directory and the ESF 8 Emergency Operations Plan, its accompanying
appendices, annexes and standard operating guidelines are maintained by the Coffey
County Health Department . Coffey County Health Department is responsible for
ensuring contact information is accurate and ready for response.
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5. Agencies of ESF 8 may serve in Field Operations (i.e., Disaster Recovery Center
operations, intrastate and/or interstate mutual aid assistance, etc.).
6. When a request for assistance is received by ESF 8 it is assigned to the agency or
agencies that have the most appropriate resources and expertise to accomplish the task.
7. Coffey County Emergency Management will assist in the coordination of state response
efforts under the provisions of a Governor’s Disaster Declaration.
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an actual or potential emergency or disaster, the primary agency
of Coffey County Health Department will assign a liaison to Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) to fill the role of ESF 8 Coordinator. During an activation of
the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support agency staff will work with the
coordinating agency to provide support that will allow for an appropriate,
coordinated and timely response. If additional support is required, the Coffey
County Health Department and primary agencies may co-manage ESF 8
activities.
b. ESF 8 Coordinator will report to the Coffey County Emergency Manager or
designee. During the response phase, the ESF 8 Coordinator will evaluate and
analyze information regarding medical and public health assistance requests.
c. ESF 8 Coordinator will develop and update assessments of medical and public
health status in the impact area and do contingency planning to meet anticipated
demands.
d. ESF 8 Coordinator will partner with the ESF 6 –Mass Care, Housing, and Human
Services to support all individuals and organizations regarding mass care
services, including sheltering that may be required to support disaster response
and recovery operations in Coffey County.
2. State of Kansas
a. The Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) is the lead ESF 8
Coordinating agency for the State of Kansas. The State ESF 8 provides
supplemental assistance to local governments in identifying and meeting the
public health and medical needs of victims of disasters and emergencies. The
State ESF 8 concept of operations is outlined in the Kansas Response Plan
(KRP).
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Emergency Management will notify the Coffey County Health
Department when an area of Coffey County is threatened or has been impacted by an
emergency or disaster event.
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2. The primary agency notified will report to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), if so
advised or requested by Coffey County Emergency Management.
3. The ESF 8 Coordinator and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will provide
notification to support agencies as outlined in internal call down procedures. The ESF 8
Coordinator will continue to update those agencies as the situation progresses and upon
demobilization and recovery.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 8 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 8 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each of the Primary and
Support Agencies for ESF 8. The Primary Agency and its responsibilities are listed first.
The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify organizations or facilities responsible for providing initial notification for ESF 8
Identify liaison to communicate between health department and ESF for emergency
2
related information
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
3
an emergency
Identify health services needed to support identified disaster risks and provision of those
4
services
5 Identify county’s behavioral health response capabilities
6 Identify county’s fatality management capabilities
7 Maintain MOUs or MOAs in place to share medical resources
Coordinate local efforts related to K-SERV and medical professional volunteer
8
registration
9 Identify currently available health and medical sector related volunteer organizations
10 Develop procedures to appropriately vet and release casualty and fatality information
11 Coordinate activities related to health department SOG development
12 Participate in the CDC Public Health Preparedness Program
13 Coordinate health department’s exercise program
14 Participate in county medical countermeasure planning
Coordinate credentialing/privileging procedures to utilize volunteer behavioral health
15
professional and other staff
16 Coordinate behavioral health capabilities of the organization
Coordinate community medication dispensing activities including vaccines and
17
pharmaceuticals
18 Coordinate activities in preparing at-risk populations for disasters
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
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1
2

Communicate ESF 8 information to and between support agencies
Coordinate and maintain ESF 8 situational awareness
Coordinate medical operations activities and resource needs for the following: Health
3 department, Hospital(s) , EMS, Environmental health, Pharmacy(ies), Behavioral health
center(s)/team(s), Clinic(s), Funeral director(s)/coroner
4 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
5 Coordinate with ESF 7 for requesting resources
Coordinate and activate mutual aid, K-SERV and other methods for requesting additional
6
medical providers and support personnel
Communicate incident related health and medical information to citizens including at-risk
7
populations
Coordinate surveillance and epidemiological activities of the local health department
8 including activities with community partners: schools, EMS, hospitals, private medical
providers, and others
9 Recommend or determine health-related protective actions
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
10
agents
Activate and conduct activities that may be involved in community disease containment
11
measures including isolation, quarantine, and gathering cancelation
12 Activate and conduct county’s mass dispensing campaign priorities and general activities
13 Activate continuity of operations plan
14 Activate and conduct county’s disease surveillance system
15 Recommend or determine health department’s protective action
Provide liaison to communicate between health department and ESF 8 for emergency
16
related information
Provide liaison for communication between hospitals and ESF 8 related to patient
17
numbers and information
18 Coordinate vector surveillance activities
19 Perform vector surveillance activities
20 Provide briefs or updates related to vector surveillance activities to ESF 8
21 Coordinate and activate behavioral health care activities
22 Dispose of medical supplies
23 Coordinate community outreach to at-risk populations
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Activate family reunification policies or procedures to be used by ESF 8
Coordinate with health and medical sector agencies submitting response and recovery
2
information to emergency management
3 Conduct and monitor health effects post-disaster
4 Provide public health input into community recovery affairs
5 Provide incident reports for elected officials
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify the public health impact of identified risks
Provide vaccinations against preventable diseases including tetanus, influenza,
2
pertussis, etc
3 Provide hand washing and other disease prevention campaign activities

Primary: Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
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1

Identify organizations or facilities responsible for providing initial notification for ESF 8
Identify liaison to communicate between health department and ESF for emergency
2
related information
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
3
an emergency
4 Identify hospital’s ability to perform decontamination of patients, service animals and pets
5 Monitor available medical beds and reports to ESF 8
6 Identify county’s behavioral health response capabilities
7 Identify county’s fatality management capabilities
8 Maintain MOUs or MOAs in place to share medical resources
Coordinate local efforts related to K-SERV and medical professional volunteer
9
registration
10 Identify currently available health and medical sector related volunteer organizations
11 Identify alternate care site planning activities
12 Participate in the Hospital Preparedness Program
13 Participate in county medical countermeasure planning
14 Coordinate activities in preparing at-risk populations for disasters
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Communicate ESF 8 information to and between support agencies
2 Coordinate and maintain ESF 8 situational awareness
Coordinate medical operations activities and resource needs for the following: Health
3 department, Hospital(s) , EMS, Environmental health, Pharmacy(ies), Behavioral health
center(s)/team(s), Clinic(s), Funeral director(s)/coroner
4 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
5 Coordinate with ESF 7 for requesting resources
6 Recommend or determine health-related protective actions
7 Activate community alternate care site
8 Operate community alternate care site
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
9
agents
10 Track the injured (Registration to discharge process)
11 Activate and conduct county’s mass dispensing campaign priorities and general activities
12 Activate continuity of operations plan
13 Report incident related injuries to EOC
14 Report incident related fatality to EOC
15 Activate and conduct medical care activities during a disaster
16 Activate and perform decontamination of patients, service animals and pets
Conduct decontamination activities, in coordination with ESF 10, from chemical,
17
radiological or biological agents
18 Provide communication of at-risk populations’ needs to the ESF 8 Coordinator
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Provide vaccinations against preventable diseases including tetanus, influenza,
1
pertussis, etc

Primary: Coffey County Hospital
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify organizations or facilities responsible for providing initial notification for ESF 8
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Identify liaison to communicate between health department and ESF for emergency
related information
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
3
an emergency
4 Identify hospital’s ability to perform decontamination of patients, service animals and pets
Identify health services needed to support identified disaster risks and provision of those
5
services
6 Monitor available medical beds and reports to ESF 8
7 Identify county’s behavioral health response capabilities
8 Identify county’s fatality management capabilities
9 Maintain MOUs or MOAs in place to share medical resources
Coordinate local efforts related to K-SERV and medical professional volunteer
10
registration
11 Identify currently available health and medical sector related volunteer organizations
12 Identify alternate care site planning activities
13 Develop procedures to appropriately vet and release casualty and fatality information
14 Credential medical staff
15 Participate in the Hospital Preparedness Program
16 Participate in county medical countermeasure planning
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Communicate ESF 8 information to and between support agencies
Coordinate medical operations activities and resource needs for the following: Health
2 department, Hospital(s) , EMS, Environmental health, Pharmacy(ies), Behavioral health
center(s)/team(s), Clinic(s), Funeral director(s)/coroner
3 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
4 Coordinate with ESF 7 for requesting resources
Coordinate and activate mutual aid, K-SERV and other methods for requesting additional
5
medical providers and support personnel
Communicate incident related health and medical information to citizens including at-risk
6
populations
7 Recommend or determine health-related protective actions
8 Activate community alternate care site
9 Operate community alternate care site
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
10
agents
11 Track the injured (Registration to discharge process)
12 Activate and conduct county’s mass dispensing campaign priorities and general activities
13 Activate continuity of operations plan
Provide liaison for communication between hospitals and ESF 8 related to patient
14
numbers and information
15 Activate and conduct medical care activities during a disaster
Activate and conduct medical surge activities: cancellation of elective surgeries, transfer
16
of patients, etc.
Provide numbers of available beds, resources, medical capabilities and medical
17
specialties to the ESF 8 Coordinator
18 Dispose of medical supplies
19 Coordinate community outreach to at-risk populations
20 Provide communication of at-risk populations’ needs to the ESF 8 Coordinator
2
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Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Conduct and monitor health effects post-disaster
2 Provide public health input into community recovery affairs
3 Provide incident reports for elected officials
4 Report damages of hospitals to ESF 8
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify the public health impact of identified risks
Provide vaccinations against preventable diseases including tetanus, influenza,
2
pertussis, etc

Supporting: American Red Cross
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate and maintain family reunification policies or procedures to be used by ESF 8
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate support activities to ESF 6 for Vulnerable Needs at shelters
2 Coordinate community outreach to at-risk populations
3 Provide communication of at-risk populations’ needs to the ESF 8 Coordinator
4 Coordinate with at-risk populations at a community shelter
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Assist at-risk populations in recovering from disasters including programs provided

Supporting: Animal Control City of Burlington
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1
Perform vector surveillance activities

Supporting: Burlington Police Department
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Activate and conduct activities that may be involved in community disease containment
1
measures including isolation, quarantine, and gathering cancelation
2 Perform vector surveillance activities

Supporting: Coffey County Appraiser
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1
Record damage assessment information

Supporting: Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Activate and conduct activities that may be involved in community disease containment
1
measures including isolation, quarantine, and gathering cancelation

Supporting: Coffey County Clerk's Office
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Capture incident related expenses to be used in emergency response

Supporting: Coffey County Coroner
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
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1 Identify county’s fatality management capabilities
2 Develop procedures to appropriately vet and release casualty and fatality information
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinate medical operations activities and resource needs for the following: Health
1 department, Hospital(s) , EMS, Environmental health, Pharmacy(ies), Behavioral health
center(s)/team(s), Clinic(s), Funeral director(s)/coroner
2 Coordinate fatality management process and requests additional support
Activate the Kansas Funeral Directors Association Disaster Team to support fatality
3
management according to the Kansas Mass Fatality Plan
4 Report incident related fatality to EOC
5 Coordinate and activate mortuary services during an emergency
Coordinate and activate the Kansas Funeral Directors Association to support fatality
6
management according to the Kansas Mass Fatality Plan

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
1
an emergency
2 Identify county’s fatality management capabilities
3 Identify currently available health and medical sector related volunteer organizations
4 Identify alternate care site planning activities
5 Credential and badge department employees prior to an incident
6 Coordinate health department’s exercise program
7 Credential medical staff
Coordinate credentialing/privileging procedures to utilize volunteer behavioral health
8
professional and other staff
9 Coordinate activities in preparing at-risk populations for disasters
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate and maintain ESF 8 situational awareness
Coordinate medical operations activities and resource needs for the following: Health
2 department, Hospital(s) , EMS, Environmental health, Pharmacy(ies), Behavioral health
center(s)/team(s), Clinic(s), Funeral director(s)/coroner
3 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
4 Coordinate with ESF 7 for requesting resources
Coordinate and activate mutual aid, K-SERV and other methods for requesting additional
5
medical providers and support personnel
6 Activate community alternate care site
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
7
agents
8 Document and track resources that are committed to specific missions and costs
9 Activate continuity of operations plan
Provide liaison to communicate between health department and ESF 8 for emergency
10
related information
11 Activate and perform decontamination of patients, service animals and pets
12 Conduct mortuary services during an emergency
13 Coordinate and activate patient decontamination activities with EMS agencies
14 Coordinate emergency organization credentialing/privileging procedures
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Conduct decontamination activities, in coordination with ESF 10, from chemical,
radiological or biological agents
16 Coordinate community outreach to at-risk populations
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinate with health and medical sector agencies submitting response and recovery
1
information to emergency management
2 Provide incident reports for elected officials
15

Supporting: Coffey County Fire District #1
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
2
agents
3 Report incident related injuries to EOC
4 Activate and conduct medical care activities during a disaster
5 Activate and perform decontamination of patients, service animals and pets
6 Conduct mortuary services during an emergency
7 Coordinate and activate patient decontamination activities with EMS agencies
Conduct decontamination activities, in coordination with ESF 10, from chemical,
8
radiological or biological agents

Supporting: Coffey County Public Information Officer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Develop procedures to appropriately vet and release casualty and fatality information
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Communicate incident related health and medical information to citizens including at-risk
1
populations

Supporting: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Develop procedures to appropriately vet and release casualty and fatality information
2 Coordinate and maintain family reunification policies or procedures to be used by ESF 8
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate and maintain ESF 8 situational awareness
2 Identify specific health and safety risks for disasters
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
3
agents
Activate and conduct activities that may be involved in community disease containment
4
measures including isolation, quarantine, and gathering cancelation
5 Report incident related injuries to EOC
6 Report incident related fatality to EOC
7 Perform vector surveillance activities

Supporting: Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify organizations or facilities responsible for providing initial notification for ESF 8
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Supporting: Coffey County Treasurer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Capture incident related expenses to be used in emergency response

Supporting: Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
1
agents
Activate and conduct activities that may be involved in community disease containment
2
measures including isolation, quarantine, and gathering cancelation
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Conduct and monitor health effects post-disaster
2 Restore public water and public wastewater capabilities in coordination with ESF 3
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Provide vaccinations against preventable diseases including tetanus, influenza, pertussis,
1
etc
2 Provide hand washing and other disease prevention campaign activities

Supporting: Kansas Funeral Directors Association
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Activate the Kansas Funeral Directors Association Disaster Team to support fatality
1
management according to the Kansas Mass Fatality Plan

Supporting: Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
1
an emergency
2 Identify county’s behavioral health response capabilities
Coordinate credentialing/privileging procedures to utilize volunteer behavioral health
3
professional and other staff
4 Coordinate behavioral health capabilities of the organization
5 Coordinate organization’s behavioral health disaster team
6 Coordinate and maintain family reunification policies or procedures to be used by ESF 8
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Conduct behavioral health care activities
2 Provide communication of at-risk populations’ needs to the ESF 8 Coordinator
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Provide public health input into community recovery affairs
2 Assist at-risk populations in recovering from disasters including programs provided
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Identify the public health impact of identified risks

Supporting: The Salvation Army
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate support activities to ESF 6 for Vulnerable Needs at shelters
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Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Document and track resources that are committed to specific missions and costs

Department of Homeland Security
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
1
agents

Kansas Bureau of Investigation
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
1
agents

Kansas Department of Agriculture
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Inspect food service establishments prior to resuming business
Mitigation Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Provide hand washing and other disease prevention campaign activities

Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Coordinate with ESF 6, to identify at-risk individuals in advance of, during, and following
1
an emergency
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Coordinate support activities to ESF 6 for Vulnerable Needs at shelters
2 Conduct behavioral health care activities
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
1 Assist at-risk populations in recovering from disasters including programs provided

Kansas State Fire Marshal's Office
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 8 - Public Health and Medical Services
Determine the extent or threat of contamination from chemical, radiological or infectious
1
agents

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 8 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
8 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
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C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Section Chief as soon
as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Fire District #1
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Fire District #1
Support Agencies:
Adjutant General's Office, Office of Public Affairs
American Red Cross
Coffey County Coroner
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Rural Fire Departments
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 9 is to provide search and rescue services in support of emergency
operations in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. ESF 9 coordinates actions to provide search and rescue to support incident
management and facilitate the response process. Specifically, ESF 9 supports local
governments by supporting:
a. Searches and rescues rural areas for lost, missing, or endangered persons;
b. Waterborne searches and rescues in lakes, ponds, or rivers;
c. Searching for downed or missing aircraft; and
d. Searches as a result of a structural collapse.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 9 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
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2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 9 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted to
enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 9 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode, technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
5. Recovering Victims:
a. When a situation goes beyond the capabilities of the State of Kansas Urban
Search and Rescue (USAR) team, The Urban Search and Rescue teams that
are managed by the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) that have more capabilities and more training, will
be contacted for assistance to help with the community needs. Coordination for
response outside of the State of Kansas can be made through the SUSAR
system which could activate units in Oklahoma, Missouri, or Nebraska. Search
and Rescue events will be coordinated with ESF 9 Coordinator.
b. Victims without injuries will be processed by the SAR Team and then released at
the scene. Injured victims will be transported by EMS to a medical facility
designated by the EMS or the on-scene coordinator and processed, treated and
released if appropriate.
c. The emergency medical service responders will be responsible for the on-scene
triage.
d. Fatality victims will be processed and the county coroner will make the decision
to release the victim's body to mortuary service or retain for an autopsy. The
State of Kansas has a mass fatality incident plan that communities may request
assistance from the forensic libratory in the event that there are only partial
remains to be processed for identification.
6. Vulnerable needs:
a. Vulnerable populations in that have a greater potential for unique and
problematic situations would be areas that should have emergency plans in
place. The vulnerable populations would be schools, daycare facilities, assisted
living centers, and hospitals. In the event of a disaster, the fire departments will
provide assistance in the evacuations and Task Force 5 will utilize building
stabilization techniques (if needed) prior to the search and rescue function.
7. Search and Rescue Capabilities
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a. Coffey County depends on their highly trained responders in the Coffey County
Sheriff's Department, Coffey County Emergency Medical Services, Coffey
County Fire Department, and the local Police Departments. The first responders
in Coffey County are capable of handling most search and rescue events that
may occur within the county; however, the county is limited on equipment and
local resources.
b. Coffey County is fully capable of handling most events on water or on foot
without requiring additional outside help. Coffey County has two sonar equipped
search boats and a jetski to cover any search and rescue event on lakes, ponds,
flooding (swift water) or other waterways.
c. For rescues that are in tall buildings, towers (high angle), or water towers, Coffey
County would utilize the Coffey County Fire Department's ladder truck. For most
collapsed structures, the fire department is fully trained to manage the events
without requiring outside assistance.
d. In the event, that a rescue would be in the wilderness, Coffey County would
request assistance from the Civil Air Patrol to help locate any individual(s) that
may be in despair.
e. Coffey County utilizes the Comprehensive Resource Management and
Credentialing System (CRMCS) and has submitted to KDEM.
f.

Coffey County, in most cases will resolve a search and rescue within 72 hours;
however, in the event that a search and rescue were to go longer than 72 hours
or the ESF 9 and the Coffey County Emergency Manager realized that the
search is beyond the County's capabilities, then a request would be made to the
KDEM for assistance and support. If the EOC had not been activated prior to the
request, then once the request is made, Coffey County will activate the EOC for
communications and support.

B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 9 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Fire District #1 which is appointed by
the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 9 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County
Fire District #1. When ESF 9 support is necessary, the ESF 9 Coordinator coordinates
all aspects of ESF 9.
2. ESF 9 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 9 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2) Field
operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding search and rescue
for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 9
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coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 9, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 9 will retain administrative control over its own resources and
personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 9. Delegation of mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Fire District #1 staff to
provide support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Emergency
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 9 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding search and rescue requests. Also, ESF 9 will develop and update
assessments of the search and rescue status in the impact area and do
contingency planning to meet anticipate demands and needs.
d. The Coffey County Fire District #1 will develop and maintain ESF 9 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
The National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
search and rescue and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for State search
and rescue resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
9 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Emergency Services Branch Chief
who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC manager.
c. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains the overall ESF 9 Emergency Operations Plan and
accompanying Appendices, annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
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govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
the National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Fire District #1 and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will
notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information
comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 9 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 9 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 9. If additional support is required, the ESF 9
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 9 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 9 on standby, Coffey County Fire
District #1 will implement procedures to notify all ESF 9 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 9 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 9 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
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6
7
8

Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
10
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
11
rescue operations.
12 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
13
EOC or incident command.
14 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
15
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
16
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
17
available.
18 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
19 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
20 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
5
collection points.
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Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
available.
7 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
8 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
9 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
12 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
19
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
20
rescue operations.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
6
operations.
6
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Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.
8 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
10 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
16
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
17
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
18
rescue operations.
19 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
20
EOC or incident command.
21 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
22
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
23
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
24
available.
25 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
26 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
27 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
7
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
rescue operations.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
available.
Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
10
greater than 72 hours.
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Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
rescue operations.
12 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
13
EOC or incident command.
14 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
15
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
16
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
17
available.
18 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
19 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
20 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
5
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
6
available.
7 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
8 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
9 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
12 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
11
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13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
19
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
20
rescue operations.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
6
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
7
normal operations or storage.
8 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
10 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
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14 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
16
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
17
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
18
rescue operations.
19 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
20
EOC or incident command.
21 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
22
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
23
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
24
available.
25 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
26 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
27 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
13
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
14
rescue operations.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
16
EOC or incident command.
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17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
19
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
20
available.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
25
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
26
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
27
activities.
28 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
29
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
10
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
11
rescue operations.
12 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
13
EOC or incident command.
14 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
15
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
16
collection points.
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Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
available.
18 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
19 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
20 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
5
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
6
available.
7 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
8 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
9 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
12 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
19
greater than 72 hours.
17
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Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
rescue operations.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
6
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
7
normal operations or storage.
8 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
10 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
16
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
17
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
18
rescue operations.
19 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
20
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Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
EOC or incident command.
21 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
22
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
23
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
24
available.
25 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
26 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
27 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
13
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
14
rescue operations.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
16
EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
19
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
20
available.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
20
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23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
25
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
26
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
27
activities.
28 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
29
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.

Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
10
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
11
rescue operations.
12 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
13
EOC or incident command.
14 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
15
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
16
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
17
available.
18 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
19 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
20 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
24
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
2
EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
5
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
6
available.
7 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
8 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
9 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
10 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
11 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
12 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
13 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
14
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
15 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
16 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
17 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
18
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
19
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
20
rescue operations.
21 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
22
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
23
improve future response activities.
23
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
25 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
26
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
27
normal operations or storage.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
6
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
7
normal operations or storage.
8 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
9 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
10 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
11 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
12
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
16
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
17
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
18
rescue operations.
19 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
20
EOC or incident command.
21 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
22
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
23
collection points.
24
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Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
available.
25 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
26 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
27 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
29
management to promote community preparedness.
30 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 9 - Search & Rescue
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-9 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-9 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-9 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county SAR officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-9 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-9 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
Identify search and rescue sustainment needs for incidents less than 72 hours and
13
greater than 72 hours.
Identify guidance on handling vulnerable populations as is necessary to search and
14
rescue operations.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-9 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-9 and
16
EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF9.
Transport victims to emergency treatment centers, mass casualty centers, or fatality
19
collection points.
Coordinate fatality information with other agencies and provide documentation as
20
available.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with search and rescue elements responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
25
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-9 Annex to correct shortfalls and
26
improve future response activities.
24
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
28 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Provide assistance in initial needs assessment and augment search and rescue
29
operations.
Clean, replenish, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
27

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 9 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage ESF
9 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Support Agencies:
Kansas State Fire Marshal's Office
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 10 is to provide hazardous materials (HazMat) coordination and
support services in support of emergency events in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. ESF 10 provides for a coordinated response to HazMat incidents. This includes the
appropriate response and recovery actions to prepare for, prevent, minimize, or mitigate
a threat to public health, welfare, or the environment caused by oil or HazMat.
2. ESF 10 describes the actions unique to oil and hazardous materials response. ESF 10
addresses:
a. Response to oil and hazardous materials incidents at both fixed sites and on
transportation routes
b. Specialized local, regional, state and federal mutual aid resources
c. Hazardous materials planning and reporting requirements
d. Short and long-term environmental clean-up
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 10 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations, Regional HazMat Teams, and Regional Incident Management Teams
(IMTs) to provide a timely and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
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2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 10 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring State, Federal or mutual aid assistance, ESF 10 will work with
its support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
any required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 10 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding the identification of securing, removing and disposing of the
hazardous materials requests for response, develop and update assessments of the
hazardous materials situation and status in the impact area, and do contingency
planning to meet anticipated demands or needs.
5. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
6. Pre IncidentThe Coffey County emergency workers are equipped with direct-reading
dosimeters provided by the State. The RO is responsible for issuing the directreading dosimeters and Permanent Record Dosimeters (PRDs) to County
emergency workers and recording the doses received. To assist with this, some
dosimetry is pre-positioned by the RO. WCGS is responsible for providing PRDs
to the County RO. The capability for 24-hour per day determination of doses
received is provided by the direct reading dosimeters and by reading PRDs.
It is intended that every emergency worker, while within the EPZ, will be provided
with at least one direct-reading dosimeter and one PRD and a radiological
exposure record form. When dosimetry is not available for each individual, it will
be acceptable that a team be assigned dosimetry until supplies are replenished
and each individual has their own set issued to them. When the emergency has
been concluded, the records are forwarded to the RO for filing.
NOTE: Emergency workers assigned to the CEOC will wear PRDs. When
necessary, habitability surveys will be made. When leaving the CEOC during an
emergency, appropriate dosimetry will be issued to CEOC personnel.
An emergency may pose situations where emergency workers are exposed to high
radiation levels in order to save lives or to protect the health and safety of the
public. Workers are instructed to inform the RO as soon as their accumulated
dosimeter reading reaches 500 mR. The RO, who, per procedure, is in contact
with KDHE (BA&R) and WCGS, then decides if the worker should continue to work
inside the EPZ. (If a State of Disaster Emergency has been declared, the RO will
request a decision on the worker's status from BA&R.) If a worker's accumulated
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dosimeter reading reaches one (1) Rem, he withdraws from the controlled area
and informs the RO, who contacts KDHE (BA&R) for guidance.
The PAGs in the Kansas Response Plan are used by the EMC to determine when
emergency workers should conduct activities that result in exposure in excess of
5 Rem. In each case, the EMC consults with BA&R and makes his decision.
Individuals who receive such high doses are volunteers and are advised as to the
possible effects of such exposures by the EMC. Once a State of Disaster
Emergency is declared, the State Radiological Assessment Manager (RAM) is
responsible for authorizing these levels of exposure for emergency workers and
determining
when
KI
should
be
administrated.
Coffey County LEPC maintains all form A's indicating a spill notification. The Coffey
County Emergency Management Office maintains a list of all LEPC members.
Coffey County LEPC conducts an annual review of the ESF 10 Department to
satisfy the EPCRA (right to know). Coffey County LEPC membership includes
private industry on the committee, as well as, governmental agencies. A listing of
current Kansas Tier 11 Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory is on file
at the Coffey County Emergency Management Office and including a listing of
those facilities that may be vulnerable to HAZMAT incidents in Coffey County. The
Kansas Fire Marshall Office Haz-Mat Hotline: 1-866-KHAZMAT (1-866-5429628)
KDHE SE District Office, District Environmental Administrator …………620431-2390
KDHE NC District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….785827-9639
KDHE NE District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….785842-4600
KDHE NW District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………... 785625-5663
KDHE SC District Office, District Environmental Administrator ………………..316337-6041
KDHE SW District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….620225-0596
In the event of a spill/release that pose a danger to public safety, a facility is
responsible for immediately notifying the Fire Department in the jurisdiction in
which the incident has occurred. Notification will be accomplished by calling 911
or the local Fire Department. The industry has the legal obligation to notify the
LEPC, NRC, and KDEM on all releases. This emergency notification must include:
- Chemical name, the hazardous risk to the community, estimated quantity of
release, time and duration of the release, the cause of the release, any known
health risks associated with the release, medical advice for exposed individuals,
precautions that would be necessary, and contact information for during and after
the
incident.
An entity is required to provide ongoing information and assistance to the Fire
Department, Coffey County Emergency Management or the EOC. Any facility
producing, using or storing one or more hazardous materials must also notify the
National Response Center, KDEM, Kansas Department of Health and
Environment and the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) of any release
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that exceeds the reportable quantity for that substance. Materials on the CERCLA
list and those on the list of extremely hazardous substances established by the
Environmental
Protection
Agency
(EPA)
require
notification.
7. A hazardous material incident is a significant possibility in Coffey County. Occurrences
are possible around highways, railroads, pipelines, and the Wolf Creek Generating
Station. Maps of these systems are located in the file archive. Coffey County Contingency
Plan was developed for the specific purpose for an incident involving the Wolf Creek
Generating Station.
8. Warning, alert, and public announcement- A hazardous material spill from a
transportation incident will be made through the Coffey County Sheriff's 911 Dispatch
Center. The dispatch center will notify the Coffey County Emergency Manager and other
appropriate agencies. If the transportation hazardous materials incident involves
materials going to or from the WCGS, dispatch will also notify the appropriate personnel
at the WCGS and activate the Coffey County Contingency Plan. A determination will be
made on what warning, alert, or public announcement that should be conducted once
the degree of threat has been determined.
9. Warning, alert, and public announcement- The Coffey County Sheriff's Dispatch will
follow public announcement procedures to notify the public of oil and hazardous
materials incidents. Local law enforcement agencies will be notified by the Sheriff's
Dispatch through emergency radio procedures and/or cell phones. The NRC, KDEM,
Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Regional HAZMAT team, and the
County Environmental Health Director will be notified be notified of the incident. Public
announcements will be issued through radio, TV and social media of the incidents and
also the "all clear" to return to homes and businesses.
10. Contamination- If the incident is a spill release that has a radiological contamination
threat to the public, Dispatch will notify the emergency responders of the incident and
provide precautionary information and notifications as they are received. The County will
notify KDEM, the LEPC, WCGS, and the NRC. The County will activate the Coffey
County Contingency Plan immediately after finding out of a potential radiological
spill. For radiological spills that is connected to WCGS the Incident Commander, Coffey
County Emergency Manager, and the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will take
direction from the WCGS and activate the Coffey County Contingency Plan located in
the file archives of this plan. The WCGS will inform the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) if the ESF 15 External Communications should make a public announcement and
begin evacuations. The WCGS professionals will make the determination if it is safe to
return after an evacuation from a radiological spill.
For hazardous material spills that are non-radiological covered under the SARA Title III,
the 911 call will satisfy the spilling company's responsibility of notification to the LEPC
and the local fire district. Dispatch will notify KDEM and the State Emergency Response
Commission (SERC) which will also satisfy responsibilities. If the hazardous materials
spill has the possibility to affect other county's then it is the responsibility for the
company to notify those counties that may be affected. If the spill occurs during
transport, the shipping company will meet their obligation by calling the 911 dispatch and
notifying of the spill. The Incident Commander will determine if it is safe for evacuated
individuals to return from a non-radiological hazard materials spill.
Emergency information is transmitted to the public via the EAS.
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Following the notification of a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency by WCGS,
the County Emergency Management Coordinator, in conjunction with the State, issues
emergency instructions to the public via EAS. The EMC acts only on those requests to
transmit messages recommending protective actions for the public originating from the
Chairman of the County Commissioners or, in the early stages of an event, from the
County Sheriff. The County Emergency Management Coordinator has the primary
responsibility for advising residents of the situation and proper protective actions to take.
Whenever possible, all emergency information, instructions and bulletins, etc. are
coordinated through the Kansas Division of Emergency Management prior to release.
The County PIO is responsible for providing information to the news media pertaining to
County decisions involving protective actions. Also, joint releases by two or more parties
(WCGS, State, County) may occur contingent upon all three parties’ approval of the
release. The County PIO operates out of the County Clerk's Office during events
classified as Notification of Unusual Events or Alerts. During a Site Area Emergency or
General Emergency, the County PIO is sent to the Joint Information Clearinghouse (JIC)
at the Dwight D. Eisenhower Learning Center, 1675 Milo Lane NE, Burlington or in the
State Defense Building in Topeka. An additional PIO could be asked to report to the
CEOC to communicate information between the JIC and the CEOC. The JIC provides a
common location for the State, County and WCGS PIOs to coordinate the emergency
information for the public. The media is provided information about the emergency at the
Media Center (MC) located adjacent to the JIC either at the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Learning Center or the Nickell Memorial Armory in Topeka.
Rumor Control will be performed by the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
(WCNOC) and at the Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) General Office (GO) in
Kansas City. Public concerns will be resolved in conjunction with WCNOC, the State and
County. Media monitoring will be performed at the KCPL GO and media inquiries will be
directed to a WCNOC staffed phone team.
Calls to the County will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Coffey County residents
requesting assistance during the emergency will be given the proper instructions on
what to do.
Coffey County is contacted by WCGS through the Coffey County Sheriff's Department in
the event of an emergency at WCGS. This notification must take place within 15 minutes
of the time the classification is declared. The format and content of a mutually agreeable
notification message and message verification are prearranged by the County Sheriff,
EMC, KDEM and WCGS. After notification by WCGS, the Coffey County Emergency
Response Organization decides which of the protective actions in Section 3.0 to
implement.
At a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency warning and initial notification of the
general public is performed in a timely manner from the time of the decision by
authorized County or State officials to broadcast the initial EAS Announcement. (If the
County receives notification of a fast breaking event from WCGS which recommends
immediate protective actions, the Sheriff, who has the authority to implement protective
actions through the EAS, will be notified by the Sheriff’s Dispatcher concerning release
of protective actions. Warning and initial notification of the public is still required to take
place in a timely manner). Coffey County coordinates with the State to determine the
content and broadcast time for the Initial EAS Announcement. The State EOC
Communicator or Coffey County contacts the EAS station with the appropriate
announcement. This station is WIBW-FM in Topeka; staffed on a 24-hour basis.
Subsequent protective action notification will be broadcast as soon as practical following
the Initial EAS Announcement. The message transmitted over the EAS stations varies
depending on what, if any, protective actions the general population should take.
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The sirens will be sounded prior to each and all Initial EAS messages. The Sheriff will
activate the fixed sirens one minute before the broadcast of the Initial EAS
Announcement. The fixed sirens remain on for a period of 3-5 minutes.
The Sheriff will be responsible for contacting the affected schools in the EPZ and the
Health and Medical Management Team Leader, the affected hospitals, nursing homes
and daycare facilities.
Tone alert radios, which are activated by the EAS station, are supplied to residents in
the 10-mile EPZ that do not receive coverage by fixed sirens. Pre-identified residents of
the 10-mile EPZ who are unable to hear (due to deafness, terrain or structure
impediments, etc.) the tone alert radios or sirens are notified
Environmental Clean-up
Most environmental clean-ups will be handled by the private sector. Coffey County
Emergency Management and Hazardous Materials Technicians from Coffey County Fire
Department District #1 will coordinate with the contractors to ensure that cleanup
methods are conducted in a safe and appropriate manner. The County Health
Department and the appropriate state and federal agencies may be present to oversee
the clean-up as well to ensure that all appropriate local, state, and federal guidelines are
followed.
Ingestion Pathway
County Extension & County USDA Offices will assist the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department of Agriculture and
Kansas Department of Health and Environment in the inspection and control of food,
water, crops and livestock supplies in Coffey County as appropriate during emergency
situations
At the onset of an event, an embargo will be placed on all food, water, crops, and
livestock in the a 50 EPZ. The embargo is to ensure that the exposure to these products
will not cause harm to people. The Kansas Department of Health and Environment,
NRC, U.S. Department of Agriculture will make determinations on what to do with food,
water, crops and livestock. They will determine if disposal is necessary or cleaning the
animals or product will suffice. Radiation meter readings will continue until determined by
NRC, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department of Health and Environment
make the decision that these products are once again safe for human consumption.
Emergency Planning Zones
WCGS is located in the approximate center of Coffey County. The FEMA rule (and
corresponding NRC rule, 10CFR Part 50, Appendix E) requires the definition of a plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) and an ingestion pathway EPZ; the
respective EPZs are recommended to be approximately 10 miles and 50 miles in radius.
The effective 10-mile EPZ approximates a 10-mile circle, but, in general, is bounded by
roads, township lines and the county line. For the purpose of administering protective
actions, the effective 10-mile EPZ is further divided into subzones. .
Near Site Area
Coffey County is located in the southeastern part of Kansas. Coffey County is located
approximately 40 miles south of Topeka, Kansas (the state capital) and 100 miles
northeast of Wichita, Kansas. With exception of the John Redmond Reservoir, the
Neosho River and the Coffey County Lake, the land in Coffey County is flat with low hills.
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The John Redmond Reservoir is administered by three separate agencies: U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers; Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks; and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
Coffey County is sparsely populated. The total population of Coffey County is
approximately 8,601 persons (2010 census); the resulting average population density is
13 persons per square mile. The population centers within the effective 10-mile EPZ,
approximate populations according to 2010 census and subzones where they are
located are as follows:
POPULATION CENTER POPULATION SUBZONE
Burlington 2674 Southwest-1 (SW-1) (Coffey County Seat)
LeRoy 561 Southeast-3 (SE-3)
Waverly 592 Northeast-2 (NE-2)
New Strawn 394 West-1 (W-1)
The resident population within the effective 10-mile EPZ is given by subzone, by radial
ring and direction from WCGS in Table 0-1. Figures 0-1 and Table 0-1 in Appendix K of
the Coffey County Contingency Plan.
TRAINING
Coffey County, the State and the Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS) have jointly
developed a training program to ensure consistency of learning objectives and subject
matter. Two lesson plans have been developed for State and County
training:Emergency Response to a Nuclear Power Plant Incident Position Role in the
Emergency Plan
11. Topics to be covered in the “Emergency Response to a Nuclear Power Plant Incident”
include: Radiation Effects and Protection, Basic Nuclear Power Plant Operation, Coffey
County/State of Kansas/Wolf Creek Emergency Organizations, Emergency
Classification System, Emergency Planning Zones, Notification of the Public, and
Protective Actions. This course is given to all new personnel. Every three years an
abbreviated version of this course is presented to all personnel as a refresher on the
above topics.
12. The topics to be covered in “Position Role in the Emergency Plan” are specific to that
position. Topics to be covered, including position responsibilities, are listed below,
including topics from the basic course that are covered in more detail. These courses
are given annually to maintain adequate skills and knowledge of the position’s
responsibilities.
County Commissioners- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry,
Potassium Iodide (KI), and Position Notification.
Coffey County Sheriff, Undersheriff, Chief Deputy and Investigator- Notification of the
Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
Sheriff’s Deputies- Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Protective Actions,
Traffic and Access Control, Survey Techniques, Decontamination, and Position
Notification.
Sheriff’s Dispatchers- Dosimetry, KI, Notification of the Public, and Position Notification.
Jailers- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and Protection,
Decontamination, and Position Notification.
Coffey County Lake Patrol Attendants and Lake Gate Attendants- Radiation Effects and
Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Protective Actions, Notification of the Public, Position
Notification.
Emergency Management Coordinator- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions,
Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
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Radiological Officer- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and
Protection, Decontamination, and Position Notification.
County Public Information Officer- Emergency Planning Zones, Notification of the Public,
Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
County Engineer- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, Traffic and
Access Control, and Position Notification.
County Engineer’s Staff- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and
Protection, Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Traffic and Access Control,
Decontamination, and Position Notification.
County Health and Medical Management Team- Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI,
Notification of the Public, and Position Notification.
County Attorney- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, and
Position Notification.
Access Control Radiation Monitors- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects
and Protection, Decontamination, Traffic and Access Control and Position Notification.
Fire Leaders and Firefighters- Dosimetry, KI, Radiation Effects and Protection,
Decontamination, Notification of the Public and Position Notification.
Joint Radiological Monitoring Teams - Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI,
Traffic and Access Control, Survey Techniques/Sample Collection, Decontamination,
and Position Notification.
School Superintendents/Principals- Position Notification.
School Bus Drivers- Dosimetry, KI, Traffic and Access Control, and Position Notification.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service- Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI,
Protective Actions, Notification of the Public, and Position Notification.
Nursing Home Personnel- Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
Training will be offered to all organizations and individuals listed above. The Emergency
Management Coordinator (EMC) is responsible for ensuring that the initial training and
annual retraining is administered. The EMC is responsible for ensuring changes to the
County training program are made, if necessary, based on changes in the Contingency
Plan or Procedures, organizational changes, items identified during the biennial exercise
critique or change in the regulations.
The EMC is responsible for the host county Reception and Care Coordinator and staff
training. This training is conducted annually. The EMC is also responsible for the host
county Radiation Monitoring personnel training and utilizes the same training as that
given to access control position Radiation Monitoring personnel. Details of this training
can be found in the Lyon County’s Host Plan.
Joint Radiological Monitoring Team personnel receive advanced training in radiation
survey instrumentation.
In the event there is a turnover of personnel in one of the positions in Section 1.2 of the
Contingency Plan, the EMC gives the new individual a current copy of the Contingency
Plan and applicable procedures, and briefs that individual in his or her responsibilities as
delineated in the Contingency Plan.
Training of Coffey County personnel or volunteer organizations (fire and ambulance) for
onsite response at the WCGS is the responsibility of WCGS.
13. Environmental clean-up- In the event that WCGS would need to conduct an
environmental clean-up, they will work with the Bureau of Air and Radiation of the
Environmental Protection Agency and other State and Federal agencies.
The EPA's Radiation Site Cleanup Program uses the best available science to develop
risk assessment tools and guidance for cleaning up sites that are contaminated with
radioactive materials. The Cleanup Program also provides technical support and
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expertise to EPA's Superfund program.
Published reports, guidance documents, and fact sheets address the following topics:
14. risk assessment using radionuclide slope factors
15. stabilization/solidification processes for mixed waste management options for laboratory
generated mixed waste radiation and mixed waste incineration electro kinetics
remediation computer groundwater modeling for radioactive and mixed waste
contaminated sites EPA is collaborating with other federal agencies that have radiation
protection responsibilities to develop consensus protocols for site cleanup and analytical
laboratory methodsThe storage, treatment, and disposal of oil and hazardous materials
would be determined at after the assessment and coordination efforts of the WCGS,
KDEM, Bureau of Air and Radiation, NRC, and other state and federal agencies.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 10 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Engineer which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 10 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey
County Engineer. When ESF 10 support is necessary, the ESF 10 Coordinator
coordinates all aspects of ESF 10.
2. ESF 10 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 10 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding hazardous material
response and/or protection for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 10 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System
structure, the Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at
the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the
overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 10, and further mission tasking by a
Local primary agency, each support organization assisting ESF 10 assignment will retain
administrative control over its own resources and personnel but will be under the
operation control of ESF 10. Delegation of mission operational control may be delegated
to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Engineer staff to
provide support.
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b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Emergency
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 10 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding transportation services requests. ESF 10 will develop and update
assessments of the transportation services status in the impacted area and
undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated requirements.
d. The Coffey County Engineer will develop and maintain ESF 10 and
accompanying Appendices, annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. Primary and support agencies
should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which
must be compatible with and in support of the Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
The National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
State hazardous materials and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for
hazardous materials resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
10 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Emergency Services Branch
Chief who reports to the Response Section chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 10 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding hazardous materials requests. Also, ESF 10 will develop and update
assessments of the hazardous materials situation and status in the impact area
and do contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and needs.
d. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains ESF 10 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and
Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to
emergencies. However support agencies may develop and maintain their own
similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support
of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in
compliance with the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey County
Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Engineer and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify
the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes
to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
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2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 10 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 10 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 10. If additional support is required, the ESF 10
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 10 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 10 on standby, Coffey County
Engineer will implement procedures to notify all ESF 10 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 10 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 10 agencies and the intended recipients of service.

III. Responsibilities
The Coffey County emergency workers are equipped with direct-reading dosimeters
provided by the State. The RO is responsible for issuing the direct-reading dosimeters
and Permanent Record Dosimeters (PRDs) to County emergency workers and recording
the doses received. To assist with this, some dosimetry is pre-positioned by the RO.
WCGS is responsible for providing PRDs to the County RO. The capability for 24-hour per
day determination of doses received is provided by the direct reading dosimeters and by
reading PRDs.
It is intended that every emergency worker, while within the EPZ, will be provided with at
least one direct-reading dosimeter and one PRD and a radiological exposure record form.
When dosimetry is not available for each individual, it will be acceptable that a team be
assigned dosimetry until supplies are replenished and each individual has their own set
issued to them. When the emergency has been concluded, the records are forwarded to
the RO for filing.
NOTE: Emergency workers assigned to the CEOC will wear PRDs. When necessary,
habitability surveys will be made. When leaving the CEOC during an emergency,
appropriate dosimetry will be issued to CEOC personnel.
An emergency may pose situations where emergency workers are exposed to high
radiation levels in order to save lives or to protect the health and safety of the public.
Workers are instructed to inform the RO as soon as their accumulated dosimeter reading
reaches 500 mR. The RO, who, per procedure, is in contact with KDHE (BA&R) and
WCGS, then decides if the worker should continue to work inside the EPZ. (If a State of
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Disaster Emergency has been declared, the RO will request a decision on the worker's
status from BA&R.) If a worker's accumulated dosimeter reading reaches one (1) Rem,
he withdraws from the controlled area and informs the RO, who contacts KDHE (BA&R)
for guidance.
The PAGs in the Kansas Response Plan are used by the EMC to determine when
emergency workers should conduct activities that result in exposure in excess of 5 Rem.
In each case, the EMC consults with BA&R and makes his decision. Individuals who
receive such high doses are volunteers and are advised as to the possible effects of such
exposures by the EMC. Once a State of Disaster Emergency is declared, the State
Radiological Assessment Manager (RAM) is responsible for authorizing these levels of
exposure for emergency workers and determining when KI should be administrated.
Coffey County LEPC maintains all form A's indicating a spill notification. The Coffey
County Emergency Management Office maintains a list of all LEPC members. Coffey
County LEPC conducts an annual review of the ESF 10 Department to satisfy the EPCRA
(right to know). Coffey County LEPC membership includes private industry on the
committee, as well as, governmental agencies. A listing of current Kansas Tier 11
Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory is on file at the Coffey County Emergency
Management Office and including a listing of those facilities that may be vulnerable to
HAZMAT incidents in Coffey County. The Kansas Fire Marshall Office Haz-Mat Hotline:
1-866-KHAZMAT
(1-866-542-9628)
KDHE
2390
KDHE
9639
KDHE
4600
KDHE
5663
KDHE
6041
KDHE
0596

SE District Office, District Environmental Administrator …………620-431NC District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….785-827NE District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….785-842NW District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………... 785-625SC District Office, District Environmental Administrator ………………..316-337SW District Office, District Environmental Administrator ……………….620-225-

In the event of a spill/release that pose a danger to public safety, a facility is responsible
for immediately notifying the Fire Department in the jurisdiction in which the incident has
occurred. Notification will be accomplished by calling 911 or the local Fire Department.
The industry has the legal obligation to notify the LEPC, NRC, and KDEM on all releases.
This emergency notification must include: - Chemical name, the hazardous risk to the
community, estimated quantity of release, time and duration of the release, the cause of
the release, any known health risks associated with the release, medical advice for
exposed individuals, precautions that would be necessary, and contact information for
during
and
after
the
incident.
An entity is required to provide ongoing information and assistance to the Fire Department,
Coffey County Emergency Management or the EOC. Any facility producing, using or
storing one or more hazardous materials must also notify the National Response Center,
KDEM, Kansas Department of Health and Environment and the Local Emergency
Planning Committee (LEPC) of any release that exceeds the reportable quantity for that
substance. Materials on the CERCLA list and those on the list of extremely hazardous
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substances established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) require
notification.
 A hazardous material incident is a significant possibility in Coffey County. Occurrences are
possible around highways, railroads, pipelines, and the Wolf Creek Generating Station. Maps of
these systems are located in the file archive. Coffey County Contingency Plan was developed
for the specific purpose for an incident involving the Wolf Creek Generating Station.
 Warning, alert, and public announcement- A hazardous material spill from a transportation
incident will be made through the Coffey County Sheriff's 911 Dispatch Center. The dispatch
center will notify the Coffey County Emergency Manager and other appropriate agencies. If the
transportation hazardous materials incident involves materials going to or from the WCGS,
dispatch will also notify the appropriate personnel at the WCGS and activate the Coffey County
Contingency Plan. A determination will be made on what warning, alert, or public announcement
that should be conducted once the degree of threat has been determined.
 Warning, alert, and public announcement- The Coffey County Sheriff's Dispatch will follow
public announcement procedures to notify the public of oil and hazardous materials
incidents. Local law enforcement agencies will be notified by the Sheriff's Dispatch through
emergency radio procedures and/or cell phones. The NRC, KDEM, Kansas Department of
Health and Environment, Regional HAZMAT team, and the County Environmental Health
Director will be notified be notified of the incident. Public announcements will be issued through
radio, TV and social media of the incidents and also the "all clear" to return to homes and
businesses.
 Contamination- If the incident is a spill release that has a radiological contamination threat to
the public, Dispatch will notify the emergency responders of the incident and provide
precautionary information and notifications as they are received. The County will notify KDEM,
the LEPC, WCGS, and the NRC. The County will activate the Coffey County Contingency Plan
immediately after finding out of a potential radiological spill. For radiological spills that is
connected to WCGS the Incident Commander, Coffey County Emergency Manager, and the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will take direction from the WCGS and activate the Coffey
County Contingency Plan located in the file archives of this plan. The WCGS will inform the
Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) if the ESF 15 External Communications should make a public
announcement and begin evacuations. The WCGS professionals will make the determination if
it is safe to return after an evacuation from a radiological spill.
For hazardous material spills that are non-radiological covered under the SARA Title III, the 911
call will satisfy the spilling company's responsibility of notification to the LEPC and the local fire
district. Dispatch will notify KDEM and the State Emergency Response Commission (SERC)
which will also satisfy responsibilities. If the hazardous materials spill has the possibility to affect
other county's then it is the responsibility for the company to notify those counties that may be
affected. If the spill occurs during transport, the shipping company will meet their obligation by
calling the 911 dispatch and notifying of the spill. The Incident Commander will determine if it is
safe for evacuated individuals to return from a non-radiological hazard materials spill.
Emergency information is transmitted to the public via the EAS.
Following the notification of a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency by WCGS, the
County Emergency Management Coordinator, in conjunction with the State, issues emergency
instructions to the public via EAS. The EMC acts only on those requests to transmit messages
recommending protective actions for the public originating from the Chairman of the County
Commissioners or, in the early stages of an event, from the County Sheriff. The County
Emergency Management Coordinator has the primary responsibility for advising residents of the
situation and proper protective actions to take. Whenever possible, all emergency information,
instructions and bulletins, etc. are coordinated through the Kansas Division of Emergency
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Management prior to release.
The County PIO is responsible for providing information to the news media pertaining to County
decisions involving protective actions. Also, joint releases by two or more parties (WCGS, State,
County) may occur contingent upon all three parties’ approval of the release. The County PIO
operates out of the County Clerk's Office during events classified as Notification of Unusual
Events or Alerts. During a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency, the County PIO is sent
to the Joint Information Clearinghouse (JIC) at the Dwight D. Eisenhower Learning Center, 1675
Milo Lane NE, Burlington or in the State Defense Building in Topeka. An additional PIO could be
asked to report to the CEOC to communicate information between the JIC and the CEOC. The
JIC provides a common location for the State, County and WCGS PIOs to coordinate the
emergency information for the public. The media is provided information about the emergency
at the Media Center (MC) located adjacent to the JIC either at the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Learning Center or the Nickell Memorial Armory in Topeka.
Rumor Control will be performed by the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC)
and at the Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) General Office (GO) in Kansas City. Public
concerns will be resolved in conjunction with WCNOC, the State and County. Media monitoring
will be performed at the KCPL GO and media inquiries will be directed to a WCNOC staffed
phone team.
Calls to the County will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Coffey County residents
requesting assistance during the emergency will be given the proper instructions on what to do.
Coffey County is contacted by WCGS through the Coffey County Sheriff's Department in the
event of an emergency at WCGS. This notification must take place within 15 minutes of the time
the classification is declared. The format and content of a mutually agreeable notification
message and message verification are prearranged by the County Sheriff, EMC, KDEM and
WCGS. After notification by WCGS, the Coffey County Emergency Response Organization
decides which of the protective actions in Section 3.0 to implement.
At a Site Area Emergency or General Emergency warning and initial notification of the general
public is performed in a timely manner from the time of the decision by authorized County or
State officials to broadcast the initial EAS Announcement. (If the County receives notification of
a fast breaking event from WCGS which recommends immediate protective actions, the Sheriff,
who has the authority to implement protective actions through the EAS, will be notified by the
Sheriff’s Dispatcher concerning release of protective actions. Warning and initial notification of
the public is still required to take place in a timely manner). Coffey County coordinates with the
State to determine the content and broadcast time for the Initial EAS Announcement. The State
EOC Communicator or Coffey County contacts the EAS station with the appropriate
announcement. This station is WIBW-FM in Topeka; staffed on a 24-hour basis. Subsequent
protective action notification will be broadcast as soon as practical following the Initial EAS
Announcement. The message transmitted over the EAS stations varies depending on what, if
any, protective actions the general population should take.
The sirens will be sounded prior to each and all Initial EAS messages. The Sheriff will activate
the fixed sirens one minute before the broadcast of the Initial EAS Announcement. The fixed
sirens remain on for a period of 3-5 minutes.
The Sheriff will be responsible for contacting the affected schools in the EPZ and the Health and
Medical Management Team Leader, the affected hospitals, nursing homes and daycare
facilities.
Tone alert radios, which are activated by the EAS station, are supplied to residents in the 10mile EPZ that do not receive coverage by fixed sirens. Pre-identified residents of the 10-mile
EPZ who are unable to hear (due to deafness, terrain or structure impediments, etc.) the tone
alert radios or sirens are notified
Environmental Clean-up
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Most environmental clean-ups will be handled by the private sector. Coffey County Emergency
Management and Hazardous Materials Technicians from Coffey County Fire Department
District #1 will coordinate with the contractors to ensure that cleanup methods are conducted in
a safe and appropriate manner. The County Health Department and the appropriate state and
federal agencies may be present to oversee the clean-up as well to ensure that all appropriate
local, state, and federal guidelines are followed.
Ingestion Pathway
County Extension & County USDA Offices will assist the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department of Agriculture and Kansas Department of
Health and Environment in the inspection and control of food, water, crops and livestock
supplies in Coffey County as appropriate during emergency situations
At the onset of an event, an embargo will be placed on all food, water, crops, and livestock in
the a 50 EPZ. The embargo is to ensure that the exposure to these products will not cause
harm to people. The Kansas Department of Health and Environment, NRC, U.S. Department of
Agriculture will make determinations on what to do with food, water, crops and livestock. They
will determine if disposal is necessary or cleaning the animals or product will suffice. Radiation
meter readings will continue until determined by NRC, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas
Department of Health and Environment make the decision that these products are once again
safe for human consumption.
Emergency Planning Zones
WCGS is located in the approximate center of Coffey County. The FEMA rule (and
corresponding NRC rule, 10CFR Part 50, Appendix E) requires the definition of a plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) and an ingestion pathway EPZ; the
respective EPZs are recommended to be approximately 10 miles and 50 miles in radius.
The effective 10-mile EPZ approximates a 10-mile circle, but, in general, is bounded by roads,
township lines and the county line. For the purpose of administering protective actions, the
effective 10-mile EPZ is further divided into subzones. .
Near Site Area
Coffey County is located in the southeastern part of Kansas. Coffey County is located
approximately 40 miles south of Topeka, Kansas (the state capital) and 100 miles northeast of
Wichita, Kansas. With exception of the John Redmond Reservoir, the Neosho River and the
Coffey County Lake, the land in Coffey County is flat with low hills. The John Redmond
Reservoir is administered by three separate agencies: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers; Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks; and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Coffey County is sparsely populated. The total population of Coffey County is approximately
8,601 persons (2010 census); the resulting average population density is 13 persons per square
mile. The population centers within the effective 10-mile EPZ, approximate populations
according to 2010 census and subzones where they are located are as follows:
POPULATION CENTER POPULATION SUBZONE
Burlington 2674 Southwest-1 (SW-1) (Coffey County Seat)
LeRoy 561 Southeast-3 (SE-3)
Waverly 592 Northeast-2 (NE-2)
New Strawn 394 West-1 (W-1)
The resident population within the effective 10-mile EPZ is given by subzone, by radial ring and
direction from WCGS in Table 0-1. Figures 0-1 and Table 0-1 in Appendix K of the Coffey
County Contingency Plan.
TRAINING
Coffey County, the State and the Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS) have jointly
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developed a training program to ensure consistency of learning objectives and subject matter.
Two lesson plans have been developed for State and County training:Emergency Response to
a Nuclear Power Plant Incident Position Role in the Emergency Plan
 Topics to be covered in the “Emergency Response to a Nuclear Power Plant Incident”
include: Radiation Effects and Protection, Basic Nuclear Power Plant Operation, Coffey
County/State of Kansas/Wolf Creek Emergency Organizations, Emergency Classification
System, Emergency Planning Zones, Notification of the Public, and Protective Actions. This
course is given to all new personnel. Every three years an abbreviated version of this course is
presented to all personnel as a refresher on the above topics.
 The topics to be covered in “Position Role in the Emergency Plan” are specific to that
position. Topics to be covered, including position responsibilities, are listed below, including
topics from the basic course that are covered in more detail. These courses are given annually
to maintain adequate skills and knowledge of the position’s responsibilities.
County Commissioners- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, Potassium
Iodide (KI), and Position Notification.
Coffey County Sheriff, Undersheriff, Chief Deputy and Investigator- Notification of the Public,
Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
Sheriff’s Deputies- Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Protective Actions, Traffic
and Access Control, Survey Techniques, Decontamination, and Position Notification.
Sheriff’s Dispatchers- Dosimetry, KI, Notification of the Public, and Position Notification.
Jailers- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and Protection, Decontamination,
and Position Notification.
Coffey County Lake Patrol Attendants and Lake Gate Attendants- Radiation Effects and
Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Protective Actions, Notification of the Public, Position Notification.
Emergency Management Coordinator- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry,
KI, and Position Notification.
Radiological Officer- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and Protection,
Decontamination, and Position Notification.
County Public Information Officer- Emergency Planning Zones, Notification of the Public,
Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
County Engineer- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, Traffic and
Access Control, and Position Notification.
County Engineer’s Staff- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and Protection,
Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Traffic and Access Control, Decontamination, and
Position Notification.
County Health and Medical Management Team- Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, Notification
of the Public, and Position Notification.
County Attorney- Notification of the Public, Protective Actions, Dosimetry, KI, and Position
Notification.
Access Control Radiation Monitors- Dosimetry, KI, Survey Techniques, Radiation Effects and
Protection, Decontamination, Traffic and Access Control and Position Notification.
Fire Leaders and Firefighters- Dosimetry, KI, Radiation Effects and Protection,
Decontamination, Notification of the Public and Position Notification.
Joint Radiological Monitoring Teams - Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Traffic
and Access Control, Survey Techniques/Sample Collection, Decontamination, and Position
Notification.
School Superintendents/Principals- Position Notification.
School Bus Drivers- Dosimetry, KI, Traffic and Access Control, and Position Notification.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service- Radiation Effects and Protection, Dosimetry, KI, Protective
Actions, Notification of the Public, and Position Notification.
Nursing Home Personnel- Dosimetry, KI, and Position Notification.
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Training will be offered to all organizations and individuals listed above. The Emergency
Management Coordinator (EMC) is responsible for ensuring that the initial training and annual
retraining is administered. The EMC is responsible for ensuring changes to the County training
program are made, if necessary, based on changes in the Contingency Plan or Procedures,
organizational changes, items identified during the biennial exercise critique or change in the
regulations.
The EMC is responsible for the host county Reception and Care Coordinator and staff training.
This training is conducted annually. The EMC is also responsible for the host county Radiation
Monitoring personnel training and utilizes the same training as that given to access control
position Radiation Monitoring personnel. Details of this training can be found in the Lyon
County’s Host Plan.
Joint Radiological Monitoring Team personnel receive advanced training in radiation survey
instrumentation.
In the event there is a turnover of personnel in one of the positions in Section 1.2 of the
Contingency Plan, the EMC gives the new individual a current copy of the Contingency Plan
and applicable procedures, and briefs that individual in his or her responsibilities as delineated
in the Contingency Plan.
Training of Coffey County personnel or volunteer organizations (fire and ambulance) for onsite
response at the WCGS is the responsibility of WCGS.
 Environmental clean-up- In the event that WCGS would need to conduct an environmental
clean-up, they will work with the Bureau of Air and Radiation of the Environmental Protection
Agency and other State and Federal agencies.
The EPA's Radiation Site Cleanup Program uses the best available science to develop risk
assessment tools and guidance for cleaning up sites that are contaminated with radioactive
materials. The Cleanup Program also provides technical support and expertise to EPA's
Superfund program.
Published reports, guidance documents, and fact sheets address the following topics:
 risk assessment using radionuclide slope factors
 stabilization/solidification processes for mixed waste management options for laboratory
generated mixed waste radiation and mixed waste incineration electro kinetics remediation
computer groundwater modeling for radioactive and mixed waste contaminated sites EPA is
collaborating with other federal agencies that have radiation protection responsibilities to
develop consensus protocols for site cleanup and analytical laboratory methodsThe storage,
treatment, and disposal of oil and hazardous materials would be determined at after the
assessment and coordination efforts of the WCGS, KDEM, Bureau of Air and Radiation, NRC,
and other state and federal agencies.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 10 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Engineer which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 10 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey
County Engineer. When ESF 10 support is necessary, the ESF 10 Coordinator
coordinates all aspects of ESF 10.
2. ESF 10 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
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3. The ESF 10 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding hazardous material
response and/or protection for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 10 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System
structure, the Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at
the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the
overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 10, and further mission tasking by a
Local primary agency, each support organization assisting ESF 10 assignment will retain
administrative control over its own resources and personnel but will be under the
operation control of ESF 10. Delegation of mission operational control may be delegated
to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Engineer staff to
provide support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Emergency
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 10 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding transportation services requests. ESF 10 will develop and update
assessments of the transportation services status in the impacted area and
undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated requirements.
d. The Coffey County Engineer will develop and maintain ESF 10 and
accompanying Appendices, annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. Primary and support agencies
should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which
must be compatible with and in support of the Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
The National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
State hazardous materials and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for
hazardous materials resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
10 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Emergency Services Branch
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Chief who reports to the Response Section chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 10 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding hazardous materials requests. Also, ESF 10 will develop and update
assessments of the hazardous materials situation and status in the impact area
and do contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and needs.
d. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains ESF 10 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and
Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to
emergencies. However support agencies may develop and maintain their own
similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support
of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in
compliance with the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey County
Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Engineer and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify
the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes
to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 10 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 10 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 10. If additional support is required, the ESF 10
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 10 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 10 on standby, Coffey County
Engineer will implement procedures to notify all ESF 10 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 10 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 10 agencies and the intended recipients of service.

III. Responsibilities
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A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-10 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-10 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-10 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-10 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Maintain adequate supply of radiological monitors and monitoring equipment.
Identify procedures for notification to the public about the status of hazmat facilities and
11
transports.
12 Participate in LEPC meetings as a representative of ESF 10.
Identify critical facilities that may contain hazardous materials and develop a response
13
plan for those facilities.
14 Identify local transportation routes for hazardous materials on highway and rail.
15 Identify evacuation routes away from regulated facilities.
Identify and track radiological response training requirements for personnel and
16
agencies.
17 Develop radiological awareness programs for responders, public and industry.
18 Develop emergency preparedness programs for hazardous materials incidents.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-10 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 10
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Coordinate with ESF 2 and 15 to initiate warning to the public of imminent hazmat
4
incident or radiological release.
5 Alert all local, state, and federal agencies of incidents as prescribed by law or policy.
Coordinate with EOC to deploy trained personnel to the incident to provide hazardous
6
material assessment and response activities.
7 Manage the direction and control of hazardous materials response efforts.
8 Establish adequate safety zones required for decontamination and quarantine.
Identify resources needed to ensure personnel are adequately protected and equipped to
9
handle radiological incidents
10 Request mutual aid as needed.
11 Request assistance from the EPA, KDHE and others as dictated by the situation.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-10 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESFs 2 and 15 to announce an area is “all clear” after the assessment
6
team determines the area is safe for return.
7 Develop and implement environmental cleanup plan.
Assess the extent of contamination and determine the area and population likely to be
8
affected by hazardous materials release.
9 Continue to monitor personnel and area for radiological contamination.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Participate in identification and planning response to potential radiological incidents.
4 Provide ESF-10 representative for update of mitigation plan.
2

Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-10 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-10 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-10 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-10 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Maintain adequate supply of radiological monitors and monitoring equipment.
Identify procedures for notification to the public about the status of hazmat facilities and
11
transports.
12 Participate in LEPC meetings as a representative of ESF 10.
Identify critical facilities that may contain hazardous materials and develop a response
13
plan for those facilities.
14 Identify local transportation routes for hazardous materials on highway and rail.
15 Identify evacuation routes away from regulated facilities.
Identify and track radiological response training requirements for personnel and
16
agencies.
17 Develop radiological awareness programs for responders, public and industry.
18 Develop emergency preparedness programs for hazardous materials incidents.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
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1

Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-10 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 10
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Coordinate with ESF 2 and 15 to initiate warning to the public of imminent hazmat
4
incident or radiological release.
5 Alert all local, state, and federal agencies of incidents as prescribed by law or policy.
Coordinate with EOC to deploy trained personnel to the incident to provide hazardous
6
material assessment and response activities.
7 Manage the direction and control of hazardous materials response efforts.
8 Establish adequate safety zones required for decontamination and quarantine.
Identify resources needed to ensure personnel are adequately protected and equipped to
9
handle radiological incidents
10 Request mutual aid as needed.
11 Request assistance from the EPA, KDHE and others as dictated by the situation.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-10 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESFs 2 and 15 to announce an area is “all clear” after the assessment
6
team determines the area is safe for return.
7 Develop and implement environmental cleanup plan.
Assess the extent of contamination and determine the area and population likely to be
8
affected by hazardous materials release.
9 Continue to monitor personnel and area for radiological contamination.
Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
10
operations or storage.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Participate in identification and planning response to potential radiological incidents.
4 Provide ESF-10 representative for update of mitigation plan.

Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-10 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-10 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-10 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
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7
8

Develop and maintain ESF-10 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Maintain adequate supply of radiological monitors and monitoring equipment.
Identify procedures for notification to the public about the status of hazmat facilities and
11
transports.
12 Participate in LEPC meetings as a representative of ESF 10.
Identify critical facilities that may contain hazardous materials and develop a response
13
plan for those facilities.
14 Identify local transportation routes for hazardous materials on highway and rail.
15 Identify evacuation routes away from regulated facilities.
Identify and track radiological response training requirements for personnel and
16
agencies.
17 Develop radiological awareness programs for responders, public and industry.
18 Develop emergency preparedness programs for hazardous materials incidents.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-10 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF 10
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Coordinate with ESF 2 and 15 to initiate warning to the public of imminent hazmat
4
incident or radiological release.
5 Alert all local, state, and federal agencies of incidents as prescribed by law or policy.
Coordinate with EOC to deploy trained personnel to the incident to provide hazardous
6
material assessment and response activities.
7 Manage the direction and control of hazardous materials response efforts.
8 Establish adequate safety zones required for decontamination and quarantine.
Identify resources needed to ensure personnel are adequately protected and equipped to
9
handle radiological incidents
10 Request mutual aid as needed.
11 Request assistance from the EPA, KDHE and others as dictated by the situation.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-10 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESFs 2 and 15 to announce an area is “all clear” after the assessment
6
team determines the area is safe for return.
7 Develop and implement environmental cleanup plan.
Assess the extent of contamination and determine the area and population likely to be
8
affected by hazardous materials release.
9 Continue to monitor personnel and area for radiological contamination.
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Clean, repair, and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to normal
operations or storage.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 10 - Oil and Hazardous Materials
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Participate in identification and planning response to potential radiological incidents.
4 Provide ESF-10 representative for update of mitigation plan.
10

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 10 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 10 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Extension
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Extension
Support Agencies:
Kansas Department of Agriculture
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. ESF 11 provides the mechanism for coordinated local assistance to supplement other
emergency support functions and, if available, support state and federal agencies with
overall response authority. For this document, agriculture and natural resources include:
animal and plant health, nutrition assistance, food protection, natural and cultural
resources, and water quality and availability.
B. Scope
1. ESF 11 addresses the following:
a. Describes food and water security and inspections in the aftermath natural or
technological disaster.
b. Addresses how natural and cultural resources will be protected and recovered in
the aftermath of a disaster.
c. Due to limited local authorities in the areas of food contamination, plant pests,
and animal disease, this plan references the Food and Agriculture Incident
Annex that is attached to the Kansas Response Plan. This annex describes
federal and state roles and authorities for food contamination, plant pests, and
animal disease.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 11 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the County Emergency Response Team, Area
Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely and
appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
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2. Procedures protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plans (i.e. Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 11 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 11 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
any required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 11 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding the availability of ESF 11 support services.
5. In some agriculture emergencies, State and Federal law grants lead response authority
to state and/or federal agencies. This authority will be exercised pursuant to the Food
and Agriculture Incident Annex to the 2011 Kansas Response Plan. The county will
support State and Federal operations pursuant to county policy and/or availability of
resources.
6. Food and Water Supply
a. The Kansas Department of Agriculture is responsible for inspections and
provision of a safe food supply. To provide safety and security of the food supply,
the Kansas Department of Agriculture will follow established agency standard
operating guidelines for food inspection.
i.

All transportation accidents involving food must be reported to the Kansas
Department of Agriculture Food Safety Division before the food can be
transported (Daytime: 1-785-296-5600, Nights and Weekends: 1-800915-6163)

b. The Kansas Department of Health and Environment is responsible for
inspections of the water supply. To provide safety and security of the water
supply, the Kansas Department of Health and Environment will follow established
agency standard operating guideline for water inspections.
c. The Coffey County EOC will work closely with the shelters and distribution areas
to be able to understand the food and water needs of the inflicted areas. The
Coffey County EOC will work closely with the ESF's to make sure that all
volunteer organizations will have an adequate supply of food and water. If those
areas are running short of supply, The Coffey County EOC will work with State
and Federal logistics to see that supplies are replenished in a timely
manner. Kansas Department of Health and Environment will determine nutrition
needs.
7. Animal Health Care
a. Requests for Animal Control assistance will be channeled through the Coffey
County dispatch.
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b. The Coffey County Animal Response Team (CART) will assist with animal care
during emergency situations. The county's ESF 11 will work with the ESF6 Mass
Care for domesticated homeless pets. The County EOC will work with the
volunteer organizations, Coffey County Animal Control, CART, KS CART, ARC
and other support agencies. The Coffey County Animal Control and CART
volunteers will work to round up all homeless pets to bring them to shelters for
assessment, cleanup, registering, and tagging to prepare the animal to be
reacquainted with its owners.
c. Local law enforcement will assist local veterinarians if the decision is made to
employ euthanasia for critically injured animals. Law enforcement officials may
have to make these decisions in the early part of the disaster before animal
medical care specialists are available. The primary job of law enforcement is the
protection of emergency responders and disaster victims. As such, decisions
may have to be made that would require putting down animals that may create a
danger to responders or victims.
d. Unclaimed animals or situations where the owners are unavailable require
special consideration. To the extent possible, local Animal Control officers will
retain this responsibility within their own jurisdictions. Should the problem exceed
local capability, assistance may be available from surrounding counties through
established mutual support agreements. If additional resources are required,
local & state chapters of the Veterinary Medical Association and the Humane
Society may also be able to assist with locating & obtaining these services.
8. Incident Specific Operations
a. Zoonotic. In emergency incidents, animals may become contaminated with
hazardous substances including biological agents, hazardous chemicals, and
radioactive materials. Mixed contaminants incidents may occur in situations such
as floods where both chemical and biological contaminants may be presumed to
be present. In most cases, animal contamination will occur simultaneously with
contamination of people and the environment. These issues may also pose
problems with drinking and watering sources for both animals and plants that
could assist in a zoonatic disease outbreak.
i.

Animal populations include livestock for food production (which vary
considerably in numbers and type with geographic locations1), pets
(which occur on the average of 0.67 pets per person in the typical U.S.
community), and other animal populations such as captive wildlife, native
wildlife, and laboratory animals. Animals may have economic, cultural,
emotional, or environmental value to their owners or the public. The
nationwide presence of large and diverse populations of animals almost
ensures that any large-scale incident where people or the environment is
contaminated will also contaminate animals.

ii.

Animals are diversely valued in our society for companionship, food, fiber,
draft, and recreation (e.g. horses). In the aftermath of a radiological or
nuclear incident, many people may attempt to either care for animals in
place or evacuate from a contaminated area with their animals. Animals
used for food could potentially introduce contaminants into the food
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supply if appropriate protective decisions are not made on a timely
basis. The capability to effectively decide when and how to
decontaminate animals is a necessary element of effective emergency
management. In the last two decades there has been significant
research and validation pertaining to the decontamination of oiled
wildlife. Some work has also been done concerning the biological
decontamination of animal production facilities and vehicles and animal
carcasses, but has not typically addressed decontamination of live
animals themselves. Little scientific research and validation of other
animal decontamination processes and procedures has been performed.
There is also a need for trained teams of properly qualified and
credentialed personnel to carry out large-scale animal decontamination
operations. No community can be expected to maintain catastrophic
animal decontamination capabilities, but currently there is no validated set
of operational guidelines, national equipment cache, or proven capability
to dispatch to the scene of a major biological, hazardous materials,
nuclear, or radiological incident for the purpose of addressing animal
decontamination issues. This paper details the challenges surrounding
animal decontamination and makes some essential recommendations
towards creating credible national capability for animal decontamination.
iii.

General Assumptions: While there are many physiological similarities
between people and animals, there are in fact also many significant
differences that do not allow for broad extrapolations of data between
human and animal decontamination. In addition, behavioral and medical
concerns for various animal species must also be considered. First
responders, including hazardous materials response teams, are not
typically trained or equipped to handle animal issues.

iv.

In any hazardous materials incident where large-scale evacuations are
necessary, people can be expected to evacuate with corresponding
numbers of pets and other animals.

v.

Animal decontamination involves many challenges not found in human
decontamination, including Challenges of physical restraint, including
rescue and recovery by persons wearing personal protective equipment
(PPE), animal escape, and potential for handler injury such as bites,
scratches, kicks, and crushed Inability of animals to assist with
decontamination efforts Hair (and sometimes feathers and scales) instead
of readily-removable clothes o Accurate animal identification before,
during, and after decontamination

b. Ingestion of contaminants by animals secondary to instinctive grooming
behaviors and drinking and/or inhalation of waste water.
c. Animal production operations such as dairies require daily feeding and
milking.These processes must continue as a matter of animal health and welfare
whether the animals or their products eventually enter the food supply or not.
d.

In a major incident, it is likely that the resources for primary human needs will be
insufficient, particularly in the immediate aftermath of the incident. While limited
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human resources should not be diverted to support animal issues, ignoring
animal issues completely will potentially encourage people to circumvent the
monitoring and decontamination process and pose a danger to themselves,
others, and the environment outside the incident zone. Nearly every community
has experienced professionals that work with animals on a routine basis, and if
appropriately trained and equipped, such personnel could support animal
decontamination operations without detraction from services for people.
9. Biological contaminants create a number of unique challenges.
a. The disease agent may be a single known organism or may be one or more
components of a mixed contamination, such as in floodwaters. Biological
contamination requires careful management, particularly when zoonotic diseases
may be involved.
b. Contaminated livestock and poultry may be temporarily or permanently rendered
unfit for food, fiber or other use. In such cases, these animals must be identified,
confined, and when appropriate, euthanatized and disposed of in such a way as
to accommodate public health, animal welfare and environmental concerns.
c. If past experiences such as Hurricane Katrina are at all predictive, then it should
be assumed that the media and general public will have an intense interest in the
status of animals in a disaster, from small-scale hazardous materials spills up to
the level of a catastrophic nuclear or radiological incident.
d. Additional Radiological Assumptions: In a large scale radiological or nuclear
incident an array of radionuclides with varying emissions and energy levels may
be present in a variety of concentrations based on timeline and proximity to the
detonation/release. The effect of this release on an animal or its caretaker will be
relative to the length of exposure, the type of the radiation (alpha, beta, gamma,
neutron), and the concentration and energy levels of the particular radionuclides
involved. There is no one-size-fits-all decontamination procedure for all of the
diverse scenarios potentially resulting from a release. It should be assumed that
exposed livestock and poultry may have absorbed radioactive materials through
both oral and inhalation pathways, with some animals being internally
contaminated to the degree that they constitute a danger to their handlers and
the food supply. Some radioactive In any hazardous materials incident where
large-scale evacuations are necessary, people can be expected to evacuate with
corresponding numbers of pets and other animals.
e. Animal decontamination involves many challenges not found in human
decontamination, including:
i.

challenges of physical restraint, including rescue and recovery by persons
wearing personal protective equipment (PPE), animal escape, and
potential for handler injury such as bites, scratches, kicks, and crushes

ii.

Inability of animals to assist with decontamination efforts o Hair (and
sometimes feathers and scales) instead of readily-removable clothes

iii.

Accurate animal identification before, during, and after decontamination
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f.

iv.

Ingestion of contaminants by animals secondary to instinctive grooming
behaviors and drinking and/or inhalation of waste water.

v.

Animal production operations such as dairies require daily feeding and
milking.These processes must continue as a matter of animal health and
welfare whether the animals or their products eventually enter the food
supply or not.

Some radioactive Operational Challenges - Radiological or Nuclear:
i.

The key operational challenge for animal caretakers and veterinary
personnel will be how to safely manage potentially hundreds or
thousands of pets, livestock, poultry, or wildlife contaminated by a nuclear
power plant accident, a military weapons accident, a purposeful
dissemination of radionuclides, or the intentional detonation of a nuclear
weapon.

ii.

The incident type and the zone2 within the incident will have major
impacts on any animal operations. Any operational guidelines should be
considered “tools in the toolbox” for use according to the type, scale,
conditions, zone, and available resources of a particular incident.

g. Operational Challenges - Biological:
i.

Exposure or contamination of animals with disease organisms involves an
array of complex issues. Management will depend on many factors
including:
1. Is the disease agent zoonotic (contagious between animals and
people) and therefore a threat to human as well as animal health?

ii.

Is the exposed animal susceptible to the agent, or potentially an
unaffected carrier or contaminated fomite?

iii.

Is the disease reportable to State or Federal authorities with potential
consequences to animal health, human health, and agricultural
production systems?

iv.

What disinfectants are appropriate for destruction of the disease
agent?Can or should such disinfectants be applied safely and effectively
to a live animal?

v.

Is a quarantine period needed to protect against disease transmission by
the animal?In addition to live animal decontamination, cleaning and
disinfection of animal production facilities, transportation conveyances,
feed supplies, manure, carcasses, etc. must also be considered.State
and Federal animal health officials and their supporting partners are
working to address many of these tremendous issues and challenges
pertaining to the biological decontamination of animals and animalassociated infrastructures.
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h. Technical Challenges – General and Chemical:

i.

i.

Many animals can be expected to be uncertain or fearful of people
wearing PPE, increasing the likelihood of kicks, crushes, bites or escape
behaviors.

ii.

Animal containment and restraint capabilities will often be necessary to
allow decontamination and treatment, increasing contact between
animals and caretakers.

iii.

In many cases, simple bathing of the affected animals may provide
adequate decontamination and best reduce the potential aerosolization of
the contaminant and consequential cross contamination of the
caretaker.

iv.

What is the ideal technique and sequence for animal decontamination in
order to minimize time and wastewater generation? Wastewater should
be managed according to incident policy. In a large incident, this could
involve disposal through a sanitary sewer system.

v.

If farmers, ranchers, animal owners, and veterinary personnel participate
in decontamination operations, how do we best protect them from injury
or illness? Some pets and livestock will accompany people evacuating
from a contaminated area. This could include pets, horses, small
ruminants, small backyard or show poultry flocks, and valuable breeding
stock.

vi.

Processes must be in place to monitor animals exiting the incident scene
and to provide instructions through the media on safe and effective
decontamination and management for animals that have already left the
incident scene.

vii.

Some animals may be so severely injured and/or contaminated as to
require humane euthanasia. What mechanisms will present the least risk
to responders and what carcass management techniques will be the most
efficient in protecting responders and the environment? If we are unable
to effectively respond to the needs of livestock, poultry and other animals
in a biological, chemical, or radiological emergency, how do we
explain/justify that deficiency in the middle of a catastrophic incident to
the American public and the agricultural sector?

Technical Challenges – Radiological or Nuclear Incident:
i.

A surveillance system for animals must be in place to determine level of
contamination, severity of injuries, and onset of signs of radiation
sickness. Incident-specific treatment protocols and strategies for
surveillance must be rapidly established by considering the available
resources, best practices, and the number of animals affected. By what
procedures are livestock and poultry best decontaminated given
radionuclide source, deposition, ingestion, and duration of contact for the
variety of radioactive materials potentially involved in a radiological
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accident or purposeful contamination event? For nearly each class of
radionuclide there exists a form of radiotherapy. The potential for some of
these products, such as Prussian blue to decorporate Cs137 from
livestock and dairy animals, has been demonstrated in countries where
animals were contaminated by the Chernobyl accident in
19863. However administration strategies and dosages requirements for
the effective use of these medications in returning livestock and dairy
animals to productivity need validation through research and field trials.
ii.

j.

Which medications are potentially contraindicated in what species? Will
medication inventories allow treatment for both animals and people? Do
human monitoring procedures yield valid results for animals in order to
assess the success of decontamination procedures? Can we apply the
ALARA4 (As Low as Reasonably Achievable) principles to animal
decontamination? Concepts for decontamination of radioactive
particulates, such as high-powered, filtered vacuum units (perhaps
including palletized central vacuum units), or chemical shearing should be
investigated.

Recommendations:
i.

The following recommendations aim to better prepare the Nation for the
management of animal populations in major biological, chemical, nuclear
or radiological incidents:
1. Empower partnerships between Federal agencies, States, Tribal
Nations, Territories, local jurisdictions, academic institutions,
zoological facilities, and non-governmental partners. The Animal
Decontamination Best Practices Working Group of the National
Alliance of State Animal and Agricultural Emergency Programs
(NASAAEP) is supported by the USDA Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service and is one such example of the type of broad
partnerships that need continued
support.
2. International Atomic Energy Agency report: Chernobyl 20 Years
After. 4 ALARA is a requirement for all radiation safety programs,
it stands for As Low As Reasonably Achievable, and it reflects a
radiation safety principle for minimizing radiation doses and
releases of radioactive materials. More fully determine the type,
capability, and number of resources needed to address animal
issues within a large-scale biological, chemical, radiological, or
nuclear emergency.
3. Continue scientific research and eventual development of best
practice procedures. State animal health officials, USDA APHIS
Veterinary Services, the United States Animal Health Association
Committee on Animal Emergency Management, and other
partners are working to address many of the challenges pertaining
to biological contamination. While some progress has been made
in this sector, numerous challenges remain.
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4. Identify and prioritize funding for the scientific study of animal
decontamination procedures for a full array of potentiallyhazardous materials. For radioactive particulates, vacuum
technologies for animal decontamination merit further
investigation. Barrier creams may hold promise for reducing
exposures of veterinary personnel to other potentially-hazardous
materials as they conduct animal decontamination
operations. Use results of the above studies to develop and
validate an array of operational practices that can be matched to
incident types, needs, resources, and conditions.
5. Create tools tailored to animals for triage/assessment, collection
and preservation of samples for diagnostic or forensic purposes,
therapeutic and welfare considerations, long-term treatment and
management strategies, and a formulary for a variety of common
species. Develop best practices materials and documents and
disseminate them to the animal and agricultural communities
through veterinary medical colleges and the Extension Disaster
Education Network. Create just-in-time training modules and train
a core cadre of instructors to deliver the training to incoming
animal response resources and/or livestock facility owners when
needed. Provide sufficient funding and training to form nationallydeployable teams of veterinary personnel with expertise in animal
decontamination.
6. The USDA APHIS should be able to field such teams for
radiological surveillance and response. AVMA Veterinary Medical
Assistance Teams (VMATs) and the HHS National Veterinary
Response Team consist of personnel qualified (within the context
of current knowledge limitations) to provide all-hazards animal
decontamination planning recommendations and training for state
and local jurisdictions and to also deploy as animal
decontamination teams following larger-scale incidents.
7. The Kansas Division of Animal Health will be the managing
department for control of an outbreak of highly contagious animal
zoonotic disease. They will coordinate with local authorities on all
aspects and information will be disseminated to the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC).
k. Radiological incident where contamination/deposition is present
i.
l.

The Kansas Department of Agriculture may implement an agriculture
control zone in response to a CBRNE incident.

Plant Disease
i.

Reference the Food and Agriculture Incident Annex to the 2011 Kansas
Response Plan.
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ii.

The Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan provides established
processes for resource support for all hazards. Resource support is
subject to Coffey County policy, resource availability and capability status.

m. Plant, Pest or Disease
i.

Reference the Food and Agriculture Incident Annex to the 2011 Kansas
Response Plan.

ii.

The Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan provides established
processes for resource support for all hazards. Resource support is
subject to Coffey County policy, resource availability and capability status.

n. Foreign Animal Disease
i.

The Kansas Department of Agriculture will provide direction and control in
a FAD event. Reference the Food and Agriculture Incident Annex to the
2011 Kansas Response Plan

ii.

The Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan provides established
processes for resource support for all hazards. Resource support is
subject to Coffey County policy, resource availability and capability status.

10. National or State Historical. Some events may provide issues for historic preservation
and restoration issues which may present potential water and soil contamination issues.
Coffey County will work with the state and federal government if the event causes
damage to historical sites. The County will also take measures to preserve and protect
these sites if and when necessary.
B. Direction and Control
The ESF 11 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Extension which is appointed by the Coffey
County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners. The staff serving
as ESF 11 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the
Coffey County Extension . When ESF 11 support is necessary, the ESF 11 Coordinator
coordinates all aspects of ESF 11.
1. ESF 11 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
2. The ESF 11 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations
3. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding agriculture and
natural resources for Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
by the ESF 11 coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the
Planning, Logistics, Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey
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County Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall
mission.
4. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 11, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 11 will retain administrative control over its own resources
and personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 11. Delegation of mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Extension staff to
provide support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC),
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Human
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 11 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding volunteers and donations requests. ESF 11 will develop and update
assessments of the requirements for resources in the impacted area and
undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and requirements.
d. The Coffey County Extension , or an assigned designee at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC), is responsible for all activity of the ESF. All volunteer animalrelated agencies will coordinate directly with this ESF at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC).
e. Coffey County Extension will develop and maintain ESF 11 and accompanying
Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response
actions related to emergencies. However, support agencies may develop and
maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible
with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such
documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework, the
National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and the
Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
f.

Staffing of ESF 11 positions will be accomplished through using resources of
the Coffey County Extension along with personnel from ESF 11 support agencies
and trained and screened unaffiliated volunteers.

2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Department of
Agriculture is the designated lead agency for agriculture and natural resources
and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for ESF 11 resources to local
Emergency Operations Centers.
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b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
11 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Human Services Branch Chief
who reports to the Operations Section Chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. The Kansas Department of Agriculture develops and maintains ESF 11 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. Support agencies should
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
the National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Extension and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify
the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes
to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 11 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 11 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 11. If additional support is required, the ESF 11
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 11 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 11 on standby, Coffey County
Extension will implement procedures to notify all ESF 11 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 11 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 11 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Extension
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
5
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
6 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
7 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
8 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
9 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
10
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
11 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
12 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
13
complaints.
14 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
15
issues.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
18
officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
32
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Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
25
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
26
shelters for animals.
27 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
28
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
29
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
30 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
20
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
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Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
1
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
2
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
3
information.
4 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
5
management to promote community preparedness.
6 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
16
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
17
shelters for animals.
18 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
19
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
20
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
21 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
23
and EOC or incident command.
37
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24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
26
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
27 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
28 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
29 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
30 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
31
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
32 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
33 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
34
complaints.
35 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
36
issues.
37 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
38
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
39
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
40
activities.
41 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
42 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.

Primary: Coffey County Extension
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
10
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
11
shelters for animals.
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12 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
13
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
14
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
15 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
16 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
17
and EOC or incident command.
18 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
19
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
20
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
21 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
22 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
23 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
24 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
25
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
26 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
27 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
28
complaints.
29 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
30
issues.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
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Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
5
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
6 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
7 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
8 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
9 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
10
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
11 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
12 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
13
complaints.
14 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
15
issues.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
18
officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
25
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
26
shelters for animals.
27 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
28
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
29
personnel.
41
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Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
30 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
16
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
17
shelters for animals.
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18 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
19
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
20
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
21 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
23
and EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
26
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
27 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
28 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
29 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
30 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
31
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
32 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
33 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
34
complaints.
35 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
36
issues.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
1
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
2
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
3
information.
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
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35 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
36
issues.
37 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
38
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
39
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
40
activities.
41 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
42 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.

Supporting: Kansas Department of Agriculture
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
10
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
11
shelters for animals.
12 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
13
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
14
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
15 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
16 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
17
and EOC or incident command.
18 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
19
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
20
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
21 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
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22 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
23 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
24 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
25
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
26 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
27 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
28
complaints.
29 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
30
issues.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
5
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
6 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
7 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
8 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
9 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
10
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
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11 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
12 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
13
complaints.
14 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
15
issues.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
18
officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
25
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
26
shelters for animals.
27 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
28
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
29
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
30 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
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40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
16
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
17
shelters for animals.
18 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
19
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
20
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
21 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
23
and EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
25
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
26
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
27 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
28 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
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29 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
30 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
31
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
32 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
33 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
34
complaints.
35 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
36
issues.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
1
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
2
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
3
information.
4 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
5
management to promote community preparedness.
6 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
16
response during disasters.
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.

Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
5
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
6 Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
7 Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
8 Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
9 Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
10
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
11 Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
12 organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
13
complaints.
14 Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
15
issues.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
18
officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
33
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22 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
25
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
26
shelters for animals.
27 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
28
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
29
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
30 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
36 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
37
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
38
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
6 Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
shelters for animals.
Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
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Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
39
information.
40 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
41
management to promote community preparedness.
42 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 11 - Agriculture and Natural Resources
Provide surveillance for a foreign animal disease or an animal borne poison or toxin that
1
may pose a threat to the animal industries, the economy or public health.
Provide for surveillance of plant pests of unknown or questionable origin that may pose a
2
potential threat to agriculture, horticulture, the economy or public health.
Promote awareness of animal protection through public education brochures and
3
information.
4 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
5
management to promote community preparedness.
6 Provide ESF-11 representative for update of mitigation plan.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-11 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-11 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-11 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-11 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
Develop preparedness programs that address household pet preparedness and
16
response during disasters.
Identify pet boarding facilities and private organizations that may provide emergency
17
shelters for animals.
18 Identify sources to augment emergency food and water supplies.
Identify local agribusiness operators with equipment and personnel to assist with animal
19
stop movement and quarantine activities.
Develop and review procedures for augmentation of ESF 11 primary and support
20
personnel.
Identify national and state historical properties and how they will be preserved,
21 conserved, rehabbed, recovered, and restored to protect natural and cultural historic
properties.
22 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-11 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF -11
23
and EOC or incident command.
24 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
38
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF11.
Determine the nutrition assistance needs, obtain appropriate food supplies and arrange
for delivery of those supplies to the individuals or animals requiring such needs.
Provide assistance to established pet shelters.
Conduct inspections of food and water to determine safety for people and animals.
Support ESF 6 in the capture and transfer of animals to shelters.
Coordinate the removal and disposal of dead animals.
Manage and direct evacuation of animals from risk areas and provide technical
assistance to prevent animal injury and the spread of disease.
Provide and/or receive appropriate mutual aid with surrounding jurisdictions.
Secure supplies, equipment, personnel and technical assistance from support agencies,
organizations and other resources to carry out the response plans associated with animal
health or any act of agro terrorism.
Investigate and respond to animal related inquiries, including animal cruelty and neglect
complaints.
Enforce local animal control ordinances.
Coordinate with ESF 15 and PIO to release public information regarding animal health
issues.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-11 annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Restore equipment and restock supplies to normal state of readiness.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 11 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 11 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
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1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Engineer
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Emergency Management
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 12 is to establish policies to be used in the coordination with private
providers for restoration energy and other utilities during emergencies or following a
major disaster in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. The activities within the scope of this function include, but are not be limited to:
a. Estimate number of customers without specific utility (electricity, natural gas,
petroleum, etc);
b. Assess energy and utility system damages;
c. Estimate the time needed for restoration of utility systems;
d. Support the restoration of utility services;
e. Assist in assessing emergency power needs and priorities;
f.

Coordinate restoration efforts with utility providers to prioritize emergency power
needs;

g. Assist in obtaining emergency power generation capabilities for critical
infrastructure and essential facilities;
h. If appropriate, assist energy suppliers and utilities in obtaining equipment,
specialized labor, and transportation to repair or restore systems;
i.

Provide emergency information, education, and conservation guidance
concerning energy and utility systems.

II. Concept of Operations
A. General
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1. ESF 12 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 12 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 12 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode, technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
5. There is always a potential for widespread loss of power in Coffey County due severe
weather events. Loss of power to large areas of the County may require that shelters be
opened and some basic services be provided. Power companies serving Coffey County
have well established and proven storm plans and procedures and their representatives
are knowledgeable in the contents of the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan
and ESF 12.
6. Resources: ESF 12 Primary Agencies have their own contingency plans in place for
supply shortages. The ESF 12 support agencies may be called upon to help acquire
supplies as needed. Fuel supplies may be found locally within the community and the
storage facilities are registered with the Coffey County Emergency Management office.
7. Disruptions and restoration:
a. The ESF 12 Coordinator will work with the Coffey County EOC to assess
damages and disruptions to utility services.
b. The members of the EOC will recommend measures to restore and protect
systems from further damages. Coffey County's responsibility is to respond with
the utility company to provide escort, direct line of communication between utility
and EOC, debris removal, and traffic control.
c. The utility provider determines the priority of their system for restoration of
services.
d. Priorities will be directed to critical facilities for government functions and
hospitals.
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e. Damage to utilities outside the county could pose problems to Coffey County by
possibly disrupting services within the county lines and also could reduce
manpower from the utility company to provide service to Coffey County if
disruption were to occur in Coffey County after disruption outside the county.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 12 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Engineer which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 12 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey
County Engineer. When ESF 12 support is necessary, the ESF 12 Coordinator
coordinates all aspects of ESF 12.
2. ESF 12 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 12 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding transportation for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 12
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections and staff at the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 12, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 12 will retain administrative control over its own resources
and personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 12. Delegation of mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support agency
staff is integrated with the Coffey County Engineer staff to provide support that
will allow for an appropriate, coordinated and timely response.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
Operations Section Chief will coordinate the support resources from the support
agencies with the Infrastructure Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 12 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding energy service requests. Also, ESF 12 will develop and update
assessments of the energy situation and status in the impact area and perform
contingency planning to meet anticipated demands and needs.
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d. The Coffey County Engineer will develop and maintain ESF 12 and
accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that
govern response actions related to emergencies. However support agencies may
develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal use, which must
be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All
such documents will be in compliance with the National Response Framework,
the National Incident Management System, the Incident Command System and
the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
e. The Coffey County Engineer serves as the lead agency for ESF 12 and will work
with the support agencies listed above to coordinate the response and process
resource requests for power companies during major power outages. Upon
notification by the power companies of any major problem or potential problem,
the office will coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 8 to open shelters as necessary.
f.

Power companies within Coffey County, using established response plans and
standard operating guidelines, will provide their own resources through
contractual agreements with other power providers to perform damage
assessment; and obtain necessary equipment, repair or rebuild transmission and
distribution systems, and restore power.

g. Power companies serving Coffey County have public information officers who, in
conjunction with the Coffey County Emergency Management, will issue
statements and press releases that address existing or potential power problems
or shortages.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
ESF 12 Energy and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for state Energy
resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
12 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Infrastructure Branch Chief who
reports to the Operations Section Chief under the overall direction of the SEOC
Manager.
c. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains ESF 12 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and
Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to
emergencies. However, support agencies may develop and maintain their own
similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support
of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in
compliance with the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey
County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
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1. The Coffey County Engineer and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify
the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes
to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 12 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 12 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 12. If additional support is required, the ESF 12
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 12 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 12 on standby, Coffey County
Engineer will implement procedures to notify all ESF 12 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 12 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 12 agencies and the intended recipients of service.

III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
11 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
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Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
13 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
14
emergencies.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
16
and EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF12.
19 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
20
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
21
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
22
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
23
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
24
when available.
25 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
26
jurisdictions.
27 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
28
maintenance personnel.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
31
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
32
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
33
activities.
34 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
35
normal operations or storage.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
12
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF12.
Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
when available.
Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
jurisdictions.
Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
maintenance personnel.
Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
emergencies.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.
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36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
9 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
17 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
18
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
19 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
20
emergencies.
21 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
22
and EOC or incident command.
23 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
24
support ESF12.
25 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
26
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
27
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
28
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
29
utilities and power restoration.
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Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
when available.
31 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
32
jurisdictions.
33 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
34
maintenance personnel.
35 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
14 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
15
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
16 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
17
emergencies.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
19
and EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF12.
22 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
23
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
24
of critical services.
30
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
when available.
Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
jurisdictions.
Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
maintenance personnel.
Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
11 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
12
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
13 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
14
emergencies.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
16
and EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
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Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF12.
19 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
20
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
21
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
22
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
23
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
24
when available.
25 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
26
jurisdictions.
27 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
28
maintenance personnel.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
31
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
32
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
33
activities.
34 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
35
normal operations or storage.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF12.
5 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
6
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
7
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
8
restoration.
18
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Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
10
when available.
11 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
12
jurisdictions.
13 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
14
maintenance personnel.
15 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
18 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
25 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
26 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
27
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
28 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
29
emergencies.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
31
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
32
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
33
activities.
34 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
35
normal operations or storage.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
9
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8
9
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30
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
emergencies.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF12.
Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
when available.
Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
jurisdictions.
Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
maintenance personnel.
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35 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
6 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
14 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
15
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
16 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
17
emergencies.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
19
and EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF12.
22 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
23
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
24
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
25
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
26
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
27
when available.
28 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
29
jurisdictions.
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30 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
31
maintenance personnel.
32 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
33 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
34
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
35
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
36
activities.
37 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
38
normal operations or storage.

Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
11 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
12
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
13 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
14
emergencies.
15 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
16
and EOC or incident command.
17 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
18
support ESF12.
19 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
20
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
21
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
22
restoration.
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Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
24
when available.
25 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
26
jurisdictions.
27 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
28
maintenance personnel.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
31
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
32
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
33
activities.
34 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
35
normal operations or storage.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF12.
5 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
6
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
7
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
8
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
9
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
10
when available.
11 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
12
jurisdictions.
13 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
23
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Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
maintenance personnel.
15 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
16 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
17 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
18 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
19 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
20
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
21 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
22 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
23 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
24
private sector.
25 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
26 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
27
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
28 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
29
emergencies.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
31
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
32
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
33
activities.
34 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
35
normal operations or storage.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
14
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9 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
17 Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
18
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
19 Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
20
emergencies.
21 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
22
and EOC or incident command.
23 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
24
support ESF12.
25 Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
26
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
27
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
28
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
29
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
30
when available.
31 Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
32
jurisdictions.
33 Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
34
maintenance personnel.
35 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
36 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
37
management to promote community preparedness.
38 Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 12 - Energy and Utilities
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
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Provide ESF-12 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-12 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-12 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-12 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-12 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Ensure the availability of necessary equipment to support energy and utilities activities.
Identify and establish contact with county electric providers.
Identify how agencies will provide support while having limited fuel supplies and identify
alternate fuel providers for emergency response.
Identify bulk storage fuel facilities.
Implement a public awareness campaign regarding energy and utilities safety in
emergencies.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-12 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-12
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF12.
Monitor power restoration response activities and provide estimates for restoration.
Work with private energy and utility organizations to maintain current information
regarding damage to supply and distribution systems.
Identify facilities that require priority repair of utilities and establish a plan for restoration
of critical services.
Coordinate with ESF 7 to obtain resources to assist in utility and energy repair and
restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 15 to disseminate information to the public regarding the status or
utilities and power restoration.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and ESF 7 to provide emergency power and utilities to shelters
when available.
Respond to significant physical, operational, or economic disruptions to energy supplies.
Identify damage to energy and utility outside of county borders that may impact local
jurisdictions.
Deploy trained individuals to the EOC to assist with coordination of utility repairs.
Coordinate with ESF 13 to provide security to critical energy facilities and protection to
maintenance personnel.
Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-12 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
37 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
38
normal operations or storage.
36

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 12 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 12 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Sheriff
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Sheriff
Support Agencies:
Burlington Police Department
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 13 is to provide law enforcement coordination and support services
in support of emergency events in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. ESF 13 provides a mechanism for coordinating and providing support to local authorities
to include law enforcement, public safety, and security capabilities and resources during
potential or actual disaster/emergencies.
2. ESF 13 generally is activated in situations requiring extensive assistance to provide
public safety and security and where local government resources are overwhelmed or
are inadequate, or in pre-incident or post-incident situations that require protective
solutions.
3. ESF 13 capabilities support incident management requirements including:
a. Force and critical infrastructure protection;
b. Security planning and technical assistance; and
c. Technology support and public safety in both pre-incident and post-incident
situations.
d. To create a county law enforcement emergency response that provides for the
command, control, and coordination of law enforcement planning, operations,
and mutual aid; and
e. To coordinate dispatch and the use of county law enforcement and means of
coordination with local government.
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
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1. ESF 13 is organized consistent with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), the
requirements of the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, and the Incident Command System. This structure and system supports
incident assessment, planning, procurement, deployment, and coordination and support
operations to Coffey County through the Coffey County Emergency Response Team,
Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely
and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 13 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 13 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek and procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 13 will evaluate and analyze
information requests to move people, materials, equipment and other resources as
necessary; develop and update assessments of the Law Enforcement situation and
status in the impact area; and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated
demands or needs.
5. When an event is focused in scope to a specific type or response mode technical and
subject matter expertise may be provided by an appropriate person(s) from a supporting
agency with skills pertinent to the type of event, who will advise and/or direct operations
within the context of the Incident Command System structure.
6. Capabilities. Coffey County has approximately 45 certified law enforcement officers with
the majority being full-time employees. Some are trained to a basic Hazardous Materials
Awareness level. Officers that are part of the Drug Task Force have more advance
training in the areas of Anhydrous Ammonia and Methamphetamine Labs. There are no
officers in Coffey County trained in explosive ordinance detection/disposal, aviation or in
radiological monitoring. The following are local resources in the field of law enforcement:
a. Coffey County Drug Task Force
b. Local agencies across the State of Kansas, with leadership from the Kansas
Highway Patrol, have a program called LEAD (Law Enforcement Assistance
Deployment).
i.

LEAD is an organization to coordinate deployment of law enforcement
resources under mutual aid in emergency incidents and planned events.
LEAD agencies can report the number and type of resources they can
deploy along with the length of deployment and travel distances.

7. Public safety, security and protection.
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a. The county has mutual aid agencies that will assist each other when requested.
The fire departments, police departments, public works, State, County, and other
agencies will provide assistance when a request is called in to those agencies.
These agencies will respond to major disasters, hazardous materials spill, Wolf
Creek incidents, even minor emergencies if regular departments are
overwhelmed with other events.
b. During major events, the ESF 13 may be requested to provide security and
protection to:
i.

The Emergency Operations Center at the request of the Emergency
Manager will provide service for:
1. The Coffey County Sheriff's Department provides law enforcement
in the unincorporated areas of the county.
2. The Sheriff's Department also provides law enforcement to the
incorporated cities that do not have city police departments.
3. The Coffey County Sheriff's Department also provides assistance
to other city police departments in the county when needed or
requested.

ii.

Staging Areas at the request of the Incident Commander

iii.

Command Posts at the request of the Incident Commander

iv.

The EOC at the request of the Incident Commander or the Emergency
Manager

v.

Public Shelter at the request of the Incident Commander or Emergency
Manager

vi.

Feeding Facilities at the request of the facility manager or Incident
Commander

vii.

Wolf Creek Generating Station at the request of WCGS or Incident
Commander

viii.

Local jails, registered sex offenders, parolees, at the request of local, State,
or Federal law enforcement officials.

ix.

Temporary Morgues at the request of ESF 6 Health and Medical Services

x.

Hospitals at the request of the Incident Commander or the ESF 6 Health
and Medical Services.

xi.

Locations of first responders at the request of the Incident Commander or
Emergency Manager

8. Continuity of operations-- Law enforcement agencies within Coffey County have
unwritten Continuity of Operations Plans in the event of one department being
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overwhelmed by incidents or facility damages . Assistance will also be requested though
the mutual aid agreements and LEAD agencies.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 13 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Sheriff which is appointed by the
Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners.
The staff serving as ESF 13 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey
County Sheriff. When ESF 13 support is necessary, the ESF 13 Coordinator coordinates
all aspects of ESF 13.
2. ESF 13 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 13 may operate at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); and 2)
Field operations
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding transportation for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 13
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
5. In accordance with a mission assignment from ESF 13, each primary and/or support
organization assisting ESF 13 will retain administrative control over its own resources
and personnel, but will be under the operational control of ESF 13. Delegation of mission
operational control may be delegated to the field by the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC).
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Sheriff staff to provide
support.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC)/Operations Section Chief will coordinate the support resources from the
support agencies with the Emergency Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 13 will evaluate and fulfill all valid requests for
law enforcement resources. ESF 13 will complete and update assessments and
contingency plans for the law enforcement support services deployed or
anticipated in the incident area.
d. The Coffey County Sheriff will develop and maintain ESF 13 and accompanying
Appendices, annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response
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actions related to emergencies. Support agencies may develop and maintain
supporting documents for agency use, which must be compatible with the overall
Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the
National Response Framework, The National Incident Management System, the
Incident Command System and the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Kansas Highway Patrol is
the designated lead agency for State law enforcement and will provide a liaison
to facilitate requests for State law enforcement resources to local Emergency
Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of
ESF13 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Emergency Services Branch
Chief who reports to the Operations Section Chief under the overall direction of
the SEOC Manager.
c. During the response phase, ESF 13 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding statewide law enforcement coordination and support requests. ESF 13
will develop and update law enforcement assessments and contingency plans to
meet anticipated demands and needs.
d. The Kansas Highway Patrol develops and maintains ESF 13 and accompanying
Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response
actions related to emergencies. Support agencies may develop and maintain
similar documents for agency use, which must be compatible with and in support
of the overall Kansas Response Plan. All such documents will be in compliance
with the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management
System, the Incident Command System and the Kansas Response Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Sheriff and/or Coffey County Emergency Management will notify the
County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)) when information comes to
their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 13 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF13 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 13. If additional support is required, the ESF 13
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 13 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 13 on standby, Coffey County Sheriff
will implement procedures to notify all ESF 13 planning team members and, if
necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources likely to be needed,
based on the emergency circumstance.
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E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 13 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 13 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
12
and EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
15
radiological incidents.
16 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
17 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
18
facilities.
19 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
20 Provide protection to emergency responders.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
24
respond due to facilities damage.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
5
radiological incidents.
6 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
7 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
8
facilities.
9 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
10 Provide protection to emergency responders.
11 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
12 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
13 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
14
respond due to facilities damage.
15 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
16 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
17
officials.
18 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
19
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
20 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
21 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
22 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
23
private sector.
24 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
26
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
21
radiological incidents.
22 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
23 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
26
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Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
facilities.
25 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
26 Provide protection to emergency responders.
27 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
28 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
30
respond due to facilities damage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
18
radiological incidents.
19 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
20 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
21
facilities.
22 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
23 Provide protection to emergency responders.
24 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
25 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
26 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
respond due to facilities damage.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Primary: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
12
and EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
15
radiological incidents.
16 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
17 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
18
facilities.
19 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
20 Provide protection to emergency responders.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
24
respond due to facilities damage.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
5
radiological incidents.
6 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
7 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
8
facilities.
9 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
10 Provide protection to emergency responders.
11 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
12 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
13 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
14
respond due to facilities damage.
15 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
16 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
17
officials.
18 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
19
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
20 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
21 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
22 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
23
private sector.
24 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
26
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
21
radiological incidents.
22 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
23 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
26
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Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
facilities.
25 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
26 Provide protection to emergency responders.
27 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
28 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
30
respond due to facilities damage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
18
radiological incidents.
19 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
20 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
21
facilities.
22 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
23 Provide protection to emergency responders.
24 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
25 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
26 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
respond due to facilities damage.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Supporting: Burlington Police Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
12
and EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
15
radiological incidents.
16 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
17 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
18
facilities.
19 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
20 Provide protection to emergency responders.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
24
respond due to facilities damage.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
5
radiological incidents.
6 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
7 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
8
facilities.
9 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
10 Provide protection to emergency responders.
11 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
12 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
13 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
14
respond due to facilities damage.
15 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
16 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
17
officials.
18 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
19
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
20 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
21 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
22 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
23
private sector.
24 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
26
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
21
radiological incidents.
22 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
23 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
26
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Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
facilities.
25 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
26 Provide protection to emergency responders.
27 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
28 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
30
respond due to facilities damage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
18
radiological incidents.
19 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
20 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
21
facilities.
22 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
23 Provide protection to emergency responders.
24 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
25 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
26 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24
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Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
respond due to facilities damage.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Kansas Bureau of Investigation
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
12
and EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
15
radiological incidents.
16 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
17 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
18
facilities.
19 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
20 Provide protection to emergency responders.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
24
respond due to facilities damage.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
5
radiological incidents.
6 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
7 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
8
facilities.
9 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
10 Provide protection to emergency responders.
11 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
12 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
13 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
14
respond due to facilities damage.
15 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
16 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
17
officials.
18 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
19
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
20 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
21 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
22 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
23
private sector.
24 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
26
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
21
radiological incidents.
22 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
23 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
26
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Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
facilities.
25 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
26 Provide protection to emergency responders.
27 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
28 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
30
respond due to facilities damage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
18
radiological incidents.
19 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
20 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
21
facilities.
22 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
23 Provide protection to emergency responders.
24 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
25 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
26 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24
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Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
respond due to facilities damage.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

Kansas Highway Patrol
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
11 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
12
and EOC or incident command.
13 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
14
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
15
radiological incidents.
16 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
17 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
18
facilities.
19 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
20 Provide protection to emergency responders.
21 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
22 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
23 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
24
respond due to facilities damage.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
5
radiological incidents.
6 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
7 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
8
facilities.
9 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
10 Provide protection to emergency responders.
11 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
12 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
13 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
14
respond due to facilities damage.
15 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
16 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
17
officials.
18 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
19
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
20 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
21 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
22 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
23
private sector.
24 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
26
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Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
28
activities.
29 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
30
normal operations or storage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
6
normal operations or storage.
7 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
8 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
9
officials.
10 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
11
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
12 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
13 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
14 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
15
private sector.
16 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
21
radiological incidents.
22 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
23 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
26
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Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
facilities.
25 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
26 Provide protection to emergency responders.
27 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
28 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
29 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
30
respond due to facilities damage.
31 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
32
management to promote community preparedness.
33 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 13 - Public Safety and Security
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Provide ESF-13 representative for update of mitigation plan.
4 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-13 tasks.
5 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-13 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county law enforcement
6
officials.
7 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-13 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
8
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
9 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
10 Develop and maintain ESF-13 Annex.
11 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
12
private sector.
13 Develop safety programs, to include disaster situations, and present them to the public.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-13 activities.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-13
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF13.
Identify capabilities to provide safety and security for hazmat, EOD, aviation, and
18
radiological incidents.
19 Secure disaster area in accordance with the requirements of the specific hazard present.
20 Coordinate with other ESF sections to provide protection to key and critical facilities.
Coordinate with EOC or incident command to provide protection to shelters and feeding
21
facilities.
22 Provide support to ESF 6 in handling individuals in shelters with legal restrictions.
23 Provide protection to emergency responders.
24 Coordinate the activation of mutual aid agreements.
25 Coordinate with law enforcement agencies responding from outside the jurisdiction.
26 Alert or activate off-duty and auxiliary personnel as required by the emergency.
24
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Activate continuity of operations protocol when agencies are overwhelmed or unable to
respond due to facilities damage.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-13 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Clean, repair, replenish and perform maintenance on all equipment before returning to
normal operations or storage.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 13 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 13 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.

V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Emergency Management
Support Agencies:
Coffey County Engineer
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 14 is to coordinate the long term recovery of Coffey County in an
efficient and effective manner.
B. Scope
1. This ESF is structured to provide coordination during large-scale or catastrophic
incidents that require assistance to address significant long-term impacts in the affected
area.
2. Specifically the scope of ESF 14 is to:
a. Provide for coordinated measures and policies designed to facilitate recovery
from the effects of natural and technological disasters, civil disturbances, or acts
of domestic terrorism.
b. Provide for effective utilization of resources to support efforts to aid long-term
community recovery, stabilize local and regional economies, and reduce or
eliminate risks from future incidents.
c. Assist in coordinating the damage assessment process in order to determine the
need for assistance.
d. Provide a government conduit and administrative means for appropriate
voluntary and private sector organizations to assist Coffey County governments
during the recovery and mitigation phases.
e. On-going and post-incident assessments of infrastructure and assessment of
total damages including insured and uninsured losses.
f.

Providing technical assistance to include engineering expertise, construction
management, contracting and real estate services.

II. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. General
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1. ESF 14 is organized consistent with the State of Kansas EOC and the requirements of
the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, and the
Incident Command System in order to provide incident assessment, planning,
procurement, deployment, coordination and support operations to Coffey County through
the County Emergency Response Team, Area Operations and Regional Incident
Management Teams (IMTs) to provide a timely and appropriate response to an
emergency or situation.
2. Procedures, protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plan (i.e., Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 14 capabilities. Periodic training and exercises are also conducted
to enhance effectiveness.
3. In a large event requiring local or State mutual aid assistance, ESF 14 will work with its
support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of any
required assets.
4. Throughout the response and recovery periods, ESF 14 will evaluate and analyze
information regarding the availability of volunteers and donated goods and services.
5. A volunteer representative will serve a liaison role at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) to assist in coordination of all activities under ESF 14.
6. Requests will be made of the State of Kansas EOC ESF 14 and ESF 2 to assist in
managing incoming volunteer and donations related calls placed from outside of Coffey
County. This assistance will come by referring interested parties to the Kansas AID
MATRIX website or by directing them to contact United Way 2-1-1. The Coffey County
Emergency Management Public Information Officer will publicize the importance of
outside callers using these locations for receiving volunteer and donation instructions
prior to citizens sending donations or arriving for volunteer assignment.
7. Pre-designated warehouse space will be utilized by ESF 14 to receive, sort, inventory
and redistribute donated goods to agencies and assisting organizations.
8. Volunteer coordinators will establish reception centers adjacent to donations warehouse
facilities.
9. Rapid Impact Assessment. A Rapid Impact Assessment will allow Coffey County to:
a. Request mutual aid
b. Manager resources
c. Prioritize response actions
d. Reduce recovery time
e. Assess needs for State and Federal assistance
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f.

Plan for recovery

g. Assess mitigation efforts to reduce future disasters
h. Reduce human suffrage
10. Normally a rapid assessment will be completed within a few hours after the event.
Detailed assessments are more thorough and take several days or weeks. The rapid
assessment can give you an immediate assessment to make critical decision from the
beginning of an incident and give a estimated view of a situation. As information gets
updated to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), it will be passed on to the Kansas
Department of Emergency Management to help with coordination efforts.
11. The Coffey County EOC will collect, process, monitor, and maintain disaster assessment
information developed and reported from the field. The County will also rely on
information from citizens, businesses, city and county employees, public and private
repair crews, and other County or City employees.
12. The rapid assessments will include safety inspections of critical facilities and
infrastructures if needed. The assessment will also include safety checks of electrical
utilities and combustible gas. The County Engineer will inspect the facilities based on
information taken from the rapid assessment and determine if a facility is structurally
sound.
13. The rapid assessment will include information concerning:
a. Known facilities
b. Critical facilities that may be damaged
c. State or Federal emergency declaration
d. Area affected
e. Evacuations
f.

Resources expected

g. Injuries or fatalities
14. Coffey County will work with Kansas Division of Emergency Management throughout the
duration of the disaster assessment process. Coffey County will utilize the report forms
that are approved by the KDEM to ensure a standard system of reporting.
15. The American Red Cross will conduct assessments to determine the needs for
personnel, supplies, storage locations for logistics, and sheltering. The ARC may
coordinate with the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) to reduce the overlapping of the
assessments.
16. Environmental Assessment. Assessing damage to the environment from a chemical
and/or radiological will be differentiated in the following categories:
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a. Damage to Containment Structures- Damage to chemical or radiological
containment structures will be handled by specifically trained hazardous material
technicians or radiological specialists (Refer to ESF #10 Oil andHazardous
Materials).
b. Contamination of water, air, food, and exposed populations or animals will be
determined by city or county environmental specialists and/or hazardous material
technicians with specialized training and equipment to make those
determinations.
c. The Health and Medical Management Team will assist
i.

County Health Department Personnel will respond to all health and
medical issues during the event.

ii.

County Extension & County USDA Offices will assist the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture and Kansas Department of Health and Environment in the
inspection and control of food, water, crops and livestock supplies in
Coffey County as appropriate during emergency situations.

iii.

Arrange transportation for persons requiring medical care.

iv.

Obtain the State's list of regional medical facilities with capability to
handle contaminated and injured or over-exposed individuals.

v.

Provide assistance as required in coordinating the evaluation of public
and private water supplies by the Kansas Department of Health and
Environment.

d. The Environmental Assessments will be coordinated through the Coffey County
Environmental Health Services Office and the County Extension office. They will
determine long term environmental restoration issues in the County.
i.

County Attorney. County Attorney serves as legal advisor to the County
Commission.

ii.

Radiological Officer
1. Maintain a procedure for issuing dosimeters, potassium iodide (KI)
and equipment to emergency workers. Maintain exposure records
and KI administration records of all County emergency workers
during an incident.
2. Maintain and check the Coffey County and Host County
radiological monitoring equipment
3. Coordinate County resources for radiological monitoring and
coordinate efforts with those of the Kansas Department of Health
and Environment and Kansas Division of Emergency
Management.
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4. Coordinate with Host County RO’s for decontamination and
monitoring activities at the Reception and Care Center are
activated as required and coordinate efforts with the Kansas
Department of Health and Environment and the Kansas Division
of Emergency Management.
5. Confers with the County Engineer on radiological aspects of
access control.
iii.

The Radiation Monitoring personnel are used for monitoring at access
control positions following an evacuation or shelter advisory (access
control radiation monitoring personnel).

iv.

Monitoring and decontamination of emergency workers and vehicles at
the emergency worker decontamination facility at the County Shop, if
necessary. (Emergency Worker Decontamination Personnel)

v.

Host county radiation monitoring personnel perform contamination
monitoring and decontamination at the Reception and Care Center.

vi.

Biological
1. In cooperation with Kansas Department of Health and
Environment (KDHE), local hospitals, and other regional health
departments, the County Health Department will provide disease
monitoring. In addition, the County Health Department will
coordinate the collection and testing of biological samples with
KDHE and the Center for Disease Control (CDC)
2. The County Health Department will be responsible for inspecting
food preparation and food and water supplies.
3. The County Health Department will assess the overall sanitation
and living conditions in emergency facilities.

vii.

Roads and Bridges
1. Damage assessment of county roads, bridges and culverts will be
accomplished by the County Engineer. Assessment of damage to
city streets will be accomplished by the appropriate city street
departments.

viii.

Utilities
1. Public utilities are assessed for damage by the appropriate utility
providers. This information is to be reported to the Coffey County
EOC for inclusion in reports to the State.

ix.

Private Business and Individuals
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1. Damages sustained by private businesses and individuals are
determined by the owners of the property and their insurance
representatives. Damage assessments conducted by county, city
or American Red Cross representatives are for the purposes of
determining extent of damage only and numbers of people
affected and are not an indication or promise of federal aid.
x.

Wolf Creek Generation Station (WCGS)
1. *Note: For more in-depth information on a nuclear incident
with WCGS see the Coffey County Contingency Plan in the
File Archives.
2. If an event at WCGS results in offsite potential for contamination,
as determined by WCGS and the Kansas Department of Health
and Environment (KDHE), Bureau of Air & Radiation (BA&R),
evacuees from the potentially affected (contaminated) areas are
directed to proceed to the Reception and Care Center for a
contamination check.
3. Coffey County Radiation Monitoring personnel assemble at the
County Shop in the event of a Site Area Emergency or General
Emergency to set up an emergency worker and vehicle
decontamination station. Radiation Monitoring personnel receive
initial notification to report via telephone from the RO. The RO
dispatches one Radiation Monitoring person to each access
control position as they are set up. Here they provide continual
self-protection monitoring and monitoring for emergency workers
leaving the controlled area after an evacuation or shelter advisory
has been established. They also issue dosimetry to workers
entering the EPZ, who do not already have dosimetry (such as
ambulance personnel). Emergency workers and/or their vehicles
which are found to be contaminated may receive gross vehicle
decon at access control then will be sent to the County Shop for
thorough monitoring and decontamination.
4. The Radiation Monitoring personnel at the access control
positions use County vehicles. All County vehicles that would be
used for this purpose are in radio contact with the CEOC.
5. Radiation Monitoring personnel at the Reception and Care Center
are provided by the host county during an evacuation. Host
County Radiation Monitoring personnel will supervise
contamination monitoring and decontamination at the facilities.
The RO communicates with the host county Radiation Monitoring
personnel via telephone or radio (Sheriff's radio to host county
Sheriff's radio, who then telephones the facility or dispatches a
Sheriff's deputy to the Reception and Care Center. The RO, with
the assistance of WCGS, is responsible for retrieving
contaminated material or clothing collected at the Reception and
Care Center. Results of contamination monitoring and
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decontamination at the Reception and Care Center are forwarded
to the RO at the CEOC. Monitoring Results from the access
control positions, emergency workers and vehicles are forwarded
to the RO at the CEOC.
xi.

Medical and Public Health Support
1. If offsite consequences of a radiological emergency at WCGS are
sufficient to necessitate the medical treatment of contaminated
and injured, or over-exposed members of the general public, it is
likely that the event is of a magnitude that the Kansas Response
Plan will be activated. The State Plan provides discussions
regarding health care facilities that would be utilized by the state
to treat contaminated and injured, or over-exposed members of
the public. Ambulance Services will be used to transport
contaminated injured individuals to the medical facilities
designated.
2. Private appraisers, insurance adjusters and others may obtain
damage assessments reports for specific properties from the
Damage Assessment Coordinator. Such information will be limited
to that necessary to assist them in expediting the adjustment of
claims.

xii.

Agriculture
1. The Coffey County Extension Office in coordination with the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) is
responsible for conducting an assessment of agricultural
damages. This information is passed to the State's Department of
Agriculture.

xiii.

Management of John Redmond Reservoir and Coffey County Lake. A
portion of the effective 10 mile EPZ around John Redmond Reservoir
(JRR) is administered by two Federal agencies and one State agency. A
portion of the EPZ around Coffey County Lake (CCL) is administered by
one State agency and WCGS. The Coffey County Emergency Response
Organization interfaces with these agencies so that transient populations
receive emergency planning information, warning and initial notification.
Each agency maintains an emergency procedure in case of an incident at
WCGS. The procedures for the two Federal agencies are located in
Appendix I of the Coffey County Contingency Plan, the procedure for the
State agency is located in the State of Kansas Operating Procedures and
the procedure for WCGS is located with the Station’s procedures.

17. Types of Disaster Declarations- Disaster Declarations occur at three separate levels,
depending upon the magnitude of the emergency or disaster. The first is at the County
level, then the State level and then the Federal level. Each declaration is defined and
references are made to Federal Programs.
18. Other/Vulnerable Needs Considerations:
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a. The Coffey County COF Training (Community Developmental Disability
Organization) can assist for those special needs individuals who are displaced
from their own residences due to a disaster. Special needs individuals who are
already receiving services from an organized entity will be cared for by that
specific agency.
Coffey County has recently formed a CART (County Animal Response Team).
Animal welfare and coordination will begin at the local level with the CART with
direct assistance from the Kansas SART (State Animal Response Team).
b. The Coffey County Emergency Management will coordinate with local housing
authorities to identify housing resources for individuals and families permanently
displaced by the event. When suitable, the Coffey County Housing Authority will
provide assistance in identifying available Section 8 housing resources. Kansas
Mid-Cap (Community Action Program) can also offer assistance in this
area.Other Needs Considerations- The ESF 6 Coordinator will coordinate efforts
with the housing authority for long and short term recovery efforts. The ESF 6
and ESF 8 Coordinators will coordinate with the EOC in regards to behavioral
mental health assistance. The special needs facilities will provide support to the
special needs population.
B. Direction and Control
1. The ESF 14 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Emergency Management which is
appointed by the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local
planning partners. The staff serving as ESF 14 Coordinator is appointed by and located
in the Coffey County Emergency Management. When ESF 14 support is necessary, the
ESF 14 Coordinator coordinates all aspects of ESF 14.
2. ESF 14 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
3. The ESF 14 system operates in two arenas; 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); 2)
field locations.
4. During emergency activations, all management decisions regarding transportation for
Coffey County are made at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) by the ESF 14
coordinator. Under the Incident Command System structure, the Planning, Logistics,
Finance/Administration, and Operations Sections at the Coffey County Courthouse
(EOC) assist the incident commander in carrying out the overall mission.
C. Organization
1. County
a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), support agency
staff is integrated with the Coffey County Emergency Management staff to
provide support.
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b. During an emergency or disaster event, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)
Operations Section Chief will coordinate resource support with the Human
Services Branch Chief.
c. During the response phase, ESF 14 will evaluate and analyze information
regarding volunteers and donations requests. Also, ESF 14 will develop and
update assessments of the requirements for volunteers and donations in the
impacted area and undertake contingency planning to meet anticipated demands
and requirements.
d. The Coffey County Emergency Management will develop and maintain ESF14
and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines
that govern response actions related to emergencies. Primary and support
agencies should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal
use, which must be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency
Operations Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the National
Response Framework, The National Incident Management System, the Incident
Command System, and the Coffey County Emergency Operations Plan.
e. The Coffey County Emergency Management shall be represented in ESF 5
(Information and Planning) and support disaster intelligence collection and
analysis as relates to the ESF 14 scope.
f.

Individual organizations supporting ESF 14 will maintain contact with the Coffey
County Courthouse (EOC) ESF 14 liaison to advise them of status and response
capabilities.

2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General's Office,
Kansas Division of Emergency Management is the designated lead agency for
State volunteer and donations services and will provide a liaison to facilitate
requests for ESF 14 resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
14 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the Human Services Branch Chief
who reports to the Response Section Chief under the overall direction of the
SEOC Manager.
c. The Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
develops and maintains ESF 14 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and
Standard Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to
emergencies. However, support agencies may develop and maintain their own
similar documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support
of the overall Emergency Operations Plan. All such documents will be in
compliance with the National Response Framework, the National Incident
Management System, the Incident Command System and the Coffey
County Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Alerts and Notifications
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1. The Coffey County Emergency Management and/or Coffey County Emergency
Management will notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC))
when information comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster
situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or ESF Coordinator for ESF 14 when Coffey County has
been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as provided in the
County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 14 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 14. If additional support is required, the ESF 14
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 14 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 14 on standby, Coffey County
Emergency Management will implement procedures to notify all ESF 14 planning team
members and, if necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources
likely to be needed, based on the emergency circumstance.
5. When notified that the EOC has been activated, the ESF 14 coordinator will:
a. Conduct an immediate telephone survey of all Health and Human Service
agencies to assess damage, determine ability to continue to provide services and
determine support capabilities.
b. Establish contact with the Coffey County Public Information Officer to coordinate
dissemination of media information relative to volunteers and donations.
c. Establish contact with the State of Kansas EOC ESF 14 coordinator to advise
them of current situation, status and emerging needs.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 14 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish the tasks and requires significant cooperation and
collaboration between all ESF 14 agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
assessment.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
purpose.
Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
recovery efforts.
Support community recovery activities.
Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
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35 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
36
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
5
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
6
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
7 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
8 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
9 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
10 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
11 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
12
purpose.
13 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
22 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
23
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
24
assessment.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
26
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
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30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
31
recovery efforts.
32 Support community recovery activities.
33 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
34
management to promote community preparedness.
35 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
36
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
6
recovery efforts.
7 Support community recovery activities.
8 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
11
officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
13 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
14 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
15 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
16
private sector.
17 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
18
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
19
assessment.
20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
21
and EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
24
community are met.
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Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
26 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
27 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
28 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
29 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
30 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
31
purpose.
32 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
33 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
34
management to promote community preparedness.
35 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
36
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
4
mitigation.
5 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
10 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
11 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
12 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
13
private sector.
14 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
15
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
16
assessment.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF14.
25
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
purpose.
Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
recovery efforts.
Support community recovery activities.
Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.

Primary: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
5 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
6 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
7 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
8
private sector.
9 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
10
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
11
assessment.
12 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
13
and EOC or incident command.
14 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
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Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
16
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
17
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
18 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
19 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
20 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
21 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
22 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
23
purpose.
24 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
26
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
31
recovery efforts.
32 Support community recovery activities.
33 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
34
management to promote community preparedness.
35 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
36
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
5
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
6
personnel staff.
15
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Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
8 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
9 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
10 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
11 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
12
purpose.
13 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
18 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
19 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
20 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
21
private sector.
22 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
23
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
24
assessment.
25 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
26
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
27
improve future response activities.
28 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
29
activities.
30 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
31
recovery efforts.
32 Support community recovery activities.
33 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
34
management to promote community preparedness.
35 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
36
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
7
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
recovery efforts.
Support community recovery activities.
Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
assessment.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
purpose.
Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
management to promote community preparedness.
Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
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Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
mitigation.
37 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
4
mitigation.
5 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
10 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
11 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
12 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
13
private sector.
14 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
15
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
16
assessment.
17 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
18
and EOC or incident command.
19 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
20
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
21
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
22
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
23 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
24 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
25 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
26 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
27 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
28
purpose.
29 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
30 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
36
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
recovery efforts.
Support community recovery activities.
Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.

Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
11
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
12
assessment.
13 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
14
and EOC or incident command.
15 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
16
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
17
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
18
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
19 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
20 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
21 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
22 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
23 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
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Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
purpose.
25 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
30
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
32
recovery efforts.
33 Support community recovery activities.
34 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
5
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
6
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
7 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
8 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
9 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
10 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
11 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
12
purpose.
13 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
24
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Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
19 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
20 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
21 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
22
private sector.
23 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
24
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
25
assessment.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
30
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
32
recovery efforts.
33 Support community recovery activities.
34 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
6
recovery efforts.
7 Support community recovery activities.
8 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
11
officials.
18
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12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
18 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
19
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
20
assessment.
21 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
22
and EOC or incident command.
23 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
24
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
25
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
26
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
27 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
28 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
29 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
30 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
31 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
32
purpose.
33 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
34 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
4
mitigation.
5 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
officials.
Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
private sector.
Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
assessment.
Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
and EOC or incident command.
Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
purpose.
Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
recovery efforts.
Support community recovery activities.
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38 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.

Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
3
officials.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
5
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
10 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
11
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
12
assessment.
13 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
14
and EOC or incident command.
15 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
16
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
17
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
18
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
19 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
20 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
21 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
22 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
23 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
24
purpose.
25 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
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Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
32
recovery efforts.
33 Support community recovery activities.
34 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
5
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
6
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
7 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
8 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
9 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
10 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
11 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
12
purpose.
13 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
14 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
15 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
16
officials.
17 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
18
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
19 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
20 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
21 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
22
private sector.
23 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
30
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Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
25
assessment.
26 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
27
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
28
improve future response activities.
29 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
30
activities.
31 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
32
recovery efforts.
33 Support community recovery activities.
34 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
2
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
3
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
4
activities.
5 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
6
recovery efforts.
7 Support community recovery activities.
8 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.
9 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
10 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
11
officials.
12 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
13
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
14 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
15 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
16 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
17
private sector.
24
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18 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
19
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
20
assessment.
21 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
22
and EOC or incident command.
23 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
24
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
25
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
26
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
27 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
28 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
29 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
30 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
31 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
32
purpose.
33 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
34 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
35
management to promote community preparedness.
36 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
37
mitigation.
38 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 14 - Long-Term Community Recovery
1 Participate in the hazard identification process and identify and correct vulnerabilities.
Participate in mitigation planning team meetings and work with local emergency
2
management to promote community preparedness.
3 Develop and implement mitigation strategies.
Support programs that provide individual assistance, public assistance, and hazard
4
mitigation.
5 Provide ESF-14 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-14 tasks.
7 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-14 personnel.
Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county transportation
8
officials.
9 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-14 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS) and the
10
National Incident Management System (NIMS).
11 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
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12 Develop and maintain ESF-14 Annex.
13 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
14
private sector.
15 Inform all personnel of their emergency responsibilities.
Identify how long term community recovery efforts in support of emergency operations
16
will be directed and controlled.
Identify the trained personnel or agency responsible for conducting an environmental
17
assessment.
18 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-14 activities in EOC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-14
19
and EOC or incident command.
20 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
21
support ESF14.
Work with the private sector to ensure the disaster related needs of the business
22
community are met.
Coordinate with EOC and incident command to provide lists of long term recovery
23
personnel staff.
Use impact assessment to identify number of persons affected, homes
24 damaged/destroyed, and infrastructure losses to predict the ongoing need for long term
recovery efforts.
25 Identify long term recovery efforts for individuals with vulnerable needs.
26 Identify long term recovery efforts for animal welfare and agriculture stakeholders.
27 Coordinate with ESF6 and ESF 8 to acquire long term mental health services.
28 Identify long term impacts of environmental issues caused by the disaster.
Communicate with ESF-15 the status of long term recovery efforts for public information
29
purpose.
30 Identify and provide strategy to assist citizens with unmet needs.
31 Continue to perform tasks necessary to expedite restoration and recovery operations.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
32
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-14 Annex to correct shortfalls and
33
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
34
activities.
35 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Coordinate with ESF 6 and housing authorities for sheltering and short/long term
36
recovery efforts.
37 Support community recovery activities.
38 Work with the State and Federal government to administer disaster recovery programs.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 14 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 14 expenses relevant to an event.
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B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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ESF 15 - External Communication
Coordinating Agency:
Coffey County Public Information Officer
Primary Agency:
Coffey County Board of County Commissioners
Coffey County Clerk's Office
Coffey County Emergency Management
Coffey County Fire District #1
Coffey County Health Department
Coffey County Hospital
Coffey County Sheriff
Support Agencies:
Adjutant General's Office, Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Adjutant General's Office, Office of Public Affairs
American Red Cross
Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Coffey County Engineer
Coffey County Extension
Coffey County Road and Bridge
Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Kansas Division of Emergency Management
Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas
The Salvation Army
USD 243 Lebo / Waverly, USD 244 Burlington, USD 245 Gridley / Leroy
I. Purpose and Scope
A. Purpose
1. The purpose of ESF 15 is to disseminate information on emergencies to the public
through the news media in Coffey County.
B. Scope
1. This ESF coordinates actions to provide the required external affairs support to county
and incident management elements. This Annex details the establishment of support
positions to coordinate communications to various audiences. This ESF applies to
county departments and agencies that may require public affairs support or whose public
affairs assets may be employed during an emergency. This scope describes:
a. Quickly relay critical and potentially lifesaving information to those at risk
b. Provide timely, consistent information on the status of emergency operations
c. Coordinate the release of public information from all responding agencies
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d. Assure the public that government is responding effectively to the emergency
e. Make credible and consistent information available to answer citizen inquiries
f.

Provide ongoing and useful information regarding recovery activities

g. Ensure a system is in place to provide information and guidance to County, City
and if appropriate, State and Federal, elected and appointed officials
II. Concept of Operations
A. General
1. ESF 15 is organized consistent with the State of Kansas EOC and the requirements of
the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management System, and the
Incident Command System to provide incident assessment, planning, procurement,
deployment, coordination and support operations to the County Emergency Response
Team, Area Operations and Regional Incident Management Teams (IMTs) to assure a
timely and appropriate response to an emergency or situation.
2. Procedures protocols and plans for disaster response activities are developed to govern
staff operations at the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) and in the field. These are in
the form of Emergency Operations Plans (i.e. Base Plan) and corresponding
Appendices, Incident Annexes, Support Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines,
which describe ESF 15 capabilities
3. In a large event requiring local or state mutual aid assistance, ESF 15 will coordinate
with support agency counterparts to seek, procure, plan, coordinate and direct the use of
required assets.
4. The Coffey County Public Information Officer will act as the lead agency for ESF 15.
Depending on the severity of the situation, other local public information officers and
County staff will assist with media advisories and releases. Lead or support agency
public information staff will operate from the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) on a 24hour schedule to help maintain the flow of public information.
5. Depending on the severity of the disaster, the Coffey County Emergency Management
may activate a 24-hour citizen information center to handle citizens' inquiries.
6. In a catastrophic disaster, ESF 7 (Resource Support), ESF 14 (Long Term Recovery)
and ESF 15 will work together to release information regarding volunteer goods and
services that need to be sent to the disaster area, and where volunteers and donors may
go to deliver such goods or services. All ESFs will routinely provide information to ESF
15 to keep Coffey County officials and citizens aware of current events.
7. Public Notifications and News Releases:
a. Media Relations
i.

Before any information is released to the media, it must be cleared and
approved by the Incident Commander. At such time that a Joint
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Information Center (JIC) is established, the JIC will perform the Approval
and Clearance function for the release of information to the media. The
PIO will schedule news briefings as determined based upon the incident /
emergency / event and as directed by the Incident Commander.\
ii.

iii.

The PIO will coordinate with affected enitities to release news statements
to media serving Coffey County as needed to keep the public informed.
Public Information will be released to media outlets serving the
County. The Coffey County Emergency Directory and/or the Coffey
County Health Dept. Emergency Directory contains a list of of media
outlets. The following list of Attachments is to proide assistance to the
PIO during incident, emergency or event:


Attachment #1 - Worksheet for Developing a News Statement



Attachment #2 - Guidelines for Dealing with the Media



Attachment #3 - Anticipated Questions and Answers from the
Media

Radio, television, print media, social media, Immediate Response
Information System (IRIS), fliers, posters, informational brochures are
established methods for providing information to the public. Use of a
particular communication medium(s) will be based upon the urgency of
the information and the intended audience. Attachment #4 contains a
Guide for Using Social Media.

b. Joint Information Center (JIC)
i.

The Emergency Manager has the responsibility of establishing JIC for the
County. The JIC is a central location usually co-located with the EOC
used for communication consistent messages to the public.

ii.

The PIO will coordinate with city and county elected officials to establish
the JIC in accordance with National Incident Management System
pricnciples and work with the media at the scene. The PIO will coordinate
information sharing among internal and external partners at the scene.
The PIO will conduct media briefs and coordinate witht he Incident
Commander and/or the Emergency Operation Center (EOC) on the time
of media briefs and the content of message to be delivered to the public.

iii.

The County will coordinate with the State JIC to ensure that outgoing
messages to the media are consistent.

iv.

The PIO may set up a Media Staging Area away from the incident area. If
a JIC has been establshed, activities at the Media Staging Area will be
coordinated with the JIC. The PIO will shcedule regular news briefings.
No memeber of the media will be aditted into the incident area without
prior approval with the Incident Commander. An escort will be provided
to escort the media in and out of the incident area.
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v.

Each affected Department(s) will send a liaison to the JIC to ensure that
the department's recommendations are delivered to the community
accurately and timely in reponse to an incident / emergency / event.

c. In the event of disaster, the PIO will perform media briefings, press releases,
inform over social media, text messages, door-to-door warnings (if necessary),
and website information. The PIO will put procedures in place to insure accurate
and timely information is released to the public. The PIO will address rumors by
correcting the misinformation rapidly in the quickest manner possible. The PIO
will schedule briefings with the media away from the EOC, and will establish
measures to provide security at the briefings, to include coordination's with local
law enforcement officers.
8. Vulnerable Needs / At Risk Populations
a. The County will provide information to those with vulnerable needs to the maxium
extent feasible. The following is contact information for language translation
services:
i.

Telecommunications Devices for the Deaf (TDD) and Teletypewriter
(TTY) - Relay Services at 711 or 1-800-766-3777

ii.

Language Line - 1.800.424.8802 or email - www.languageline.com

iii.

The Emergency Alert System (EAS) provides trailers on TV screens and
audio alerts on radio and television for weather watches, warnings
and other emergency information as deemed necessary.

b. The following is a list of community partners, agencies, institutions and
organizations that serve members of an at risk population:
i.

Nursing Homes & Assisted Living


Life Care Center of Burlington



Sunset Manor - Waverly



The Meadows - Burlington



COF Training Services - Developmental Disabilities Services


Gates House - Burlington



Miller House - Burlington



COF Houses


Des Moines Street



Wilson Street



Alleghany House
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ii.

iii.

Schools


USD #243 - Lebo / Waverly Schools



USD #244 - Burlington Schools - Tyco Alert System



USD #245 - South Coffey County Schools - Gridley / Leroy - IRIS
Notification System

Pre-Schools


Trinity Lutheran - Burlington



Rainbows End - Burlington



Lebo Pre-Play School - Lebo

iv.

Daycares - Listed in the Coffey County Emergency Directory

v.

Point of Contact Information for the above referenced may be found in the
Coffey County Emergency Directory.

B. Direction and Control
The ESF 15 Coordinating Agency is Coffey County Public Information Officer which is appointed
by the Coffey County Emergency Management, in coordination with local planning partners. The
staff serving as ESF 15 Coordinator is appointed by and located in the Coffey County Public
Information Officer . When ESF 15 support is necessary, the ESF 15 Coordinator coordinates all
aspects of ESF 15.
1. ESF 15 complies with the National Response Framework, and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS guides the direction and control system
adopted by the Coffey County Emergency Management, which functions as the official
disaster prevention, protection, response, preparedness, recovery, and mitigation
organization within Coffey County.
2. The ESF 15 system operates at two levels: 1) Coffey County Courthouse (EOC); 2) field
locations.
3. The Coffey County Emergency Management serves as the focal point for ESF 15
activities. It is responsible for ensuring that all appropriate program departments, support
agencies, other ESF and other private voluntary agencies have knowledge about the
system and ESF 15 expectations, as well as coordinate and cooperate efficiently during
an event.
C. Organization
1. County
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a. During an activation of the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC), primary and
support agency staff is integrated with the Coffey County Public Information
Officer staff to provide support.
b. The Public Information function will be a part of the Command Staff. The Public
Information Officer is responsible for interfacing with the public and media and/or
agencies with incident-related information requirements.
c. During a disaster, the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will act as the central
coordinating facility for receiving and disseminating public information.
Information flow to the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) will occur directly from
news media reports and citizen public information phone calls. Information will
flow from the Coffey County Courthouse (EOC) in the form of media briefings,
news releases and situation reports. Information will also flow from ESF 15 to the
State of Kansas EOC.
d. The Coffey County Public Information Officer will develop and maintain ESF 15
and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard Operating Guidelines
that govern response actions related to emergencies. Primary and support
agencies should develop and maintain their own similar documents for internal
use, which must be compatible with and in support of the overall Emergency
Operations Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with the National
Response Framework, The National Incident Management System, the Incident
Command System, and the Coffey County EOP.
2. State of Kansas
a. During an activation of the State of Kansas EOC, the Adjutant General’s
Department, Office of Public Affairs is designated as the state lead for Public
Information and will provide a liaison to facilitate requests for State PIO
resources to local Emergency Operations Centers.
b. During an emergency or disaster event, the primary and support agencies of ESF
15 at the State of Kansas EOC will report to the SEOC Manager.
c. The Adjutant General’s Department, Office of Public Affairs develops and
maintains ESF 15 and accompanying Appendices, Annexes and Standard
Operating Guidelines that govern response actions related to emergencies.
Primary and support agencies should develop and maintain their own similar
documents for internal use, which must be compatible with and in support of the
overall Kansas Response Plan. All such documents will be in compliance with
the National Response Framework, the National Incident Management System,
the Incident Command System and the Kansas Response Plan.
d. The primary and supporting agencies working for the State ESF 15 will report
directly to the State of Kansas EOC.
D. Alerts and Notifications
1. The Coffey County Public Information Officer and/or Coffey County Emergency
Management will notify the County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC))
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when information comes to their attention indicating that an emergency or disaster
situation is developing.
2. The County Warning Point (Coffey County Courthouse (EOC)), will notify the “on call”
Emergency Duty Officer and/or Emergency Coordinating Officer (ECO) for ESF 15 when
Coffey County has been threatened or impacted by an emergency or disaster event as
provided in the County Warning Point procedure.
3. ESF 15 will be activated or placed on standby upon notification by the Coffey County
Courthouse (EOC). The representatives or designees of the coordinating agency will
manage the emergency activities of ESF 15. If additional support is required, the ESF 15
coordinating and primary agencies may jointly manage ESF 15 activities.
4. Upon instructions to activate or placement of ESF 15 on standby, Coffey County Public
Information Officer will implement procedures to notify all ESF 15 planning team
members and, if necessary, mobilize all personnel, facilities, and physical resources
likely to be needed, based on the emergency circumstance.
E. Actions
1. Actions carried out by ESF 15 are grouped into phases of emergency management:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. Each phase requires specific skills
and knowledge to accomplish and requires significant cooperation and collaboration
between all supporting agencies and the intended recipients of service.
III. Responsibilities
A. The following list identifies the responsibilities designated to each agency/organization
for this ESF. The Coordinating and Primary Agency and their responsibilities are listed
first. The Supporting Agencies follow in alphabetical order.

Coordinating: Coffey County Public Information Officer
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
2 Develop pre-scripted media releases and public advisories.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
3
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
4
activity.
5 Establish process to verify information is accurate and valid before public release.
6 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.

Primary: Coffey County Clerk's Office
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-15 personnel.
2 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
3 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
4
public information procedures.
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Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
activity.
6 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
7
and EOC or incident command.
8 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
9
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
10
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
11 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
12 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
13 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
14 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
19
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
20 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
21
assistance.
22 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
23 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
24
media and the public.
25 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
26
and clippings.
27 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
28
methods.
29 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
30
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
31 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
32 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF15.
5
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Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
6 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
7 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
8 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
9 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
10
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
11
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
12
activities.
13 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
14
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
15 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
16
assistance.
17 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
18 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
19
media and the public.
20 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
21
and clippings.
22 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
1
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
2
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
3
activities.
4 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
5
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
6 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
7
assistance.
8 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
9 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
5
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Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
media and the public.
11 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
12
and clippings.
13 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
18
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
19 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
20 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
21 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
22 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
1
methods.
2 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
3
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
4 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
5 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
7
and EOC or incident command.
8 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
9
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
10
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
11 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
12 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
13 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
14 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
10
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
assistance.
Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
media and the public.
Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
and clippings.
Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.

Primary: Coffey County Emergency Management
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-15 tasks.
2 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-15 personnel.
3 Identify responsibilities for liaison roles with state and adjacent county PIOs.
4 Develop standard operating guides and checklists to support ESF-15 activities.
Train personnel on EOC operation, JIC operation, the Incident Command System (ICS)
5
and the National Incident Management System (NIMS).
6 Collect, process, and disseminate information to and from the EOC.
7 Develop and maintain ESF-15 Annex.
8 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Develop mutual aid and other support agreements with surrounding jurisdictions and the
9
private sector.
Identify all viable methods to reach the public including but not limited to radio, television,
10
print media flyers, posters, brochures, informational booths and the Internet.
11 Develop pre-scripted media releases and public advisories.
12 Ensure adequate space and equipment is available for the operation of a JIC.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
13
public information procedures.
Train emergency responders on public information procedures on referring media to the
14
appropriate field or JIC personnel for information.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
15
activity.
16 Establish process to verify information is accurate and valid before public release.
Identify public information needs required for facilities that serve vulnerable needs
17
populations.
18 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
19
English language ability.
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20 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
21
and EOC or incident command.
22 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
23
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
24
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
25 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
26 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
27 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
28 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
29
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
30
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
31
activities.
32 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
33
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
34 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
35
assistance.
36 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
37 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
38
media and the public.
39 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
40
and clippings.
41 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
42
methods.
43 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
44
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
45 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
46 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
5
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
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6
7
8
9

In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
10
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
11
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
12
activities.
13 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
14
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
15 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
16
assistance.
17 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
18 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
19
media and the public.
20 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
21
and clippings.
22 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
1
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
2
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
3
activities.
4 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
5
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
6 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
7
assistance.
8 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
9 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
10
media and the public.
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11 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
12
and clippings.
13 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
18
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
19 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
20 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
21 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
22 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
1
methods.
2 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
3
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
4 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
5 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
7
and EOC or incident command.
8 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
9
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
10
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
11 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
12 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
13 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
14 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
assistance.
Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
media and the public.
Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
and clippings.
Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.

Primary: Coffey County Fire District #1
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
2
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
3
activity.

Primary: Coffey County Health Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-15 tasks.
2 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
3 Develop pre-scripted media releases and public advisories.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
4
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
5
activity.
6 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.
Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
7
English language ability.

Primary: Coffey County Hospital
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-15 tasks.
2 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
3
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
4
activity.
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5

Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
English language ability.

Primary: Coffey County Sheriff
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Maintain a central personnel roster, contact, and resource lists to support ESF-15 tasks.
2 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
3
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
4
activity.
Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
5
English language ability.
6 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
7
and EOC or incident command.
8 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
9
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
10
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
11 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
12 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
13 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
14 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
15
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
16
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
17
activities.
18 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
19
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
20 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
21
assistance.
22 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
23 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
24
media and the public.
25 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
26
and clippings.
27 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
28
methods.
29 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
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Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
31 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
32 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Response (During Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
2
and EOC or incident command.
3 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
4
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
5
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
6 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
7 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
8 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
9 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
10
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
11
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
12
activities.
13 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
14
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
15 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
16
assistance.
17 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
18 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
19
media and the public.
20 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
21
and clippings.
22 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Recovery (Post Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
1
those resources are no longer required.
30
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Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
3
activities.
4 Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
5
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
6 Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
7
assistance.
8 Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
9 Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
10
media and the public.
11 Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
12
and clippings.
13 Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.
14 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
15
and EOC or incident command.
16 Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
17
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
18
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
19 In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
20 Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
21 Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
22 Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
23
methods.
24 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
25
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
26 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
27 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
Mitigation Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide information and increase awareness about safe rooms and other shelter
1
methods.
2 Conduct all-hazard safety visits to increase home hazard prevention actions.
Promote preparedness information that will lessen the impact of disasters, such as
3
having a disaster preparedness kit and family disaster plan.
4 Establish contacts and develop working relationships with the media.
5 Provide ESF-15 representative for update of mitigation plan.
6 Designate personnel to coordinate ESF-15 activities in EOC and JIC.
Manage the collection, processing, and dissemination of information between ESF-15
7
and EOC or incident command.
2
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Provide field support for emergency responders at the scene.
Participate in EOC briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and meetings to
support ESF15.
Inform the public of health and/or safety concerns, status of emergency situation, and
ways to reduce or eliminate the associated dangers.
In coordination with the EOC team, release emergency information.
Implement a proactive public information strategy to meet media needs.
Activate and staff management functions of the JIC.
Resolve any conflicting information and dispel rumors.
Return borrowed resources and those obtained through agreement, lease, or rental when
those resources are no longer required.
Evaluate response and recommend changes to ESF-15 Annex to correct shortfalls and
improve future response activities.
Provide documentation for possible financial reimbursement process for recovery
activities.
Participate in after action meetings and prepare after action reports as requested.
Continue all emergency public information activities based on the circumstances and the
organizations involved in the recovery efforts.
Distribute information on what to do when returning to your damaged home.
Distribute information on how and where to apply for different types of disaster
assistance.
Participate in briefings, incident action plans, situation reports and briefings.
Release information concerning the need for volunteer goods and services.
Provide information regarding available disaster recovery programs and resources to the
media and the public.
Maintain records of all news releases to support documentation after the disaster.
Compile a written record of events, including any printed materials, news releases, tapes
and clippings.
Assess effectiveness of information and education programs.

Supporting: American Red Cross
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Supporting: Coffey County Emergency Medical Service
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
2
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
3
activity.
Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
4
English language ability.

Supporting: Coffey County Road and Bridge
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
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1

Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
activity.

Supporting: Coffey County Sheriff Dispatch
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Identify who is responsible for initial notification of ESF-15 personnel.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
2
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
3
activity.
Identify personnel or process used to provide public information to individuals with limited
4
English language ability.

Supporting: Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.

Supporting: Mental Health Center of East Central Kansas
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Supporting: The Salvation Army
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Supporting: USD 243 Lebo / Waverly, USD 244 Burlington, USD 245
Gridley / Leroy
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Pre-identify media outlets, establish contact lists, and provide training on emergency
2
public information procedures.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
3
activity.

Burlington Electric Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Burlington Police Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.
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Burlington Street Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Burlington Water/Wastewater Department
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

Coffey County Coroner
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Participate in training, drills, and exercises.
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
2
activity.

Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Identify public information needs required for facilities that serve vulnerable needs
1
populations.
2 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.

Kansas Department on Aging
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
1 Identify public information needs required for individuals with vulnerable needs.

Kansas Funeral Directors Association
Preparedness (Pre-Event) Actions for ESF 15 - External Communication
Provide continuous and accessible public information about disasters and recovery
1
activity.

IV. Financial Management
A. ESF 15 is responsible for coordinating with Coffey County Clerk's Office to manage
ESF 15 expenses relevant to an event.
B. During a response, each agency/department funds disaster operations from their
current operating budget and are responsible for recording and tracking agency
expenditures. If a federally declared disaster exists, each agency is responsible for
seeking reimbursement in accordance to the formula has established by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency via the FEMA/State Agreement.
C. Expenditures by support entities will be documented by those entities and submitted
directly to the Coffey County Clerk's Office or a designated Finance Service officer as
soon as possible.
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V. References and Authorities
REFERENCES
1. National Incident Management System (NIMS) - National Incident Management System
(NIMS)

AUTHORITIES
1. 44 CFR Part 13 - 44 CFR Part 13 (The Common Rule) - Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements.
2. 44 CFR Part 206 - 44 CFR Part 206 - Federal Disaster Assistance for Disasters
Declared after November 23, 1988.
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Orders of Succession for Coffey County

The EOP has developed an Orders of Succession for all key positions held within the
organization. Provided below is the title and name of each primary person currently
holding each key position, followed by a list of designated successors. The successors are
listed by title in order of precedence.

Who is authorized to activate the local Emergency Operations Center?
Primary: EM Coordinator - Russel Stukey - Coffey County Emergency Management
1. Assistant EM/Planner - Amber Presley - Coffey County Emergency Management
2. Radiological Officer - Cortney Bartley - Coffey County Emergency Management
3. Office Assistant - Chelsie Sowder - Coffey County Emergency Management

Who is authorized to declare a State of General Emergency?
Primary: Chairman - Arlin Meats - Coffey County Commissioner
1. Vice Chairman - Fred Rowley - Coffey County Commissioner
2. Sheriff - Randy Rogers - Coffey County Sheriff's Office
3. County Clerk - Angie Kirchner - Coffey County Clerk's Office

Who is the Public Information Officer for your County?
Primary: County Attorney/Counselor - Christopher Phelan - Coffey County Counselor
1. County Clerk - Angie Kirchner - Coffey County Clerk's Office
2. Unassigned Person
3. Unassigned Person

Who is the Main Point of Contact for this plan?
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Primary: EM Coordinator - Russel Stukey - Coffey County Emergency Management
1. Unassigned Person
2. Unassigned Person
3. Unassigned Person
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ANNEX - TESTING, TRAINING, AND EXERCISES /
PLAN MAINTENANCE
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Test, Training, and Exercises / Plan Maintenance

The EOP documents the past, present, and future events that support their Test, Training, and
Exercise program for their Emergency Operations Plan. These events are documented below
in chronological order starting with the most recent:

Event Title: ESF 15 External Comm. Plan Improvement
Event Date: 5/06/2014
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:

Event Title: Start entering information to ESF 15
Event Date: 9/17/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:

Event Title: ESF 8 Section E - Assigned Department to Actions
Event Date: 6/06/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:

Event Title: Plan Updates
Event Date: 2/01/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Created more contact information. Add Facilities.
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Event Title: Plan Updates
Event Date: 1/31/2013
Event Type: Plan Maintenance
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Created Contact List for Health Department. Started Facilities and Sites List

Event Title: EOP TRAINING
Event Date: 1/29/2013
Event Type: Training
Event Status: Scheduled
Description:
Bold Systems
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Tornado (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.4 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 6 Hours

Risk Description
The National Weather Service defines a tornado as “a violently
rotating column of air extending from a thunderstorm to the
ground.” Tornadoes are the most violent of all atmospheric
storms and are capable of tremendous destruction. Wind
speeds can exceed 250 mph, and damage paths can be more
than one mile wide and 50 miles long. In an average year,
more than 900 tornadoes are reported in the United States,
resulting in approximately 80 deaths and more than 1,500
injuries.

Risk Impact
All 105 counties in Kansas are vulnerable to tornadoes. To
refine and assess the relative vulnerability of each of Kansas‘
counties to tornadoes, the state assigned ratings to four factors
that were examined at the county level: prior events, building
exposure, population density, and past tornado damage.
More specific information can be found in then Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan dated November 2010. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Although tornadoes have been documented on every continent,
they occur most frequently in the United States east of the
Rocky Mountains. Kansas is situated in an area that is generally
known as "Tornado Alley." Climatological conditions are such
that warm and cold air masses meet in the center of the country
to create conditions of great instability and fast-moving air at
high pressure that can ultimately result in the formation of
tornado funnels.
In Kansas, most tornadoes and tornado-related deaths and
injuries occur during the months of April, May, and June.
However, tornadoes have struck in every month. Similarly, while
most tornadoes occur between 3:00 and 9:00 p.m., a tornado
can strike at any time. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)

Major Disease Outbreak (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.25 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact
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While there are a number of biological diseases/agents that are
of concern to the State of Kansas, the following categories of
disease are addressed in the Kansas State Hazard Mitigation
Plan: vaccine preventable disease, foodborne disease, and
community associated infections as having significant recurring
impact on the morbidity of Kansans. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

The entire state is vulnerable to a major disease outbreak. As
evident by Annual Infectious Disease Summaries completed by
the KDHE Bureau of Surveillance and Epidemiology
(http://www.kdheks.gov/epi/index.html) all counties in Kansas
have connections with one or multiple disease outbreaks a year.
Potential casualty losses are anticipated to be greatest in
counties with higher populations, higher pediatric populations
and higher elderly populations. Health professional shortage
areas and rural areas are more susceptible to having limited
medical capabilities and by extension are more susceptible to
the possibility of being overwhelmed because of a large surge
of patients seeking care.
According to The annual impact of seasonal influenza in the US:
Measuring disease burden and costs by Molinari et al.,
nationally the economic burden of influenza medical costs,
medical costs plus lost earnings, and the total economic burden
were $10.4 billion, $26.8 billion and $87.1 billion respectively.
Using these numbers versus the gross domestic product and
estimating their percentages against the Kansas gross domestic
product, we can estimate an annual economic burden to
Kansas from influenza medical costs of $89 million, medical
costs plus lost earnings of $229 million, and total economic
burden of $745 million.
The financial burden of healthcare-associated infections
nationally has been estimated at $33 billion annually, a
staggering figure in an economy with rising healthcare needs
and diminishing reserves. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation
Plan, 2010)

Windstorm (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.35 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 6-12 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Day

Risk Description

Risk Impact
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Relatively frequent strong winds are a weather characteristic of
Kansas. High winds, often accompanying severe
thunderstorms, can cause significant property and crop
damage, threaten public safety, and have adverse economic
impacts from business closures and power loss.
Straight-line winds are generally any thunderstorm wind that is
not associated with rotation (i.e., is not a tornado). It is these
winds, which can exceed 100 mph that represent the most
common type of severe weather and are responsible for most
wind damage related to thunderstorms. Since thunderstorms do
not have narrow tracks like tornadoes, the associated wind
damage can be extensive and affect entire (and multiple)
counties. Objects like trees, barns, outbuildings, high-profile
vehicles, and power lines/poles can be toppled or destroyed,
and roofs, windows, and homes can be damaged as wind
speeds increase. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)

To assess the vulnerability of each of Kansas‘s counties to wind
events, the state assigned ratings to three factors that were
examined at the county level: prior events, building exposure,
and population density. The state then summed the ratings to
obtain overall vulnerability scores for each county so that they
could be compared and greatest vulnerability determined. The
factors are described in further detail in the Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan dated November 2010. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Wildfire (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.2 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Day

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Wildfires in Kansas typically originate in pasture or prairie areas
following the ignition of dry grasses (by natural or human
sources). About 75 percent of Kansas wildfires start during
spring due to dry weather conditions. In addition to the health
and safety impacts to those directly affected by fires, the state is
also concerned about the health affects of smoke emissions to
surrounding areas.

2003-2006
According to data from the Kansas State Fire Marshal Office,
between 2003 and 2006, Kansas experienced 22,806
wildland/crop fires across 482,264 acres. Dollar losses totaled
$4 million. There were 38 fire service injuries, 12 civilian
injuries, two fire service deaths, and three civilian deaths. Thus,
on average, Kansas experiences 5,702 wildland/crop fires
across 120,566 acres, $1 million in losses, 10 fire service
injuries, three civilian injuries, and one civilian death each year.
More detail on the impacts by county, aside from acres burned,
was not available.

Wildfires in Kansas are frequently associated with lightning and
drought conditions, as dry conditions make vegetation more
flammable. As new development encroaches into the wildland-
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urban interface (areas where development occurs within or
immediately adjacent to wildlands, near fire-prone trees, brush,
and/or other vegetation), more and more structures and people
are at risk. On occasion, ranchers and farmers intentionally
ignite vegetation to restore soil nutrients or alter the existing
vegetation growth. These fires have the potential to erupt into
wildfires. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

2007-2009
There were 5,876 wildland fires between 2007 and 2009
according to the Kansas State Fire Marshal‘s Office. These fires
resulted in over 560,000 acres burned. The total amount of
property loss incurred was $3,547,736. The average of damage
for the events between 2007 and 2009 was $1,182,578. There
were two firefighter deaths related to wildland fires from 2007 to
2009 and one firefighter death in 2010. There were three civilian
deaths related to wildland fires from 2007 to 2009 and there has
been one civilian death in 2010. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Winter Storm (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.3 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 12-24 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Winter storms in Kansas usually come in the form of heavy
snow or freezing rain (ice storms). Regardless of the form they
take, they can have significant impacts to the state and its
residents for days, weeks, or even months. They can immobilize
a region, blocking roads and railways and closing airports,
which can disrupt emergency and medical services, hamper the
flow of supplies, and isolate homes and farms, possibly for
days. Heavy snow can collapse roofs and knock down trees and
power lines. Unprotected livestock may be lost. Economic
impacts include cost of snow removal, damage repair, business
and crop losses, and power failures. It is these impacts that
Kansas is most concerned about.

All counties in Kansas are vulnerable to winter storms to some
degree, with the overall significance of the hazard considered
high by the Kansas Hazard Mitigation Team (KHMT). To assess
the relative vulnerability of each of Kansas‘s counties to winter
storms, the state assigned ratings to three factors that were
examined at the county level: prior events, building exposure,
and population density. The state then summed the ratings to
obtain overall vulnerability scores for each county so that they
could be compared and grea test relative vulnerability
determined. The factors are described in the Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan dated November 2010. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

A major winter storm can last for several days and be
accompanied by high winds, freezing rain or sleet, heavy
snowfall, and cold temperatures (see Extreme Temperatures).
The National Weather Service describes different types of
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winter storm events as follows:
Blizzard—Winds of 35 mph or more with snow and blowing
snow reducing visibility to less than 1/4 mile for at least three
hours.
Blowing Snow—Wind-driven snow that reduces visibility.
Blowing snow may be falling snow and/or snow on the ground
picked up by the wind.
Snow Squalls—Brief, intense snow showers accompanied by
strong, gusty winds. Accumulation may be significant.
Snow Showers—Snow falling at varying intensities for brief
periods of time. Some accumulation is possible.
Freezing Rain—Measurable rain that falls onto a surface with a
temperature below freezing. This causes it to freeze to surfaces,
such as trees, cars, and roads, forming a coating or glaze of ice.
Most freezing-rain events are short lived and occur near sunrise
between the months of December and March.
Sleet—Rain drops that freeze into ice pellets before reaching
the ground. Sleet usually bounces when hitting a surface and
does not stick to objects.
Heavy accumulations of ice, often the result of freezing rain, can
bring down trees, utility poles, and communications towers and
disrupt communications and power for days. Even small
accumulations of ice can be extremely dangerous to motorists
and pedestrians. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)
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Flood (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 3.45 - High

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 6-12 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Riverine flooding is the most common type of flood hazard in
Kansas. In this case, when a stream channel fills with more
water than it can carry, water rises and flows over the banks
onto the adjacent floodplain. Persistent wet meteorological
patterns are usually responsible for very large regional floods,
such as the Mississippi River Basin flood of 1993 when about
40 inches of rain fell during the first seven months of the year in
northeast Kansas.

The vulnerability of Kansas to flooding is significant. While
health and safety impacts of flooding can be devastating, loss of
life to floods during the last 50 years has declined while
economic losses (e.g., property, crop, and infrastructure) have
continued to rise (USGS 2006). This increase in losses can be
attributed in part to encroachment of urban and agricultural
development onto floodplains, which increases the potential for
flood damage. Kansas‘ environmental and cultural resources
are also susceptible to flooding. Prolonged flood conditions,
such as experienced in 1993, can kill wildlife, contaminate
recreational areas, remove vegetation, and saturate the ground
for months. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Kansas is also prone to flash flooding, which is defined as a
rapid rise in water level, fast-moving water, and debris. This is
an increasingly serious problem due to removal of vegetation,
paving, replacement of ground cover by impermeable surfaces
that increase runoff, and construction of drainage systems that
increase runoff speed. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation
Plan, 2010)

Hailstorm (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.95 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = 6-12 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 6 Hours

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Hailstorms in Kansas cause damage to property, crops, and the
environment and kill and injure livestock. Because of Kansas‘
large agricultural industry, crop damage and livestock losses
due to hail are of great concern to the state. In the United
States, hail causes more than $1 billion in damage to property
and crops each year. Over the 20-year period, 1989 to 2008,
hurricanes and tropical storms made up 46.9% of total
catastrophic losses, followed by tornado losses (27.0%), winter

All 105 counties in Kansas are vulnerable to hailstorms. To
refine and assess the relative vulnerability of each of Kansas‘
counties to hail, the state assigned ratings to five factors that
were examined at the county level: prior events, building
exposure, population density, percent farmland, and past hail
damage. The state then summed the ratings to obtain overall
vulnerability scores for each county so that they could be
compared and the greatest vulnerability determined. Additional
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storms (7.6%), terrorism (6.9%), earthquakes and other
geologic events (5.9%), wind/hail/flood (2.9%) and fire (2.4%).
Civil disorders, water damage and utility services disruption
combined represented less than 1%. Each year about 6% of
homeowners file claims. Hail is associated with thunderstorms
that can also bring high winds and tornadoes. It forms when
updrafts carry raindrops into extremely cold areas of the
atmosphere where they freeze into ice. Hail falls when it
becomes heavy enough to overcome the strength of the updraft
and is pulled by gravity toward the earth. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Pandemic Event (Biological Risk)

information can be found in the Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan
dated 2010. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Rating: 2.8 - Moderate

Probability = Likely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

A disease epidemic occurs when there are more cases of that
disease than normal. A pandemic is a worldwide epidemic of a
disease. An influenza pandemic may occur when a new
influenza virus appears against which the human population has
no immunity. If a pandemic were to occur today, we could
expect the virus to spread rapidly due to the interconnected
nature of the world and the high level of global travel.

Impacts could include a significant shortage of personnel in the
workplace, putting a strain on operations. Additionally, medical
facilities will be strained with demands to care for both influenza
and non-influenza patients.

Lightning (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.5 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = 12-24 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 6 Hours

Risk Description
According to the National Weather Service, lightning is one of
the most underrated severe weather hazards. The second
deadliest weather killer in the United States, it ranks above
hurricanes or tornadoes with an average of 73 deaths and 300

Risk Impact
Based on NCDC data, Kansas can expect approximately $1.3
million in lightning-related losses and two lightning related
injuries each year. The eastern and central portions of the state
are more likely to experience lightning impacts, but the entire
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injuries each year.
Severe thunderstorms strike Kansas on a regular basis. In
addition to the heavy rains that cause floods, high winds,
tornadoes, and thunderstorms, lightning often accompanies
thunderstorms and can cause injury, death, property damage,
and wildland fires. The widespread and frequent nature of
thunderstorms makes lightning a relatively common occurrence.
Of particular concern to Kansas is protection of facilities and
communications systems that are important to emergency
response operations, protection of public health, and
maintenance of the state‘s economy. The threat to
communications systems includes tornado sirens, which could
get knocked out just when they are needed most. (Source:
Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

state is susceptible. More injuries and deaths can be expected
as a result of lightning strikes during the months of MaySeptember, with the greatest risk to people outdoors for work or
recreation. Risk to specific communications, power and warning
infrastructure are best conducted on a facility-by-facility
basis. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Hazardous Materials (Technological)

Risk Rating: 2.9 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Day

Risk Description
Hazardous materials and waste are a concern for Kansas
because a sudden accidental or intentional release of such
materials can be dangerous to human health and safety, to
property, and to the quality of the environment. Such releases
may come from both fixed sources, such as a manufacturing or
storage facility, or from a transportation source, such as a truck
or pipeline. Accidental releases may be due to equipment
failure, human error, or a natural or manmade hazard event.
Agricultural facilities throughout Kansas are likely to have
dangerous materials present that could pose a threat to
surrounding populations in the event of an emergency or
disaster. Facilities that store or use chemicals considered

Risk Impact
According to the Kansas Division of Emergency Management,
there are 40 "critical" sites in Kansas. They are deemed so
because of the severity of the chemicals, the quantity of
chemicals, and the amount of population affected in a worstcase scenario. These facilities are listed below in order of
criticality. Sedgwick County has the greatest number of these
facilities with six (numbers 2, 6, 12, 24, 25, and 36) followed by
Wyandotte County with five (numbers 3, 4, 10, 14, and 38).
Ford, Lyon, Montgomery, and Saline each have three.
Information about these facilities in this plan is limited because
of security and liability issues. The following list provided in the
2010 Kansas Mitigation Plan:
1. Coffey County—Energy Plant
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unusually dangerous to human safety are required by Section
112R of the Clear Air Act Amendments to assess the potential
impacts of an accidental release of the chemical at their facility
and to prepare risk management plans (RMP). Of particular
interest to Kansas is that ammonia is one of the covered
hazardous materials. Numerous Kansas ammonia storage and
distribution facilities have filed an RMP with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A database with
information about Kansas facilities that have RMPs is available
through the EPA at www.rtknet.org/rmp/KS.php.
Also of concern in Kansas are caverns in the salt beds, which
are used for storing natural gas, natural gas liquids, and other
hydrocarbons. Some caverns that are now used for
hydrocarbon storage were originally created during salt mining;
others were created by solutions specifically for the storage of
hydrocarbons. Salt caverns are used for storage because salt is
highly impermeable, and salt beds in Kansas are thick and fairly
predictable. Nevertheless, there are problems associated with
such storage, such as the potential for natural leakage, cavern
failure, and equipment failure, which can result in fires and
explosions. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

2. Sedgwick County—Chemical Plant
3. Wyandotte County—Chemical Plant
4. Wyandotte County—Specialty Gas
5. Shawnee County—Water Treatment
6. Sedgwick County—Water Treatment
7. Leavenworth County—Water Treatment
8. Ford County—Nitrogen Plant
9. Saline County—Water Treatment
10. Wyandotte County—Soap Plant
11. Butler County—Refinery
12. Sedgwick County—Ethanol Plant
13. Ford County—Beef Packing
14. Wyandotte County—Water Processing
15. Lyon County—Beef Packing
16. Ford County—Meat Processing
17. Saline County—Food Processing
18. Cherokee County—Chemical Manufacturing
19. McPherson County—Refinery
20. Finney County—Fertilizer Plant
21. Lyon County—Feed/Elevator/Fertilizer
22. Johnson County—Food Distribution
23. Seward County—Water Treatment
24. Sedgwick County—Chemical Distribution
25. Sedgwick County—Meat Processing
26. Barton County—Fertilizer Sales
27. Lyon County—Water Treatment
28. Saline County—Processing and Storage of Fertilizers
29. McPherson County—Chemical Production and Distribution
30. Ellis County—Water Treatment
31. Montgomery County—Chemical Production and Distribution
32. Shawnee County—Food Manufacturing
33. Crawford County—Water Treatment
34. Cowley County—Beef Packing
35. Montgomery County—Refinery
36. Sedgwick County—Produces Dairy Products
37. Johnson County—Food Manufacturing
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38. Wyandotte County—Refrigerated Warehouse
39. Montgomery County—Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant
40. Reno County—Food Processing
(Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Utility/Infrastructure Failure (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.85 - Moderate

Probability = Likely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Week

Risk Description
Critical infrastructure involves several different types of facilities
and systems: transportation, power systems, natural gas and oil
pipelines, water and sewer systems, storage networks, and
telecommunications facilities. State and locally designated
critical facilities, such as hospitals, government centers, etc.,
are also considered critical infrastructure. Failure of utilities or
other components of the infrastructure in Kansas can seriously
impact public health, the functioning of communities, and the
state‘s economy. Disruption of any of these services could
result from the majority of the natural, technological, and
manmade hazards described in this plan (water systems are
particularly vulnerable to drought).

Risk Impact
Analysis of utility and infrastructure failure can be found on
pages 3.253-3.262 in the 2010 Kansas Hazard Mitigation
Plan. The entire risk assessment for the 2010 Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan can be found in the file archive.

Also of concern are solar storms. The next 11-year cycle of
solar storms will most likely start in March 2008 and peak in late
2011 or mid-2012. These storms can potentially affect power
and communication systems.
The largest electric utilities in Kansas are Kansas Gas and
Electric, Westar Energy, Kansas City Power and Light
Company, Board of Public Utilities and Utilicorp United, Inc.
Two nuclear power plants serve Kansas: Cooper Nuclear
Station in Brownville, Nebraska, and Wolf Creek in Burlington,
Kansas. However, the state gets power from a large number of
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suppliers. There are 121 municipal electric utilities that provide
electricity to approximately 18% of the state‘s consumers.
Generally, these smaller electrical suppliers have limited
resources for mitigation. Thus, the large number of electric
service providers could mean greater vulnerability of the state in
the event of a major, widespread disaster, such as a severe
winter storm or ice storm. The majority of the municipal utilities
purchase power on the wholesale market for resale to their
customers. This may make them more vulnerable to regional
shortages of power as well. Such vulnerability was
demonstrated in the power outages in the Great Lakes and New
York area in 2003.
In recent years, regional electric power grid system failures in
the western and northeastern United States have demonstrated
that similar failures could happen in Kansas. This vulnerability is
most appropriately addressed on a multi-state regional or
national basis. Another recent concern of the state that could
affect the functioning of utilities and infrastructure is
cybersecurity. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Agricultural Infestation (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.95 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description
Agricultural infestation is the naturally occurring infection of
crops or livestock
with insects, vermin, or diseases that render the crops or
livestock unfit for
consumption or use. Because of Kansas‘ substantial agricultural
industry and
related facilities and locations, the potential for infestation of
crops or
livestock poses a significant risk to the economy of the state.

Risk Impact
Every county in the state is potentially vulnerable with central
and western counties slightly higher due to higher feedlot
numbers and larger farmlands. While there are human health
implications from infected food supply, it is likely the economic
consequences of an agricultural infestation will be most
significant. One way to estimate vulnerability would be to
inventory the value of crops and livestock exposed to the
hazard. For example, according to the USDA National
Agricultural Statistics Service (January 1, 2007 report), the
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Some level of agricultural infestation is normal for Kansas
farmers and ranchers. The concern is when the level of an
infestation escalates suddenly, or a new infestation appears,
overwhelming normal control efforts. The levels and types of
agricultural infestation appear to vary by many factors, including
cycles of heavy rains and drought. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Terrorism, Agri-terrorism, and Civil Disorder (Man-Made Risk)

value of the cattle and calves in the State of Kansas totaled
$8.5 billion dollars. While it is difficult to estimate how much
livestock would be lost in an event, a 10% loss of the cattle herd
would be approximately $850 million dollars. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Rating: 2.65 - Moderate

Probability = Unlikely, Magnitude = Catastrophic, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description
The Federal Bureau of Investigation defines terrorism as, "the
unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to
intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or
any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social
objectives." The threat of terrorism, both international and
domestic, is ever present, and an attack is likely to occur when
least expected.

Risk Impact
The level of risk posed by acts of terrorism against
nonagricultural facilities and systems is low. This risk is
somewhat elevated in the eastern and south central regions of
the state, reflecting the greater level of urbanization and the
larger number of potential targets.

The state has identified a growing vulnerability to terrorism. To
respond to that vulnerability, Kansas faces some unique
The Southern Poverty Law Center reported that in 2006, there
problems relating to geography and population distribution. A
were six active hate groups in Kansas: Four neo-Nazi groups
majority of the state‘s population is concentrated in three
(National Socialist Movement in Hutchinson, Kansas City,
metropolitan areas (Kansas City, Topeka, and Wichita). The
Scandia, and Wichita), one racist skinhead group (Midland
rest of the state is generally rural and has limited governmental
Hammerskins in Wichita), and one general hate group
and public health infrastructure. Kansas has four active military
(Westboro Baptist Church in Topeka). They also reported one
installations (Ft. Riley in Junction City, Ft. Leavenworth
patriot group (opposed to the "New World Order" or advocate,
northeast of Kansas City, McConnell Air Force Base in Wichita,
or adhere to extreme antigovernment doctrines): the
and Forbes Field Air National Guard Base in Topeka) and one
Constitution Party in Wichita. Other groups, such as the Animal active nuclear generating power plant (Coffey County). The
Liberation Front (ALF), Earth Liberation Front (ELF), and People northeast corner of the state is within the fifty-mile emergency
for the Ethical Treatment of Animal (PETA) have sympathizers
planning zone of Nebraska‘s Cooper Nuclear Station. All of
in the state. Although no major terrorist acts have been
these are potential terrorist targets. The metropolitan Kansas
attributed to any of these latter groups, their involvement in
City area, besides being a major population center, is home to a
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violent acts is meant to disrupt governmental functions and
cannot be discounted. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)

nationwide telecommunication provider, Wichita is home to a
significant portion of the nation‘s aerospace industry, and Salina
has the Kansas Regional Training Institute training grounds for
the Army National Guard and is near a missile range.

Agri-terrorism consists of acts to intentionally contaminate, ruin,
or otherwise make agricultural products unfit or dangerous for
consumption or further use. Agriculture is an important industry
in Kansas. The introduction of a biological agent into the
population of 6.4 million cattle or the nearly 10 million acres of
wheat would be financially devastating and would have a major
impact on the food supply of the state and the nation. A major
attack involving the nation‘s food supply could be launched in a
rural area that has little capacity to respond. Potential terrorists‘
targets for livestock disease introduction would be concentration
points, such as the state‘s licensed feedlots livestock markets.
Additionally, Kansas has over 120 agricultural crop-dusters,
many of which are configured for chemical spraying. (See
Section 3.3.1 Agricultural Infestation.)

The risk of agri-terrorism incidents is relatively higher in the
central and western portions of the state. This corresponds with
the location of the largest acreage of croplands and cattle range
as well as the location of numerous large feedlots. It is believed
that most communities of the state are not likely to experience
civil disorder, barring extraordinary and unpredictable
circumstances. The communities considered to be most
vulnerable to this hazard are low-income communities,
urbanized areas, large gathering places (such as sports
stadiums), and universities. As mentioned previously, there are
hate/patriot groups in Hutchinson, Kansas City, Scandia,
Topeka, and Wichita. It is not possible to predict what or where
the future losses may be to terrorism, agri-terrorism, or civil
disorder, because of the nature of these hazards. Losses could
be small from isolated events, to catastrophic depending on the
nature of the event. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)

In the United States, civil disorder has been most commonly
associated with urban areas and college campuses, particularly
in the 1960s around the issues of civil rights and the Vietnam
War. According to U.S. Code (18 U.S.C. §232), civil disorder is
?any public disturbance involving acts of violence by a group of
three or more persons causing immediate danger, damage, or
injury to the property or person of another individual.? In
Kansas, civil disorder is recognized as a societal hazard
because of the associated potential for injury, loss of life,
property damage, and economic disruption. There has been
very little reported terrorist activity in the State of Kansas;
therefore the committee determined this hazard profile to be
sufficient for the 2010.
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Land Subsidence (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.65 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Subsidence is caused when the ground above manmade or
natural voids collapses. Subsidence can be related to mine
collapse, water and oil withdrawal, or natural causes such as
shrinking of expansive soils, salt dissolution (which may also be
related to mining activities), and cave collapses. The surface
depression is known as a sinkhole. If sinkholes appear beneath
developed areas, damage or destruction of buildings, roads and
rails, or other infrastructure can result. The rate of subsidence,
which ranges from gradual to catastrophic, correlates to its risk
to public safety and property damage.

Based on past events, Cherokee, Crawford, Bourbon, Ellsworth,
Kiowa, McPherson, Reno, Russell, Sumner, Sedgwick, and
Wyandotte Counties are at risk to subsidence problems. The
Kansas Department of Health and Environment estimates over
500 shafts in Cherokee County will require corrective action to
avoid future cave-ins. According to the sinkhole map, Brown,
Butler, Chase, Clay, Cowley, Dickinson, Douglas, Elk, Geary,
Greenwood, Johnson, Pottawatomie, Marion, Marshall, Miami,
Montgomery, Morris, Riley, Sedgwick, and Washington
Counties are potentially at risk to subsidence problems. The
southeastern corner of the state is thought to have the highest
risk due to the coal, lead and zinc mining activity there.

Areas of karst, a terrain or type of topography generally
underlain by soluble rocks, such as limestone, gypsum, and
dolomite, in which the topography is chiefly formed by dissolving
the rock, are particularly prone to sinkholes.
Some isolated incidents of subsidence have been associated
with high volume pumping of water wells. This type of
subsidence is not widespread in Kansas and can usually be
addressed on a case-by-case basis. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Expansive Soils (Natural Risk)

The Kansas Department of Health and Environment in 2006
prepared a report on "SubsurfaceVoid Space and
Sinkhole/Subsidence Area Inventory for the State of Kansas."
The report inventoried subsurface void space from oil and gas
exploration and production, natural sources, shaft mining, and
solution mining. Subsurface hydrocarbon storage caverns are
located in Rice,
Reno, McPherson, Kingman, Grant, and Ellsworth Counties,
and total 2,022 acres of subsurface void space. The total void
space inventory for all sources in the state is 119,045
acres. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Rating: 2.65 - Moderate

Probability = Highly Likely, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact
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A relatively widespread geologic hazard for Kansas is the
presence of soils that expand and shrink in relation to their
water content. Expansive soils can cause physical damage to
building foundations, roadways, and other components of the
infrastructure when clay soils swell and shrink as a result of
changes in moisture content. For Kansas, the vulnerability to
this hazard most frequently is associated with soils shrinking
during periods of drought.
Thirty-six states have expansive soils within their jurisdiction.
Expansive soils are so extensive within parts of the United
States that alteration of the highway routes to avoid expansive
soils is virtually impossible. The Midwest is particularly
problematic for construction because of the varied mixture of
clay soils. Each year in the United States, expansive soils cause
billions of dollars in damage to buildings, roads, pipelines, and
other structures. This is more damage than that typically caused
by floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, and earthquakes combined. It
is estimated that approximately 10% of the homes built on
expansive soils experience significant damage. It should be
noted there is limited available data on this hazard and no
reported occurrences. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan,
2010)

Extreme Temperatures (Natural Risk)

No one has estimated the damages and losses from expansive
soils in the state. Detailed maps are needed to help develop
avoidance and mitigation strategies.
While the presence of clays with high swelling and shrinking
potential are somewhat higher in the western part of the state,
development has not and is not occurring at a rate to cause
structural damages from this hazard to increase the estimate of
relative risk. Damage from expansive soil to new construction is
often mitigated with modern construction practices. (Source:
Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Rating: 2.4 - Moderate

Probability = Likely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Heat waves and unusually cold weather are considered hazards
in Kansas because of their deleterious effects on people,
agriculture, the environment, infrastructure, and the economy.
Heat waves can be closely associated with drought, while
extreme low temperatures may be associated with winter
storms or occur as separate atmospheric events. Unusually low

All Kansas communities are vulnerable to the impacts of
extreme temperatures. However, those with a higher ratio of
elderly may be more at risk because of the heightened
vulnerability of this segment of the population. Based on elderly
populations there is greater risk to the more urban counties of
Johnson, Wyandotte, Sedgwick and Shawnee, but overall the
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temperatures outside of the typical cold months (e.g., early and
late freezes) can be particularly damaging to crops.
Extreme Heat is defined by the Centers for Disease Control as
"summertime temperatures that are substantially hotter or more
humid than average for a location at that time of year."
Increases in humidity make it more difficult for the body to cool
itself as sweat does not evaporate as quickly, preventing the
body from cooling.

State of Kansas has a higher than average elderly population.
This hazard can become more serious when combined with a
utility/infrastructure failure or winter storm hazard. Sometimes
this hazard contributes to the infrastructure failure, such as
overloading of the power grid during hot summer months.
Severe temperatures could impact the agriculture industry
statewide. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Extreme cold are those temperatures that are lower than normal
for a given area with the increase in wind speed. The
combination of these two elements affect the wind chill factor.
The wind chill factor is the perceived temperature. As the speed
of wind increases, the skin temperature drops as the heat is
carried away from the body. As the perceived temperature
increases, the risk of frostbite and hypothermia
increases. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Drought (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.35 - Moderate

Probability = Possible, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Drought is generally defined as a condition of moisture levels
significantly below normal for an extended period of time over a
large area that adversely affects plants, animal life, and
humans. It can also be defined in terms of meteorology,
agriculture, and hydrology. Although drought is not predictable,
long-range outlooks may indicate an increased chance of
drought, which can serve as a warning (P.L. 109-430
established a National Integrated Drought Information System
within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to
improve drought monitoring and forecasting capabilities). A
drought period can last for months, years, or even decades. It is

While the entire state is moderately susceptible to drought,
some jurisdictions may be more at risk from drought based on
such factors as the adequacy of their water supply system,
dependence on agriculture, the potential adverse affects to
nearby navigation and water-based recreation, and vulnerability
to drought-related hazards such as wildfire and wind erosion.
Determining the direct and indirect costs associated with
droughts is difficult because of the broad impacts of drought and
the difficulty in establishing when droughts begin and end.
Drought can severely challenge a public water supplier through
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rarely a direct cause of death, though the associated heat, dust,
and stress can all contribute to increased mortality.
Periods of drought are normal occurrences in all parts of
Kansas. Drought in Kansas is caused by severely inadequate
amounts of precipitation that adversely affect farming and
ranching, surface and ground water supplies, and uses of
surface waters for navigation and recreation. Because of these
impacts, drought can have significant economic and
environmental impacts. Drought can also create favorable
conditions for wildfires and wind erosion. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Dam and Levee Failure (Natural Risk)

depletion of the raw water supply and greatly increased
customer water demand. Even if the raw water supply remains
adequate, problems due to limited treatment capacity or limited
distribution system capacity may be encountered. A 2007
assessment of 800 city or rural water district drinking water
systems by the Kansas Water Office found 133 to be drought
vulnerable. Basic source limitations were the most common
cause of drought vulnerability, followed by distribution system
limitations. The most vulnerable basin is the Solomon Basin,
where 42% of the basin‘s public water suppliers are considered
by the state to be vulnerable to drought. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Rating: 2.35 - Moderate

Probability = Unlikely, Magnitude = Catastrophic, Warning Time = 12-24 Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Kansas is a state with many dams, impoundments, and levees.
The failure of these structures could result in injuries, loss of life,
property, environmental, and economic damage. While levees
are built solely for flood protection, dams often serve multiple
purposes, one of which may be flood control. Severe flooding
and other storms can increase the potential that dams and
levees will be damaged and fail as a result of the physical force
of the flood waters or overtopping.

Based on the distribution of high and significant hazard dams,
the eastern half of the state is potentially more vulnerable to a
dam failure event. The risk for dam failure is highest for the
Kansas Lower Republican River Basin. This is because of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineer‘s Tuttle Creek dam in Riley,
Pottawatomie, and Marshall Counties, and the risk it poses to
downstream populated areas and property. The dam is located
on the Big Blue River, nine miles upstream from the confluence
of the Blue and Kansas Rivers. It is situated near the Humboldt
Dams and levees are usually engineered to withstand a flood
fault line, which is associated with the Nemaha uplift.
with a computed risk of occurrence. If a larger flood occurs, then Earthquake models show that the dam could be significantly
that structure will likely be overtopped. If during the overtopping damaged to the point that the lake could wash out the dam.
the dam or levee fails or is washed out, the water behind it is
Should the Tuttle Creek dam fail, Manhattan would be hit the
released as a flash flood. Failed dams and levees can create
hardest; a significant portion of its business and industrial areas
floods that are catastrophic to life and property because of the
would be inundated. Topeka and Lawrence as well as smaller
tremendous energy of the released water. Similarly, levees in
communities along the Kansas River would also feel the impact.
Kansas were largely constructed to protect agricultural land and Levees downstream in Topeka, Lawrence, and Kansas City
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not built to design standards established to protect people and
property. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

could also break. Upstream, the damage would be economic as
recreational opportunities would be adversely affected. While
the probability of a significant earthquake event is low, efforts
are under way to shore up the dam to withstand a moderate to
large earthquake.
For the other river basins of the state, the risk for dam failure as
a hazard is not considered high by the state. However, because
of the large number of dams in the state, and the wide variability
in impact should there be a failure, a statewide approach to
analysis of this hazard could understate the level of local risk in
specific areas. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)
The largest number of dams also coincides with some of the
more heavily populated counties. Inundation mapping in GIS
formats could be used to assess populations and buildings
downstream of many of these dams, but these maps are only
available downstream of federally maintained and operated
structures such as Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. Army Corp
of Engineer dams. These agencies do not release this kind of
information to the public because of homeland security
concerns. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Landslide (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 2.2 - Moderate

Probability = Likely, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = 6-12 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 6 Hours

Risk Description
Landslides are natural phenomena that are not new to Kansas.
A landslide is the downhill movement of masses of soil and rock
by gravity. The basic ingredients for landslides are gravity,
susceptible soil or rock, sloping ground, and water. Types of
landslides that occur in Kansas are rockfalls, block slides,
slumps, earth flows, and creep. Creep is widespread on
hillsides throughout Kansas.

Risk Impact
Overall, the relative risk posed by landslide to Kansas is low,
but the level of risk is somewhat higher in the northeast corner
of the state in the vicinity of the Kansas City metropolitan area.
This includes Wyandotte, Johnson, Leavenworth, Atchison,
Douglas and Doniphan Counties. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)
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Landslides require hilly terrain. Typically, as the slope angle
increases, so does the potential for landslides. Anything that
increases the slope angle can trigger a landslide (e.g., a stream
actively eroding a hill, construction practices). Slope steepness
is the primary factor determining slope stability, but soil and rock
types are also important. The most common rocks found in
Kansas are shales, limestones, and sandstones. Shales—rocks
composed of clay- and silt-sized grains—are most often
associated with landslides. When shale is near the ground
surface where the water content fluctuates, it weathers into a
clayey soil that could be landslide prone. Limestones and
sandstones exposed in cliffs or roadcuts can pose a risk for rock
fall, especially when they overlie shales.
Landslides may occur when soil on hillsides is saturated
following extended periods of rainfall or snow melt. Landslides
can damage or destroy structures, roadways, and utilities as
well as block roadways with debris. They cause more than 25
fatalities and $1.5 billion in damage each year in the United
States and are often associated with other hazard events (e.g.,
earthquakes, flooding, heavy rainfall). There were no reported
events in the state from the USGS. (Source: Kansas Hazard
Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Radiological (Technological)

Risk Rating: 1.95 - Low

Probability = Unlikely, Magnitude = Critical, Warning Time = 12-24 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 1 Week

Risk Description
An accident involving radioactive materials could occur in
Kansas from a variety of sources: nuclear reactors,
transportation accidents, industrial and medical uses, and lost
or stolen sources to which the public could be exposed, or
contaminated, with a high level of radiation. Radiological

Risk Impact
Counties within the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) for
commercial nuclear power plants (in Kansas, this is only Coffey
County) have a relatively higher radiological risk than other
counties, but the potential for an incident is extremely low.
Nemaha, Brown, and Doniphan Counties have moderate
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accidents could cause injury or death, contaminate property and
valuable environmental resources, as well as disrupt the
functioning of communities and their economies.

vulnerability since they are the closest counties to the Cooper
Nuclear Plant in Nebraska. In general, radioactive material is
distributed across the state proportionally to population density.
Areas near interstates and major highways have an increased
risk of transportation accidents. Remote areas also have to
account for long response times from hazardous materials and
health physics personnel. Stolen and lost sources can put the
public at elevated risks if the material is unidentified and lost,
abandoned, or intentionally placed in a public area. Field
radiography cameras are used extensively in pipeline
construction and repair. Along with currently licensed materials,
there are a few contaminated sites in Kansas that may pose a
risk to public health and the environment. (Source: Kansas
Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)
The Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS) is located in Coffey
County and presents a potential risk for Coffey County. Wolf
Creek and Coffey County has put together the 2014 Coffey
County Contingency Plan in case of an incident involving the
WCGS (see attachment). The following is a list of content in
the 2014 Coffey County Contingency Plan:


Emergency planning zones (exposure and ingestion
pathways)



Near site Area



Concept of operations



Responsibilities of the emergency response organization



Augmentation of county resources



Emergency classifications and action levels



Incidents at the Wolf Creek Generating Station
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Transportation accidents involving nuclear fuel elements



Emergency measures



Initial notification of Coffey County officials



Activation of the contingency plan



Warning and initial notification of the general public



Evacuation and shelter



Emergency information



Emergency transportation



Effective emergency planning zone access control



Traffic Control

Soil Erosion and Dust (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 1.75 - Low

Probability = Possible, Magnitude = Negligible, Warning Time = 24+ Hours, Duration of Recovery = More Than 1 Week

Risk Description

Risk Impact

Soil erosion and dust are both ongoing problems for Kansas.
Both can cause significant loss of valuable agricultural soils,
damage crops, harm environmental resources, and have
adverse economic impacts. Soil erosion in Kansas is largely
associated with periods of drought, when winds are able to
move tremendous quantities of exposed dry soil (wind erosion),

Essentially all of Kansas is prone to soil erosion, with the
western half of the state more vulnerable to wind erosion and
dust because of a greater amount of farmland and higher
velocity winds. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)
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and flooding (streambank erosion). Improper agricultural and
grazing practices can also contribute to soil erosion.
The United States is losing soil 10 times faster than the natural
replenishment rate, and related production losses cost the
country about $37.6 billion each year. On average, wind erosion
is responsible for about 40% of this loss and can increase
markedly in drought years. Wind erosion physically removes the
lighter, less dense soil constituents such as organic matter,
clays and silts. Thus it removes the most fertile part of the soil
and lowers soil productivity, which can result in lower crop
yields or poorer grade pastures and increase economic
costs. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Stream bank erosion, which can remove agricultural land and
damage or destroy transportation systems and utility lines,
occurs each year, particularly in the spring, and can occur along
any stream bank. A large proportion of all eroded soil material
ends up in rivers, streams, and lakes, which makes waterways
more prone to flooding and contamination. One type of stream
bank erosion occurs after heavy rains when water is released
from reservoirs causing water levels to rise in rivers and
streams. The dry soil at the top of embankments becomes
saturated. When reservoir gates are closed and flows return to
normal, water levels suddenly drop and the heavy wet soil at the
top of the embankments falls into the rivers and streams below.
Federal reservoirs are a vital resource for public water suppliers
in Kansas, providing regional sources of stored untreated water
to surrounding communities and industries. The silting of these
reservoirs is impacting water supply and quality as well as flood
storage. Because of differing climatic conditions, land uses, and
physical attributes in the various watersheds, sedimentation
rates vary among the reservoirs.
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In 2001, the Kansas Water Office completed a report that
projected the affect of sedimentation on state-owned storage in
federal reservoirs. By the year 2040, sedimentation was
projected to reduce the total amount of state-owned storage
from 1.2 million acre-feet to roughly 857,000 acre-feet, a rate of
loss of 6,260 acre-feet per year.
Erosion increases the amount of dust carried by wind. Dust can
also threaten agriculture and have economic impacts by
reducing seedling survival and growth, increasing the
susceptibility of plants to certain stressors, and damaging
property and equipment (e.g., clogging machinery parts). It is
also a threat to health and safety. It acts as an abrasive and air
pollutant and carries about 20 human infectious disease
organisms (including anthrax and tuberculosis). There is
evidence that there is an association between dust and asthma.
Some studies indicate that as much as 20% of the incidences of
asthma are related to dust. Blowing dust can be severe enough
to necessitate highway closures because of low visibility, which
can cause vehicle accidents. The HMP Committee determined
that there is limited data on this hazard, therefore the committee
elected not to make any substantial updates to this assessment.

Earthquake (Natural Risk)

Risk Rating: 1.75 - Low

Probability = Unlikely, Magnitude = Limited, Warning Time = Less Than 6 Hours, Duration of Recovery = Less Than 6 Hours

Risk Description
Kansas experiences small earthquakes on a routine basis, but
few are of a magnitude that could cause damage to buildings or
the infrastructure. According to a FEMA report, Kansas ranks
45th among the states in the amount of damage caused by
earthquakes in an average year. The Kansas City, Missouri,
area was ranked 35th among 35 major metropolitan
areas. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2010)

Risk Impact
The counties that are at least partially in Kansas‘ highest zone
of peak horizontal acceleration (for the 10% probability of
exceedance in 50 years) are Atchison, Brown, Chase, Clay,
Cloud, Dickinson, Douglas, Geary, Jackson, Jefferson, Lyon,
Marion, Marshall, Morris, Nemaha, Osage, Ottawa,
Pottawatomie, Republic, Riley, Saline, Shawnee, Wabaunsee,
and Washington in the northeast and Barber, Cowley, Harper,
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and Sumner in the south. The level of shaking on USGS 10%
and 2% probability of exceedance maps do not indicate ranges
of shaking where significant damage would be experienced.
Damage incurred would be primarily to contents and nonstructural elements of buildings. A further estimation of losses
was not done because of the low level of planning significance
associated with this hazard. (Source: Kansas Hazard Mitigation
Plan, 2010)
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